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ABOUT THE ASSOCIATION

hat did the Romans do for us? One thing they certainly did was to lay the foundations forWour modern road network, with millions of us driving every day along roads first laid out
by Roman surveyors twomillenia ago (such as Oxford Street in London, and large parts of the A1,
A5 and many others). Unfortunately though, much of the Roman road network is not
represented by modern roads, and despite a common assumption that Ivan Margary’s
comprehensive gazetteer, Roman Roads in Britain (1973) made our understanding of the Roman
road network reasonably complete, less than 40% of the network is actually known with any
certainty. That false assumption has also frequently led to a lack of attention from the
professional archaeological community (with the notable exception of roads in Wales), and for
most of the past hundred years the serious study of Roman roads was left to a handful of
disparate individuals and small amateur groups, with little or no co-ordination or cooperation
between them.

The RRRA was formed in 2015 as a registered charity to bring those disparate individuals
together, and to coordinate a nationwide programme of consistent and high quality research,
promoting the study of Roman roads and Roman heritage throughout the former Roman
province of Britannia. Over the last couple of decades, it has often been a race against time to
discover and record what we can of the 60% of the Roman road network about which we are still
uncertain, since modern agricultural methods and urban development have been steadily
removing surviving features from the landscape. Fortunately, new technologies such as LiDAR
and geophysical survey havehelped enormously and enabled researchers to identify the remains
of hundreds of miles of previously unknown Roman roads, along with associated Roman sites,
and we continue to work to fill the many gaps. Research is only half the story though, we also
have to ensure that the results of our work are readily available. We aim to:

1. bring together all known information on Roman roads in Britain, summarised in a freely
accessible online interactive gazetteer, expected to be complete by 2026.

2. identify key sites where important questions remain, and organise fieldwork necessary to
answer those questions. 100 Ha of geophysical survey have been completed, with a further
500 Ha already planned, and several future excavations are currently at the planning stage.

3. encourage the involvement of as many people as possible in our activities. We care
passionately about community archaeology, and will always encourage local people to get
involved in our work, without any charge (unlike some organisations, we will never do this!).

4. organise events to keep people up to date with research including online talks & seminars.

5. ensure that all our published work is Open Access, including our quarterly newsletter and
Itinera (following a very short initial members only embargo).

Membership is open to everyone, and our three hundred or so members come from a wide
variety of backgrounds ranging from those with just a general interest in our Roman heritage to
professional archaeologists from both the public and commercial sectors, alongside seasoned
Roman roads researchers. Joining the RRRA gives you the knowledge that your modest
subscription (just £14 a year for a single adult) is helping to support our important work. You
might even get a warm and fuzzy glow.



FROM THE CHAIRMAN
MIKE HAKEN

hilst it may no longer be fashionable for academic journals to carry aWChairman’s message or annual review, we felt that for our first ever
volume a brief outline of our activities in 2020 was more than justified,
especially in the current circumstances of the Covid-19 pandemic.

The Roman Roads Research Association is a young organisation and was less
than five years old at the beginning of 2020. Of course, at that time we had no
idea of the challenges that the Covid-19 pandemic would present. For

ourselves, the impacts were felt mainly in our fieldwork and public engagement. Our plans
to revisit the site of our hugely successful community excavation on Dere Street (RR8a) and
a nearby Romano-British settlement in 2019 had to be shelved, and we currently cannot say
with certainty if we will revisit the site this year. The pandemic also prevented us moving
forward with our Devil’s Causeway project in Northumberland, examining possible Roman
military sites along the route of the Roman road, and it seems unlikely that much fieldwork
will take place there until 2022. Similarly, plans to launch a major community based
geophysical survey also had to be postponed, as did a planned community project near
Doncaster which was to process the finds from a fieldwalking survey conducted just before
the first lockdown on a newly identified Roman roadside settlement.

However, the year’s eventswere far from being entirely negative. Despite the difficulties, or
even perhaps because of them, 2020 did bring positive changes as well. It was right at the
start of the first lockdown that we took the decision to launch Itinera, and just over a year
later you are now reading our first ever volume. Our increased social media presence
resulted in a doubling of our membership in the year, a trend that has continued since, with
membership now standing at 311 at the time of writing (early March 2021). Whilst most of
our community projects were postponed, our small but highly dedicated team conducting
geophysical survey on parts of the road corridor between Doncaster and Aldborough did
achieve some excellent results (when the regulations permitted). Turning out in all
weathers, even in a blizzard, they surveyed the fort at Roecliffe, confirmed the route of
RR720b as it approaches Isurium Brigantum (Aldborough, N. Yorkshire), and discovered an
entirely unexpected ‘new’ road near Tadcaster. These are just a few examples of their many
achievements, and the reports for all these surveys will be published on our website later
this year.

2020 also saw the launch, quietly, of a pilot project in the East Riding. Living Beyond the Town
– Petuaria is our contribution to the Petuaria ReVisited project (shortlisted for the 2020 Marsh
Award for Community Archaeology) and will conduct amagnetometer survey of the Roman
road corridor out of Brough (Roman Petuaria) heading towards York, as far as South Cave.
The project aims to give us a clearer idea of how the Roman period landscape developed
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FROM THE CHAIRMAN

along this road corridor. The survey is being carried out by a group of fourteen local
volunteers, who have all received training and support in using our equipment, and it will
cover about 300 Ha. It is one of the largest community geophysics projects ever conducted
in this country, and if successful it will be replicated elsewhere in Britain.

Without question, the most significant event for us in 2021 is the launch of this first volume
of Itinera. From the beginning, the Editorial Committee was very conscious of the increasing
problems faced by researchers when attempting to access academic papers, even by those
with access to university libraries, since so many academic journals these days are held
securely behind a publisher’s pay wall. We wanted to ensure that no researcher would ever
struggle to obtain a paper published in Itinera, and so we took the decision to produce the
journal entirely ourselves and without the aid of a publisher. This was far from being a
straightforward process, but we have nowproved that with a dedicated group of volunteers,
inexpensive publishing software and the advice of people with experience in publishing,
typesetting and illustration, it can be done. We can only hope that others follow our lead.
Crucially, by going down this routewe cannot only keep the price of the printed version low
but are able to make the entire journal open access online, after an initial members-only
embargo of one year.

We continue to promote a strong community-based approach, and 2021 will see the launch
of two further community geophysics projects examining sites along the course of Roman
roads, one in Nottinghamshire and the other in North Yorkshire. Another potential project
is being discussed in Cambridgeshire. We are very well aware of an apparent bias towards
projects in Yorkshire; this is an unintentional but inevitable consequence of the Association
being founded in Yorkshire. However, we are extremely keen to undertake fieldwork
elsewhere in Britain, especially geophysical survey, and welcome any suggestions for areas
of future research. In time, we hope that we can meet many more of our members face to
face, whether that be by our planned zoom series of chats and lectures, or back out in the
field when circumstances allow.

Despite the uncertainties of the coming months, thanks to the enthusiasm and participation
of our membership, the long-term outlook for the RRRA is extremely bright. In the
meantime, we hope all our readers remain safe and well in these challenging times.

Mike Haken

Chairman
mike@romanroads.org
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EDITORIAL
ROBERT ENTWISTLE

he first Editorial of a new annual journal is a significant moment.TLaunching Itineramarks a step forward for the RRRA, focusing light on an
aspect of Roman archaeology that has not previously enjoyed its own
published academic outlet. That such a development is possible,
demonstrates the current health and breadth of an area of Roman studies
that will always be associated with the expert labour of Ivan Margary in the
middle years of the twentieth century.

Itinera is, from conception, a journal intended to bridge the gap between academic
researchers and that large band of enthusiasts – the backbone of somany local societies and
our own RRRA membership – who wish both to stay informed about, and contribute to,
developments in the field. Thus Itinera’s content will include quality work by capable
independent researchers alongside significant papers from established academics. To
ensure maintenance of standards, all papers are peer assessed.

Itinera has been established to offer a point of reference for all those doing work which can
develop and broaden understanding of Roman roads and land communications. It is an
aspect often touched upon in wider archaeological investigations (see for example Janet
Phillips and Pete Wilson’s paper in the current volume) but in the past such isolated findings
have not always been treated with due emphasis and made readily available for a better
understanding of the road network as a whole. Itinerawill allow Roman road studies to make
their proper contribution to understanding Roman society, technological practice,
communications, and military and economic development. The journal will inform
academics about the current state of knowledge while also making it available to local
individuals and societies, allowing future work to be targeted for maximum efficacy. Thus
this journal is published both in digital form for maximum reach (free to RRRA members),
and in paper form for permanent academic reference and record.

Our content, as may be judged from this first volume, is wide-ranging. The first paper, from
David Ratledge, shows how an experienced and skilled practitioner is able to exploit modern
technology (in this case LiDAR) to expose and clarify routes that were previously
imprecisely defined. Other papers demonstrate the findings of specific excavations,
examine the artefactual and archaeological evidence for Roman transport, explore issues of
planning and surveying, and speculate about the extent of local road networks. A major
contribution from Bill Trow represents the culmination of many years work in testing some
of Selkirk’s conclusions regarding the existence of a ‘Proto Dere Street’. A roundup of the
year (interpreted broadly for this first volume) keeps track of investigative work relating to
Roman roads around the country.
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EDITORIAL

The starting point of Roman road studies has long been Ivan Margary’s classic study, ‘Roman
Roads in Britain’. A major challenge for the present day is how to build constructively upon
this work in the 21st century, allowing recent findings, seldom pulled together, to be readily
referenced by the archaeological community. Two important papers in this volume, from
Mike Haken and Dave Armstrong, examine ways in which the RRRA supports identification,
classification and nomenclature of new discoveries, building upon Margary’s work and
ensuring that it remains fit for purpose in the twenty-first century.

A new journal is not launched without the labour of a dedicated band. Our editorial
committee has met regularly on-line throughout this year of pandemic to resolve the many
issues that have arisen. It has established ground rules; invited, gathered, reviewed, and
selected material; communicated with authors; edited text and images; created and used
templates; entered materials into publishing software; stitched together the journal itself;
and finally sent the completed journal for printing and circulation.

Mike Haken, the RRRA Chairman, has been unsparing of his time and expertise, actively
involved at every stage. Dave Armstrong, indefatigable as the man at the centre, has pulled
together the materials into the form of a journal, always positive and perceptive, no labour
too challenging. Mike Bishop has given generously of his archaeological knowledge and
crucial publishing experience; Chester Forster has brought his experience from other
archaeological journals both to head up our band of local correspondents and tomanage the
indexing of this volume; and John Poulter has been a valued consultant. Paul Bidwell and
Pete Wilson, among several others, have acted as readers and referees, their immense
knowledge and expertise allowing us to maintain a solid academic basis to this venture.

Nevertheless, it is the authors to whom a journal is ultimately indebted for its success: we
thank all our contributors for making Itinera’s first volume possible.We trust that otherswill
be inspired tomaintain and develop this journal, taking note of ourmid-November deadline
for 2022 copy. Similarly we welcome offers of help for our next volume in terms of reading,
reviewing, managing images or digital typesetting.

We look forward to receiving ideas for relevant and authoritative papers, whether from
inside or outside the UK.

Robert Entwistle

Hon Editor, Itinera
itinera@romanroads.org

- ix -
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The Roman Road from Birdoswald to
Bewcastle, Cumbria, RR865, a lidar reappraisal

BY David Ratledge
davidr@deep-sky.co.uk

ABSTRACT

Although the Roman road from the Hadrian’s Wall fort of Birdoswald to the outpost fort at Bewcastle
was well known over several long sections its first half mile had never been found and doubts existed
over its final descent down to Bewcastle. Haverfield in the 1890’s, on behalf of the Cumberland
Excavation Committee, had proclaimed that that first half mile had “disappeared”. So it remained
until the advent of LiDAR, which has enabled the 120 year old puzzle to be resolved and the road’s
course located over its full length. That first half mile was actually where no one had suspected, well
off the direct alignment shown on modern mapping. The descent from the high ground of Gillalees
Beacon down to Bewcastle fort was also located and here the Roman engineers had skillfully chosen the
best practical route down the not inconsiderable slope. The relevance of the signal tower alongside the
road was also examined using a virtual reality LiDAR model.

INTRODUCTION

eries 2 LiDAR has recently been released for the full length of this road so the opportunity
was taken to examine its route in detail. LiDAR height data for England is freely available

from the Department for Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA). It is generally
collected froman aeroplane scanning the ground with laser beamsof lightmeasuring height
with high precision, in the order of 100mm. In this country its primary purpose has been for
flood defence, meaning its coverage was originally restricted to lower lying ground. It has
opened an incredible window of discovery for archaeology and especially for Roman roads.
It can show clearly the surviving remains of the road agger, terraces, side ditches and
cuttings, often where they cannot be identified easily on the ground through traditional
fieldwork.

The data available from DEFRA needs software to turn it into a picture that we can
understand. LiDAR software has advanced enormously in recent years and virtual reality
models of the area to be studied can be quickly created. It is possible to ‘explore’ this virtual
world and find the best viewing point which, in the case of Roman roads, is usually when

S
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FIG. 1. Roman Road map of northern Cumbria with the principal fort sites labelled. For further details of
Cumbria’s Roman roads. Road numbers shown are those by Ivan Margary (1973).

FIG. 2. The view from the north gate of Birdoswald Fort acrossMidgeholme Moss towards Bewcastle. For over 150
years it was believed the Roman road headed straight through the Moss in the direction of the upper finger post.
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looking directly along its line. Note the LiDAR images included are for a single illumination
angle only but in investigating the course of the road multiple angles have been used to
tease out the subtle details.

BACKGROUND

A relatively short (6.25 miles) and direct Roman road, numbered RR865 by Margary 1 (1973,
450), linking the Hadrian’s Wall fort of Birdoswald with the outpost fort at Bewcastle. The
Roman name for Bewcastle was Fanum Cocidi (Shrine of Cocidius), indicating a site of
religious importance. Note this road should really not be referred to as the Maiden Way as it
still is occasionally today. That name applies to Kirkby Thore to Carvoran via Whitley Castle
road only and as long ago as 1929, Collingwood (Collingwood, 1930) 2 explained why it should
not be applied to this one - basically they are two disconnected roads.

This road was originally traced by the Rev John Maughan in the 1850s and examined by
Haverfield in 1896/7. Haverfield’s comments are particularly relevant: “For the first half mile
north of Birdoswald the road has vanished in soft ground: it was apparently invisible in Mr.Maughan's
time, and certainly could not be found by us.” (Haverfield, 1897, 420). So the first half mile was
lost but there was another slight puzzle with this road and that was its main alignment.
Although this was exactly centred on Birdoswald fort at it southern end its northern
direction is directed to the west of Bewcastle. Haverfield was also unable to locate the road
at King Water and approaching Bewcastle. LiDAR was able to provide solutions to all these
outstanding issues.

MODERN EVIDENCE - LIDAR AND FIELDWORK

It has been assumed for over 150 years that the first half mile of this road ran in a straight
line fromthe northgate of Birdoswald fort across MidgeholmeMoss - a largeboggy area that
would have provided good protection to the fort but would have been a huge hindrance to
constructing a road (Fig 2). The supposed first half mile has never been found (Biggins &
Taylor, 2004 and Historic England, 2018). The explanation with hindsight now seems
obvious; the Roman road engineers did not take their road through the bog - they followed
a more sensible dry land route around its edge. Once clear of this obstacle they returned to
the main setting-out alignment for Bewcastle, a common Roman strategy. LiDAR, backed up
by site visits, showed clear and convincing evidence for a dry route around the moss passing
Kiln Hill and rejoining the main alignment north of the B6318 (Figs 3 & 4).

Midgeholme Moss shows clear indications of being drained in modern times with several
large straight cut main drainage channels together with many smaller ones. It is therefore
logical to assume that it is a shadow of its former self and could well have even been open
water in Roman times. Today, because of that drainage work, the modern footpath is able to
take a direct route across theMoss – an option not available to the Romans. A route utilising
the drier ground of Kiln Hill to the east was realistically the only practical solution.
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The first clue visible in the LiDAR data is a clear terrace-way leading away from the north
gate and heading not towards Bewcastle but to the north-east in the general direction of the
modern car park (fig 5a). This was recorded in a geophysical survey of the environs of
Birdoswald fort (Biggins and Taylor 2004) 3. However, the authors suggested it was “...almost
certainly of post-Roman date” but the evidence now available confirms it was the start of the
Roman road to Bewcastle. Across the modern road, beyond the car park, a cutting is evident
in the LiDAR data heading down to the stream to the east of the modern bridge. This is also
obvious on the ground and indicates where the Roman bridge site would have been
(NY61704 66624) - about 90 metres downstream of the modern bridge (fig 5b).

North of the stream there is a very pronounced agger/bank heading north-north-west up
towards the dog-leg in the modern road (fig 5b). This is interpreted as a field bank that has
adopted the east side of the Roman road as its boundary i.e. the road agger is immediately
west of it and there is some faint LiDAR evidence confirming this. When viewed from the

FIG. 3. Ordnance Survey map (c.1954) showing the actual route (red) the Romans adopted to circumnavigate
Midgeholme Moss.
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modern road, this feature is very well preserved and substantial. The dog-leg in the modern
road to the left (north-west) obviously eases the climb and the LiDAR imagery indicates this
section overlies the Roman road. Beyond this a hillock (Kiln Hill?) presents an obstacle for
the Roman line but LiDAR shows that it skirted around its southern slopes before a short
straight begins angling across the slope towards the B6318 and the alignment proper.

Finally, in the field north of the B6318, again clearly evident on the ground (fig 5c), is the
dog-leg of the road agger re-joining the Bewcastle alignment (NY6106 6600). The agger is
about 60cmhigh, making the change of direction obvious. Having visited this site and seeing
the clear turn in the agger it is hard to understand how the direct route across the moss was
ever envisaged. The main alignment, aiming just to the east of Gillalees Beacon (rather than
Bewcastle), now begins.

Having regained the main alignment the route passes over a crest alongside Waterhead
Common before descending towards King Water, near Snowden Close farm. The current
Hadrian’s Wall Map (Historic England, 2018) 4 shows a deviation off the alignment well
before KingWater. It is shownpartially in black indicating it is visible on the surface. Careful
study of the LiDAR imagery here, under a variety of illumination angles, indicates that this

FIG. 4. Oblique 3D LiDAR image looking over Birdoswald fort and Midgeholme Moss. The sensible route the
Romans took around the moss is shown in red. LiDAR data © Environment Agency copyright and/or database

right 2020. All rights reserved.
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FIG. 5a, b, c. The route
around Midgeholme Moss is
evident on the ground.

5a We are looking northeast
down the terraceway which
is hard to discern in this
summer view but is much
more obvious in winter.

5b This view is from just
below the dog-leg in the
modern. The cutting down
to the river crossing point,
below the modern car park,
shows well and the bank/
agger of the Roman line
coming up to join the
modern road is subtle but

certain.

5c This is where the KilnHill
route joins the main
alignment for Bewcastle.
The turn in the agger is
clear in the LiDAR imagery,
on aerial photographs and

even on the ground.
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is perhaps a water course caused by runoff, initially from the west ditch of the agger, leaving
the road and finding its own (sinuous) ways down the slope (Figs 6 & 7).

The new series 2 LiDAR data shows an agger-like feature indicating that the road carried
straight on and made just a single shorter dog-leg to the west for the river crossing, adjacent
to Slittery Ford (Fig 6). There are two possible indications in the LiDAR for the exact position
of the Roman agger just south of the river. The more northerly one is probably the correct
one with the southern an old field boundary. The former has the correct length for an
intersection with the main alignment fromBirdoswald whilst the latter carries on beyond it.
The latter is therefore more likely an old field boundary/bank.

The Roman crossing point would appear to have been to the east of the modern concrete
bridge at around NY 59907 68643. On the north bank there is a modern track which has
disturbed the Roman line. The latter appears to be just to the south of the modern track
before they merge together near the bend at the top of the slope (fig 7).

The Roman road from King Water to Gillalees Beacon has survived remarkably well and is a
prominent feature in the landscape even today (fig 8). The route passes to the east of

FIG. 6. Oblique 3D LiDAR image looking towards the King Water crossing. The English Heritage Hadrian’s Wall map
line is further to the west here. The evidence for the route maintaining its straight alignment almost to King Water
is marked with arrows. LiDAR data© Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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Spadeadam Farm, a familiar name from Britain’s space history. On the southern slopes of
Gillalees Beacon, immediately to the west of the road agger, is a Roman Signal Station the
significance of which will be covered later.

It was stated above that the main alignment of this road was to the west of Bewcastle. On
passing over the crest alongside Gillalees Beacon the reason for this becomes apparent. The
point at which the descent to Bewcastle begins is by far the best and probably only practical
spot to get a road easily down the not inconsiderable hillside at Collin Bank (fig 9). The land
is much disturbed here but there are enough clues to determine the route of the roadwhich
does deviate from straight to negotiate the contours. The LiDAR evidence indicates that the
Ordnance Survey route down Collin Bank on old and current maps is almost certainly
incorrect.

The approach to Bewcastle is directed towards its east gate but the route takes a dog-leg
around a temporary marching camp (fig 10). The implication is that the camp predated the
road and needed to be avoided when the road was set out. The camp was discovered
relatively recently by Bryn Gethin and despite being clear on modern aerial photography it
escaped detection until the advent of LiDAR. Several entrances to the camp are visible.

Bewcastle Fort itself comprises a very odd hexagon shape and an east-west road is visible
across its centre. This was previously recorded in a geophysical survey in (Taylor & Biggins,
2012) and our road heading for the fort’s east gate clearly must have linked to it 5. Today the

FIG. 7. Crossing KingWater. The line showndiffers from that shownon the English Heritage Wall Map (2014) and
on the basis of the LiDAR imagery is believed to the more probable route. LiDAR data © Environment Agency

copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved.Map (right) is Ordnance Survey c.1954.
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FIG. 8. Oblique 3D LiDAR view. From King Water the Roman agger is still a prominent feature in the landscape after
nearly 2000 years. LiDAR data © Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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site is remote and lies on no majormodern routes either north-south or east-west. However,
it must have still been an important site long after the Romans departed, witness the famous
Bewcastle Cross and the Norman Castle built into the north-east corner of the Roman fort.

Regarding any continuation of this road to the north, this could not be evaluated as the
current LiDAR Series 2 release (2020) ends at Bewcastle. It will have to await for DEFRA to
complete the full coverage of the country.

GILLALEES SIGNAL TOWER

Having created a LiDAR virtual realitymodel for the Roman road the opportunity was taken
to investigate the significance of the Gillalees Signal Tower 6 located alongside the road (fig
11). The role of the signal stations here were fully investigated by Woolliscroft (1988). It
immediately became obvious the tower has a clear site of Birdoswald Fort whereas
Bewcastle is hidden from view by the high ground of Gillalees Beacon. However, moving
north along the road to a point where Bewcastle becomes visible resulted in Birdoswald
being no longer visible. It might be thought that the summit of Gillalees Beacon would be
able to see both forts but the LiDAR model reveals this is not so.

Located to the east of Bewcastle is Barron’s Pike Signal Tower. Unfortunately, there is
currently a gap in the LiDAR for the Barron’s Pike site but there is sufficient data available

FIG. 9. Oblique 3D LiDAR view. The main alignment from Birdoswald targeted this spot for its descent from the
side of Gillalees Beacon and it is easy to see that this was indeed the best location for getting the road down to
Bewcastle. LiDAR data © Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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around it to estimate its height and assess what was visible and what was not. Birdoswald
was clearly hidden but Gillalees Signal Tower was easily visible. So the communication
between Bewcastle and Birdoswald did require two signal stations. The LiDAR model also
showed that Pike Hill Signal Station, incorporated into Hadrian’s Wall, was visible from the
Gillalees Signal Tower (fig 11).

CONCLUSION

We now have a logical and sensible route for the first half mile of the Birdoswald to
Bewcastle Roman road that circumnavigates Midgeholme Moss providing a dry-ground
route. This new route fully explains why Haverfield thought this part of the road had

FIG. 10. The approach to Bewcastle from Collin Bank skirts around the marching camp before turning for
Bewcastle’s east gate. There are some LiDAR indications for a small dog-leg in the road on the north side of White
Beck. The altar find spot would fit well with a roadside cemetery. LiDAR data © Environment Agency copyright

and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved. OS Map is c.1954.
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Fig. 11. LiDAR map of the full route of the Roman road from Birdoswald to Bewcastle. Note how the main
alignment is to the west of Bewcastle. The location of the Signal Tower alongside the road at Gillalees is
indicated as are both Barron’s Pike and Pike Hill Signal Towers. LiDAR data © Environment Agency

copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved.
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“vanished”. The reason for the main road alignment being to the West of Bewcastle is also
explained. It headed for the best practical point to descend Collin Bank to Bewcastle Fort.
Both these facts indicate that the Roman surveyors were experts in devising the most
practical of routes.
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END NOTES

1. Despite its age, Margary’s book is still the definitive source for Britain's Roman Roads and
his road numbering system is still in use today.

2. Collingwood is quite dismissive of attempts to include the Birdoswald to Bewcastle road as
part of the Maiden Way “…is objectionable because it is based on the idea that this road is a continuation of
the Kirkby Thore-Carvoran road, which it is not.” Carvoran and Birdoswald are 5km (3miles) apart.

3. Biggins and Taylor’s geophysical survey extended around 100 metres north of the wall and
located several buildings but no trace of the road on the previously assumed direct line was found.

4. Historic England’s Hadrian’s Wall Map Section D shows the road going straight through
Midgeholme Moss and has a deviation off straight approaching King Water. It would now appear that
both are incorrect.

5. Taylor and Biggin’s geophysical survey of Bewcastle showed the approach of the road to the
east gate as well as a branch off it to the east. The latter appears to have been just a local road.

6. The Gillalees Signal Tower is sometimes referred to as Robin Hood's Butt.
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ABSTRACT

An archaeological excavation in 2018 confirmed the precise course of the Wilderspool to Wigan Roman
road (Margary, 1973 RR70b) as it continues northwards from Ashton-in-Makerfield in Greater
Manchester. Whilst the surface of the road had been removed almost entirely from a combination of
agricultural practice and more recent development, the excavation uncovered the sandstone
foundations and the associated drainage ditches. The recovery of Roman and medieval pottery from
one of these ditches implies that the road persisted as a landscape feature, and its route seemingly
remained in use as a thoroughfare, for a considerable period after the collapse of Roman
administration.

INTRODUCTION

he road between the Roman settlements at Wilderspool, near Warrington in Cheshire,
and Wigan in themodern county of GreaterManchester formedpart of the main arterial

route (referenced by Margary, 1973, 367-368 as RR70b) between Northwich and Lancaster.
The course of this road on its approach to Wigan was traced in the 1830s by the Reverend
Edmund Sibson, the minister of Ashton-in-Makerfield, who described its appearance and
direction with reference to nearby landmarks (Sibson 1836). A similar approach was taken
in the 1870s by W. Thompson Watkin, who compiled a detailed description that largely
reinforced Sibson’s account (Watkin 1883). The alignment described is captured on historic
Ordnance Survey maps of the area, which show the modern road (A49) deviating slightly to
the west of the straight line of the Roman road just north of Ashton-in-Makerfield, and re-
joining the projected course approximately 1.3km to thenorth. The route of the Roman road
between these two points is shown by the Ordnance Survey to pass to the east of the village
of Bryn and across fields at Land Gate, 2km to the north of Ashton-in-Makerfield and 4.5km
to the south of Wigan town centre (Fig 1). More recently, the precise course of sections of
the road have been traced from a detailed analysis of Lidar data which, at Land Gate, largely
reinforces the line marked by the Ordnance Survey (Ratledge 2017).

T



Fig. 1: Location of Land Gate, and the projected line of the Roman road north of Ashton-in Makerfield
superimposed on the Ordnance Survey map of 1909
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Fig. 2: Plan of the Roman roads in the North West, showing the location of the archaeological investigations
mentioned in the text
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An opportunity to corroborate the projected course of the Roman road, and examine the
character of any surviving fabric, arose with a proposal for a large residential development
across 5.45 hectares of agricultural land at Land Gate (centred on NGR SD 57140 01220). In
view of the extensive earth-moving works required to deliver the scheme, a condition was
attached to planning consent that required an archaeological investigation to be carried out
in advance of construction. A geophysical survey was undertaken in the first instance, and
whilst the inconclusive results failed to confirm with any degree of confidence that the road
survived, physical remainswere identified in a trial trench that was excavated subsequently
(Birtles 2017). This led to more detailed archaeological investigation that was carried out by
Salford Archaeology between March and April 2018, and comprised the excavation of four
large trenches across the line of the road on both sides of a small watercourse known as the
Brooke (Burns and Harvey 2019).
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Dating

The Roman road between Northwich and Lancaster is the western of twomain routes on the
west side of the Pennines (Fig 2), with the second linking Buxton with Manchester,
Ribchester and along the Lune Gorge to Kirkby Thore in Cumbria (Toller 2014). It was once
considered that the western route was of a slightly later date, being added to the road
network during the late Flavian / Trajanic period (cAD 85-117), although work carried out in
the 1990s concluded that it had probably formed part of the principal conquest route and
was thus constructed during the early Flavian period (Rogers 1996).

Antiquarian Accounts

The line of the Roman road between Wilderspool and Wigan (Road 70b) was first described
by John Whitaker in the 18th century, who noted that it ‘very plainly appears’ close to
Haydock (NGRSJ 57820 98070) on its approach to Ashton-in-Makerfield (Whitaker 1771, 153).
This early description provided the basis for the detailed account published by Sibson 65
years later, who concluded that this section of the road was 'fourteen yards wide (12.80m),
and a yard in thickness. It is formed of earth, covered with a layer of red freestone, onwhich
is a coat of gravel' (Sibson 1836, 578). A slightly conflicting account of the road in the same
area was compiled by Robson in 1852, who noted that it comprised ‘a substructure of rude
masses of sandstone built up together six or seven yardswide (5.49-6.40m), and coveredwith
a thick bed of gravel... The depth of the road in the centre is between two and three feet
(0.61-0.91m), the stone foundation being about one-half' (Robson 1852, 203).

According to Margary (Ibid, 367-368), the remains of the road were ‘found to be quite
substantial’ as it passed through the grounds of Winwick Hospital (NGR SJ 59530 92510) on
the northern fringe of Warrington, consisting of a layer of irregular sandstones blocks with
gravel surfacing, with a width ranging from 14 to 24 feet (4.27-7.31m). Margary describes a
‘distinct relic of the agger’ near Earlestown (NGR SJ 58335 95500) before being subsumed by
the modern A49, whilst the development of Bryn ‘obliterated former traces’. However, ‘part
of the course north of this, which lay through fields east of the road, is still marked by a
hollow and cart track, nearly down to the point where the side road called Land Gate is
crossed’ (Ibid, 367-368).

Previous Excavations of the Roman Road

The lineof the road as it passes through Newton-le-Willows, 5.5km to the southof LandGate,
has been subject to several archaeological investigations. The first of these dates to 1909,
when a section excavated across the road to the east of the Vulcan EngineeringWorks (NGR
SJ 58800 94000) by Captain Doggett revealed that it was 22 feet wide (6.7m) and comprised a
layer of stones lying on a substratum of clay (Anon 1910). Dunlop and Fairclough
investigated the road in several locations between Newton-le-Willows and Winwick
between 1928 and 1932 and, in one excavation, concluded that the road ‘is composed of
sandstone blocks roughly 8 inches in diameter and about 4½ inches thick. These blocks seem
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to be embedded in a very thin layer of small-stoned gravel and sand’. It was noted that there
was no trace of side ditches and that the road at this point was 24 feet (7.3m) wide, although
in other trenches it was only 4.3m across (Dunlop and Fairclough 1935, 104-7).

The remains of the road werenext identifiedduring anarchaeological investigationon Crow
Lane East in Newton-le-Willows in 1985 (NGR SJ 58325 95495; Fig 2). The foundations of the
road at this location were found to comprise a shallow layer of small sorted pebbles beneath
a layer of flattish Bunter sandstone slabs that had been laid to form a gently cambered
surface that was 6.2m wide, with a capping of fine pebbles. The road was flanked on either
side by a shallow ditch (Philpott 2010, 28). Ten years later, a single trench was excavated
across gardens alongside Acorn Street inWargrave (SJ 58900 95330; Fig 2), revealing that the
road had amaximum width of 4.7m, with twin ditches on thewestern side and a single ditch
on the east. A series of post holes along the edge of the road were of a medieval date and
coincided with a field boundary, suggesting that the Roman road persisted as a landscape
feature into the medieval period (Philpott 2010, 24-7).

The projected line of the road on the northern fringe of Ashton-in-Makerfield as marked on
Ordnance Survey mapping was investigated by the Greater Manchester Archaeological Unit
(GMAU) during the early 1990s. In the first instance, two trenches were excavated across
fields on the eastern side ofWigan Road at Bryn (SD 57355 00500), approximately 1km to the
south of Land Gate, although no trace of the Roman road survived (Wallace and Davison
1991). A further three trenches were excavated subsequently 100m to the south (SD 57372
00400), and the remains of the road were uncovered in each of the trenches. The road was
seen to be at least 5m wide, with a gently cambered profile, and was constructed of
irregular-shaped blocks of sandstone on a base of sand and gravel, although there was no
surviving evidence for a rammed gravel surface (GMAU 1993).

Continuing northwards fromBryn, the line of the Roman road has been traced by theWigan
Archaeological Society (WAS) as far asGoose Green,which lies some 2.8km to the south-west
of Wigan, after which the route is lost (Miller and Aldridge 2011).

EXCAVATION AT LAND GATE IN 2018

The excavation (centred on NGR SD 57140 01220) was in a field to the south of Land Gate
Farm, which lies at a height of 52m above Ordnance Datum. The land rises gently to the
south up to the 55m contour, where the line of the Roman road crosses the Brooke, after
which is a steeper slope to the 60m contour. A gentle slope continues southwards beyond
the excavation area to a high point of 65m on Bryn Road before the land drops back down to
the 50m contour in Ashton-in-Makerfield.

The site was stripped of topsoil by the development contractor prior to the commencement
of the archaeological excavation, and consequently the surface of the Roman roadmay have
been removed without record. Four trenches were placed across the line of the Roman road
within the stripped area, targeted those parts of the site that had the greatest concentration
of stones visible (Fig 3).
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Trench 1

Trench 1 measured 8.60m x 19.15m, and was excavated to the surface of the natural clay
geology thatwas exposed at adepth of 0.42m below the level of the stripped ground.Directly
beneath the remains of the Roman road, the clay geology was overlain in places by a thin
lens of black organic material that was interpreted as the original Roman ground surface.
Samples of carbonised material recovered from this lens were subject to radiocarbon assay,
which returned a date of 931 BC, implying that the land may have been cleared during the

Fig.3: Plan of the trenches excavated at Land Gate in 2018 (© University of Salford)
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Late Bronze Age. It is impossible to ascertain whether this clearance was a deliberate
anthropogenic event, or if it was the destructionof scrubvegetation resulting from anatural
fire; the excavation did not produce any physical evidence for Bronze Age activity or
settlement in the area. Nevertheless, it remains possible that the course of the Roman road
followed an earlier routeway that was created initially during the Late Bronze Age, a
scenario that has been identified from an excavation of the Chester to York Roman road
near Altrincham (UMAU 1996).

Fig. 4: The road foundations exposed in Trench 1 (© University of Salford)

Fig. 5: Section excavated across the ditch on the eastern side of the road, showing the Roman ditch and the
deeper drainage ditch that contained 19th- and 20th-century artefacts (© University of Salford)
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The lens of organic material was sealed beneath a layer of irregular, flat slabs of yellow
sandstone that represented the foundations of the Roman road. The layer of sandstone had
an average width of 6m and depth of 0.1m, with a concentration of larger stones forming a
central spine and smaller stones towards the edges of the road (Fig 4). These foundations
were in turn overlain by a smaller stones and pebbles which, in a few places, survived as a
surface of rammed gravel.

The remains of roadside ditches, cut into the natural geology and set 15m apart, were
identified along both sides of the road. The ditch to the east of the road was 1m wide and
0.48m deep, and had concave sides with a flattish base. It contained a homogeneous fill that
suggested the ditch had silted up through natural processes. The western edge of the ditch
had been cut by a larger drainage trench, which had been backfilled subsequently with clay
and contained fragments of 19th- and 20th-century pottery (Fig 5).

The remains of two intercutting ditches were identified on the western side of the road. The
earliest of these was almost certainly of Roman origin and was of a very similar form to the
eastern roadside ditch, measuring 1m wide and 0.49m deep with concave sides and a flattish
base. The fill of the later re-cut again contained several fragments of 19th- and 20th-century
pottery.

Trench 2

Trench 2 was placed 40m to the north of Trench 1, and measured 19m x 8m (Fig 3). The
foundations of the road were found to be very similar to those excavated in Trench 1, with
a dense concentration of yellow and red sandstone slabs representing the central part of the
road, with fewer and smaller stones along the edges (Fig 6). Thewidth of the road foundation
at this location was again 6m, although the average depth was 0.5m. Traces of the lens of
organic material was again identified beneath the stones forming the central part of the
road. The stones marking the edges of the foundation did not appear to constitute a formal
kerb to the road, and were overlain in patches by a compacted layer of small pebbles,
seemingly representing the rammed gravel surface.

Ditches flanking both sides of the road, again set some 15m apart, were on the same
alignment as those excavated in Trench 1 and of similar dimensions and profile. The ditch
on the western side of the road had been re-cut, although there was no indication that the
eastern ditch had been altered. Neither of the ditches contained any artefacts.

Trench 3

Trench 3 was placed 25m to the south of Trench 1, immediately adjacent to a watercourse
known as the Brooke (Fig 3). The trench was intended to establish the survival of the road,
and also to assess whether the road builders had need to erect a short bridge or ford across
the watercourse. Excavation revealed that the structural remains of the road, including its
foundations, had been removed entirely. However, the eastern roadside ditch was
identified, and was seen to be of similar dimensions and form to the ditches exposed in
Trench 1 and Trench 2. It contained a primary fill of light grey silty clay at its base, the
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excavation of which yielded two sherds of Roman pottery. The was sealed beneath a
secondary fill that was distinctly different in colour and texture, indicative of a much

Fig. 6: The road foundations exposed in Trench 2 (© University of Salford)

Fig. 7: Section excavated across the roadside ditch exposed in Trench 3 (© University of Salford)
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different depositional regime and, presumably, date (Fig 7). This was corroborated by the
recovery of 18 fragments of medieval pottery (Fig 8). Some of these fragments were of a
relatively large size and none were abraded, implying that they had not been subject to any
post-depositional disturbance, such as ploughing. The absence of any later material in this
secondary fill added weight to the interpretation of this as a medieval feature, indicating
that the ditch and the road had continued in use, or at least persisted as a feature of the
landscape, into the medieval period.

The western roadside ditch was absent, although several modern land drains were
uncovered, the installation of which may have removed any trace of the Roman ditch. There
was similarly no evidence for a small bridge or ford across the Brooke, and it was concluded
that this watercourse had probably been created in more recent times to assist with land
drainage, perhaps in consequence of the mining subsidence that is prevalent around
Ashton-in-Makerfield.

Trench 4

Trench 4 was placed across a localised concentration of pebbles and larger stones situated
on the rising ground approximately 40m to the south of Trench 3. Excavation uncovered
several patches of compacted gravel very similar to those recorded in Trench 1, although

Fig. 8: Selection of the medieval pottery recovered from the roadside ditch in Trench 3 (© University of Salford)
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there were very few underlying slabs of sandstone or similar material thatmay have formed
a road foundation. The only exception was a line of sandstone slabs along the eastern edge
of the road, which may have represented the vestiges of a kerb. It could not be determined
whether the patches of gravel actually related to an agger rather than the road metalling,
although the excavation of the other trenches failed to yield any evidence for a well-defined
agger.

The Finds

A small assemblage of finds, comprising 33 individual artefacts, was recovered from just two
stratified contexts across the four excavation areas. The earliest finds were two sherds of
sandy orange pottery, probably deriving from the same vessel. These were ascribed a 2nd-
century date, and are likely to have been a product of the Roman pottery kilns in
Wilderspool.

The finds’ assemblage was dominated by fragments of medieval pottery, with a date range
spanning the late 12th to early 14th centuries. The earliest fragments derived from a
globular jar with a splashed, dark green lead glaze and a coarse fabric characteristic of the
Northern Gritty ware tradition that was the dominant type in circulation throughout the
North until the mid-13th century. The remainder of the sherds represented at least three
vessels with a sandy, oxidised orange fabric that typically have a slightly later inceptiondate
than Northern Gritty Wares, and are likely to have been in circulation in tandem with the
finer and more decorative wares of the later 13th and 14th centuries (Fig 8).

SYNTHESIS

The archaeological excavation demonstrated that the Roman road at Land Gate takes a
course very slightly to the east of that marked on historic Ordnance Survey mapping, and
appeared to veer fractionally to the east on its course towards Wigan. Projecting this line to
the north of the Trench 2, the Roman road will coincide with the ‘hollow and cart track’
referred to by Margary (Ibid, 367-368), although to the south this track lay parallel and to the
east of the Roman road.

The best-preserved remains of the Roman road were uncovered in Trench 1 and Trench 2,
where the traces of a metalled surface survived above the foundation of sandstone slabs. The
vestiges of the Roman road in Trench 3 were represented mainly by a layer of clay that had
partially surviving fragments of metalled surface along the edges of the road, whilst there
was little evidence for the Roman road surviving in Trench 4, other than a small patch of
metalled surface. It was nevertheless evident that the structural fabric of the road had a
width of approximately 6m, whilst the distance between the inside edge of the side ditches
was around 15m.

The width of the road surface at Land Gate corresponds broadly with the evidence obtained
from previous excavations of the same road at various points to the south, where the width
of the surviving foundations varied between 7.3m at Winwick (Dunlop and Fairclough 1935)
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and 4.7m in Wargrave (Philpott 2010), providing an average width of approximately 6m; the
distance between the side ditches was rarely recorded in these earlier excavations. In all
places, however, the width contrasts with evidence obtained from an excavation of the
Roman road from Wigan to Walton-le-Dale in 2018, where a well-preserved section of the
road surface at Cuerden in Lancashire was seen to measure c10m wide (Cook, this volume).
This probably reflects the two sections of road having been laid by different construction
gangs, and at different dates, and whilst it is tempting to suggest that the road north of
Wigan, and beyond the junction of the road from Manchester, may have been subject to a
great volume of traffic in the Roman period, there is no evidence to substantiate any such
claim.

Previous archaeological investigations of the Roman road between Wilderspool andAshton-
in-Makerfield have concluded that its structure comprised a foundation of sandstone slabs
covered by a thin layer of pebbles and a capping of finer pebbles and gravel, which is
consistent with the remains excavated at Land Gate. The excavations at Crow Lane East in
1985 noted that the sandstone slabs were laid on a foundation of pebbles (Philpott 2010),
whilst a base of sand and gravel was identified beneath the sandstone at Bryn (GMAU 1993).
This slight variation in the nature of the foundations is likely to reflect localised differences
in the character of the natural drift geology.

The excavation at Land Gate confirmed that the road had been flanked on both sides by a
ditch. Whilst neither of the ditches had a direct stratigraphic relationship with the surviving
elements of the road, there is little doubt that they were contemporary with the Roman
road, not least from the recovery of two sherds of Roman pottery from the primary fill of the
ditch in Trench 3. It was apparent, however, that the ditches had been cleaned out or re-cut
during later periods, demonstrated most clearly by the group of medieval pottery found in
the secondary fill of the ditch in Trench 3. The presence of this pottery in the ditch implies
that the road persisted as a landscape feature long after the end of formal Roman
administration in the 5th century, and may have continued in use as a thoroughfare during
the latermedieval period.Whilst there is scant physical evidence for medieval settlement in
Ashton-in-Makerfield, amedieval moated site knownas ‘OldBryn’ lies some 700mto theeast
of Land Gate Farm. Little is known about this site, although it is thought to date to the early
14th century (Roby 1867), and may have been the source of the pottery recovered from the
excavation.
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The Wigan toWalton-le-Dale Roman Road,
RR70c, at Cuerden

BY Oliver Cook
O.E.Cook1@salford.ac.uk

ABSTRACT

In 2018, awell-preserved section of the Roman road linking Wigan withWalton-le-Dale was unearthed
in Cuerden (Lancashire). Alongside the remains of the road were features demonstrative of roadside
activity dated by radio-carbon assay to the late 1st – 3rd centuries AD. This discovery has put to rest a
long-standing debate concerning the course of the road approaching Walton-le-Dale that Margary had
allocated the road number RR70c . The excavation formed part of a wider investigation of the site that
revealed evidence for settlement and farming activity spanning the 12th to 19th centuries. It has thus
presented an opportunity to analyse the road, its setting and lasting influence on the surrounding
landscape.

INTRODUCTION

he road between Wigan (Greater Manchester) and Walton-le-Dale (Lancashire) formed
part of a longer route stretching over 90km from Northwich (Cheshire) in the south, to

Lancaster in the north, connecting settlements, manufacturing centres and military bases,
some of which have been identifiedwith places mentioned in the Tenth Iter in the Antonine
Road Itinerary. Archaeological fieldwork in Cheshire and Greater Manchester has
contributed to a far better understanding of the southern portion of this route thatMargary,
numbered RR70a and RR70b (Margary, 1973, 302&367) but to date, there has been a lack of
comparable fieldwork targeting the road (Margary RR70c, ibid 368) across central
Lancashire.

Attempts to trace the Wigan to Walton-le-Dale road were first made in the 19th century by
the antiquaries Reverend Edmund Sibson and William Thompson Watkin, who plotted its
course from Wigan as far as Standish (Watkin, 1883, 66-68). However, for much of the route
to the north, anecdotal evidence for the road’s existence now appears far less reliable.
Subsequent work by Codrington (1903, 104) and Margary (1973, 368) relied heavily on these
earlier accounts, favouring a path largely mirrored by the modern road between Wigan and
Preston (A49).

T
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Fig. 1, Location of Cuerden, and the projected line of the Roman road between Wigan and Walton-le-Dale
superimposed on the modern Ordnance Survey mapping showing the location of the archaeological

investigations mentioned in the text (Standish, Cuerden, Walton-le-Dale)
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An alternative route has since been proposed for the northern 7.80km approaching Walton-
le-Dale, in response to a well-preserved section of the roadexcavated there in 1996 (Gibbons,
et al, 2001). This appeared to point south in the direction of Leyland rather than Bamber
Bridge, taking a projected course along Todd Lane and Stanifield Lane (A5083) towards
Euxton, where it rejoined the A49. Corroborative evidence was provided by detailed
analysis of LiDAR terrain models (Ratledge, 2017), a dataset that has allowed existing and
new routes in the North West to be plotted at a resolution and accuracy unparalleled by
traditional methods of aerial and field reconnaissance.

Cuerden is located to the south of the River Ribble and River Lostock, lying 5km south of
Preston, a similar distance to the south-east of the important medieval settlement of
Penwortham, and 2km north-east of Leyland. The development site occupies 65ha of land
(centred on NGR SD 55525 24600) to the south of the M65 and A582, bounded by the A49 to
the east and the A5083 to west (Figure 1). The site is crossed by Old School Lane and Stoney
Lane, both of which represent thoroughfares of some antiquity.

Investigative work at Cuerden began in 2016, taking place in advance of a proposed
development. It offered the chance to investigate both potential lines of the Roman road
projected close to the eastern and western boundaries of the site, and the prospect of
examining a large catchment of the intervening landscape.

In the first instance, a desk-based study was compiled to establish a holistic picture of the
site, its history and archaeological potential (Reader, 2016). Several areas were highlighted
for their interest and were subsequently tested in 2017 via the excavation of 14 trial
trenches. Three of the trenches were intended to establish the presence or absence of the
Roman road, whilst the remaining ten evaluated other heritage assets. Promising results led
to theopening of six area excavations (Cook and Miller, 2020 inpress; Cook,Miller andRowe,
2020). It was in the southernmost excavation (Area 6) next to Stanifield Lane where the
remains of the Roman road were exposed.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Antiquarian Accounts

Much of what was known about the road derived from a select number of sources that were
collated by William Thompson Watkin in the 1870s (1883, 66-70). Its southern extent had
been inferred from a number of separate sightings in the vicinity of Standish. These
included Rev Edmund Sibson’s observations of the road ‘in the bleaching crofts (fields) near
Ryland’s factory in the valley at the north-east end ofWigan Mains and in the next field near
the footroad on the east side of the Mains’ (Sibson, 1836, 583). A large part of this area had
formerly been manorial land known as ‘mesnes’ or mains and was only acquired for
development in the mid-late 19th century. It seems the road had survived in pockets of
undeveloped land in-between the factories and collieries on the northern fringes of the
burgeoning industrial town. Further north-west, it had survived in the rural landscape, in a
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field namedBeggars Walk (Watkin, 1883, 66). This can be located on the OS Six Inch to 1-mile
map of 1849 (NGR SD57536 07350) adjacent to a trackway bearing the same name.

From Standish, the road was traced in a northerly direction, seemingly fossilised in a series
of ‘lanes, foot-paths and hedgerows’ visible in the landscape as far as the Parish Church of
Coppull (Margary, 1973, 368). According to Margary, the road was untraceable from this
point and could not be related to any apparent features. Nearing Charnock Green, the road
was easily recognisable again as a straight section of the main highway to Preston and was
followed as far as Euxton (ibid.). In the 1840s, physical evidence of the road had been
unearthed here. Based on the road’s supposed alignment, pointing in the direction of the
park at Worden Hall Park, its course was extrapolated onwards to Rose Whithill, Bamber
Bridge and Walton-le-Dale. Corroboration was taken from a series of Roman find spots,
including two coin-hoards, found in the vicinity and another alleged sighting of the road
near Bamber Bridge (Watkin, 1883, 68).

Previous Excavations

The southern alignment near Brimelow Farm, Standish (centred on NGR SD57278 07822)was
targeted by the Wigan Archaeological Society (WAS) in 1986-88 and again in 2004. The work
initially involved non-invasive resistivity surveys but was followed up by trenching over
areas with high readings; these revealed the presence of a metalled surface of river-washed
cobbles and flat blocks of sandstone, measuring approximately 10m in width, flanked by a
roadside ditch to the west (Miller and Aldridge, 2011, 19).

5km north of Standish near the junction of Coppull Moor Lane and Hic Bibi Lane (NGR SD
56272 12868) a similarmetalled surfacewas excavated by the Chorley Archaeological Society
in 1959 and 1985 (Miller and Aldridge, 2011, 19). It was tentatively interpreted as a
continuation of the same road found by WAS at Standish. In 2011, the society commissioned
a geophysical survey of the same site, however this failed to produce results that could be
positively linked to the surface reveal in earlier excavations (WYAS, 2011).

Perhaps the most significant of the excavations to have taken place in the region, at least in
relation to the chronology of the road network, were those at Walton-le-Dale (NGR SD 55160
28130 and SD 55050 28300) in the 1980s and 1990s (Gibbons et al, 2001). This settlement was
established by the Roman military at the end of 1st century AD with occupation continuing
into the 4th century, and probably functioned as an industrial centre and supply base
(Shotter, 2004, 43), provisioning nearby forts such as Ribchester. The settlement lay at a
strategic crossing point of the River Ribble midway between the Roman military bases at
Wigan and Lancaster – on the main north/south road along the West Coast – and between
Kirkham and Ribchester within the corridor of the Ribble valley and linked by RR703.

More recently, a commercial excavation took place to the east of the A49 in Clayton-le-
Woods (NGR SD55820 22880) (Dunn, 2014). Two trenches were excavated within the
projected easement of the road, as it had been traditionally mapped out; both produced
negative results, adding credence to an alternative route passing through Cuerden, to the
west.
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Historical Background to Cuerden

The earliest references to Cuerden were made in the early 13th century (Farrer and
Brownbill, 1911, 23). The original place-name Kerden is thought to be derivative of an early
medieval word for ‘mountain ash’ (Elkwall, 1922, 134; Breeze, 1999, 193-195). As its
etymology suggests, some formof the settlement could have existed here in the post-Roman
period.

Cuerden was one of nine townships in the Leyland Hundred, which as an administrative unit
was afforded a brief mention in the Domesday survey of 1086 (Morgan, 1978). Comprising
part of a vast estate, the manor was granted to Roger de Poitou after the Norman Conquest,
passing subsequently to the Molyneux family around the 12th century (Farrer and
Brownbill, 1911). Land within Cuerden later came into the possession the Banastre, Kuerden,
Chanock and Langton families, through various grants and settlements that eventually saw
the fragmentation of the manor (Farrer and Brownbill, 1911).

Scarcely anything was known about the character of the settlement during this period,
though previous studies suggest there were a series of interconnected hamlets, including
Old Cuerdenand CuerdenGreen (Hallam, 1988). OldCuerden, according to Hallam (ibid, 111),
was situated to the south-west of Stoney Lane and to the north of the Town Fields, a
probable focus for medieval farming.

Stoney Lane still exists and runs a considerable distance through Cuerden, continuing to the
south-east in the direction of Clayton-le-Woods. It is mentioned in 1509 but is almost
certainly earlier in origin (Farrer and Brownbill, 1911, 28). Portions of Stanifield or
‘Staniforth Lane’ as it appears on the OS Six Inch to 1-milemap of 1849 probably exist above
the remains of the Roman road, attesting to the continuity of this way. Despite this, it
deviates in places from its Roman predecessor, in places by c27m. The name ‘Stanifield’
shares a similar etymology to Stoney Lane, the stan- prefix is often attributable to the Old
English for ‘stone’. Comparison might also be drawn from the origins of the place-name
Standish, meaning stone enclosure.

Road itineraries surviving from the late 17th century indicate that both Stanifield Lane and
the Wigan to Preston Road were in use in the post-medieval period (Earwacker, 1876). The
latter hadbecome themain trade route north of Wigan, on Britain’swest coast (Baines, 1867,
66) and was turnpiked in 1726 (Fishwick, 1894, 257). Outlined in bold on Yate’s map of
Lancashire from 1786, the road (later the A49) retained importance throughout the 19th and
20th centuries, eventually supersededby theM6 andM61 motorways,which nowcarry most
of the cross-county traffic.

EXCAVATION AT CUERDEN IN 2018

Methodology

Area 6 was the southernmost area situated to the east of Stanifield Lane (NGR SD 55050
24350). It measured approximately 30 x 40m and was opened using a mechanical excavator.
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The first task was to strip back the modern topsoil, followed by the removal of the
underlying subsoil. In doing so, a number of negative featureswere exposed. These had been
cut into the natural clay to the east of the road. The subsoil immediately above the road was
hand-excavated to minimise damage to its surface. Once exposed, the remains were
recorded in plan. A series of slots were then excavated through the eastern roadside ditch
and associated features. Finally, two larger sections were excavated through the road and
ditch to elucidate the method of construction and establish its profile.

Geology

The solid geology within the excavation area consists of mudstone, overlain by thick glacial
sequences of till and sand, which were laid down during the last glaciation (75,000-11,500
BC). In Area 6, the glacial till was found to be a light yellowish-brown silty clay with
occasional to moderate stone inclusions.

Fig. 2, Plan of the Area 6 showing the road and associated features
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Results

The road was constructed above the natural drift geology and ran broadly north / south
across the western edge of the excavation. Its eastern roadside ditch was visible in plan
alongside the road, whereas its western counterpart had been subject to truncation by a
modern boundary ditch cut along the same alignment. Concentrated to the east of the road,
on slightly elevated ground, were several groups of features indicative of Late Iron Age /
Romano-British occupation (Figure 2). These included two curvilinear gullies outlining a
probable roundhouse, a sunken metalled feature and a several other pits and post-holes.

Prehistoric Activity

The earliest of the features was a sub-circular pit, measuring 1.10 x 0.50m with a maximum
depth of 0.40m. It had an irregular profile and had two fills, the uppermost containing
frequent charcoal inclusions. Samples of the charcoal were sent for radiocarbon dating,
returning a date of 1501–1418 BC, which falls securely within the Bronze Age period. This
might be indicative of early occupation in the vicinity of the road or more widespread

Fig. 3, Aerial view of the roundhouse and sunken metalled feature (© University of Salford)
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activities, such as prehistoric clearances. The morphology of the feature suggest it could
have been created through the uprooting of a small tree.

Roundhouse

The roundhouse presented tangible evidence of Late IronAge or Romano-British occupation
of the site. It was represented by two arcing gullies and a group of internal post-holes
(Figure 3). The gullies – interpreted as eaves’ drip gullies for collecting rainwater – ranged
in width from 0.42m to 1.12m and had a maximum depth of 0.26m. Some variation in width
and form was noted between the features. In addition, the terminal end of the south-west
gully was splayed, implying the feature had been recut at least once. The maximal area
enclosed by the gullies c9m is consistent with regional examples of roundhouses (eg Wood
et al, 2008; Bagwell, 2004). Notable to the form were openings or gaps between the gullies
facing north-west and south, which were interpreted as entrances.

Clustered in the northern half of the enclosed space were a series of post-holes of various
sizes and forms. These did not conform to any obvious arrangement or distribution but
could derive from internal divisions or post-built installations that were often erected
within domestic structures.

The majority of the features were stratigraphically isolated, cut into the natural clay and
sealed by the subsoil. An exception to this was the south-western gully, which cut through
a sequence of pits; although these are undated, they could belong to a separate phase of
Roman or prehistoric activity.

The fills of the gullies contained none of the artefactual material typically found on urban
Roman sites. A find from one of the gullieswas a fragment of black Pennine chert, a material
commonly used for lithic manufacture in the prehistoric periods in the North West.
Although it was initially thought to resemble a flint core, specialist examination did not
identify any obvious signs of working. As an exogeneous lithic that had been transported to
the site in antiquity, it does however provide an indication of background prehistoric
activity.

Crucial to dating the closure of the roundhouse was a sample of charcoal retrieved from the
terminal end of the eastern gully. This was sent for radiocarbon dating and returned a date
of AD 80 – 225 with a 95% probability. Fragments of burnt stone that had possibly been
displaced from domestic hearth were concentrated in a terminal of the south-western gully.

Associated Activity

Situated between the roundhouse and road was a crescent-shaped feature that appeared to
mirror the arc of the adjacent roundhouse gullies. This measured approximately 6.00 x
2.00m and had a relatively shallow depth, 0.05m. Lining the base of the cut was a surface
formed of rounded stones, of a similar size and shape used in the road. The surface lay below
a fill of silty clay. This has been interpreted as an external surface associated with the
roundhouse, although the similarity of the metalling with the road raises the possibility it
was related to the road’s construction. It had a spatial relationship with two post-holes and
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a short linear feature to the south, which may derive from an external, post-built structure
of some kind.

Road

The most significant and visually impressive feature was the road, which was defined by a
spread of rammed gravel and cobbles that stretched for 18.32m north / south and 11m east
/ west across the excavation area (Figure 2 & 4). The best-preserved area of metalling was
revealed in the southern half of the excavation, becoming more intermittent and disturbed
to the north. The surfacing material ranged in thickness from 0.05 to 0.34m and had been
laid above a thin bedding layer of clayey sand. It is likely that the surface had been subject
to some level of post-depositional disturbance, wear resulting in the loss of the road’s
distinctive agger. The gravel had survived only in a thin layer and there were no signs of
wheel ruts or resurfacings. In the few places where the surfacing and bedding material was
thicker there were no distinct bands that could be attributed to different surfacing events

Generally speaking, the profile was flat with slightly cambered edges (Figure 5).

The surviving roadside ditch had a total length of 18.94m, extending beyond the visible
extent of the road. It ranged in width from 0.65m to 1.31m, and in depth from 0.25m to
0.31m. Although there was considerable variation in the profile of the ditch, it can be
broadly described as concave widening in places to accommodate a flat base (Figure 6). The
clay fill was uniform and sterile with few anthropogenic inclusions, such as charcoal and no
artefactual material. A single fragment of iron slag, or ore, was recovered from the ditch.

Two vestigial linear features aligned east to west were exposed in the southern half of the
excavation. Neither produced any dating evidence but were stratigraphically later than the
roundhouse gullies. Interpreted as medieval furrows, both stopped short of the road,
seemingly respecting it. The road may have remained a visible feature in the landscape long
after its use in the Roman period. Whether it was simply used as a boundary or headland to
this field system or remained a trackway, remains unclear.

Various processes of disturbance had impacted on the road. The most substantial evidence
for truncation was a field boundary cut to the western side of the road, which had removed

Fig. 4, Section through the road and ditch
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any trace of the original roadside ditch. The field boundary is shown on historic maps and
had evidently been established at a relatively late date, as it cut through the subsoil found
sealing the road surface. At the northern end of the site, the surface and roadside ditch had
been truncated by an east / west furrow of probable late medieval origin, which was in turn
truncated by a large oblong extraction pit. Further damage had been caused by the
installation of modern land drains housed in deep, narrow cuts.

DISCUSSION

The excavated remains of the road in Cuerden confirm suspicions that the road (RR70c)
diverges considerably from the course of the modern A49, taking a more direct route to
Walton-le-Dale. In refining this portion of the route, it is possible to gain a clearer
understanding of the context in which the road was constructed and used.

RR 70, otherwise known as King Street was the main lowland route passing through the
North West. Evidence fromvarious points along the road suggest that itmay haveoriginated
in the early Flavian period (AD 69-77) as major northward advances were being made into
Lancashire and Cumbria (Strickland, 1995, 24). Advances across the coastal plain may have

Fig. 5, Oblique view across the road (© University of Salford)
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relied on the use of both land and naval forces, presumably utilising navigable river systems
such as the Mersey, Ribble and Lune to rendezvous and for deploying troops and supplies
(Rogers, 1996, 365). Walton-le-Dale stands out as an obvious candidate for such a site,
although physical remains of a harbour or port are yet to be found (Howard Davis et al, 2001,
166). Early imperial coins from the site and other locations along the Roman road however
lend credibility to this scenario (Shotter, 2004, 43).

Whether this was a route for conquest or consolidation, its relationship to the physical
geography suggests an intimate knowledge of the land, its topography and its hydrology. In
the immediate landscape of Cuerden, the road takes what one might deem the most
favourable route, skirting the wet, low-lying land and mosses to the west and progressively
upland landscape to the east, whilst maintaining a direct path to the site of Walton-le-Dale.
The mosses (such as Farington to the south-west of Cuerden, which now cover a less
extensive area than in antiquity) would have presented significant challenges for road
construction and were avoided.

Certainly, similar environmental factors appear to have influenced construction near
Manchester and Warrington, where roads deliberately circumvent areas of boggier ground.
In doing so, it is possible that parts of the road network encompassed existing trackways,

Fig. 6, Section of the roadside ditch (© University of Salford)
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particularly where roads passed along narrow corridors of well-drained land that were
exploited throughout prehistory (Rogers, 1996, 368). At Broadheath near Altrincham
(Greater Manchester) excavations in 1996 revealed a layer of turf dated to the Late Bronze
Age (calibrated BC 835-785) that had been sealed beneath the Roman road surface; this was
interpreted as evidence for the continuity of a prehistoric routeway in the Roman period
(Eyre, Morgan and Irvine, 1996).

No indication of the Roman era ground surface was encountered at Cuerden. Instead, the
road had been built directly onto the natural clay. The road was however constructed
through a landscape that had already been subject to considerable human intervention. A
Late Mesolithic – Neolithic flint blade found in the northern part of the site, approximately
150m from the projected line of the road, provides the earliest indications of a human
presence in the landscape. Although this might only indicate a transient use of the
landscape, towards the end of the Bronze Age, human interventionswere more long-lasting,
and included clearance and deforestation; tentative evidence for this was unearthed in the
form of a tree hollow and rooting close to the road in Area 6. A residual fragment of Pennine
chert reinforces the movement and occupation of people. It has been suggested that
Cuerden could have been occupied during the Iron Age, a conclusion based on the
identification of a cropmark to the east of Old School Lane. This represented a sharply
defined circular ditch, approximately 25m in diameter with some suggestion of an internal
bank and an ‘antenna’ extending out to the west, leading to its interpretation as a
prehistoric enclosure (Hallam, 1980). However, no intrusive investigationwas carried out to
corroborate this interpretation, and the site was damaged subsequently by the erection of
an electricity pylon.

With this in mind, there is a strong possibility that contact was made with local inhabitants
during the construction of the road. The curvilinear gullies encountered adjacent to the
road are forms more commonly associated with Iron Age or native settlement, although
these traditions persisted for longer in this part of Britain. The radiocarbon date obtained
from one the roundhouse drip gullies suggest it had fallen out of use, at the very latest, by
the early 3rd century AD. The date range is however broad, and it remains possible that the
structure had been in existence for some time prior to this, perhaps as early as the late 1st
or early 2nd centuryAD. Thiswould correspond to the suggested construction period for the
road under the governorship of Agricola.

Several aspects of the road’s construction at Cuerden were quite unexpected, not least of all
its size. It measured up to 11.40m between the two cambered shoulders of gravel,
considerably larger than the recorded widths of the road to the south of Wigan. The Cuerden
example is also slightly wider than the metalled surfaces found by theWAS in Standish (10m
in width) but is narrower than sections that were recorded in the 19th century (Watkin,
1883, 66-68), which ranged between thirteen and fourteen yards (11.89 – 12.80m) in width.

Watkin’s observations at Patten Hey (near Standish) include details of the road’s width and
composition (ibid, 66-67): ‘being fourteen yards in width, and a yard in depth, formed of
gravel with blocks of yellow-coloured freestone’. This compares favourably to an account
given for another part of road encountered ‘one quarter of a mile north-north-east of
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Euxton’ described as being ‘thirteen yards in width, paved with large blocks of stone and
composed of gravel’ (Watkin, 1883, 68).

The example from Cuerden was composed exclusively of gravel and cobbles with no
indication of paving. In places, the metalling survived to 0.34m but was predominantly a
thin scattering of stones with no foundation. Beneath the gravel was a thin layer of sandy
clay visible above the natural, interpreted as a bedding material. As there was no indication
of a buried soil horizon beneath the road, it is possible it was cleared of soil and vegetation
prior to construction. This contrasts with the road’s construction to south of Wigan (RR70b:
Miller, this volume), which was narrower, utilising blocks of stone and gravel.

Reasons for the disparity in size and construction between the two roads are not readily
apparent. The exclusive use of gravel and cobbles at Cuerdenmay reflect its local abundance
over other types of stone. The nearby River Lostock, which meanders around Cuerden, is
likely to have been exploited as a source for this building material. The matter of the road’s
width, which varies considerably as it passes through the modern counties of Cheshire,
Greater Manchester and Lancashire is much harder to explain, although it might suggest
that the multiple gangs of workers were employed in its construction, utilising slightly
different techniques of construction where this was dictated by changes in terrain and the
availability of materials. The fact that the road to the north of Wigan is plainly wider may
imply it initially catered for a greater volume of military traffic, owing to the convergence
of three roads on Wigan from Manchester (RR702), Wilderspool (RR70b) and Burscough
(RR702aa).

There is convincing evidence to suggest that the road persisted as a landscape feature for a
considerable period after the collapse of formal Roman administration in the 5th century
AD. At Cuerden, two furrows revealed in Area 6 stopped short of the road suggesting that
later field systems were established in relation to the road. The compacted surface would
have proved difficult to plough, acting instead as a headland or farm track. The furrows
likely formed part of an open field system. Eventually, the road was transected by a shallow
linear feature; its morphology was broadly similar to the late medieval furrows and gullies
found in the north of the site. It is possible that this feature defined the edge of one of the
early enclosed ‘Town Fields’. The ‘Town Fields’ or ‘Towncrofts’ feature in a grant of land
made by Adam de Charnock in 1325 (Farrer and Brownbill, 1911), providing a rough
indication forwhen this portion of site was subdivided, and the road ceased to be functional.

Even after the road fell out of use, it continued to influence the arrangement of surrounding
fields and may have remained a visible feature in the landscape. Its alignment is respected
by a prominent post-medieval boundary that ran parallel to the western edge of the road.
This is shown on the OS Six Inch to 1-mile map of 1849. Perpendicular boundaries emanate
out from this line and are captured on historic mapping and aerial photographs. What is
remarkable, however, is that the excavated section of the road survived largely intact,
having sustained little damage from later agricultural activity that is likely to have been
responsible for removing all trace of the road in the immediate vicinity.
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Roads around Cirencester

BY Robert Entwistle
rob.i.entwistle@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

The roads around Cirencester offer a remarkable case study, as first noticed by Margary, who made
deductions about the order in which they were constructed based upon their unusual configuration
(1973, 148). Similar conclusions were repeated by Wacher (1998, 212).

The present study develops these observations in the light of more recent findings by Entwistle and
Poulter, deepening insight into the sequence of planning tasks carried out by Roman surveyors and
engineers. It suggests that one ofMargary’s deductions – that the layout of Cirencester was dependent
upon Ermin Street – is not quite as it seems. Although Ermin Street formed the spine of the town, the
orientation and position of that road was itself decided by an early Fosse Way planning alignment, as
was the line of Akeman Street. The Fosse Way south is also reconsidered, and we notice that in several
cases a substantial interval may have occurred between aspects of planning and road construction.

THE ORIGINS OF CIRENCESTER

he Roman roads around Cirencester exhibit peculiarities that caused both Margary and
Wacher to reflect on how they came into being. Their conclusions can now be

reconsidered and developed.

Margary demonstrated that Cirencester, one of the great towns of Roman Britain was built,
around and upon Ermin Street (RR41c), giving it an extended oval shape (1973, 148).
However the story of the town starts further back with a Fosse Way planning alignment
from Leicester. In an age of digital maps this is readily demonstrable, as the long-distance
alignment from that town is preserved over a distance of 34 km (21 miles) between Stretton-
on-Dunsmore and Blackwell. Extended both ways this alignment directly connects the
Roman centres of Leicester and Cirencester. The site of the first fort at Cirencester seems to
originate as the point where the Leicester planning line met the River Churn, at a
convenient distance from Bagendon (a major oppidum of the Dobunni tribe). As this fort is
regarded as one of the earliest in Britain (Wacher 1995, 292), theplanning exercise by Roman
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surveyors is associated with the earliest days of Roman Britain (Poulter and Entwistle 2016;
Entwistle 2019, 50).

Long-distance surveyed alignments of this sort, of which a number have been identified,
often display branches towards places of strategic significance, set out by surveyors at pre-
established set angles to the prime line (Entwistle 2019, 24-7). The Romans had a wholly
different conception of angles to ourselves and did not define or understand them as made
up of degrees of a circle (Lewis 2001, 226). They did, of course, make frequent use of the
right-angle in survey and construction work, but it would not have occurred to them to
define it as 90 degrees. Thus the four set angles we commonly find on long-distance
alignments are not measured in whole degrees but are derived from simple Pythagorean
right-angled triangles, a concept Romans understood. They have been termed Alpha (53.13),
Beta (36.87), Gamma (61.93) and Delta (28.07) (Entwistle 2019, 25), and when measured are
generally found to be accurate to less than a degree, as we would understand it.

Measurement of such angles by ourselves needs to be dependable and reproduceable,
therefore the orientation of an alignment is calculated by identifying end points as OS
coordinates, and the bearing between derived mathematically. The angles between
alignments are then readily calculated.

THE LAYOUT OF CIRENCESTER: ERMIN STREET NORTH AND
AKEMAN STREET

Margary observed that the shape of Cirencester is essentially an oval with its spine formed
by Ermin Street, no doubt reflecting the orientation of the first fort. Yet he noticed also that
the road from Silchester only takes up this orientation on arriving at Cirencester, changing
direction as it enters the South (Silchester) Gate. The road line which begins here continues
north-west through the town and beyond, ultimately stretching for 12km, past Bagendon,
to the edge of the Cotsworld escarpment – where it modifies its course again to head for the
Severn crossing at Gloucester.

Reference to Map 1 shows that this line for Ermin Street derives from the primary planning
alignment from Leicester, being laid out at a Gamma angle to it (actually 61.59). It seems
likely that the original fort was sited to have its main gate outward looking, towards
Bagendon, the allied territories of theDobunni, and the moredistant Severn crossing, rather
than inward towards the newly established province

Ermin Street has long been recognised as fundamental to Cirencester, but not so Akeman
Street. It is therefore with some surprise that we see the line of Akeman Street (RR 16b) may
well have been established at a similarly early date (Map 1). It has not generally beennoticed
that the long 20kmalignment of this road starts at the town, as thematter is obscured by the
road failing to follow its own alignment for the first 5km. The issue is, nevertheless, readily
confirmed with a tool such as Google Earth, which reveals that the alignment extends from
the town almost to the modern village of Bradwell. From there the line needs only minor
modification northwards to reach Alchester, recently identified as a major military centre –
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a vexillation or legionary fortress, probably associated with Vespasian’s Legio II Augusta
(Sauer, 2005). Dendrochronology has shown Alchester fortress to have been established (like
Cirencester) in the first years of the province (Mattingly 2007, 142). This makes it a rare
example, as few forts were established in the province’s heartland in the post-Conquest
period (Entwistle 2019, 53). Akeman Street, or its informal predecessor, must initially have
represented a vital military link between Alchester and Cirencester.

Map 1. Planning lines and Cirencester
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The 20km alignment is laid out at a half right-angle (actually 44.65 degrees) to the prime
alignment fromLeicester, a situation that is unlikely to be coincidental. Use of thehalf right-
angle has been found elsewhere in association with long-distance alignments, most
particularly at Lancaster (Entwistle 2019, 94). It is unthinkable that an alignment started 20
km away would reach accurately to Cirencester if surveyed from the east: it is clear it was
surveyed from the fort.

The earliest planning at Cirencester therefore seems to have been built around three
alignments: the prime planning alignment from Leicester, and two subsidiary alignments:
towards the Severn crossing (later secured by Kingsholm and Gloucester fortresses) and
Alchester respectively. The alignment towards the Severn crossing, became, in due course,
the continuing line of Ermin Street, defining the shape of the town. If this planning has not
been evident before, it is because neither the Fosse Way (north) nor Akeman Street follow
their planning alignments in the immediate region of the town.

ERMIN STREET NORTH AND THEWHITEWAY

The WhiteWay is a local Roman road (RR55) which leaves Cirencester to trend in a northerly
direction, serving numerous Roman villas. For the most part the road has little in the way of
alignments and ‘adapts its course to the ground’ (Margary 1973, 146). However, some 3.5 km
from the town it takes up a very direct alignment for just over 2 km, after which it again
adapts itself to the ground.

That alignment is aimed directly at Cirencester and would seem to be a vestige of surveying
from the earliest days of Cirencester. It is at 36.83 degrees to Ermin Street north, a
remarkably exact Beta angle. Although the White Way was not a trunk route in Roman
times, the alignment it uses would seem to have been laid out along with other key
alignments, and with reference to the road heading out of the fort (Ermin Street north).

ERMIN STREET SOUTH

Ermin Street (RR41b), long considered fundamental to the town, was an important artery
and almost certainly the first constructed road to arrive at Cirencester. Formuch of the first
century AD, during the lifetime of Cogidubnus (alternatively known as Togidubnus) this
road would have linked Cirencester both to his client kingdom and to London beyond.
Roman troops from places such as the Lake Farm fortress, as well as drafted troops from the
Kingdom (Entwistle 2019, 63), may have passed this way when needed for action on the
borders of the province.

We have noticed that the line of Ermin Street through the town does not reflect the road’s
line of approach from Silchester. Knowing that Cirencester was at the periphery of the early
province we might anticipate that road surveyors worked their way along the line of the
road from Silchester and the province heartlands, but close examination shows that things
were not so simple.
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The alignment emerging from the South Gate makes its first course correction after 3.5 km,
by a disused airfield at Driffield Crossroads (Map 2), where the direction in which surveyors
were working can be identified through use of John Poulter’s methodology (Poulter 2009, 6).
Land here falls towards the south-east – allowing no view back towards Cirencester for
surveyors to sight upon the fort, but providing a good view onwards for the next road
alignment. That alignment continues in turn for nearly 5km until there is a further minor
course correction near the village of Latton, where again the best views continue south-
eastwards. Despite further minor modifications to the road’s course, it is only near Baydon,

Map 2. Configuration of roads around Cirencester
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30km from Cirencester, that the road makes a decisive turn, swinging more to the east. Thus
Ermin Street south was for some distance surveyed by working away from Cirencester.

THE FOSSEWAY NORTH

In view of what has been said about the importance of the Fosse Way prime planning
alignment, it might seem logical to assume that this road was the first to be constructed at
Cirencester. Margary, however, demonstrates that this was not the case.

Although the Fosse Way (RR5d) has diverted away from its prime planning alignment as it
approaches the town (having made an off-alignment diversion to Stow-on-the Wold), the
road builders clearly started making a bee line for the town (or fort) from the high ground
of AmpneyDowns, some8km away, once theyhad it in visual range. As there wasno physical
barrier to prevent this approach, it is surprising that the road does not continue forward all
the way to Cirencester. Instead the Fosse Way turns away to by-pass the town, on a link that
seems designed to take traffic straight from Ermin Street and Silchester, avoiding
Cirencester (and the double crossing of the River Churn). This arrangement strongly
indicates that when the Fosse Way was being constructed, Ermin Street was already in
existence, or at the very least in an advanced state of planning. It was of course still possible
for travellers on the Fosse Way to reach Cirencester, despite the diversion. A spur was built
from the by-pass, entering the southern part of the town via the Churn bridge. At the time
of the early fort that bridge would have been rather differently located, as at some stage the
course of the Churn was diverted to go round, rather than through, the town. That
arrangement might also be quite early however, as the basis for the town’s grid layout may
already have begun in the 60’s during the lifetime of the second (cavalry) fort (Wacher 1995,
304; 310).

We must assume that when the by-pass decision was made, military priorities were for a
through-route fromSilchester to the Midlands, not requiring access toCirencester. We have
no certain knowledge when that might have been, but one possibility is in themid 70’s when
priorities were shifting north and west, and when Cirencester fort was being
decommissioned (Wacher 1995, 304). It is likely that military traffic and supply convoys
would have been on the move around that time, supporting the next round of expansion
into and through the Trent-Severn gap – a scenario which also justifies a renewed
programme of road building.

CONSTRUCTION OF AKEMAN STREET

Akeman Street, like the Fosse Way north, shows evidence of early planning but later
construction: later even than the Fosse Way. We have noticed that paradoxically Akeman
Street does not follow its own alignment all the way into Cirencester but opts to choose a
different line of approach, linking to the Fosse Way spur – presumably to save extra road
construction. The road from the east diverts from its alignment towards the spot known as
Hare Bushes, where the spur road into Cirencester leaves the by-pass. Margary’s comment
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remains entirely valid: “Had this spur not already existed there seems no reason why
Akeman Street should change direction at a point so near the town when a direct approach
would have been possible” (1973, 149). As he also points out, “The addition of Akeman Street
to the system must have made the eastern entry into the town fully as important as that of
Ermin Street from the south.”

Construction of Akeman Street as a properly metalled road therefore seems to come after
the final planning or construction of the Fosse Way’s approach to Cirencester, which itself
comes after the final planning or construction of Ermin Street’s approach.

THE FOSSEWAY SOUTH

The Fosse Way south (RR5c) may well have been the final major road to connect to
Cirencester but possesses as many intriguing features as the others.

Margary argues for it being last in the series because its construction appears to post-date
construction of the town’s amphitheatre. This was so placed as to block the natural exit of
the Fosse Way (south) from the side of the town opposite the road’s entry at the Churn
bridge, suggesting construction of this road was an afterthought. The Fosse Way towards
Bath follows the line of the modern Tetbury Road, passing north of the amphitheatre, which
led Margary to assume that it exited the town via a gate towards the northern end of the
town. This would have required travellers on the Fosse Way to work their way rather
awkwardly through Cirencester.

That view has now been modified by excavations of the town gate directly opposite the East
Gate and Churn bridge (Wacher 1995, 312). It seems that the road to Bath did after all exit
there, slanting tightly past the amphitheatre before joining the line of the Tetbury Road.

For the greater part of its journey to Bath, the Fosse Way follows a long-distance planning
line (as does the Fosse Way from Leicester). In this case the planning line is projected from
the south (near Bath) and remains clearly identifiable for 19km (12 miles) between North
Wraxall and Long Newnton. It appears to have been laid out as a branch from a parent long-
distance planning alignment extending from the Kennet’s source (at Silbury Hill) towards
Bath, which also carries a road (Margary 53). The two alignments are separated by a set
angle (Alpha), strongly suggesting they were planned together (Entwistle 2019, 66-7).

The FosseWay alignment northwards fromBath to Cirencester would pass to the west of the
town unless course adjustments were made, and there are in fact two – although whether
these were laid out as part of original planning, or as part of road construction, must be
uncertain. The first takes place near the village of Long Newnton, some 14.5 kilometres (9
miles) from the town. The road swings slightly to the east and then continues nearly 7 km
(4.25 miles) to what is nowCotswold Airport. From here a final course adjustmentwas made,
where, as John Poulter has pointed out, there are clear views in the direction of Cirencester.
This final alignment, however, first crosses the steep sided valley of Jackaments Bottom,
where the Roman road bravely tackles steep slopes which the modern road deems fitter to
avoid. From here onwards, however, progress to the town is direct and straightforward.
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CONCLUSION

The pattern of roads around Cirencester is both intriguing and revealing. From the very
earliest days of its foundation, Cirencester emerges as part of a planned environment, with
established long-distance alignments north-east to Leicester, north-west towards the
Severn, and eastwards towards Alchester and St Albans. A separate long-distance alignment
approaches from the south-west and Bath.

Nevertheless, in the first decades after the Conquest (during which time two successive forts
were built at Cirencester) it is possible that the only all-weather road connecting to the rest
of the province was Ermin Street, planned outwards from the town in its initial stages.

Construction of other roads (Fosse Way north, Akeman Street, and Fosse Way south) was
carried out successively, possibly over an extended period. The Fosse Way, from both north
and south, was planned (at different times) by teams heading towards the town. Although
the long alignment of Akeman Street had been laid out from the site of the town in early
times, final planning and/or construction took place after the Fosse Way spur to the by-pass
was already established.

If ourhypothesis is correct that the peculiar configuration of the Cirencester ‘by-pass’ is best
linked to the military expansion of the 70s, then roads other than Ermin Street made use of
planning carried out decades before, but were constructed only when needed to service a
new phase of military mobility.

The whole process is a reminder that the pattern of Roman roads we see on maps of Roman
Britain was not, like Rome, built in a day, but developed according to the shifting needs of
military priorities.
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The Cam High Road, RR73, at Bainbridge,
Wensleydale, North Yorkshire.

BY David Budge and Sean Crossley
david@mercian-as.co.uk & sean@mercian-as.co.uk

ABSTRACT

The Yorkshire Dales have been described as home to one of the best preserved archaeological
landscapes in Europe. Despite this, very little is known about the Roman lines of communication. Of the
few known Roman roads, Cam High Road has been called 'one of the finest in England'; even so, the
course it took as it descended intoWensleydale and entered the fort at Bainbridge is unknown. Analysis
of the topography, earthworks and historic boundaries in the area through study of LiDAR data,
earthwork survey, and historic mapping, have allowed the most likely course of the road to be
proposed.

INTRODUCTION

he Pennines are a range of mountains and hills described as the backbone of Britain.
They extend from the Midlands in the south beyond the Stainmore gap in the north

(Aitkenhead et al, 2002, ix; 1) to the Scottish border and form a significant obstacle dividing
the western and eastern sides of northern England.

The rocks of the Pennines are rich in mineral resources, including lead, zinc and coal
(Aitkenhead et al, 2002, 4-5). The richest deposits of lead are found in Swaledale and
Arkengarthdale (Gill 2004, 57), north of Wensleydale, though the monks of Jervaulx Abbey
had rights to work lead mines in Wensleydale in the medieval period (Page 1914, 200-14).
Iron was also extensively mined and smelted at this time (Moorhouse 2003, 354). It is
believed that Pennine lead, at least, was mined in Roman times (Gill 2004, 52; Gaunt and
Buckland 2003, 18).

The Pennines are cut by a series of Dales, deep valleys trending west to east. A Roman fort
was constructed in the middle of one of these Dales, now known as Wensleydale, at a
location nowcalled Bainbridge (Fig 01). The fort occupies a drumlin of Devensian Till (an egg
shaped hill formed by glaciers) in the floodplain of the River Ure, which occupies the Dale.
Just to the west of the drumlin the River Bain, a tributary of the Ure, flows to meet it. The

T
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Fig. 1. Left, below and opposite page. Location of Bainbridge in Wensleydale in Yorkshire. Contains Ordnance
Survey Data © Crown copyright and database right 2020
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Bain is a short river, just 3.4km long from its origin in Semerwater to its confluence with the
River Ure. Despite this short length, the Bain's valley, Raydale, is deeply incised andpresents
a significant obstacle to passage up or down the south flank of Wensleydale (see Fig. 3).

Excavation has suggested that a fort was probably established at Bainbridge cAD80 (Bidwell
2012, 50). The earthworks visible today belong to a second fort constructed cAD85.
Significant building work was undertaken by the sixth cohort of the Nervi cAD205-7,
including construction of an annex on the eastern side, and the fort remained in service for
the remainder of theRoman occupation (Bidwell 2012, 45). With an internal area of 1.1ha the
fort is smaller than usual, suggesting a special purpose (Bidwell 2012, 57). The siting of the
fort has been linked to the strategic nature ofWensleydale as the principal pass through the
Pennines in the area between the much more important passes at Stainmore, c22km to the
north, and the Aire gap, c30km to the south (Historic England 2020). However, whether
originally established for this strategic purpose or not, it seems more probable that the
purpose of the fort was to control and protect themineral resources of the Pennines and the
routes along which they were transported (Bidwell 2012, 58-9).

There is archaeological and documentary evidence that Bainbridge fort remained a focus for
occupation beyond the end of theRoman period. Finds from the fort include anAnglo-Saxon
glass bead (later 5th - 7th century) (Croom 2012, D35) and 8th - 10th century burials. It is
possible that part of the principia was converted into a church at this time (Bidwell 2012, 93-
5). However, it was considered that, within the excavated area, the structural remains did
not provide any clear evidence for continuity of settlement (Bidwell 2012, 93). However, it
has been independently argued from other evidence, including analysis of the pattern of
medieval townships centred on the fort, that there is likely to have been continuity of
settlement from the end of the Roman period right through to the 12th- or 13th century,
when Jervaulx Abbey undertook substantial reorganisation of the area (Moorhouse 2003,
303).

The Dales have been described as containing one of the best preserved archaeological
landscapes in Europe (Moorhouse 2003, 293) due to the survival of a rich palimpsest of
earthworks that range in date from prehistoric to modern. However, much less is known
about how the fort at Bainbridgefitted in to thewider networkof communications in Roman
Yorkshire (e.g. Bidwell 2012, 47) than might be expected given such a statement. In part this
may be due to the intensive agricultural exploitation of the floodplains of the Dales in
medieval and later periods. This, combined with rivers that can seasonally be very active,
depositing over-bank silts and eroding ground,may mask or obliterate earlier evidence. The
lack of knowledge is also likely to be due to the absence of large scale building or
infrastructure developments that, througharchaeological mitigation conditions imposedon
planning consents, have been responsible for revealing so much about the Roman period in
the rest of the country over the past few decades.
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ROMAN ROADS INWENSLEYDALE

The easiest lines of communication across the Pennines are east-west, following the Dales.
Even today in an age of vehicles driven by powerful internal combustion engines, the main
routes through the Pennines run in this direction. Despite this, the known Roman roads in
proximity to Bainbridge are to be found mainly on the more difficult high ground between
Dales. They are the Cam High Road (Margary RR73), running south-west out of Bainbridge
towards Ribblehead then on to thewest side of the Pennines; and a recently discovered road
(Margary RR732(x)) heading north-east from Bainbridge towards the richest lead ore fields
of the region in Swaledale and Arkengarthdale, and perhaps onwards to Greta Bridge
(County Durham) (Wilson 2013, 294) or Bowes (County Durham) (Haken 2018). A road said to
run south from Bainbridge towards Wharfedale (Margary RR730) (Bidwell 2012, 47) seems
unlikely to be Roman (Haken 2017a).

It has also been assumed that there 'must' (e.g. Bidwell 2012, 47) also have been roads
running east-west up the Dale. It has been speculated that one linked Bainbridge to the fort
at Wensley (e.g. Ottaway 2003, fig 35), further east along Wensleydale (though the two forts
may not have been in contemporary use - Bidwell 2012, 50), and then on to join Dere Street,
the main road running north from York (Margary RR8). Where this road or roads
(designated MargaryRR733(x)) are considered tomeet Dere Street varies: perhaps at the fort
at Healam Bridge (Ottaway 2003, fig 35) or at Catterick, both in the Vale of Mowbray, or
somewhere else along the route of Margary RR8 south of Healam Bridge (summarised in
Haken 2017b). A road running west, up the Dale from Bainbridge to Mallerstang (Cumbria),
has also been suggested (RRRA 2018). While cropmarks hint at a road adjacent to the fort at
Wensley (Haken 2017b), there is otherwise no archaeological or LiDAR evidence to support
any of the proposed routes, and indeed even the existence of the roads themselves are
considered questionable (RRRA 2018; Haken 2017b).

The disposition of the known roads therefore hints that the fort at Bainbridge was more
likely located to control the mineral resources of the area (Bidwell 2012, 58-9) than to guard
a pass through the Pennines (Historic England 2020).

THE CAM HIGH ROAD (MARGARY RR73)

Cam High Road has been called 'one of the finest specimens of Roman road in England'
(Collingwood 1928, 263 cited in Haken 2017a). The alignment of the road on the centre of the
fort at Bainbridge (Collingwood 1928, 263) seems to indicate that the fort probably formed
one terminus of the route. From here it leaves Wensleydale and ascends the high ground to
the south-west on a dead straight course. Approaching Wether Fell the surveyors employed
'a series of short straight lengths, the longest being only a mile, cleverly utilising the
topography tomake the easiest possible crossing' (Haken 2020). The road continues towards
Gearstones in Ribblesdale. This half of the road is considered to be Roman in origin, and
'with the exception of the first short section climbing up from the R. Bain, there is no
indication at all of there ever having been any deviation from the current course at any time
during the last two millennia' (Haken 2020). The south-western half of the road is much less
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clear. John Warburton believed it went to Kirkby Lonsdale (Cumbria) (Warburton 1720),
while Margary was less certain but proposed a more south-easterly route, down Chapel-le-
Dale and via Ingleton (N Yorks) (Margary 1973). Both the precise route and the ultimate
destination, however, are debatable (Haken 2020). In part this may be due to the Richmond
to Lancaster turnpike road, which opened in 1751 (YDNPA 2020). Archaeological and
documentary evidence suggests that the turnpike was built on top of the existing Roman
route over the north-eastern half of Cam High Road, but archaeologists may have been led
into erroneously interpreting the route of the turnpike as the Roman road in the south-
western half (Haken 2020).

Unlike the north-eastern road from the fort (Margary RR732(x)), which clearly went out of
use after the Roman period as it is overlain by traces of medieval agriculture (Wilson 2013,
293), Cam High Road apparently remained in use, being named in medieval documents.
Despite the original surface being buried under significant depth of hillwash in parts, it
apparently needed only repair and resurfacing when the turnpike was constructed (Haken
2020).

The present study is concerned with the route of the road in that 'first short section
climbing up from the River Bain'. Considering the route from the other direction,
descending from the fells the road follows a dead straight course until it is c1.3km from
Bainbridge. At this point the modern route becomes more sinuous (Fig. 2:a) and the Roman
course becomes unclear. The road is not picked up again until near the south gate of the fort.
Here a terrace running obliquely up the side of the drumlin to the south gate is believed to
represent its course (Bidwell 2012, fig 2). The terrace, which excavation has demonstrated
has a metalled surface, has the rather narrow average width of 1.5m (RCHME 2012, D7).

METHODOLOGY

The present survey was undertaken in advance of proposed archaeological investigation in
the village of Bainbridge by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC. The possible courses of the
Cam High Road approaching Bainbridge were assessed via desk-based GIS analysis of LiDAR
data and historic map regression, together with limited field survey and observation. The
scope of the investigation was limited to the part of the road in proximity to Bainbridge.

Computerised Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are tools for the analysis, storage,
retrieval and display of geographic information (Fotheringham and Rogerson 1994, 2). In
essence, they allow different spatial data such as historic maps, earthwork survey data,
aerial photographs, LiDAR data, etc., to be viewed and interrogated.

LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) is a method of remote sensing that employs lasers to
determine three dimensional data points (Historic England 2018, 1). It can beused to capture
data on a range of subjects, from individual artefacts to whole landscapes. It has been widely
employed by the Environment Agency to gather topographic data on the environs of
England's waterways. This data has subsequently been made available to researchers
(Environment Agency 2020). Due to its sensitivity, when used to capture topographic data,
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LiDAR survey also picks up even very subtle earthworks deriving from past human activity
as well as natural processes. The Digital Surface Models (DSM) and Digital Terrain Models
(DTM) (Wheatley and Gillings 2000, 9) supplied by the Environment Agency were analysed
in GIS in the present study. The sources of data were the Environment Agency's 2017 0.5m
resolution DSM and the 2019 1m resolution DTM. Different algorithms were employed to
visualise and enhance the data. The main methods were perspective modelling, with
exaggeration of the elevation (Chapman 2006, 82), used to make the topography and subtle
earthworks more visible; and hillshade modelling. Hillshade modelling calculates the aspect
and slope of each pixel in the DSM or DTM to determine its reflectance when lit from a given
direction and altitude by a virtual light source (Chapman 2006, 81-2). Hillshade models
produce an output similar to that of aerial photographs, where even subtle earthworks may
be revealed by low angle sunlight, but have the advantage that the 'sun' can be moved to
anywhere in the sky, at will, to cast the shadows that best reveal the details of the
earthworks: it is even possible to have multiple 'suns' in the sky at once!

The LiDAR DTM was also employed for viewshed analysis. This calculates the intervisibility
of points within the model. In the present study it was used to calculate which parts of the
possible routes at Bainbridge were intervisible with an observer of a nominal 1.75m height
standing on the ground surface in the south-western corner of the Roman fort. The
algorithm used was GRASS GIS r.viewshed (GRASS Development Team 2020) While the

Fig. 2, Map of Bainbridge. Cam High Road deviates from its straight course from the point marked 'a', first
undulating north, then back south-east, before curving around the western and northern flanks of Scott Hill
(marked 's') on the descent to the village. The numbers on this and all subsequent maps are British National Grid
coordinates, in metres. Contains Environment Agency data © Environment Agency copyright and / or database

right 2019. All rights reserved.
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technique cannot prove that location 'X' was definitely intervisible with location 'Y' in the
past due to a range of factors, not least unknown variables such as former vegetation and
subsequent changes in the land surface resulting from fluvial activity and alluviation, for
example (Wheatley and Gillings 2000, 5-6), it can at least provide a guide to whether certain
areas may or may not have been visible.

These methods were used to assess the possible courses of the road as it approached
Bainbridge. The basemaps used to display the data have been digitised from the 0.5m LiDAR
DSM, with the 1m DSM used for the areas not covered by the 0.5m data.

THE ROUTES

In order to model the possible routes the road might have taken it is necessary tomake some
assumptions. Roman roads are often considered to be straight and the Cam High Road is no
exception. The series of short, straight segments employed to manage the terrain on the
crossing nearWether Fell (Haken 2020) are considered typical of Roman road engineering in
the Dales (e.g. Haken 2017a). Because of this it seems to be a plausible hypothesis that a
similar approach would have been employed as the road dropped towards the crossing of
the Bain: the engineers are unlikely to have used stretches of road curving around contours
here if they did not elsewhere on the route. It may also be reasonable to infer that the route
was probably planned to ensure changes of direction, and deviation from the 'ideal' straight
route, were kept to a minimum.

On these grounds the curving line of the modern road (Fig. 2:s) around Scott Hill can be
discounted: this route was in place by the First Edition Ordnance Survey 6" to 1 mile map of
1856 but was probably a relatively recent replacement for the substantial hollow way (Fig.
3:a) running straight down the side of Scott Hill. It is likely to have been built to allow easier
access, especially for wheeled vehicles, from the village to the Cam High Road than the
hollow way, which would have been impassable at certain times of year. For a similar reason
a track, now a public footpath, curving up the other side of this hill, can be discounted. This
runs from near Bain House and curves up the hillside on a terrace c4-5m wide, before
entering a substantial cutting as it turns west (Fig . 3:b). Itsmetalled surface is clearly visible
today. It too looks likely to have been constructed for wheeled traffic. It is possible that one
or other of these roads were part of the turnpike.

With these two roads discounted, and taking the above hypotheses as a starting point,
possible courses of the road canbe extrapolated from the existing evidence. The possibilities
(Fig. 4) are:

- 1) (red) A continuation of the straight part of Cam High Road;

- 2) (blue) A continuation of the line of the causeway running from the south gate of the fort;

- 3) (yellow) A route utilising the earthwork hollow ways.

1) As noted by Collingwood (1925, 263) and others, this route clearly lines up with the centre
of the fort. It is likely it represents the 'ideal course' that the road would have taken in the
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absence of topographical constraints. However, this route encounters several steep slopes,
including a diagonal traverse across the side of a substantial spur of land on which the
earthworks of a ?late Bronze Age Slight Univallate Hillfort (Historic England 2020b) and field
systems are located, followed by a steep drop down the side of the valley of the Bain to its
floodplain beyond (Fig. 5:a). The drop to theBain is probably sufficient to make the projected
route untenable (Fig. 8:a). Additionally, the traverse across the side of the slippery glacial till
slope below the hillfort would almost certainly require the road to be terraced into the hill.
While part of this land parcel has been ploughed in the past, the earthworks of the hillfort
and field system are still clearly visible, but there is absolutely no sign of a terrace on the
projected line.

2) Apart from the slightly different alignment, this route is similar to (1) and is unlikely for
the same reasons.

3) This route requires a number of changes of direction in a short space. To minimise these,
having reached the flatter ground at the foot of Scott Hill it is projected as heading directly
east to cross the Bain. Whether it then continued straight before turning a right angle to

Fig. 3, Map showing the main earthworks of hollow ways and possible tracks (orange) within the study area
trending in the direction of Cam High Road (those trending west-east are omitted). Most are overlain by field
walls and are likely pre-date the construction of the turnpike. 'F' is Bainbridge Roman fort; 'H' is SlightUnivallate
Hillfort; 's' is Scott Hill. 'd' is area of drainage and culvert. That marked '*' is the only feature in the LiDAR in this
area that looks anything like a Roman road: it also appears to have been heavily eroded by run-off features
suggesting its antiquity. Basemap is 0.5m DSM hillshaded with azimuth 300°; elevation 20; vertical exaggeration
factor of 5. Elevation indicated by colour ramp used on this and all subsequent maps ranges from yellow (over
360m AODN) to purple (under 190m AODN). LiDAR data © Environment Agency copyright and/or database right

2020. All rights reserved
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head directly up to the south gate of the fort (as shown) or went diagonally up the causeway
is perhaps immaterial. This route at least has some archaeological evidence for its existence.
At several points before it reaches Scott Hill the LiDAR shows braided hollow ways which
suggest a well-used route ran in the projected direction (Fig. 3). These hollow ways, as well
as the curves in the road, which coincide with the heads of small gills running towards
Raydale, may represent gradual modifications to a formerly straight route that occurred as
traffic sought the easiest path across the terrain in bad weather, once the metalling of the
original straight road had deteriorated. The descent down the hollow way is steep (Fig. 5:b),
and even without traffic churning up the surface quickly becomes boggy and impassable in
wet weather today. The route at the bottom of Scott Hill is speculative as contouring of the
modern highway corridor, together with development in the village, has erased all traces of
earlier routes. The projected route has been lined up on a linear hollow seen in the LiDAR on
the other side of the river, to the south of the fort. This was identified as a possible droveway
or track by RCHME (2012 D7:h), though the perpendicular ridge, visible on LiDAR, that
appears to go from this track in the direction of the south gate of the fort, seems to have
been considered to be part of a field system (RCHME 2012, fig 32). A recent archaeological
test pitting investigation in Bainbridge discovered an almost complete later 3rd or 4th
century black burnished ware jar, apparently crushed in-situ. This might have come from a
cremation or burial, such as might be expected to line the roads outside a Roman settlement
(YDNPA 2018, 7). The test pit where the vessel was discovered (Fig. 3:*) is in line with the

Fig. 4, Potential courses of the Roman line of Cam High Road extrapolated from existing features or
archaeological evidence. Red, route 1; Blue, route 2; Yellow, route 3. Location of test pit with BB1 jar marked '*'.
Basemap includes DSM hillshade azimuth 300°; elevation 40; Z exaggeration 5. LiDAR data © Environment

Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved
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Fig. 5, Profile of terrain along the routes in Fig. 4, and Fig. 6. A: terrain on route 1. B: terrain on route 3. C: Terrain
on routeD. 'fp' indicates locationof floodplain and river crossing; 'F' location of fort. For route Cand D '*' denotes
change in direction of route. X axis height in metres above Ordnance Datum Newlyn; Y axis distance along route

in metres. LiDAR data © Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved
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earthwork used in this route. This does perhaps suggest that this, rather than the c1.5m
wide diagonal causeway, is more likely to be the Roman road approaching the fort.

None of these routes are fully convincing. The evidence does at least suggest that the
modern road probably only deviates slightly from the Roman course to the point at which
routes 1 and 3 diverge. It is also notable that all the projected routes cross the River Bain at
about the same point, approximately 120m upstream of the modern Bain Bridge. The river
here is wide and shallow, flowing over the horizontally bedded limestone bedrock, and is
relatively easily accessed from the shallow banks. The river narrows and deepens and the
banks are steeper both downstream and upstream of this point. This appears to be an ideal
place for a ford or bridge; as indeed has already been suggested (RCHME 2012, D7).

If this point is taken as the most likely crossing, it then becomes possible to extrapolate a
route between the known points that tackles the terrain in the most efficient manner while
also employing the least changes of direction (Fig. 6). Having crossed theRiver Bain from the
fort, the route heads almost due west, passing under or near the site of the present Bain
House (Fig. 7:B) until, at a point south of Sycamore Hall (Fig. 7:S), it turns south-west to head
up between the eastern flank of Scott Hill and the western flank of the un-named hill to its
east, following this alignmentwithout deviation until it joins the 'straight' part of Cam High
Road with only a minor course correction.

Fig. 6, Suggested route of the Roman Cam High Road exploiting the slightest gradient and least changes of
direction (route D, green). Where theprojected line coincideswith an historic boundary this is indicated with '+';
where it coincides with earthworks, 'x'. Hillshade azimuth 40°; elevation 40; vertical exaggeration 5. the road is
shown ascending the causeway, though it is equally, if not more, likely it ran along the droveway. LiDAR data ©

Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved
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This line represents the most efficient route through the topography (Fig. 5:C); it utilises the
first direct passage bywhich thehigh groundcan beaccessed fromthe vicinity of Bainbridge
without encountering severe gradients (Fig. 8), unlike the direct assault on Scott Hill by the
hollow way.

There is no trace of an agger on the projected route but there has been significant
subsequent disturbance of the ground over much of the projected length. One field was
levelled and had a series of land drains feeding a culverted channel installed, while to the
north-east an associated pond in the adjacent land parcel, and the stream channel that now
runs along the projected route both appear to be artificial: this may be part of a system for
concentrating, and perhaps dipping, livestock (J. P. T. Gardner pers com). The construction
of this system has certainly obliterated the section of the Scott Hill hollow way that once
crossed it (Fig. 3:d), so will presumably also have obliterated the Roman road if it ran here.
However, slightly to the north-east of this, historic mapping depicts some curious field
boundaries (Fig. 9). These seem to form an hourglass or funnel shape, and include one
unusually small, strangely shaped former land parcel (Fig. 9:a). Its small size and location,
almost entirely on the slope of a hill, would seem to make it of limited use for agricultural

Fig. 7, View from the west end of the drumlin, west of the fort at Bainbridge, looking south-west at the proposed
route of the road. The route may cross the River Bain towards the bottom left corner of the frame before passing
under or near BainHouse (marked 'B'). It then ascends the valleymarked by the line of trees between BainHouse
and Sycamore Hall ('S'). Sycamore Hall occupies a substantial platform of 20th century made ground that has
significantly altered the topography here. In the far distance, beneath the red line, the Cam High Road can be

seen disappearing over the hills.
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Fig. 8, 3D view of terrain with vertical exaggeration factor of 3, showing possible courses of road. Above, looking
south-west from near the village; Below, looking north-east, towards the fort. Note how the undulations caused
by the gills running towardsRaydale are likely to have produced the deviation in the road. Also note the severely
eroded track or agger (arrowed, also see Fig. 3:*) avoiding the gills by traversing the western slope; LiDAR data

© Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved
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purposes. The north-western and northern boundaries of this particular parcel run along
linear earthwork terraces. These are now c3 - 4m wide and do not appear to be metalled,
though they may have been wider originally and any metalling is likely to be buried by
colluvium (hill wash): even though the field is currently pasture the numerous small land
slips visible in its surface indicate there is ongoing soil movement, while the current land
owner was told by his father that part of the barn at the top of the slope once fell down the
hill due to the unstable hill side.

These terraces seem to coincide with the line of the proposed road. The unusual boundaries
that appear to form an hourglass shape (Fig. 9:b) might be a relic of a system used to funnel
livestock at the endof a droveway, perhapswhen moving them from the highpastures down
to the village. If so it had certainly gone out of use by the 19th century, but either way its
strange alignment, at odds with the general east-west grain of the settlement, seems likely
to have been conditioned by earlier features. Given the evidence that seems to suggest
continuity of settlement in the area, and the line of the Cam High Road surviving to be re-
used when the turnpike was constructed, it is not impossible that these features could have
been laid out in relation to traces of the Roman road, even if the precise course was, by this
time, no longer in use.

Fig. 9, Extract from Ordnance Survey 6" to 1 statute mile map of Yorkshire, sheet 66, surveyed 1854 and
published 1856. a - small land parcel on hillside. b - possible gateway with funnel shape. Projected line of route

D shown in green.
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It is also of interest that part of the settlement in proximity to the suggested river crossing
has a rather amorphous form on historic maps, in clear contrast to the regular linear row
plan (Roberts 1987, 24-9) of the medieval tofts and crofts arrayed around the village green
to the north. It may be that this piece of amorphous settlement arose as a result of later
expansion to the south of the planned medieval settlement. However, it does contain one
candidate for the site of themedieval manor house of Bainbridge, Bain House, and is also the
site of one of the mills. Though the presentmill is post-medieval it may have earlier origins,
since the manor of Bainbridge is recorded as having had a water mill in themedieval period
(Page 1914, 200-14). Amorphous areas of settlement like this often prove, on excavation, to
represent early (often pre-Norman) foci, to which more regular, planned looking (see Dyer
2002, 21-3) settlement (such as the linear tofts and crofts extending from the roads around
the green at Bainbridge), may be added in the medieval period (for example at Hilton,
Derbyshire: Budge and Gaunt 2017, 124-5). The possible juxtaposition of mill and manor
house is also of note: mill and manor house often had close relationships, forming a
'magnate core' (Creighton and Barry 2012, 75) inmany medieval settlements. Examples such
as the manorial complex at West Cotton, Northamptonshire (Chapman 2010, 36),
demonstrate that this relationship had already been established before the Norman
conquest. Given the evidence that early medieval settlement was present in the area,
centred on the fort and its environs, it seems plausible that this part of the settlementmight
represent an early focus, pre-dating the establishment of the planned village (which was
probably laid out in the mid / late 12th century: Page 1914, 200-14). The location, adjacent

Fig. 10, Viewshed analysis of area intervisible with someone 1.75m tall standing on the present rampart of the
fort beside the south gate. The hillshade model is displayed for visible areas; where not visible it is faded out.

LiDAR data © Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved
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to the old Roman crossing of the River Bain and on or beside the Roman road, would be ideal
for such a settlement.

Such reasoning does risk creating a circular argument, however, where the presence of the
Roman road and river crossing can be used to support assertions of an early pre-Norman
settlement focus, which itself can be seen to amplify the hypothesis that the Roman road
and river crossing were close by, but all without archaeological proof of either!

Indeed, this leads to a final consideration: Is the Cam High Road leading out of Bainbridge
actually a Roman road at all? The extensive earthworks of hollow ways and terraces (Fig. 3)
indicate that people have repeatedly been accessing the high ground south-west of the
village via, and around, Scott Hill, for a long time. However, it may be that these are post-
Roman routes used by the villagers to get to and from the high pastures, situated above the
village, rather than through routes. Warburton, actively seeking Roman roads in the early
18th century before the turnpike was constructed, mapped the stretch approaching
Bainbridge as uncertain (Haken 2020). This does not seem to be the hallmark of a surviving
clearly visible straight road aligned on the fort.Might we be looking for aggers in thewrong
place, and instead of turning south-west in proximity to Bainbridge, could it be that the road
remained on the floodplain, running westwards up the Dale for a distance before turning
south-west further on, as Warburton suggested or might it have employed the very Roman
looking route traversing the western slopes of the hill (fig 3:*)?

The alignment of the road on the fort in itself need not necessarily indicate a Roman date
(the drumlin would, for instance, be an ideal location for an 18th century turnpike surveyor
to set up to get the best all around views in proximity to Bainbridge). However, if the fort
was indeed required to guard the transport network of the area from a 'disaffected and
troublesome' local population (Bidwell 2012, 59) it is likely that ensuring the road was visible
from the fort for as much of its length as possible was an important consideration. Due to
the topography the views westwards from the fort, up the Dale, are limited. Viewshed
analysis (Fig. 10) suggests that, if keeping the road in sight was an important consideration,
then it could not have progressed much further west while remaining in sight. If this
assumption is correct, it would provide tentative corroboration that the road probably did
turn south-west somewhere around Scott Hill, and that the line of Cam High Road is
probably Roman.

CONCLUSION

Analysis of the topography and historic boundaries has indicated that the Roman course of
the Cam High Road near Bainbridge could not simply have been a straight line between the
south gate of the fort and the straight part of the road on the high ground to the south west.
While a probably medieval route, represented by a series of hollow ways, might broadly
follow the course of the Roman road, this also seems unlikely due to the direct assault on a
steep hill that it makes. The most probable route is more direct, requiring few changes of
alignment. It makes use of the topography to descend to the floodplain of the Bain by the
most efficient route, a route which also has the shallowest gradient of all the possibilities. It
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is projected to cross the River Bain at a point where the river is today wide and shallow and
easily accessible from the banks, an ideal location for a bridge or possibly a ford. That this
was an existing route might help explain some otherwise unusual relict boundary features
displayed on old maps. There are also tentative hints that an early, perhaps pre-Norman
conquest, focus of settlement at Bainbridge may have been established on the road adjacent
to the river crossing.

However, the proposed route is at present no more than a hypothesis and as such it should
be tested. Only by further investigation can it be proved, or disproved. It is hoped that it may
be possible, in the near future, to undertake excavation across part of the potential route.
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ABSTRACT

The study of road networks is essential in formulating an informed account of Roman roadside
settlement and their influence in the surrounding locality. Roads and trackways afford an interesting
range of opportunities for evaluating the archaeological data available. Focus upon identification,
alignment, methods of construction and place within the wider road framework are fundamentally
useful avenues of researchbut roads can also help to proffer deeper analytical insights into the broader
social, economic and political narrative of the actual roadside settlement themselves. An apposite
example of this can be observed at the site of the Romanposting station of Bannaventa (Whilton Lodge,
Northants). The settlement lies on Watling Street, the modern A5, as it traverses the watershed of the
River Nene in central Northamptonshire. The site is mentioned in the Antonine Itinerary where it is
listed under three different route listings (Iters II, VI and VIII) (Roucoux 1984, 6).

INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT

annaventa is of particular interest for a variety of interrelated archaeological reasons.
Watling Street constitutes one of themost significant arterial transport routes in Roman

Britain and the main access point into the Midlands. Detailed cognisance of any one of the
chief settlements associated with the road would greatly assist our comprehension of it and
refine the characterisation of this type of settlement. The posting station is one of the few
accessible instances available for enquiry on the scale necessary to achieve these outcomes.
The relationship between carriageway, posting station and the local road network offers an
opportunity to clarify the purpose and function not only of the site itself but also the nature
of the link with the locality. Finally, analyses of the roads and their networks allow aspects
of the settlement to be evaluated in the light of current archaeological agendas and research
paradigms¹.

B
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The posting station at Bannaventa is regarded as part of a planned scheme of road
construction, centrally organised or not, that systematically placed communities at fairly
regular intervals along the major routeways of the province. This facilitated the Cursus
Publicus (Imperial Postal Service) in the maintenance of empire, administrative control and
imperial prestige. Furthermore, the siting of these settlements reflected the constraints of
daily travel and commerce between one settlement and another. Watling Street itself had
the weighty role of connecting the south-east to the north-west of the province; joining
together the disparate regions of Britannia and the principal Roman cities of Londinium and
Viroconium Cornoviorum (Wroxeter). The roadside settlements demonstrated a concerted
effort to provide Romanising focal points which could function as commercial, transport,
communication and cultural hubs for the local districts.

Bannaventa is situated equidistant between neighbouring communities on Watling Street,
namely Lactodorum (Towcester) to the south and Tripontium (Cave’s Inn) on the
corresponding northern side. Perhaps not immediately obvious, Bannaventa also occupies an
advantageous and geographically favourable position in respect of east/west
communication and commercial traffic routes. The site was a significant one that bridges

Fig. 1, Bannaventa:Watling Street (RR1f) Roadside Settlements.
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the rich agricultural areas of the Cotswold and the Severn Valley with the coastal expanse
of the Fens and the ports of East Anglia via the Northamptonshire highlands and the Upper
Nene Valley (Fig. 1).

The site is known to be surrounded by defensive ditches supported by a stone wall with the
defended area forming an irregular quadrilateral shape with extensive cemeteries on the
southern andpossibly western side of the Posting Station. The subject of a rescue excavation
(1970-71) of the north-eastern quadrant of the Posting Station, the settlement stands on the
spine of a raised promontory (110 -120m OD) overlying glacial sands and gravels (Dix and
Taylor 1988, 299-339). Bannaventa is known to be the location of the intersection of
Margary’s RR1f Watling Street, the alignment of which runs from Towcester to High Cross,
and the westward terminus of route RR17, the Norton to Northampton (Duston) Roman
roads (Margary, I.D 1967, 184-5). Little is known for certain about the intersection between
these two significant routeways or indeed much about their connection and effect upon the
layout and development of the settlement itself. Current interpretation primarily rests on
aerial photographic analysis which indicates the junction between Watling Street and the
road towards Duston lies within the defended core of the Late Roman posting station.
Interpretation of the aerial photographs also shows other roads and trackways are evident
at the site, both within and outside the defended area. The road plan within the settlement
appears to be irregular and consistent with other small towns of the Roman period
associated with the NeneValley that have beenmore thoroughly examined 2 (Taylor, J 2002).

The points raised in this article are based mainly on the findings derived from a series of
geophysical surveys undertaken by the Community Landscape Archaeology Survey Project
(CLASP), a community-based archaeological charity in central Northamptonshire 3. For the
most part the findings affirmed the conclusions previously postulated about the road
network, initially by Margary, and later authenticated through the analysis of aerial
photographs showing the basic road network servicing the site (RCHM, 1981).
Astonishingly the surveys also demonstrated that the basic assumptions made about the
character of Bannaventa are in need of some revision.

The archaeological impetus for CLASP to undertake the geophysical survey at Bannaventa
centred on the importance of the site with regard to the overall settlement distribution
pattern in the area and the nature of its role within the neighbouring locality. The posting
station lies in a belt of landscape which has been the subject of an ongoing large-scale
investigation of Roman settlement associated with the watershed of the River Nene for the
last two decades (Young, S 2010). CLASP’s study area is a triangular tract of countryside
covering approximately 146 sq. kilometres between the major Roman centres of Towcester,
Whilton Lodge and Duston, near Northampton, resulting in an integrated survey
characterising many of the Roman settlements within the locality.

The discoveries made encouraged the charity to embark upon an extensive archaeological
survey of Bannaventa building on the methodological approach previously developed.
Geophysical survey, in combinationwith selectivefieldwalking andmetal detecting surveys,
was used to obtain the most exhaustive, non-intrusive level of detail possible about the
surviving archaeological remains. The geophysical survey utilising magnetometry was the
most enlightening technique used initially and was intended primarily to establish the
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layout and extent of the settlement 4. Once this was achieved it also helped expedite an
examination of the character of the site assemblages retrieved in associated surveys. These
three surveys are also likely to be a useful tool in determining the chronological basis for the
site and the road network 5.

The fieldwork utilised for this article was undertaken initially by Northamptonshire
Archaeology in 2007 and continued by CLASP volunteers over a period of seven years
between 2011 and 2017. On the technical side the entire geophysical survey was conducted
using a Bartington gradiometer type 601, dual flux gate gradiometer, with the 601 data
logger set to make four readings per metre (Sample interval of 0.25m). The zigzag traverse
method of survey was used with 1m wide traverses on an approximate North South line
across the fields based mainly on 30x30m grid squares. The sensitivity of the machine was
set to detect and record variation in the order of 0.1 nanoTesla. The data was processed
using Snuffler Version 1.3 and filtered to reduce geomagnetic striping (ZMT) and operator
error due to ground irregularities.

DISCOVERIES & OVERALL FINDINGS

In total the area explored during the geophysical survey of the site covered in excess of 320
hectares centred around the Whilton Lodge to Norton crossroads. This included both the
site of the acknowledged Roman posting station at its core and the expanse of the
neighbouring attendant hinterland (Young and Kay 2017, 2018, 2019). The range of
anomalies observed during the geophysical survey provides the supporting evidence for the
assertions made here in relation to the roads. The scale and clarity of the data enables the
creation of a relatively clear picture of the layout, character and significant development
phases of the settlement through the Roman period. Those anomalies also permit a
comprehensive examination of known and some new roads comprising the Bannaventa
network. They highlight the individual alignments and some typological features and
relationships between the roads associated with the site and its environs as well as
demonstrating the extent of the extra mural activity to the north and south of the
settlement (Fig. 2).

Previous excavation of the site focused on the existence of the Posting Station but the main
discoveries discerned from the field survey indicate that the late 3rd/4th century AD walled
Posting station lies within a larger banked and ditched enclosing circuit. The scale of this
implies the existence of an underlying small town twice the size of the area associated with
the posting station. Incidentally, this explains the conundrum of the extra defensive ditch
on the western side of the posting station which confused earlier interpretations of the
overall defensive layout (Young and Kay 2017, 2018, 2019). Bannaventa has more than one
major phase or manifestation as a settlement making it far more complex and larger in
extent than previously presumed.

The site appears to be comparable in scale, size and shape to two neighbouring Roman small
towns found along Watling Street to the south at Lactodorum (Towcester) and Magiovinium
(Fenny Stratford) (Brown & Alexander 1982; Burnham & Wacher 1990; Woodfield 1995;
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Walford 2014). The smaller defended compound of the posting station encloses an area of
approximately five hectares, lying within the south-western corner of an encircling larger
banked and ditched enclosure which forms the boundary of the Roman small town and
covers an area of about eleven hectares. The posting station has gateways to the north,
south, south-east and east whilst the small town bank and ditch are punctuated by another
two gateways on the northern and south-eastern approaches (Figs. 3a & b).

Evidence derived from previous and current fieldwork includes pottery and coins indicating
an origin in the very Late Iron Age or the Early Conquest Period for the initial habitation of
the site. However, the nature of that occupation is extremely difficult to interpret with the

Fig. 2, Bannaventa Geophysical Survey Area.
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information available. The strategic position of the roadside settlement has led in the past
to the presumption of a military influence on the early development of the site. However,
there is no real archaeological evidence to support this proposition either from CLASP’s
geophysical survey or the material assemblages collected from other field work at the site
(Cooper 2006) .

A range of geophysical anomalies observed in the north-western quadrant of the posting
station suggest a large enclosed space containing a discreet building separated from the
ubiquitous street frontage buildings found elsewhere in the posting station walled area. The
geophysical anomalies for these features are aligned with Watling Street on the eastern side

Fig. 3a, Bannaventa: Small Town / Posting Station Geophysics.
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and the walled defensive circuit on the north and west sides. Their existence implies the
location of a mansio (Imperial hostel) or mutatio (staging post) within an enclosure
strategically positioned next to the north gate. The lack of evidence for a bath house
complex sufficient to service the former, and usually associated with them, may imply the
presence of the latter.

A further and intriguing discovery was an extensive area of geophysical anomalies south of
both the walled area and the adjoining extra mural zone immediately outside the southern
gate of the posting station. The analysis of these indicates the existence of a satellite suburb
detached from the inhabited focal point of the site. It is separated from the extra mural

Fig. 3a, Bannaventa: Small Town / Posting Station Geophysics. With interpretational boundaries.
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development by the floodplain of a tributary brook of the river Nene that flows to the west
and south of Bannaventa. The suburb is aligned along a Watling Street frontage on the
eastern side of the road and appears to be a fragment of a much larger expanse of residential
or possibly industrial habitation extending to the west side of the Watling Street frontage
(Webster, G 1975).

In the case of Bannaventa, distributions of datable pottery and coin assemblages suggest a
chronological origin of the small town in either the late 1st century or early to mid-2nd
century and a late 3rd to 4th century AD for the posting station itself 6 . This brings to the
fore the question of what was being attempted in the construction of small towns at their
inception. The regularity of placement and the distance of placement hint strongly at the
needs of the Cursus Publicus, an idea strongly attached to modern interpretations of these
sites. It could also be hypothesised that these settlements were perceived to have dual
functions as communication hubs and as cultural expressions of Romanisation within the
new province.

Interestingly the lack of evidence for a range of architecturally sophisticated civic buildings
other than a possible mansio or mutatio, and the irregular street plan suggest a less
pronounced adoption of public life, perhaps pointing to a more culturally hybrid evolution
in town planning which permitted the level of change in the late Roman period.

THE ROADNETWORK

Clearly demonstrated in the interpretation of the geophysical survey’s anomalies recorded
for the site are the unmistakable alignments of the two major roads of Watling Street (RR1f)
and the road to Duston (RR17). In addition, there are the carriageways identified from aerial
photographic coverage of the site to the south-west and the north-east. However, the
geophysical survey has also revealed previously unknown roads and enhanced the
interpretational possibilities of the road network in general. The new roads are more
apparent within the interior of the enclosed areas of the posting station and small town as
opposed to outside in the immediate hinterland although this is not exclusively so. The
geophysics allows speculation on the impact of and rationale for the road network,
signposting typological aspects of their construction and enabling these issues to be
engaged with in a logical and more informed manner. Existing aerial photographic analysis
of the road network servicing Bannaventa has already indicated the main alignment of
Watling Street in relation to the approaches to and passage through the posting station
phase of the site (RCHM, 1981). It also established the existence and the general orientation
of the Duston (RR17) Road in relation to Bannaventa as well as indicating the presence of two
other significant carriageways on the west side of Watling Street to the south-west, and the
north-west of the site. (Taylor 2002) (Fig. 4).

Subsequently the CLASP geophysical survey was not only able to substantiate these findings
but also confirm that Bannaventa was a considerably larger communication hub than
hitherto thought with a potentially more far-reaching influence within its locality.
Combining previously proposed alignments and newly discovered evidence proves the site
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was serviced by a multifaceted network of roads reflecting a diverse range of rationales
governing their construction and role. They also exhibit a variety of forms from national
arterial routeways like Watling Street, to regionally important carriageways like the Duston
Road (linking the watershed of the Upper Nene via the Lower Nene to the east coast), to the
prosaic backyard lanes of the small town and posting station interior or the associated extra
mural areas that enabled access to street front properties.

Unfortunately, no physical evidence such as a raised agger is visible anywhere in the area
explored by the geophysical survey although surviving examples, in the neighbouring
vicinity, some distance to the south of the posting station have been recorded and
investigated near Brockhall and Heyford Grange, Stowe Hill (Margary, I.D 1973, 22, 184).
During methodical fieldwalking undertaken by CLASP, examination of the plough horizon
along the road alignment on the west side of the A5 both inside and outside the posting
station and on the southern suburb, verified the main carriageway had a metalled surface
constructed of hard-packed and graded gravel. Apart from this, the only other discernible
surface feature was a stone and estuarine bunter pebble foundation observed after
ploughing in the low-lying area beside the brook on marshy ground between the southern
extra mural area and suburb. This is where a Romanculvert channelling the brookunder the
road is believed to have existed.

Taking a typological perspective, three definably archetypal road layouts are evident
amongst the anomalies observed from the geophysical fieldwork. These probably reflect the
relative status and importance of the roads themselves and their place within the road

Fig. 4, Bannaventa Roman Road Network.
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network hierarchy. Interestingly, the vast majority of substantial carriageways at
Bannaventa have drainage ditches immediately adjacent to the roadway on both sides
without any wider road corridor markings. The main arterial routeway of Watling Street
however, before entering and exiting the core of Bannaventa, has edging strips defined by
shallow ditches to either side of the traffic lane denoting the width of the road corridor. This
is particularly apparent in the width of the thoroughfare as it changes within the gateways
to reflect the boundaries of the Watling Street frontage once inside either version of
Bannaventa. Smaller subsidiary road and trackways adjacent to the main throughfare are less
defined and for the most part devoid of regular drainage ditches.

The CLASP geophysical survey findings highlight the fact that the relationship between
Watling Street and Bannaventa is not just bound to the story of the posting station portion of
the site. The narrative is by no means as straightforward as it once looked and is much more
complex and difficult to disentangle, the ability to analyse suffering from more restricted
survey coverage in crucial sections of the small town. A fresh discovery which demands
consideration is the fact that Bannaventa had two major identities. The earliest is connected
to the layout of a substantial small town precinct and its interior network of roads, and the
other to the subsequent late Roman posting station and its dedicated road infrastructure.
Essentially, one site has two phases with mixed or separate road networks which are not
necessarily mutually inclusive or individually self-explanatory.

A description, in detail, of the individual road alignment and network is now required. The
interpretation of the geophysical anomalies is not always easy but does supply confirmation
of the presence of acknowledged routeways, and clarity to the precise location and
placement of their alignments. In addition, the analysis of the geophysical survey has
enhanced our understanding of the irregular layout of the interior road system for the
posting station and to a lesser extent that of the underlying small town which is obscured by
later phases of development.

WATLING STREET (MARGARY RRIF) ALIGNMENT

Geophysical survey of Bannaventa and its immediate hinterland revealed the survival of
substantial stretches of the main Watling Street alignment. These remains were spread over
a distance of about 1.5km and are clearly visible in the processed data bothwithin thewalled
area and on the approaches to the gates of the posting station. The external throughfare
from both the southerly and northerly direction comprised two distinct component parts:
the central carriageway and a flanking border zone defined in the geophysical
interpretation as shallow edging ditches. The edging ditches probably mark out the limit of
the road zone from the actual highway.

Observation of the geophysical evidence for the course of Watling Street as it passes through
Bannaventa indicates a duality of the route through the settlement. The chronological
development and relationship between the two alignments is difficult to understand and
interpret as well as being marred to some degree by the restricted survey coverage on the
more northerly divergent route. The placement of one carriageway is closely associated
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with the established southerly orientation relating to the Posting Station whilst the other
route appears to be a more northerly deviation from the original Roman alignment in order
to service the social and commercial requirements of the occupation, possibly pre or
contemporary with the small town boundaries. Whether both routes were part of an
integrated system or were differentiated expressions of the transport infrastructure cannot
as yet be securely determined. It also raises potential questions about the developmental
sequence of the major structural phases of Bannaventa.

The author’s view is that the southern route implied that this main carriageway was
originally separated from the inhabited core of the settlement but that the eventual
construction of the banked and ditched enclosure for the small town incorporated the main
thoroughfare into a larger civic entity. This was followed by the construction of the
defended enclosure around the posting station in the late Roman period centred on the
main alignment of Watling Street. The presence of border ditches defining the roadway
within the small town boundary also supports the idea that the general Watling Street
alignment already existed before the construction of the enclosing bank and ditch of the
town. It also explains the integration of the third defensive ditch to the west of the posting
station whichwould be superfluous had the development sequence been reversed. A further
point to consider is that if the creation of defensive ditches for the posting station was pre
small town, the enlargement of the small town would be unusual for this period of ’urban’
development within the province. Of course, further fieldwork might suggest a different
evolutionary process for the site but the new evidence is available to be used to help shape
the aims and objectives of future research agendas.

The main carriageway of Watling Street through the posting station maintains a width of
approximately 10m and only outside the walled area does it expand to an overall width of
roughly 20m to include the border edging zone delineated by the shallow ditches. The
ditches defining the alignment of the road evident from the geophysical survey are a
shallow type of ditch approximately 1m wide, probably only intended to mark out a road
zone for the highway. These are placed well back from the carriagewaywhose alignment lies
centrally between them, leaving a flat space on each side roughly equal to the width of the
road agger surface. The road width measurements are consistent with those recorded for
other comparably important arterial routeways investigated elsewhere in Roman Britain.
Indirect supporting evidence for interpretating a narrower central carriageway is supplied
by the width of the road inside the defended area of the posting station where the
delineating shallow ditches disappear and the carriageway border is no longer present.
Here the main alignment of Watling Street keeps to the carriageway width, which in turn is
defined by the property frontages on either side (Figs. 5a & b).

A study of the two principal Watling Street road alignments through Bannaventa highlights
the issues and challenges of formulating a cogent understanding of the evidence. The
posting station’s Watling Street alignment is highly visible and traverses the site in a direct
line between its related south and north gates, although the interface with the north
entranceway is obscured by the carriageway of themodern A5. It doesn’t deviate at all from
the overall placement of the road as it approaches and leaves the walled settlement,
allowing a clear interpretation to be made. On the other hand, the data from the more
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northerly route of Watling Street through the small town raises serious questions of
interpretation. In particular the northern element of the carriageway outside the north-
eastern small town gate has the same 20m width highway with the shallow ditch borders
and the reduction of the central carriageway width inside the gate. The roadway continues
to be visible and traceable for a further 60m into the settlement, reflecting that witnessed in
the posting station. However, as noted previously the problem is the absence of geophysical
data between this and the area adjacent to the south-eastern gate. This northern alignment
also involved the construct of a curving detour to access the small town gates bypassing the
posting station precinct. The road approaching the south-east gate of the small town

Fig. 5a, Watling Street posting station and south-west road geophysical survey.
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diverges from the main Watling street up to possibly 650m away, although this cannot be
verified because of the modern alignment of the A5. To the north of the settlement the road
re-joins the main carriage over 400m away from the settlement. This indicates as previously
noted that the focus of Bannaventa initially did not lie directly on the Watling Street
alignment but originally lay a little further to the east of the road in the pre and post-
conquest period configuration. This may further imply that the foundation of the small
town predated the establishment of Watling Street or indeed that the direct connection
between these two was not intended as part of the initial construction plan for this
important roadway with its probable purely military considerations.

Fig. 5b, Watling Street posting station and south-west road interpretation.

.
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However, both alignments, as is evident in the geophysics, could be interpreted as being the
main Watling Street highway for either manifestation of the settlement. Firstly, it is
important to note that the roads are spatially independent, running in parallel alignments
separated by 130m, each road appearing to service different areas of the site. One bisects the
north-eastern half of the small town, the other the posting station (Figs. 6a & b).
Additionally, these main carriageway alignments, although appearing to share the same
constructional characteristics, service a different array of gateways. These thoroughfares,
signified by the geophysical anomalies traversing Bannaventa, might best be construed as
representing different stages or rationales of the Watling Street carriageway during the

Fig. 6a, Watling Street Small Town Alignment Geophysics.
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Roman period. Although a logical interpretation, the incomplete nature of the layout and
the lack of detailed chronological information available leaves this open to question.

On the northern approach to the small town however, during the construction of a
temporary road between the A5 and the London to Birmingham railway line for bridge
repairs in the field directly to the north of the small town, an archaeological watching brief
was undertaken. Three pits and a ditch were excavated cutting into the natural gravels
beneath the topsoil. The geophysical survey confirmed the ditch did intersect with the
highway alignment detected during the survey of this area. The ditch, aligned in a north/
south axis, appears to coincide with the line of the most easterly delineating shallow ditch

Fig. 6b, Watling Street Small Town Alignment Geophysics and road interpretation
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bordering the small town’s Watling Street alignment as the Roman road began the final
approach towards the north gate (Prentice 1999).

These two highway alignments may share exactly the same configuration and could be
interpreted as being different alignments of Watling Street but their resonance lies in the
way they individually dominate the interiors of the two different kinds of settlement. One
roadway may well be an early empire alignment servicing the small town whilst the other
facilitated the posting station of the late empire. The one emphasises the relative
automatous nature of the small town from Watling Street whilst the other underlines the
link between the two. These highlight changing rationales and priorities for the re-
alignment of Watling Street at Bannaventa during the Roman period which may well have
been as a consequence of shifting political and social dictate either at local or provincial
level, concerning the role and function of Bannaventa.

There are additional factors to consider. The stretch of Watling Street running directly
through the posting station which divides the site into two unequal halves is not really
aligned with the defensive ditches enclosing it, with the internal space deeper on the east
side of the carriageway than it was on the western side. This intramural disproportion
probably reflects the spatial layout of the earlier small townwhere thepreponderance of the
settlement lay to the east of Watling Street, and may also point to a desire to integrate the
existing south western portion of the small town bank and ditch into the new defensive
arrangement. Moreover, the placement of the south-eastern gateway for the posting station
also appears to be inconsistent with the overall layout of the late defended area in relation
to Watling Street. However, looking at the geophysical anomalies for the quarter, the
alignment and presumed continued use of the Duston road throughout the period dictated
the position of the small town gate and thereby the subsequent location of the posting
station entrance as well.

The small town orientation of the Watling Street carriageway is quite probably the earliest
alignment of the two road configurations. However, its transit across the site does not lend
itself to easy interpretation and this is hampered even more by the approach of the Duston
Road alignment at the south-eastern entrance to the small town and its junction with the
curved divergent alignment from Watling Street. Most likely this is the actual western
terminus for the Duston road, perhaps indicating an early date for the construction of the
gateway.

DUSTON ROAD (MARGARY RR17)

The geophysical anomalies demonstrated the road’s existence and confirm the general
alignment as it approached Bannaventa from the direction of RomanDuston. On reaching the
settlement the road utilises both the south-eastern gate of the posting station and the
corresponding gateway of the banked and ditched small town boundary to enter the site.
The small town boundary lies on the same orientation as the posting station but 45m further
to the east. It was probably the original destination for the terminus of the Duston road,
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judging by the confluence of carriageways outside the gateway although obviously the road
continued into the heart of both phases of Bannaventa.

The road is visible in the geophysical survey for a length of nearly 300m from the interior of
the posting station to where it is truncated by the main Birmingham to London railway. The
carriageway is about 8m wide, although the alignment looks much eroded and decayed, and
appears to be bordered by the standard configuration of two significant drainage ditches
edging the side of the road. Again, the ditches were probably about 2m wide and sufficiently
large to drain water off the surface camber of the roadway.

Fig. 7a, Bannaventa Small Town & Posting Station SE Gateway & Duston Road (RR17) Alignment Geophysics.
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There is a junction between the Duston road and the carriageway linking the south-eastern
small town gatewith the mainWatling Street alignment coming from the south. The curved
road alignment converges on the Duston Road through the extra mural area and they
amalgamate outside the gate. This junction demonstrates the importance attached to the
gateway in the initial configuration of the roads in this area of the site. The alignment and
termini here also explain the failure of the Duston road to connect directly with the main
alignment advancing from Towcester that passes through the posting station 200m to the
west (Figs. 7a & b).

Fig. 7b, Bannaventa Small Town / Posting Station SE Gateways & Duston Road (RR17) Alignment Geophysics and
road interpretation.
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Unfortunately, although the geophysical survey is instructive about the alignment, form
and rationale of the road, nothing is known about the surface of the carriageway or the
general construction techniques used to make the highway. This aspect of the road will only
be revealedby excavation in the future of an archaeological section across the thoroughfare.
Nevertheless, the Duston road is a typical example of most of the longer distance
carriageways forming the backbone of the road network around Bannaventa. It was wide
enough for two-way transport with the capacity to connect the site to its larger
neighbouring communities and to support the transport and commercial requirements of
the regional markets further afield.

NORTHWESTERN ROADWAY

The final long-distance destination for this road is problematic but the alignment and
direction of travel demonstrate it serviced the adjoining Roman settlement to the north-
west at Thrupp Grounds which lies in excess of 500m to the west of the Long Buckby
crossroads. Analysis of the geophysical anomalies associated with the road corroborates the
aerial photographic evidence. The physical attributes of the roadway indicate that it is
similar in purpose and status to both the Duston and south-western road alignments and
reflects the same rationale that they exemplify.

At the eastern terminus the orientation of the roadway relates to the north gate of the
posting station with the alignment approaching at an oddly oblique angle to the entrance
gateway. Intriguingly this alignment, if projected straight forward, corresponds neatly with
the south eastern entrances of both phases and the advent of the Duston road (RR17),
possibly indicating a construction rationale related more to the larger small town rather
than the posting station. This is further supported by the fact that the alignment geophysics
shows the carriageway is partially over lain by the defensive ditches of the north gate of the
posting station. It may suggest a greater emphasis on east/west traffic than north/south. An
approximately 8m wide carriageway is bordered by drainage ditches on either side of the
road similar in dimension to those investigated on the other significant routes. The
configuration further to the west is obscured somewhat in places by a secondary alignment
or recutting of the roadway at some stage in its history whichmake it seem muchwider than
it actually was. The road is visible in the geophysical survey across two continuous stretches
for a length of nearly 435m (Figs. 8a & b).

The western end of the road alignment at Thrupp is also very complicated to analyse,
especially as the Roman settlement lies beneath, and to some extent is obscured by, the
remains of a deserted medieval village. Roman pottery, coins and individual ditches of the
period have been discovered during excavation but the character of the settlement remains
vague. However, two issues have emerged from excavation in the area that have potential
in deciphering the background context of the north-western road. A series of small shaft
furnaces or bloomery hearths, probably Roman in date, were observed at the western
extremity of the site. These were connected to a trackway which traverses the medieval
settlement. The orientation of this road aligns well with the projected carriageway of the
north-western Roman roadway as it traverses the intervening interval between the
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settlements. On excavation, the road at Thrupp was observed to have a metalled stone
surface and a similarwidth to the mainRoman highway. Speculation based on thesefindings
suggests a function of the roadwaywas to service a satellite industrial settlement focused on
iron production. It also potentially highlights the longevity of elements of the Roman road
network during subsequent periods of activity in the vicinity of Bannaventa after large scale
occupation ceased to exist in the Post Roman period.

Fig. 8a,Bannaventa Posting Station NW Roadway Alignment Geophysics.
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SOUTHWESTERN ROADWAY

A terminus for a routeway to the south west of Bannaventa lies at a junction with Watling
Street approximately 65m south of the southern gate of the posting station in the adjoining
extra mural area. This alignment can be followed for 140m and most likely extended beyond

Fig. 8b,Bannaventa Posting Station NW Roadway Alignment Geophysics & road interpretation
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the brook in the direction of the village of Norton and then Daventry. The carriageway
possibly has some connection locally with the Roman temple or villa complex located within
the Iron Age hillfort of Borough Hill but certainly serviced the rural villas and settlement in
the landscape through which it passed. (Figs. 5a & b).

The roadway is a substantial one flanked by the ubiquitous drainage ditches on either side
bordering the carriagewaywhich is approximately 8m in width. Strategically less important
than Watling Street, this highway could be interpreted as fulfilling a similar role and
function as the Duston roadway although here the thoroughfare is the main communication
route to the south-west. Interestingly, although there is no indication of the road to the
north of its junction with Watling Street, the overall trajectory and alignment if projected
forward, matches that of the incoming carriageway from Duston. It may indicate an older,
much longer inter-linked pre-Roman alignment of communication to the south of
Bannaventa as seen with the north-west roadway.

This south-western road terminus cuts a right-angle swathe through the property frontages
of the extra mural settlement which is aligned along Watling Street outside the south gate.
It appears to be part of the original layout of the extra mural area whose origins must be
dated no later than the mid to late 2nd century AD.

SOUTHERN SUBURB ROADWAY

Other fascinating evidence is the newly identified road attached to a discreet and extensive
southern suburb which has its western terminus at a junction with Watling Street 500m to
the south of the south gate of the posting station. It points to the presence of at least one
non-centric road in the local network that serviced peripheral elements of the site. This
road skirts and defines the eastern edge of the suburb and appears to facilitate a significant
routeway into the surrounding hinterland, rather than from the focal point of the posting
station for the late Roman period. This substantial highway, aligned towards the south-east,
leads directly into the villa rich landscape already studied by CLASP to the south-west of
Northampton which would not necessarily have been accessible from the wider transport
network enclosed by the Duston/Watling Street axis.

The western terminus of this road begins at a junction with Watling Street on the rising
ground on the far side of the brook to the south of the posting station extra mural area.
Geophysical survey has revealed about 170m of the alignment and a carriageway width of
roughly 8m. The road is flanked by a pair of drainage ditches similar to those verified on the
Duston and south-western carriageway. This road delineates the boundary of the southern
suburb on the eastern side of the occupied area. However, the orientation of the property
boundaries indicates that Watling Street itself provided the main frontage for the houses,
tenements and workshops forming the suburb on its eastern flank. This heavily implies a
corresponding range of buildings awaiting detection on the opposite flank of Watling Street
in the field to the west. The area in question is currently pasture but inspection revealed the
site contains significant and extensive earth works (Figs. 9a & b).
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It is interesting that this southern suburb roadway originates and terminates here and not
at either the posting station or the small town. The roadway exhibits the same typological
features of construction as other key communication routes within the Bannaventa network
and maybe fulfils a similar role for the local and regional network. The question of whether
this was an original or a later addition to the road network is open to debate.

Recent fieldwalking and metal detecting surveys have produced an assemblage distribution
favouring late Roman pottery and coin which suggests an escalation of activity in this area
particularly in the late 3rd and 4th century AD at a time when the posting station is
supplanting the small town and significantly reducing in size the core of the settlement.

Fig. 9a, Bannaventa Southern Extra Mural & Suburb Geophysics.
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Traditionally the revision to smaller, more heavily defended major settlements is
interpreted as a sign of decline and economic decay believed to be endemic in the later
empire. Interestingly the evidence from the suburb points more to a relocation of
population and a renaissance in activity outside the old small town and posting station area
very late in the Roman period.

Fig. 9b, Bannaventa Southern Extra Mural & Suburb Areas Geophysics with road interpretation.
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INTERIOR ROADNETWORK OF THE SMALL TOWN, POSTING
STATION AND EXTRAMURAL AREAS

Few perceptive comments can be made for the walled area concerning the internal road
layout of Bannaventa for any stage of its history. It can be seen, however, that the road plan

Fig. 10a, Bannaventa Posting Station NE Quadrant. Geophysics
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was irregular and devoid of any archaeological evidence to support an overarching
systematic road layout that epitomises centralised regulated control. The geophysical
survey has endorsed the existence of an irregular layout across the intramural components
of the site anddemonstrated thehaphazard andpossibly piecemeal development of the road
arrangement. The influences and pressures on the road layout can be detected in the
geophysical data for the intramural sections of the overall site. Foremost amongst these are
the external pressures exerted by the alignments of the trunk roads approaching Bannaventa
which dictate the position of the gates, and the apparent lack of civic buildings dominating
the internal space which allow a more haphazard layout. This becomes even clearer in
analysing the intramural areas immediately adjacent to the small town and posting station
gateways and on the approach routes through the extra mural areas where the geophysical
survey provides good coverage. Predictably, this is less palpable in the eastern section of the
small town where the inability to conduct a geophysical survey means the road layout
remains hidden. Most insights are gleaned from within the confines of the posting station
along theWatling Street frontage alignment, in the north eastern district of the samewalled
area and in the eastern section of the extra mural neighbourhood to the south of Bannaventa.

The posting stationWatling Street alignment is very much the predominate roadwithin the
settlement, something akin to a modern High Street around which other activity associated
with the site revolved. The road is heavily lined by buildings and property boundaries,
presumably servicing residential or commercial structures on both sides of the carriageway.
These appear to be interspersed with randomly placed alleyways and larger lanes set at right
angles to the main carriageway, whose function was to act as communication conduits
between the high street and the farthest reaches of the site. An example of this can be seen
in the built environment of the north-eastern quadrant of the posting station. Extreme
disturbance by topsoiling in 1970 and the consequent destruction of much of the
archaeological stratification of the sector, did not however obliterate everything. Enough
survived of a series of features which had penetrated deeper into the natural geology to
allow the geophysical survey to record a fragmentary trace of the road layout, structural
activity and property boundaries associated with the area (Figs. 10a & b).

Importantly, the anomalies observed confirmed the overall alignment of the north-eastern
angle of the defensive circuit sectioned in the 1970 rescue excavation. The geophysical
survey revealing the existence of a previously unknown postern gateway and road leading
to and exiting from the defences on the eastern side of the posting station. The road was
lined by buildings along its frontages and elements of extended property boundaries can be
seen fanning out from the street front on either side. A prime function of the road would
have been to connect the East gate of the posting station with the major Watling Street
alignment 125m due west, and to service the houses and workshops that lay along it.
Approximately 50m of road are observable within the gateway and 20m outside the gate.
The scale of the road, whose carriage width was no bigger than 5m, suggests the road
represented a minor thoroughfare more deeply aligned to meeting intramural demands
than those of the external road network. The external alignment of the road and its
connection to the internal network of the small town outside the gate is open to question.
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Investigation of the geophysical anomalies linked to the road network in the extra mural
area to the south of Bannaventa imply a similar densely packed frontage of buildings and
property boundaries along the main carriageway with an attached network of side streets.
Surprisingly, there are indications of regularity in the road layout here, particularly in the
eastern side of the extra mural area around the connection between the curved diversion of
Watling Street and the road linking it to the south-west gate. It is possible that the small

Fig. 10b, Bannaventa Posting Station NE Quadrant Geophysics and road interpretation. .
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town and the extra mural area to the south were laid out as part of a regulated scheme very
early on, but this had fallen into disuse by the time of the conversion to a defended posting
station. This needs further archaeological investigation. Unfortunately, the modern A5 road
alignment to the north of the site is so closely aligned with the modern Watling Street
carriageway, obliterating property frontages, that it is impossible to detect any evidence for
this there, other than the property boundaries at the furthest distance from the road.

DISCUSSION POINTS

It should be remembered that the quality of the geophysical anomalies observed in the
interior of both key phases of Bannaventa is varied, fluctuating from the extremely degraded
road features witnessed in the north eastern quadrant of the posting station to the clear
alignments ofWatling Street and the extramural areas (Dix, B and Taylor, S 1988). In general,
analysis of the anomalies contained in the geophysical survey confirm the interpretation of
aerial photographic coverage attributed to the site. However, the fieldwork goes beyond
this, demonstrating in greater cartographic detail, the hierarchical pattern and
construction typology of the roads upon which the theoretical narrative of Bannaventa can
be built.

The identification of elements, during the geophysical survey, of an earlier field system
underlying the small town, supported by fieldwalking and metal detecting assemblages,
show occupation commenced in the Late Iron Age/Pre-Conquest transition period. This is a
timeline replicated in the wider integrated landscape survey in much of the neighbouring
rural settlement (Young, S 2010). This early focus would have been separate from the
probable conquest period military alignment ofWatling street. The small town wasprobably
founded in one of two key periods either the late first or early to mid-second century AD.
The bank and ditch enclosed an enlarged settlement including the Watling Street army
alignment. The geophysical survey however showed no evidence of a military foundation or
influence in the layout of the settlement. However, its strategic importance suggests that
the road alignment must have been determined and laid out by the army at a very early date
either in the conquest or immediate post conquest period. In fact, the only suggested army
related material retrieval from fieldwork at Bannaventa were two bronze sestertii of
Claudius. The provincial distribution of these is believed to be connected exclusively to the
military elsewhere in Britain (Dr. M. Curteis pers. comm.). The final significant stage was the
construction of the posting station walled area within the small town focussed on the main
Watling Street alignment. Thismay account for the asymmetrical plan of the posting station
which sits awkwardly alongside Watling Street in a one third two third split either side of
the carriageway, and helps to explain the form of the later defences enclosing the core and
the change of focus from the wider settlement (Cooper 2006). Extramural ribbon
development begins in the small town phase but intensifies during the posting station
phase, as does the development of the southern suburb.

The similarity of scale and size of Bannaventa to other, known small towns associated with
Watling Street, especially as seen at Lactodurum and Magiovinium, suggests that these
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roadside settlements were originally promoted as part of a planned attempt to introduce
and maintain Romanised market hubs and administrative centres within local native
cultures and settlement patterns. These two settlements also have their antecedents in the
Late Iron Age/ Conquest period transition as is the case with Bannaventa itself. This
underscores and highlights a potential centralised process at work in the early provincial
development of the region, an approach which is echoed again at Bannaventa with the
posting station phase where the site is constrained within a smaller walled area.

The Posting Station design is perhaps a key site in understanding the development of
succeeding sites on the northward journey along Watling Street which are not thought to be
military but appear to have been constructed to emphasise the Annona (Taxation in kind)
and Cursus Publicus, aspects of occupation in the troubling times of the late 3rd century AD.
The late posting station defensive perimeter appears to have strong affinities with the
fortified enclosures located further to the north along Watling Street at Tripontium (Caves
Inn),Manduessedum (Mancetter), Letocetum (Wall), Pennorucium (Penkridge) but probably not
with Vxacona (Red Hill) which is often associatedwith them. The military or civilian purpose
of all these is open to debate (Webster 1974; Gould 1999). Late Roman Bannaventa may
therefore be part of this scheme and help explain the rationale behind the development of
these sites. At least it appears to explain the more defensive role model adopted by the
succeeding stations along Watling Street to the north that signify change in social and
political realities during the late empire. In this case, the small town reflects changing social
and political agendas for the early empire, while the posting station meets the political
requirements of the later empire.

The alignment and positionof the roads has impacted on the morphologyof Bannaventawith
the placement of properties and the density of the built environment in the different areas
of the settlement reflecting this influence. Those parts nearer to the more important
roadways are more heavily and densely occupied whilst those on the periphery in the back
street areas remain open and less crowded. The irregular pattern underpins an organic
development for the small town and a moreplanned and centrally controlled process for the
posting station.

A degree of speculation is unavoidable in understanding the structural configuration of the
entrance ways in general, due to the paucity of reliable evidence, but the position of two
gateways in the small town has been fixed and are visible. The position of four more posting
station gates is also evident. Indeed, there is a certain level of correspondence between both
sets of gateway locations because they facilitate the passage of the samemain carriageways.
Most of the roads cater to the alignments of either the arterial routeway or the major trunk
roads linking Bannaventa to neighbouring important settlements. Only the small north-
eastern quadrant postern gate appears to be more securely adapted to meet the demands of
intramural traffic. The pronounced topographic descent on the side of the western defences
and the continuous line of ditches for both small town and posting station account for the
lack of a gate on this side. Proper dating of all the entranceways awaits future archaeological
exploration but it would seem reasonable to expect that the gates of the small town bank
and ditched circumference are contemporary. The two gateways on the main alignment of
Watling Street relate to the posting station phase but may well have had bastions added to
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them at a late stage, unlike the small town boundary where such features are not obviously
present, but this can only be viewed as speculation at this time. The number and position of
the gateways also demonstrates that Bannaventa was the hub of an intensive, concentrated
and active road network equipped to meet the transport and communication demands for
the area at all levels of need. Future fieldwork at Bannaventa will need to focus on the
excavation of road sections to understand construction methods utilised and the extent to
which there was a uniformity of approach to building and maintaining the road network.

The layout of two carriageways ofWatling Street through Bannaventa implies a duality in the
general alignment which would have been designed to meet the needs of the settlement at
different times. The more northerly alignment reflects a requirement to service the
gateways associated with the banked and ditched boundary of the small town whilst the
road through the posting station mirrors the political constraints of the late empire. This
reflects the Empire’s shift from the citizen ethos of the early empire, based on an open and
expansive, commercially robust cultural and civic market place, towards a significantly
smaller, heavily defended, centralised and inward looking administrative and tax gathering
nucleus. This later, centralised control, securing the state the necessary resources for the
maintenance of empire, was at the cost of creating a tension in society, epitomised by rising
civil strife and the outbreak of social unrest as witnessed in the peasant rebellions known as
the Bagaudae revolts in the late 3rd century AD in Gaul. It brings into question who the
defences of the posting stations were meant to protect against: the barbarian hordes,
enemies of the state or the local population.

Traditionally the decline of smaller towns on the continent has been thought to begin with
problems of the third century AD resulting from a general economic malaise, invasion and
agricultural decline (Rust, T.C 2006). In Roman Britain, this is thought to be illustrated by the
revision to smaller, more heavily defended enclosures in the later empire. Interestingly,
this endemic decline however, is not the case at Bannaventa where the geophysical
anomalies, fieldwalking and coin assemblages retrieved from the site of the southern suburb
demonstrate the existence of a flourishing and expanding occupation in the late 3rd to
fourth century AD, pointing more to a relocation of population and a renaissance in activity
outside the posting station. This makes it difficult to understand the reason for reducing the
size of the small town into a smaller defended area. Protection of the local population
doesn’t appear to be the highest priority whereas maintaining the cursus publicus and
administrative and taxation system does seem to become more emphasised. Rostovtzeff’s
comments on the burdens of annona collection particularly from the late 3rd century AD
onwards are very relevant here (Rostovtzeff 1971).

The presence of the southern suburb to the south of the extra mural area also reflects an
underlying ribbon development with associated activity corresponding roughly to a 2km
frontage of Watling Street. The road network at Bannaventa relates to the local landscape as
much as it does to the wider regional and provincial requirements. The geophysical survey
evidence establishes that the road network in this locality is part of an integrated scheme
designed tomeet the social demands of those occupying the local landscape, connecting and
serving the immediate hinterland of the posting station across the water shed of the River
Nene. This confirms it as an integral part of the infrastructure for uniting the neighbouring
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major focal centres to the north, east and south and the wider provincial routeway. It also
demonstrates that posting stations such as Bannaventa were much more than stopping
places and more important than previously thought, being somewhat of an interesting
experiment in Romanisation.

CONCLUSION

The fieldwork at Bannaventa has shown that trying to comprehend the relationship between
a roadside settlement and its road network is of great importance in developing an
understanding of the story of a site and its role in the Roman landscape. Geophysics survey
can provide a contextual view to help build a better understanding of the mechanism of
acculturation upon which viable explanations of the social and political hegemony of Rome
can be constructed. It gives insights into the issues of chronology, changing strategic
concerns, the status and impact of roadside settlements on rural landscape, the influence of
the road network on the site’smorphology, the organic or planned nature of the settlement,
and finally, an understanding of space inside these settlements from the main alignment
frontages to the peripheral plots.

The story of Bannaventa and its road network is far from complete and the next step will be
to publish an integrated study which encompasses not only the geophysical evidence but
also the fieldwalking, metal detecting and excavation data. This will provide a deeper and
more complete site interpretation. In conclusion Bannaventa is an important site, not only in
its own right as an example of roadside settlement onWatling Street, but also as a model for
understanding other similar sites and building research paradigms. The fieldwork
undertaken has also proven the value of an integrated approach which includes the study of
the road network as integral to understanding the whole settlement. This can be achieved
successfully by the use of Geophysical survey which has given us new insights to
compliment the contributions of aerial photography, fieldwalking and metal detection.
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ENDNOTES

1 A point at the outset which is probably worth making when investigating a roadside settlements
road network is that terms such as small town and posting station are to a degree open ended and
the subject to long held judgemental presumptions. Here these terms are used as generic vehicles
through which information, insights and hypothesis can be transmitted rather than as discussion
points in their own right.

2 For example, the road systems associated with the Roman Small towns of Ashton, Irchester and
Titchmarsh

3 Community Landscape Archaeological Survey Project

4 Young. Forthcoming

5 Young. Forthcoming

6 Young. Forthcoming
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The Case for Proto Dere Street: Excavations
to the North of Ebchester, 2012 - 2017,

Introductory Notes

BY Mike Haken
mike@romanroads.org

hen taking the decision to launch our own journal, Itinera, our prime driver was to
create an easily accessible vehicle to facilitate the publication and dissemination of

new evidence and data relating to Roman roads, not just in Britannia, but across the Roman
empire. All involved were also keen to ensure that we encouraged authors from a broad
spectrum of archaeological backgrounds, not merely those from within academia or
commercial archaeology. In particular, we were extremely aware of the need to encourage
and support submissions from community archaeology groups, whose work is all too often
overlooked due to a perceived lack of quality in the fieldwork and presentation of results. In
short, provided that the evidence is clearly present and supportive, we want to actively
encourage the presentation of fresh thinking, ideas and theory; whatever the source.

We understood that this would inevitablymean receiving submissions by authors with little
or no experience of preparing a paper for a peer reviewed journal, and whomight find such
a task quite daunting. It was further recognised that some other editorial committees have
in the past treated many such papers as somehow substandard and therefore not worthy of
publication, irrespective of the actual evidence presented. However, we took thepotentially
controversial view that wherever we felt that important archaeological evidence had been
discovered, we must work with those responsible to enable them to tell their story, despite
any perceived shortcomings in archaeological method or writing style. Additionally, from
an RRRAperspective, we see part of our role is to help those unfamiliarwith publishing their
work; coaching, encouraging and developing their confidence in this task. This is one of
those papers.

The subject of this paper is a putative Roman road which was first postulated by the late Ray
Selkirk, which he termed Proto Dere Street. Selkirk was, to say the least, a controversial
figure, loved by some, ridiculed by others. No-one, however, can deny the passion and
enthusiasm he had for Roman archaeology; passion and enthusiasm that infected many of
those who knew him and worked with him in the Northern Archaeology Group, the society
that he established. One of those people was this paper’s author Bill Trow, who has had no
formal archaeological training, and spent his entire working life in the building trade. The
RRRA was made aware of Trow’s work on Proto Dere Street in 2016 and subsequently

W
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encouraged two further excavations, described in this paper, on both the putative Proto
Dere Street, and a second short bypass or replacement road which was thought by Trow to
link both iterations of Dere Street. The publication of this paper provides Trow and the NAG
the opportunity to present their evidence for the existence of both Proto Dere Street (at
least at its southern end) and the possible bypass road. The interpretations and conclusions
reached in the paper are Trow’s, although it is certainly worth adding that in the opinion of
the current author, having witnessed part of the excavation of the bypass road, there did
appear to be the remains of part of a well constructed Roman agger, including some of the
rammed gravel surfacing in one small area.

The paper is followed by an independent assessment of the evidence and its significance by
John Poulter, whose work on the planning alignments underlying Dere Street is well known
and published in BAR 492 (2009) and in his The Planning of Roman Roads and Walls in Northern
Britain, Amberley (2010). For the benefit of the reader, these Notes, Trow’s Paper, and
Poulter’s assessment, have been released together as a single pdf document.

Following the RRRA’s decision to continue applying the numbering system of Ivan Margary
to roads identified since his death in 1976 (see Armstrong, this volume), we have reserved
the number RR8ee(x) for Proto Dere Street, the ‘(x)’ denoting that it has been allocated by
RRRA and is not one of Margary’s original series.
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The Case for Proto Dere Street:
Excavations to the North of Ebchester,

2012 – 2017

Excavations carried out by the Northern Archaeology
Group at the request and assistance of the Roman
Roads Research Association andMr John Poulter.

BY Bill Trow
williamtrow44@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

etween 2012 and 2015 the author and colleagues of the Northern Archaeology Group carried out a
series of small-scale excavations to explore the possibility that an early Roman road had been built

to run directly between Ebchester and a point further north named Beukley. In 2017 a more extensive
excavation was carried out in collaboration with the Roman Roads Research Association.

This report presents the results from all these excavations and then reviews the accumulated evidence
to indicate that the remains are most likely to be those of an early Roman road running directly
between Ebchester and Beukley, as predicted.

B
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Fig. 1, Long distance line of suspected Roman road from Lanchester to Beukley
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INTRODUCTION.

Summary

In 2017, two archaeological excavations were carried out in the Marley field NZ 0929 5594
following requests from theRoman Roads Research Association and Mr John Poulter (author
of Planning of Roman Roads and Walls in Northern England). The requests were to probe further
the results of extensive excavations carried out by the Northern Archaeology Group
between 2012 and 2015 (fully documented on pages 115-134). Those excavations had
revealed a possible long-distance Roman road (see plan) extending between a point on Dere
Street south of the Roman fort at Lanchester, (Longovicium) Co. Durham NZ 1592 4689 and
Dere Street near Beukley, Northumberland NZ 9824 7064. Unfortunately it had not been
possible to determine the exact nature and date of these remains due to a lack ofmanpower,
Health andSafety requirements, and theneed to reinstate most excavations within the same
day to protect the fields. The site chosen for the 2017 excavations was an arable field
immediately south of the disused Marley Tile Co works. At the time of operations that field
had just been harvested after rain delay, allowing a window of opportunity to become
available for archaeological investigation before ploughing.

The work consisted of two excavations, one over what was thought to be an early Roman
road and the other over what was believed to be the line of a later replacement or bypass
Roman road.

No geophysical surveys were carried out on these or any of the other previous sites. No
LiDAR traces were found for the suspected Roman road.

The excavations were carried out in an attempt to assess whether road construction was
demonstrably of Roman origin.

No further work is currently anticipated in the area as sufficient excavation has taken place
along the long-distance alignment to satisfactorily prove that some form of road existed.

While there is no definitive dating evidence, based upon the number of points at which a
road has been demonstrated either upon, or close to, the long distance alignment, we are
pointed strongly towards this road being of Roman origin.

Location

The site is located half a mile north of Ebchester (Vindomora), east of the B6309 road from
Ebchester to Whittonstall, and immediately south of the old Marley Tile Co. buildings (Fig.
2). The 2017 excavation sites were on the eastern side of a field that slopes to both east and
south. Old O.S. maps (Fig. 3), indicate a 400ft (122m) contour running south-west to north-
east across the field in the area of the replacement/bypass road. The outlook from the site
is southwards over the River Derwent valley, extending to Dere Street on the horizon one
mile (1.6k) south of Ebchester.
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Fig. 2, Google Earth location plan showing the Marley Field OS Gris ref. NZ 0929 5594, the site of excavations. Map
data © Google, Getmapping plc, Bluesky 2020

Fig. 3, 1862 OS map of area of excavations. Watling Street was the former name for the Roman road presently named Dere
Street. Reproduced with the permission of The National Library of Scotland
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Geology

The underlying solid geology of the field is Pennine Lower Coal Measures Formation—
Mudstone, Siltstone and Sandstone, Sedimentary Bedrock of the Carboniferous Period. Till,
Devinsion-Diamictan, Superficial Deposits formed up to 2 million years ago in the
Quaternary Period.

Site history

The excavation sites were chosen following historical research from several sources. The
initial source was a publication by Selkirk (1992, 102-105) in which it he claimed that a road
discovered some 4.5miles (7.25k) north of Beukley was on an alignment to Ebchester Roman
Fort (Vindomora). Selkirk believed this to be the line of a Roman road, and named it ‘Proto
Dere Street’, listing a number of locations along the alignment where there was
circumstantial evidence of a road. He carried out two excavations at Bywell, with
investigation of recorded bridge ruins in the River Tyne at that location.

The earliest record of a possible Roman road upon this line was in a work that came into the
possession of William Stukeley (a respected antiquarian and member of the Royal Society)
in 1751. The work was a description and map of Roman Britain by Richard of Cirencester,
which one Charles Julius Bertram (an English teacher at the Royal Marine Academy of
Copenhagen) claimed to have found and copied. Stukeley included it in a description of
Roman roads in Britain (1757). The route of the Iter was described as, ‘from York,
Aldborough, Catterick, Piercebridge, Binchester, Lanchester to Ad Murum (Halton Chesters)
on the Wall’. The Iter ignored the Roman forts of Ebchester and Corbridge which lie upon
the currently accepted route of Dere Street. However, this supposed work by Richard of
Cirencester has since been dismissed as a forgery (Bertram & Leman, 1809 and Haken,
2018/a).

The Rev. Tom Leman (1809) published a commentary of the above road ‘without noticing
Ebchester’.

Robert Surtees (1820, 298-302), in a letter to Mr Gale (date unknown), mentions a local
antiquarian (Dr Christopher Hunter, died 1757) who believed that a ‘Roman road ran from
Lanchester to Halton Chesters’.

Henry MacLauchlan (1852) mentions both this possible Roman road anda Romanaltar found
on the north bank of the River Derwent opposite the Bludder Burn Dene. Hismap of the area
(Fig. 4) indicated the conjectured route from the River Derwent, probably based upon the
forged Richard of Cirencester document.

W.H.D. Longstaffe’s map of 1856 (Fig. 5) indicates a Roman road bypassing Ebchester,
possibly also based upon the Richard of Cirencester document. However it also indicates
burials in the Bludder Burn Dene, and an altar discovered opposite on the north bank of the
River Derwent.
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Fig. 4, Maclauchlan’smap shows the conjectured route leaving the north bank of the River
Derwent.

Fig. 5, Part of W.H.D.Longstaffe’s ‘Map To Elucidate The History of Durham and Sadberg
Before The Conquest’ indicates the possible Roman road bypassing Ebchester with burials

in the Bludder Burn Dene and an altar on the north bank of the Derwent.
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PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICALWORK CLOSE TO THE RIVER
DERWENT, EXCAVATIONS A TO G

Between 2012 and 2015 excavations were carried out between a point south east of
Lanchester (Longovicium) at Heugh Farm, Quebec (NZ 1892 4292) and Beukley,
Northumberland (NZ 9824 7064), see Fig. 7 for the excavation locations. The above sites are
on Dere Street, the main Roman road north to Scotland. All excavation reports have been
deposited with the Northumberland and Durham Historic Environment Record’s offices as
well as with landowners. The excavationswere carried out as near as possible to a direct line
between the two points, with minor local adjustments once excavations had indicated the
road’s precise location. The excavations were limited in their nature due to restrictions
imposed by Land Agents, farmers’ requirements, and availability of labour. Many of the
excavations were carried out in the Ebchester area (mostly to the north of the River
Derwent). Dere Street itself lies upon the long-distance line from the south, from Lanchester
to within one mile of Ebchester, at which point it deviates northwards to access the Roman
fort. Excavations carried out near Iveston, two and a half miles north west of Lanchester,
found Dere Street off the line indicated by Ordnance Survey. To the north of Ebchester the
long-distance line alignment crosses the River Derwent approximately 290m upstream from
the suggested crossing of Dere Street. Field walking discovered that, due to steep cliffs on
the south side of the River Derwent only one place was suitable for the route of a road: the
Bludder Burn Dene, 50m east of the long-distance line. Three excavations were carried out
in the Dene after an embankment to a possible bridge and ford site had been identified.

Excavation A in the Bludder Burn Dene, Grid ref. NZ 1007 5512
In August 2013 the first excavation uncovered a stone road 450mm thick, on a 225mmbed of
sandy clay, itself on top of a lower stone road (Plates 1 & 2), by the embankment for a
possible bridge site. The Dene has extremely steep sides. The excavations appeared to
indicate that two roads had existed upon the site. Confirmation of the road’s existence was
made by other excavations in the Dene.

Plate 1. Left. Excavation A. The stone road with sondage at nearside
indicates road under. Photograph looking west.

Plate 2. Right.
The small
sondage

uncovered a
possible earlier

road.
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Excavation B, C & D. Grid ref. NZ 1005 5512

Plate 3. Left. Excavation B. Looking west. The excavation
was carried out in two parts because of dumped farm
material which had worked down the steep valley side.
Again it uncovered a cobbled surface. A piece of pottery
found on this surface was thought by the pottery expert to
be 11th century but a possible Roman date could not be
ruled out. The road had a revetment of rammed sand and
gravel on the lower side. The excavation was extremely
hazardous because of the danger of slipping and falling 9m
to the valley floor. It was believed the road zig zagged out of
the valley but because of the dumping it was not possible to
trace it. This excavation was 36m south of Excavation A.

Plate 4. Below. Excavation C. Stitched photograph of
excavation C on National Trust land 4m north of Exc. A.
Embankment leading to bridge site to left (east) andpossible

road to ford site to right.

Plate 5. Excavation C. Left.
Embankment to right (east),
and possible ford road to left.
Many stones had been lifted
by roots from a large oak tree

nearby.
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Investigation of suspected bridge site. NZ 0999 5515
In the summer of 2013, Northern Archaeology Group’s experienced archaeological divers,
Rolfe Mitchinson and Bob Middlemass, carried out a preliminary search in the River
Derwent at the suspected bridge site and found timbers thought to be the remains of the
foundations of the north abutment. The river at this point is approximately three times
wider than it should be, due to the effects of a weir downstream, ponding the river
upstream. The area was surveyed in 2014 and recorded (Fig. 6). It was at this point on the
north bank that a Roman Altar was found in 1787 (MacLauchlan 1852, 17-18).

However, samples of the timbers were identified by Historic England as Larch, introduced
into the UK in the late 17th century. It is now believed they were the remains of a structure
erected as a starting point for regattas held in that area. In hindsight, because of the
artificial depth of water at this point due to theweir downstream, Roman river levels would
have been below that at which the timbers were discovered.

As Dere Street passes through Ebchester it is hard to conceive why any post-Roman road,
requiring hundreds of tons of stone and possibly construction of a bridge, should be built
with the sole purpose of by-passing that location. Nevertheless, a road on this line was
shown to have existed by several excavations carried out on the low-lying field and steep

Fig. 6, River Derwent timbers as recorded in 2014
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valley side immediately north of the bridge site. Field walking noted several sites for
excavation beyond the course of Dere Street to the north.

Excavations carried out on The Haughs

Excavations D & E
Four excavations were carried out on the Haughs, the low-lying field to the north of the
Derwent. Excavations D and E were closely associated but excavated on separate weeks.
Because the site of a bridge had been determined, an effortwas made to try and discover the
road leading from it as well as the road alongside from the suspected ford site, which may
have been on a slightly lower level.

In the 1920s, TheHaughs was regularly ploughed as itwas the site of ploughing competitions
over many years. This was possibly the reason that the nearside of Excavation D had lost the
sand and gravel from the surface.

Plate 6. Excavation D. The west end of the road to the
front of the excavation leading to the bridge site to the
right. Note the heavier stones forming the side of the
road. Picture looking east. The farmer informed me
that in his experience the whole of The Haughs
consisted of soft loam. A pipeline laid over the length
of The Haughs uncovered pure loamunder the topsoil.

Picture looking east.

Plate 7. Excavation E. This excavation was to the east
of fig 13 and uncovered more of the same but at a
slightly lower level. The edge was excavated eventually
in the nearside. Total trench length was 8.2m. It
appeared the old road at the lower level from the ford
merged with the later road from the bridge above it.

Picture looking west.
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Excavations F. (NZ 0995 5518) & G. (NZ 0996 5517)
It was thought at this point there may have been a route from another ford upstream of the
bridge site. A second ford may have been needed if the bridge was constructed over the
original, necessitating a new one, at least as a temporary crossing. This second ford would
have allowed cavalry units to cross without using the bridge. The above excavation
therefore could represent a base for a road covered with loam. It was necessary to excavate
another, deeper trench on the line close to the river (Plate 9) as this road probably left the
river by means of a hollow way.

Plate 9. Excavation G. This excavation uncovered large
cobbles where it was expected to find the road after
leaving the ford. The picture is looking west with the
Derwent to the left. The cobbles were at a deeper level

closer to the river.

Plate 8. Excavation F. The truncated cobbled
remains of the road looking west. It appeared the
stones had been dislodged at an angle by ploughing
and this corresponded with damage we noticed in

the previous Excavation E.
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Excavations D to G were intended to investigate questions arising from earlier digs. The
excavations in the Bludder Burn Dene, A to C, proved that an old road, possibly associated
with the original incursion by the Romans, had approached the River Derwent and crossed
by ford. This ford was possibly replaced later by a bridge which rendered the ford unusable
and necessitated another crossing point upstream from the bridge. The road construction in
the Dene would have required hundreds of tons of stone to construct. There appears to be
no reason for any other road other than Roman to take this route.

Fig. 7, Map of excavations carried out in the Bludder Burn Dene and The Haughs indicating possible crossing of
the River Derwent. The excavations appeared to indicate a possibility of two fords, the easterly being the first
which became inaccessible when the bridgewas constructed. The suspected second fordwould have replaced the
first which may have been necessary both for use during the bridge construction and possibly horse traffic

afterwards
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PREVIOUS ARCHAEOLOGICALWORKNORTHWEST OF THE RIVER
DERWENT, EXCAVATIONS H TO S

The road, after crossing The Haughs needed to negotiate crossing an old course of the
Derwent that still floods to this day. Thiswas crossed by a causeway, the kerb line still visible
in places. Cattle have trampled out large cobbles in the area where it is muddy. The line of
the road then crosses the steep bank at an angle and was excavated after it crosses a tiny
stream (Excavation H).

Excavation H. Grid ref. NZ 0977 5541

Fig. 8,. 2009 Google Earth
Pro map indicating
features found as the
line of the road leaves
The Haughs and crosses
an old channel of the
River Derwent. Image ©
2020 Getmapping plc

Plate 10. Excavation H. The excavation uncovered a heavy
cobbled surface close to the tiny stream to the left. The larger
cobbles were at the far end of the road (west) to give protection
from the stream on that side. Note the natural stone strata had
been excavated and stones laid either side before a layer of
sandy clay was laid to prevent the cobbles slipping off the

natural rock strata.
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Excavation J. Grid ref. NZ 0963 5559
The excavationwas carried out at the pointwhere it was believed the suspected Roman road
crossed the known line of Dere Street. Although two excavations were carried out it was not
possible to define the line of each road without an extensive machine-operated excavation.
It was noted however that both roads appeared to have been constructed with sand and
gravel and a limited quantity of larger cobbles.

Excavation K. Grid ref. NZ 0943 5588
The excavation uncovered a badly damaged road approximately 2.85m wide (Plate 13). It
was found that several trees had grown over the road with root action moving stones. The
woodland, now planted with conifers, is believed to be ancient, and was possibly used as a
hunting park for the Manor of Whittonstall.

Plate 11. This was one of the two excavations
carried out to try to determine the edge of Dere
Street and the suspected Proto Dere Street road. It
was not possible to identify the edges of the two

roads.

Plate 12. The second excavation uncoveredmore of
the same
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Excavation L. Grid ref. NZ 0947 5577
The second excavation in the Park Wood uncovered a similar road at the side of a steep
slope, with some stones on the east side falling down the slope (Plate 14).

Plate 13. Excavation K in the Park Wood. Looking West.

Plate 14. Looking south towards a suspected Roman quarry. Because many stones had fallen down the slope it
was not possible to determine the width despite a good kerb line on the west side.
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Plate 15. This picture of Excavation L shows a clear edge to the road on the west side. Apart from one buried
cobble the area was sand and gravel.

Plate 16. The excavation looking east and towards the steep slope.
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Excavation M. Grid ref. NZ 0940 5589
It was necessary to carry out excavation
M in the field to the north east of the
woodland to prove that the road had not
been constructed for forestry purposes.
The excavation (Plate 17) again
discovered a fragmented, lightly-
constructed road approximately 2.7m
wide.

The local line of the above excavations to
the south appeared to cross themouth of
a very deep hollow way (Plate 20) which
on its south-west side runs parallel to
Dere Street. A hand-written historical
document (below) supplied by the
landowner Ken Sisterton noted that
during the 1980 ploughing a cobbled
road was ploughed up across the corner
of the Holywell Field towards the top of
Cow Gap (possibly the hollow way). That
hollow way appeared to align with
previous excavations in the woodland
but confused the author of the document
as it was not the established course of
Dere Street. It is now believed that the
feature may be a former Roman quarry.
Early Ordnance Survey maps mistakenly
showed Dere Street running down this
depression.

Plate 17. Excavation M. Photograph looking West.
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Excavation N. Grid ref. NZ 0950 5568

Plate 18. This small excavation was carried out to try and determine if the suspected road had crossed the mouth
of the hollow way. The excavation only uncovered sand and gravel and another minor excavation nearby
confirmed the base of the hollow way to be sand and gravel on a bed of clay. In view of the material previously
found in Excavation J it was now interpreted as a possible Roman quarry for the construction or improvement of

Dere Street.

Plate 19. This photograph looking north and taken from the site of the excavation indicates the mouth of the
possible Roman quarry with the route of the suspected road just to the right of the single hawthorn bush

arrowed. Excavation L is approximately 30m further from that point.
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Upon viewing aerial photographs, a crop mark of a possible ditch was observed running
across the Marley Field (Fig. 9), believed to represent the line of a bypass or replacement
road.

Plate 20. The massive hollowway above lookingnorth west which is now believed to be a former Roman quarry.
The entrance in the foreground is believed to have cut through the road previously excavated necessitating a
replacement or bypass road further north. Dere Street runs parallel along the top left of the ridge. This areawas

originally ancient woodland.

Fig. 9, Google Earth map showing cropmark (arrowed) of the suspected bypass road ditch in the
Marley field. The approximate route of the old road and the long-distance line are indicated. Image ©

Google, Infoterra Ltd. & Bluesky.
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One metre west of excavation O

No excavation number was given to this excavation as it was slightly in the wrong place but
it has been included as it indicates the material used for Dere Street in that area. The
excavations appeared to indicate that Roman roads were generally constructed with the
material that was closest to the site. The following Excavation O was carried out just to the
east of the above trench and, as with Excavation J, (Plates 11 and 12) , no joining of the roads
could be found. The trench would have needed to be extensive and machine excavated.
However at a depth of 600mm a hobnail was foundwithin the sand 1m from the east edge of
Dere Street within the site of the suspected bypass road.

Plate 22. This sondage, the centre one on the photograph to the
right only uncovered sand and gravel without any layering.
Three sondages were excavated in the surface of Dere Street
and all uncovered similar materials. The road may have been
paved originally although no evidence was found to prove that.

Plate 23. The excavation was slightly mis-
located, being on top of Dere Street rather
than along the east edge 1m to the left. The
excavation proved Dere Street had been
constructed using sand and gravel almost
certainly from the quarrying work running
parallel with it. Ebchester can be seen in
the distance and the head of the quarry is
indicated by the stone wall sloping down to

the left.

Plate 21. The east edge ofDere Street found to be small cobbles.
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Excavation O. Grid ref. NZ 0942 5574

Plate 24. This stitched photo is only a small portion of the excavation to try andfind the bypass road joining Dere
Street. The photograph was taken while standing on Dere Street looking north. The eastern edge of Dere Street
can be seen 900mm deep at the nearside base of the two sondages. Sand and gravel appeared to have been
dumped inquantities similar to single bucketsful. This can be seen by the cluster of small gravel just above centre

in the area of the bypass road.

Plate 25. This stitched photograph of part of the excavations indicate the
difficulty encountered with Exc.avation O. The base of Dere Street running
parallel with the above photograph can be seen in the base sondages top

right.
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Excavation P. Grid ref NZ 0937 5587
Excavation P was carried out close to the south boundary of the Marley Field in September
2014 to locate the suspected bypass road. The excavation exposed the remains of a cobbled
road badly damaged on the east side where cobbles appeared to have fallen into the east
ditch.

Plate 26. Excavation P on the suspected bypass uncovered a
badly damaged road on the nearside (east). It was not
possible to excavate fully the suspected ditch on the
nearside because of a field drain, but at a depth of 1.2m
below ground level, cobbles, assumed to be tumblewere still

being encountered.

Fig. 10, North facing sectionof excavation on
bypass road in the Marley Field, Ebchester.
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Excavation Q. Grid ref NZ 0940 5589
An excavation on the old road. This
uncovered the old road, again damaged
chiefly on the east side.

Fig. 11, Google Earth map showing the
suspected alignments and excavation sites
between the River Derwent, Ebchester and the
Marley Tile Works. Image © Google, Infoterra

Ltd. & Bluesky

Plate 27. Left. The old road badly damaged on the
near (east) side.
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There was a need to explore the possible route of the suspected Roman road further to the
north. The previous excavations had found the road running parallel to the long-distance
alignment but very slightly to the east after the necessary deviation to cross the River
Derwent. A feature just over 1km further north appears to indicate the route. This feature is
a ditch or water course running across the side of a slope instead of following the natural
course down the slope (Fig.14). Theditch is obviously man-made and is on analignment with
a straight crop mark on the road alignment in the next field to the north (Fig.13). Permission
was refused by the landowner to investigate the road. The land holding extends to the valley
base at the confluence of the Mill Burn and the Lynne Burn.

Fig. 12, The map shows two more excavations (R and S) which were carried out north of the Marley Field. Selkirk
also carried out two excavations at Bywell as well as describing the possibility of a Roman bridge at the site.

NAG’s divers discovered Roman stones in the River Tyne at Bywell.
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Fig. 13, Google Earth map showing green cropmark (arrowed) of suspected road running through the field to the
north of the Howlet Gill and northwest of WoodHouse (NZ 0874 5705). A suspected Roman camp seen by Selkirk
from aerial photographs is considered doubtful although exactly on the line. © Google, Infotrerra Ltd & Bluesky

Fig. 14, Google Earth map of area further south from Fig. 13 where a ditch, running across the contours, is
thought to be associated with the suspected local road alignment. © Google, Infotrerra Ltd & Bluesky
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It was suspected that the road continued by crossing the heavily forested south side of the
steep sided valley via a narrow terrace-way, but no permission was granted by the land
owner to carry out an excavation there. After crossing the valley floor, the suspected Roman
road would probably have used the side of a hollowway on the north side to leave the valley.
This provided an excavation site just within the woodland but exactly in line with a public
footpath leading to Hedley Grange. This ‘green road’ was mentioned by Selkirk as the
possible course of Proto Dere Street.

Fig. 15, The above Google Earth map shows the site of Excavation R in relation to the local
alignments identified by previous excavations and features indicated by the yellow line. Note the
spot height of 248m on the drive to Hedley Grange which appears to indicate a realignment at that
height. The spot height is 290m east of the long distance black line. Strategically this could possibly

be the site of a marching camp. © Google, Infotrerra Ltd & Bluesky
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Excavation R. Grid ref. NZ 0785 5805
Excavation R was carried out 3m south of the field boundary in a position that would not
interfere with any trees in the plantation and on a line with the public footpath (green road)
leading to Hedley Grange. The excavation uncovered a fragmented stone road under 225mm

Plate 28. The excavation which was 4.7m long by 600mm wide uncovered a
fragmented road constructed of mainly worn angular stones with a probable
edge on the nearside (west). It was not possible to determine the road width.
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Plate 29. Stitched photograph of Excavation R

Fig. 16, The Google Earth map shows the site of Excavation S in relation to the public footpath from the west end
of Newton to Tofts Hill. At Tofts Hill a realignment of the road takes a turn towards the west. The suspected
position of Proto Dere Street at Tofts Hill is 420m from the long-distance line. Image © Google, Infoterra Ltd. &

Bluesky
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of soil on the west side and 375mm on the east side. The road consisted of mainly angular
worn sandstone blocks of varying sizes, but many were also encountered within the topsoil.

For information regarding excavations at Bywell, investigation of the possible crossing of
the River Tyne and other sites of interest, reference should be made to Selkirk’s
publications, (1995 and 2001).

One of Selkirk’s points of interestwas thepossible route of ProtoDere Street to ToftsHill (NZ
0317 6474) at a height of 161m, where he believed a Roman signal station may have existed.
From the west end of the village of Newton, a public footpath runs up the field boundary to
Tofts Hill. Extending this line into the field to the south gave a position for Excavation S.

Permission was kindly granted by Lord Allendale to field walk and carry out excavations on
his land. The field walking was carried out at a time when all the fields were in crop.
However interesting stone cobbles were seen in the plantation to the south of Newton and
an excavation was planned. The stones when cleaned may have been the site of an iron age
enclosure and this was reported to Northumberland HER office. The field north of the
plantation had just beenharvested andafter probing, it waspossible to carry out a four-hour
excavation where the suspected Roman road was thought to exist.

Excavation S. Grid ref. NZ 0354 6425
Plate 30. Excavation S. The trench
was 5m long by 600mm wide.
Topsoil depth was 225mm average.
The base cobbles to the nearside
(east) were cleaned, but had been
slightly touched by the plough. The
gravel and clay metalling to the
west side had been touched by the
plough and was left in place. The
road appeared to be approximately

3.5m wide.
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2017 EXCAVATIONS IN THEMARLEY FIELD, EBCHESTER

Objectives

The reason for the excavations was to attempt to uncover, by excavation, two possible
Roman roads in the Marley Field, Ebchester.

The old road.
After previous excavations there remained a possibility that the old road may have been an
early Roman road associatedwith theRoman conquest. An excavation at the site of that road
was hoped to confirm Roman construction.

The bypass or replacement road.
A previous excavation in the Marley Field appeared to confirm that a bypass or replacement
road existed, linking fromDere Street and re-joining the old road slightly further north. The
excavation was designed to confirm this finding, and to investigate the possibility of a
roadside ditch previously seen as a cropmark on aerial photographs (Fig. 9).

Methodology

Advice from Roman Roads Research Association was taken to optimise excavation
methodology and to ensure good understanding of the data.

The excavation sites were chosen with respect to the alignment identified in previous
excavations, and to the cropmark seen on aerial photographs, indicating a possible roadside
ditch.

Two-metre wide excavations were hand excavated over the line of both suspected Roman
road alignments. These were extended in length where necessary.

The excavations were, in places, taken down to the natural clay by excavating with spade
and mattock, or by trowel where archaeology was present.

Digital colour photography recorded the archaeological contexts and features as the work
progressed.

The 2017 Marley Field excavations were carried out over fifteen active days between 30 July
2017 and 31 August 2017. The field which had been in crop had suddenly become available
after several weeks of poor weather had delayed harvesting. The field remained in stubble
for the period of excavation. Weather conditions were excellent for the whole period of
excavations withonly one light showerover thefifteen days.One excavationwas carriedout
on the bypass road and one on the old road, (Fig. 17), shows the sites of the excavations.On
the final day on site it was decided to carry out a rapid exploratory excavation on the line of
the old road in an attempt to see whether it was better preserved elsewhere.
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Excavation of bypass road: Grid ref. NZ 09343 55903
The description of the bypass excavation should be considered and reference made to the
section drawing Fig. 18.

The bypass excavation trenchwas set out 11m long by 2m wide on an orientation east-west.
This position was determined by the cropmark of the suspected ditch (Fig 9.) which was
thought to be at the extreme east end of the excavation. Topsoil was removed by hand. Over
the excavation area, the topsoil was generally between 250mm and 275mm deep, although

Bypass Excavation. NZ 09343 55903.

Old Road Excavation 1. NZ 09382 55901.

Old Road Excavation 2. NZ 09377 55909.

Fig. 17, Marley Field excavation Grid refs
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a section three metres east of centre was slightly less where cobbles were encountered
under the topsoil. It was noted that topsoil to the east end of the excavation contained more
small cobbles than the west which was generally clean. Initial trowelling found scattered
cobbles of various sizes over the whole area, in places within a very thin layer of red/brown
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subsoil. However, only one large stone was present in the excavation (arrowed), which may
be relevant in the final interpretation.

Further trowelling on the second day found several notable features within the excavation,
relevant to the final interpretation. The west end of the trench uncovered a fairly dense
scattering of mainly large cobbles up to 200m, with less cobbles present on the south side.

The east end of the excavation contained many cobbles just under the plough soil, initially
thought to be ploughed off the road, in a loose dark clayey soil. Cobble size up to 200mm.
These were removed to a pointwhere it appeared the cobbles were firmly placed on a brown
gritty sand and gravel base which extended to the eastern extremity of the trench (Plate 33).
It was at this point that a roadside ditch, seen on cropmarks, was thought to exist.

At this stage it was decided to section the north half of the excavation. The excavation was
developed further over the following two days. After removal of the surface cobbles,
trowelling continued on the western side of the trench from the large stone sloping down
towards a field drain one metre from the extreme west end. This trowelling appeared to
follow an area of dark clayey soil with some generally small stones. The appearance was of

Plate 31. The excavation at the end of day 1 looking east. The field can be seen sloping fairly steeply to both the
east and south to the right. Note the large angular stone which was just under the ploughed level. Large cobbles

can be seen appearing beyond the large stone.
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Plate 32. Above. The west end of
the excavation showing dense
scattering of cobbles just below
topsoil level. The photograph is
looking up the field to the west.

Plate 33. Photograph lookingwest. The
extreme east end after removal of
loose cobbles. Sand and gravel in the
nearside and a denser surface of large
cobbles overlaid with smaller stones.
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half a causeway or agger usually formed as the core of a Roman road. The final 1.5m east of
the field drain contained clay and cobbles up to 200mm disappearing into the ground,
obviously tumble. The material above these features, and to the west, was a mix of slightly
different clays and small cobbles with small gravel. This material had obviously been
introduced at some later date and overlies the above-mentioned features.

The extreme east end of the excavation was developed further after excavation through
sand and probing had indicated stones at a depth of approximately 1.3m below ground level.
In order to carry out the excavation it was decided to extend the trench to the east by two
metres. This initially uncovered the eastern field drain. The small excavation uncovered
some stones on natural clay under a maximum of 0.9m of sand. It was noted that this sand
was stratified: a thin layer of coal was present with a finer particle sand under and a slightly
coarser sand above. The stones were both angular and sub-rounded with some coal and
shale cobbles present. The larger angular stones were up to 300mm in size. These stones
were sitting on a light brown stiff natural clay mixed with some small stones. At that level
water penetration immediately took place, although it dried out during the course of the
excavation.

Plate 34. The west endof the excavation looking north. The west fielddrain has been found. The area 1.5m to the
east of the field drain contained large cobbles and clay which appeared to be tumble. From that area sloping up
to the large stone appeared to be the core of the road. The above features were overlain by material introduced

at a later date.
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The east side of the excavation was taken down by trowelling, removing obviously loose
cobbles that had probably been ploughed off the suspected road surface.

The cleaned-off neat cobbled surface had been overlaid with loose cobbles of varying sizes
mixed with clay/soil. This overlying tumble material appeared to have been ploughed off or
removed from above the suspected core of the road and deposited over the neat cobbled
surface, filling in the area to the east of the suspected road to a similar slope as existing field
levels although, as previously mentioned a slight high point was evident with a thinner
depth of top soil over.

Plate 35. The extreme extended
east end of the trench lookingwest.
The excavation uncovered stones
sitting on natural clay, some large,
under a thick layer of sand. A neat
cobbled surface can be seen above

the deep excavation
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Plate 36. Trowelling on the east side found a scattering of small cobbles thought to have been ploughed off the
suspected road surface. The clay area to the right is at the site of the central field drain.

Plate 37. A neat cobbled surface came to light to the east side of the excavation. For health and safety reasons
the first 600mm of cobbles have been removed from the right side. Cobbles and clay overlie these cobbles to the

left.
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Trowelling revealed that the cobbles within the area 750mm east of the central field drain,
appeared to rise slightly from the neat cobbled area. The marking pole indicates the
approximate slope on those cobbles.

Further trowelling east of the central large stone indicated the make-up of the suspected
core of the road. It consisted of a mixture of clay and soil with gravel, small stones and

Plate 38. Photograph looking west. The neat level cobbled surface continued towards the
field drain but then appeared to rise slightly 750mm before the central field drain in the
area of the marking pole. Cobble size up to 300mm. Note the clay just beyond the field

drain.
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cobbles. Previous excavations in the area had indicatedmaterials delivered on site appeared
to be in small quantities and varied in nature at regular intervals.

The core of the suspected road was removed in sections and confirmed previous indications
that the infill material consisted of material delivered to site in small quantities. This was
highlighted in a section of the core as it was removed. To the east side of the corewas a layer

Plate 39. Photograph showing the east side of the suspected core with the central stone bottom left. The core of
the road has become evident and slopes down towards the central field drain. From that point to the field drain
slightly larger cobbles were evident. These cobbles appeared to slope slightly upwards towards the field drain.

Plate 40. The above stitched photograph shows the core of the suspected road with central stone. Note that the
larger cobbles thought to be tumble to the right of the field drain are continuing to a lower level well below the

suspected road.
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of predominately clay with virtually no stones, and to thewest a layer of small stones in clay
which, when trowelled appeared to form a reasonable level surface.

It only became evident after removal of the core and discovery of the cobble base, that the
base and previously excavated neat cobbled surface to the east were both at the same level.

Plate 41. The east side of the core after removal, mostly clay with very few stones. It was a bonus to find this
material sitting on a prepared cobble base below.

Plate 42. The west end of the core after trowelling appeared to show a surface of small stones and clay different
to the material found in the east side.
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Plate 43. This photograph
looking west shows the
upper trowelled level of
small stones and clay, with
on the nearside, a
predominately clay-only
fill upon a cobble base.

Plate 44. The central core, after
removal, revealed a cobbledbase to the
suspected road. The cluster of small
cobbles and clay towards the bottom
left were left in-situ for reference.
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Plate 45. The extremewest end of the excavation was extended by 1m and taken downgradually to a coarse sand
and gravel layer. Gravel size up to 75mm in size. No sign of a cut ditch was noticed in the overlying material.

Plate 46. Excavation west of the field drain found the 75mm layer of fine sand on the natural clay level. The fine
sand continued under the coarse sand and gravel. No evidence was found of a ditch in this area.
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It was evident that coarse sand and gravel to thewest, and coarse sandwith smaller pebbles,
overlaid the natural clay under both the base of the core and the neat cobbles to the east.

It was necessary to extend the extreme west end of the trench to seek a possible west ditch.
This increased the north half of the trench to 15.2m in total. Excavation had taken place
immediately to the east of the field drain which had found a layer of sand and large gravel
on a thin 75mmlayer offine sandon natural clay with small stone intrusions. This sand layer
was at one metre below ground level.

The west end of the field drain was taken down gradually to the layer of sand and gravel
previously found on the east side.

The east end of the trench was excavated to a depth which located the natural clay level at
a depth of 1.5m at the extreme east end. Two steps were formed at the extreme east end of
the excavation to allow access.

The layer of coarse sand and small gravel petered out over a deep deposit of sand. This sand
included a thin layer of coal which sloped slightly to the west, the opposite direction to the

Plate 47. A very thin layer of very coarse sand and gravel approaches the east field drain before dipping to a
lower level and appearing on the east side of the drain at the lower level (arrowed). The sand and gravel can be
seen under the field drain. The light coloured stone to the right was blue when excavated and thought to be a

glacial deposit.
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natural slope of the field. In the area of and under the eastern field drain, a sand and gravel
intrusion into the underlying sand may represent a filled-in eastern ditch (arrowed).

The eastern end of the excavation uncovered much stone on the natural clay level. The clay
level sloped more rapidly in the area to the west of the field drain. Some stones were
angular sandstone with cobbles, glacial coal and shale. Some large angular stones dried out
dark in colour. These stones were initially thought to have fallen down the slope from the
suspected road further west, but excavation of the whole area indicated they were too far
away to be associated with that road. At the time of excavation it was thought that the
stones may have been natural deposits.

Old Road Excavation 1. Grid ref. NZ 09382 55901
As previous excavations on this possible old road had indicated the width was
approximately 2.7m, it was initially only necessary to excavate a trench 4mby 2m trench, to

Plate 48. The east side of the field drain shows the possible ditch rising to the right. Natural clay level is in base
of the excavation
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Plate 49. The eastern end of the excavation looking east from the central field drain. The larger stones just
before the eastern field drain were lying at the base of a steeper section of natural clay.
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be extended if needed. The topsoil was generally 225mm deep but contained many small
stones and cobbles. The topsoil overlaid a stiff brown/orange clay, upon which were many
small stones and cobbles. This indicated that any road would have been close to the surface
and therefore would have been damaged by the plough.

It was decided to extend the south side of the excavation by 1m to the west and 700mm to
the east to try and locate any possible ditches associated with the road. A further 225mm of
clay was removed with no sign of a ditch at either end, but the area to the east became wet
with water flowing over the clay. It was necessary to excavate a drainage ditch to prevent
the trench from flooding. The water continued to flow for the 16 days that the excavation
remained open despite no rain falling in that period. As the clay was removed, a section of
stones was encountered within the clay.

The eastern side of the suspected road appeared to be made up of stones approximately
900mm wide, cut some 275mm into the clay. A field drain was located running through the
road, and another section of large cobbles located further west.Measurements indicated the
width of the possible road at 2.7m which corresponded with previous excavations on the old
road.

Plate 50.. One of the angular stones recovered from the excavation.
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Plate. 51. The scattering of small cobbles (up to 75mm) immediately under the topsoil, on top of a stiff
brown/orange clay. The south side of the excavation was extended to the west and east in an attempt
to locate any possible associated ditches. A field drain has come to light, and a little furtherwest some

larger stones thought to represent the west side of the road.
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Plate 52. The excavation
looking west after further
trowelling and excavation at
each end. The extreme eastern
side of the road consisted of
some large stones up to 300mm
used as a kerb/edge of the
road. These stones had
obviously been placed in a
trench excavated into the clay.
It appeared that because of
this, the trench was acting as a
drain and was the source of the
water in that area. A fielddrain
was identified running through
the road and a western edge
was found in the area of the

ranging rod.

Plate 53. The eastern edge of
the road. Many stones in the
area had decomposed, some
leaving only a footprint of
sand. These softer stones were
predominately a ginger colour.
A similar situation had
occurred at an excavation on
Dere Street, inwet ground near
Lanchester, where stones of
the same colour had been
reduced to sand, possibly from
frost action after being so close

to the surface.
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Plate 54. Photograph looking west as trowelling continues to highlight the cobbles
set within the clay. The clay in the area of the road appeared to be a slightly lighter

colour than the surrounding area, possibly because it was drier
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Old Road Excavation 2. Grid ref. NZ 09377 55909
This excavation was the result of a last-day decision to carry out a rapid dig further to the
north of the previous excavation in the hope of finding a section of road in better condition
with more soil cover. The excavation was approximately 5m long by 900mm wide The
excavation did reveal more cover over the road. Topsoil to a depth of 300mmcovered brown
sub soil to a depth of 200-300mm, itself overlying the road.

Plate 55. The west side of the road during trowelling. Some loose cobbles have been
removed. Cobble sizes up to 200mm.
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Plate 56. The old road excavation after final trowelling highlights the 900mmsection of stone
on the east side of the road. It was noted that while the excavation was open, the clay in the
area of the road turned a yellow colour, very dry and hard in contrast to the clay either side
of the road. This may have been caused by the sections of kerb/edging stones acting as

drainage ditches keeping the central section dry.
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Plate 57. View looking east after final trowelling. Not a lot left of the west edge of the road,
but some stones were removed and can be seen in the spoil to the right. Some of these edging

stones had also been lifted by the plough into the topsoil.
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Fig. 19, North facing section of Old Road Excavation 1.

Plate 58. Stitched picture of Old Road Excavation 1 indicates the remainder of the stones that formed the road
edge. The field drain ran up the centre of the road.

Plate 59. The
photograph looking
south shows the
position of the
exploratory trench in
relation to the Old
Road Excavation. 1. It
also shows the
excavation in relation
to the previously
described excavations
Q, M, and K on the old
road. Q was on the
nearside of the hedge,
M was on the far side
of thehedge andK was
in the Park Wood

beyond.
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The excavation found the road in a better condition than Old Road Excavation 1 but time
restricted further investigation. A field drain was again found running through the road.
Stones were mainly angular with a few cobbles. Road width was 2.6m. Although the
excavation did uncover a slightly improved example of the road it was still badly damaged,
and it must be doubtful that the road could be found in a better condition anywhere else in
the field.

Plate 60. The photograph looking west shows the road at a depth of 600mm at the
west end. It consisted of mainly angular stones up to 225mm with a few cobbles. The
width of the road was 2.6m. As with all the excavations, a field drain was found

running through the road.
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The Artefacts
No dateable material was found within the road context. All finds were within the plough
soil and these consisted of Victorian up to 20th century sherds of pottery and glass (Plate
62). One metal button was found in the context (Plates 63, 64, 65) but was in too poor a
condition to be dated.

Plate 61. Stitched photograph of Old Road Excavation 2.

Plate 62. All the artefacts were found within the plough soil. Metal button bottom left.
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Geological observations.
It proved difficult to interpret the presence of sand, sand and gravel, and cobbles within the
excavation of the bypass road as natural glacial deposits, or as the result of extreme weather
events in the Roman period, or as the result of human agency. This was especially true for
the cobbles and stones found on the natural clay level to the east end of the excavation,
some ofwhich were covered by a 900mmlayer of sand. ProfessorsDavid Bridgland and David
Evans of Durham University kindly agreed to give their advice. As the excavations were
complete, it was only possible to supply them with photographs of the section of the bypass
road aswell as the section of the same road (Fig 10) excavated previously in 2015, whichmay
also have been of some use in their analysis.

Some difficulty was encountered in the interpretation of photographs, therefore it must be
noted that the email quoted below is an observation rather than a report.

“Hard to tell from peering down trenches but they look like man made ridges to me. If the
material is natural it is poorly sorted boulder gravel but it’s arranged in a seriously big ridge so
my money is on humans.”

Professor Bridgland and David Evans then discussed by email the sand with the coal streak.

“The well differentiated sand could be the product of awater course within or on the Devensian
ice (englacial or supra-glacial melt-water stream) but the single coal-rich inclined lamina is
unusual andperhaps more suggestive of anthropogenic ’tipping’, which could explain thewhole
or the upper part (above the coal) of the sand body. The coal in the section in the ‘old excavation’
(Fig 9) looks like anthropogenic ‘tipping’, which clearly makes that a more likely interpretation
of the coal in the sand. So we both agree that there are uncertainties but it is quite likely that all
the material in your trenches above the till, which you have reached in places is
anthropogenic.” .

Plate 63 Plate 65Plate 64
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DISCUSSION

The purpose of the investigation that commenced in 2012, was to look at the possibility of a
postulated Roman road (Selkirk 1995) which may have existed between Ebchester and
Beukley. It was clear that when that alignment was extended south of Ebchester it passed
Lanchester to the east by a considerable distance (1 km). As the investigation was to identify
the actual route of the suspected road it was prudent to use the known position of Dere
Street at each end of the line. A new line drawn from Lanchester (Longovicium) indicated a
reasonable fit to the known route of Dere Street for the first 5 miles (8km) before Dere Street
veers off northwards to the Roman fort of Vindomora at Ebchester. However it can be seen to
be a better fit if the alignment was taken from the higher survey point at Beukley Farm, east
of Dere Street (Poulter pers. com.). As the alignment passed close to the Bludder Burn Dene,
the only suitable crossing place of the River Derwent in the area because of steep cliffs, the
Dene appeared to be the first area to investigate. It was a surprise how much historical
evidence (pages 115-134) for this route was found. The excavations in the Dene were
successful and research and excavations continued north of the River Derwent. One of the
initial reasons for identifying the road as possibly of early Roman originwas the fact that the
known course of Dere Street passed close by Ebchester, some 400m to the east of the Dene.
There did not appear to be any other reason for a road in that area after the construction of
Dere Street into Ebchester, and therefore a strong possibility that this section of road
predated Dere Street. Because of the alignment, it was believed to be Roman. Excavation A,
confirmed that an early road, possibly crossing the River Derwent by ford, predated the
formation of the suspected ramp towards the site of the river bridge, reinforcing the
thought that the road had been improved, and therefore had existed for a considerable
length of time. It was disappointing to discover that the timbers found in the Derwent were
probably the remains of a starting platform for regattas held on that section of river, but in
hindsight, the Roman level would be lower.

In 2020 a survey was carried out by probing and field walking for 1.5 kilometres on the
alignment south of the Derwent. It was not possible to inspect 25% of that land. Records
indicate that the land has been farmed since at least the 12th century. Much of the surveyed
land consisted of rock strata just under the topsoil level restricting identification of any road
in that area. In a field south of DeneHouse, quantities of stones were encountered but not in
a suitably solid structure to warrant an excavation. It was not possible therefore to indicate
a suitable site for excavation, but it should be noted that the lightweight nature of the road
found in previous excavations leads to the possibility that the probe was finding gaps
between stones.

Due to lack of labour, and the landowner’s need for reinstating pasture quickly, many of the
excavations were restricted to one day only. The discovery and excavations of the narrow
road in Park Wood and the field to the north (Excavations K, L and M), and the Marley Field
excavations were important in allowing the investigation to be carried out using local
alignments from points already excavated, which was necessary to answer local questions
that arose.
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A series of questions arose, including: the following. How did the road cross The Haugh to
the north of the Derwent avoiding an old course of the river in that area? Did it cross Dere
Street or join it?Was themassive hollowway a Roman quarry, and if so, whatwas the nature
of the material taken from it? How did the quarry, if Roman, affect the route of the old road
through Park Wood? Was the old road simply a forestry road? It was important to
demonstrate that a bypass road existed in order to indicate the possible continuity of the
road during or after construction of Dere Street.

Excavation P, on the suspected bypass road in the Marley Field appeared to answer most of
these questions. Although damaged, the excavation found the road to be of heavier
construction and wider than the narrow lightweight construction of the old road. This
appeared to be a natural progression in road construction. Excavations R and S to the north
were slightly east of the long distance alignment, but both indicated the road was heading
towards high points at Hedley Grange Farm and Tofts Hill respectively, possibly as local
survey points or suitable sites for temporary camps, and reflecting the need for a strategic,
safe military route. The alignment of these points opened up the possibility of a crossing of
the River Tyne at the historic hamlet of Bywell (where there is a tradition of a suspected
Roman bridge) and other sites of interest further north of Bywell (Selkirk 1995). Interested
readers should refer to that publication.

The excavation on the suspected bypass road was set out on the basis of a ditch, observed on
Google Earth, which crosses the Marley Field on an alignment back towards Dere Street, to
a position would just clear the upper limit of the quarry cutting. The route of the ditch
appeared to be heading north to re-join the line of the old road. Despite ploughing damage
the excavation found that there may have been several remakes of the road suggesting its
longevity. The excavation found that features in the excavation indicated the remains were
of a Roman road. That this Roman road originated from Dere Street, itself an accepted
Roman road, and leads to the old road, but no further, can only imply that the old road was
in -place and in use in Roman times. As well as Excavation Q, the two additional excavations
in the Marley Field (Old Road Excavations 1 and 2) uncovered the remains of a severely
damaged cobbled road on the same projected local alignment of the old road.

Many other questions, still to be addressed, were asked during and since completion of the
excavations.

If the old road predates the Roman period, that would require construction in the Iron Age
before AD70 when Brigantia was a client kingdom. As this section of road from Lanchester
to Beukley is some 18.5 miles (29.6Km) long, construction would have required enormous
cost, labour and expertise for both planning and construction. To what purpose?
Suggestions that the road may have been built using local labour under the Roman
supervision is a possibility, but the same method would also have been used following
Roman occupation though the lack of skilled surveyors in the post-Roman era makes this
unlikely. Taking this further; as this section of road joinsDere Street south of Lanchester and
north of Beukley then it would imply that these segments of Dere Street were also earlier
than the Roman period. There is no evidence for that. However recent excavations at Scotch
Corner (Fell, 2020) appear to indicate that, in that location, Dere Street ran through an
earlier settlement. There may have been a requirement for the Romans to construct their
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early road past the Brigantian stronghold of Stanwick, possibly using an earlier road or
trackway .

Consideration should therefore be given to the possibility that an earlier Roman road,
possibly using a Brigantian route and predating the course of Dere Street as we know it, ran
from Scotch Corner past Stanwick and towards Piercebridge, possibly under the public
footpath leading exactly to a crossing of the River Tees, upstream of the Dere Street bridge
at the site of the recently-discovered earliest Roman bridge (Wessex Archaeology, 2010).

The road does not appear to have been built locally after the Roman period. About two miles
(3.4Km) north of Ebchester, the road crosses the Mill Burn valley. The steep sided valley has
an outcropping coal seam (Brockwell seam) in many areas and has been the site of extensive
mining, resulting in the construction of a railway into the valley in the late 19th century.
Because of this it could be suggested that the road was used locally for the transportation of
coal. Indeed Excavation P uncovered evidence of a scattering of coal possibly from an
overturned cart. The excavation found the west side of the road to be in reasonable
condition with the east side damaged. The coal consisted of mostly dust with one small
125mm piece of coal lying on a layer of soil, which, in turn was scattered on the cobbles of
the west side of the road, see Fig. 9 for section. However, the possibility that the road had
been constructed for the transportation of coal can be discounted since Excavation S, just
south-west of Newton, seven miles (11.25Km) north of Ebchester and Excavation R, north of
the Mill Burn valley, indicate the road’s existence north of the coal seam and indeed for a
considerable distance from Ebchester. Possible evidence at Bywell and elsewhere should
also be considered (Selkirk 1995). Rather, the scattering of coal appeared to indicate that the
east side of the road was still being used sometime after the Roman period. A sherd of early
mediaeval pottery found in this excavation might lead to the suggestion that the road was
built in that period; however the sherd, was found above the road and not within its fabric,
therefore merely indicating continued usage of the road after the construction period. It
should be noted that archaeological excavations in the Roman fort at Ebchester found coal
ash within the Roman context, with the possible source of the coal originating alongside the
road crossing the Mill Burn valley.

The failure to discover any agger or ditch in the excavations might suggest the road is not
Roman. However, as there was a necessity to carry out excavations in a short period of time,
it was not possible to look for any ditches. Excavation K appeared to show an agger but old
tree stumps and roots of the ancient woodland in the area may have lifted the remaining
stones. It should be noted that the Excavations K, L, M and Q, as well as the two excavations
in the Marley Field were on the earlier old road, apparently replaced with a later, more
substantially constructed bypass road with Roman features. Indeed, the excavated bypass
road in the Marley Field (ExcavationP), foundditches onboth sides of the road, asmore time
was available to carry out that excavation. The answer to the question of whether the old
road looks Roman is difficult to answer. Many excavations have been carried out on known
Roman roads, most of which existed for the length of the Roman period and later,
connecting known Roman forts and towns and carrying a heavy traffic flow.

Doubt has been cast on the date of construction of the old road due to its light weight
construction as well as its narrow width. However, it cannot be assumed that the earliest
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roads, rapidly constructed for the invasion force, would meet the same specifications as
later roads, when time and volume of traffic to newly developed sites in more peaceful times
permitted ahigher specification. Parts of the A1 (Dere Street) through northYorkshire have,
in living memory, been updated from single carriageway to six lanes due to increasing
volume of traffic. Neither can it be assumed that all the earliest roads took exactly the same
route as the later improved roads. Excavations on many Roman roads in rural areas in the
north-east have found they are generally of a lightweight nature consisting of only one layer
of stones. The narrowness of this road, about 9ft (2.85m) raised much concern. An
excavation at Piercebridge (Cool and Mason, pages 90-96) found an early road, 2.5m wide
leading towards the steep riverbanks resulting in the speculation of a jetty to transport
goods by river. Since the above publication, divers discovered the site of a Roman bridging
of the River Tees in this area indicating the probability that the road was associated with the
bridge. Theuse of the roadwas thought to have ceased aroundAD120. This corresponds with
the dating evidence of the site of the 2nd century bridge downstream as well as the dating
of Dere Street approaching that bridge (Cool and Mason, 96-101). Another early 9ft (2.85)
Roman road was found in an excavations by the Huddersfield and District Archaeology
Society at Pule Hill, between Castleshaw and Slack where the Roman road from Manchester
to York crossed the Pennines (Lunn et al 2008, 6-12).

Plate 66. This small excavation looking west,
immediately east of Excavation M, uncovered a
field drain necessitating investigation resulting
in a lack of time to continue the trench.
Excavation M was carried out immediately west

towards the top.

Plate 67. Right. The excavation after cleaning, uncovered a
cobbled field drain. Clay can be seen in the sides and base of

the excavation with no natural spread of gravels.
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The area between the River Derwent flood plain and towards the Mill Burn valley consists of
glacial deposits of sand and gravels leading to extensive quarrying in the area. This has led
to speculation that some excavations, and in turn the road, could represent a spread of
natural cobbles and gravel. Excavation N and anotherminor undescribed excavation nearby
appeared to indicate the suspected quarry site had been removed of sand and gravels down
to clay level. A small area of erosion on the east side of the suspected quarry indicated sand
in that area. Although some photographs in the excavation reports may appear to give the
impression of a natural spread of gravels, other photographs which have not been included
because of space, show clear edges to the cobbles.

Plates 66 and 67 illustrate an excavation not previously described in this report,
immediately east of Excavation M. The excavation uncovered a cobbled field drain in a
natural claywhich required investigation at the time, resulting in the inability to extend the
trench to the west. Excavation M, carried out the following week, uncovered the cobbled
remains of the road. The excavation proved there is no natural spread of gravels or cobbles
in that area. However, the excavation did find that the cobbles for the field drain were
identical to the material used for the construction of the road and therefore the road would
be an ideal source for that material resulting, in some areas, to road damage.

Plate 69 shows a clay surface in Excavation Q with no spread of natural gravels to the east of
the excavated road.

Plate 68. Excavation Q as excavated looking west. Plate 69. The full length of Excavation Q. The east end
of the excavation indicates chiefly clay with only a

slight scatter of cobbles.
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The copy of part of the historical report prepared by a local historian for the land owner and
described with Excavation M, clearly states that while ploughing the Holywell Field, “a
straight roadwas seen” on the assumed line of the old road. The description is not indicative
of a spread of gravel and cobbles in that area.

CONCLUSION.

Proving that excavated remains of roads in rural areas are of Roman origin is extremely
difficult. It becomes even more difficult if the suspected Roman road has not been built
between known Roman sites and is not of substantial construction with a recognised width.
This road is not visible on LiDAR due to its lightweight construction, and very little evidence
can be found on aerial maps, oldmaps, field boundaries, minor roads or even visually on the
ground, resulting in it being almost invisible along its route.

It is well known that Romans constructed their roads as near as possible to a straight line as
that was the shortest and least expensive means of building, providing the fastest route for
the movement of soldiers and communications. A major reason for considering the
excavated road to be of Roman origin is its close adherence to the straight line from
Lanchester to Beukley. The first 8km of Dere Street as constructed from Lanchester towards
Ebchester is almost exactly on the long-distance line and bears no resemblance to the line
of the known course of Dere Street to Corbridge. It should be noted however that the route
of Dere Street as shown on Ordnance Survey maps may not be exact, as NAG’s excavations
in the area of Low Woodside Farm, Iveston, discovered Dere Street to be some distance east
of the deviation indicated by Ordnance Survey, and exactly upon the long-distance line. The
possibility of a local road constructed on that line in the Bludder Burn Dene later than the
Roman period is extremely unlikely, as there would be no need to bypass Ebchester, already
served by Dere Street and the later road. Roman activity in that area is indicated by the
discovery of an altar on the north bank of the River Derwent directly opposite the Bludder
Burn Dene, as well as by Roman burials and a Roman coin found in the Dene. A plausible
reason for construction of the bypass road in Roman times (a question which arose during
excavations) is provided by the suspected Roman quarry alongside Dere Street cutting
through the line of the old road. The continued route of the road is suggested by the
tradition of a Roman bridge crossing the River Tyne at Bywell, where there is no official
record of a Roman road apart from excavations by Selkirk, 1995. The suspected Roman road
would pass immediately east of the Roman fort at Halton Chesters (Hunnum or Onnum) on
Hadrian’s Wall before progressing to the connection with Dere Street 250m west of Beukley
Farm. It should be considered whether an earlier station, predating the Wall, could have
existed on the site of this fort. Once the Wall was constructed there would probably be no
need for a through road in the area, with the probable later connection made from
Corbridge to Beukley.

Selkirk, (1995, 104) decided to name the suspected road Proto Dere Street (proto meaning
original or earliest) on the basis that it appeared to be on a straight line from Ebchester to
Beukley indicating a faster military route through Northumberland from the south,
therefore predating Dere Street as we know it. The Bludder Burn Dene excavations as well
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as the bypass road excavations appear to indicate an early construction. Selkirk (1983)
described howhe found the line of Dere Street from the Dry Burn, some 7K north of Beukley,
to beon analignment toBywell, later realising that the projected alignment appeared to end
up at Ebchester.

It has been suggested that the earliest known bridge at Piercebridge, thought to date from
c.70AD, could be carrying a lightly built campaign road across the Tees, potentially proto
Dere Street. (Haken, 2018/b).

After excavations of an early Roman fort at Roecliffe near Boroughbridge, Yorkshire,
(Bishop, 2005), it had been thought that a possible Roman road heading north, perhaps on a
prehistoric trackway, suggests a case for a ‘proto-Dere Street’ in the area (Bishop, 2007 now
unavailable online), predating the accepted route of Dere Street from York to Catterick and
crossing the River Ure over one mile to the west.

As a cobbled road has been found in multiple excavations on what has been suggested as a
Roman secondary survey line (Poulter, 2010), there appears to be no justification for
dismissing the remains as mere coincidence.

When the investigation commenced in 2012, the intentionwas to discover whether a Roman
road existed. If that has been demonstrated, then it should be given the name Proto Dere
Street as the late Raymond Selkirk suggested.
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An assessment of the case for the existence of
an early Roman road running directly

between Ebchester, by the River Derwent, and
Beukley, to the north of Hadrian’s Wall

BY John Poulter
john.poulter8@btconnect.com

ABSTRACT

This assessment accompanies the report by Bill Trow and colleagues of their excavations south of the
Marley Tile Works near Ebchester in Tyne and Wear. The assessment is solely concerned with the
question of whether or not what was found is a Roman road. If the road should have been Roman, its
date, purpose and significance are left for discussion elsewhere. Two aspects of the possible road are
considered: (a) the alignments; and (b) the width and construction. These considerations are then
brought alongside the evidence presented in Trow’s report to weigh the overall pros and cons for the
case, and a conclusion is reached which is cautiously positive.

FOREWORD

lease note: throughout this text, the phrase ‘Dere Street as we know it’ is frequently
used. As the recent excavations at Scotch Corner have shown, there can sometimes be a

number of substantially-built Roman roads, especially in the vicinity of Roman sites, which
have escaped detection by eye, aerial photography, LiDAR and even geophysical survey at
times, and which therefore remain unknown until uncovered by excavation. Some of these
roads may be earlier iterations of roads which we do know. For instance, at Scotch Corner,
at least two previous versions of Dere Street seem to have existed, both of them running
northwards from the site but on separate courses somewhat to the west of Dere Street as we
know it today. Thus the courses of Roman roads which are shown on maps such as those of
the Ordnance Survey may not be the original or only courses of the Roman roads which we
know at present. In addition, even the ‘known’ courses might have been subject to alteration
in post-Roman times, whilst still retaining a misleadingly Roman appearance. Moreover the
mapping of the road might not always be entirely correct. Bill Trow, for instance, has shown
by excavation that Dere Street does not deviate through Woodside farm, between Leadgate
and Lanchester, as is shown on Ordnance Survey maps. For the avoidance of doubt,

P
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Fig. 1, General arrangement of Dere Street and alignments between Esh and Beukley
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therefore, the use of the term ‘Dere Street as we know it’ is meant to refer to the course of
Dere Street as shown, rightly or wrongly, on the current Ordnance Survey maps

HISTORY

The Roman fort at Ebchester lies on or right alongside a long-distance Roman planning
alignment which had been detected running for 26miles (41.6 km) from the village of Esh in
County Durham to a small stream called the Dry Burn, north of Hadrian’s Wall (Poulter 2009,
10). See Fig. 1. Roman Dere Street, as we know it, after heading north from the Roman site of
Corbridge, turns onto this alignment at Beukley and follows it for some 4 miles or so (c6.4
km) to the Dry Burn (Poulter 2009, 17). The course of Dere Street to the south of Corbridge
first crosses the River Tyne and then returns to the alignment at Ebchester. Thus the route
of Dere Street as we know it through Corbridge appears to be that of a typical Roman
deviation from a long-distance alignment, such as are found on many Roman roads
elsewhere in Britain (Poulter and Entwistle 2016, 12-18).

However, the late Raymond Selkirk claimed that the Romans had actually built a road along
the long-distance alignment between Ebchester and Beukley, as a predecessor to the
deviation of Dere Street through Corbridge, and he nicknamed it ‘Proto Dere Street’ (Selkirk
1995, 104-05). In the current author’s book on The Planning of Roman Roads and Walls in
Northern Britain, doubtwas expressed about Selkirk’s claim (Poulter 2010, 62-63), whereupon
Bill Trowmade contact and reported that he and his colleagues of the NorthernArchaeology
Group had set out to see if Selkirk’s claim could be verified. It was agreed that this author
would remain in contact whilst their work was under way. As it happens, the investigation
proved to be very long-running and consumed a great deal of effort, but the full report by
Trow provides all of the details (Trow 2021).

ALIGNMENTS

To the south of Ebchester, the known course of Dere Street does not return to the alignment
from Esh, as might be expected. See Fig. 1 again. Instead, it picks up a secondary alignment,
facing some 2˚-3˚ more to the south, which runs through Leadgate and past the fort at
Lanchester to Heugh farm, where Dere Street finally quits this alignment to cross the River
Deerness by Rag Path Wood (Poulter, 2010, 41). Perhaps guided by Selkirk’s thinking, Trow
had extrapolated this secondary alignment northwards from Leadgate so as to meet Dere
Street at Beukley, where the Roman road as we know it joins the alignment from Esh. See
Fig. 2. This extrapolation is the predicted long-distance alignment which is shown on some
of the aerial views in Trow’s report.

As can be seen on Figure 11 of Trow’s report, this predicted alignment provided only a
coarse guide to where the excavations were carried out by Trow and his colleagues. In
general these were conducted some 80 yards (c72 m) to the east. This discrepancy between
a predicted and an actual line of road will not worry experienced followers of Roman roads.
In fact it may offer a healthy sign. If Trow had found their remains exactly where they had
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predicted them to be, their findings might have had the whiff of a self-fulfilling prophecy.
As it happens, Trow and his colleagues had identified, by eye, the line of the possible road in
Park Wood (see Plates 13-16 in Trow 2021) and had simply carried out excavations along
extensions of this line to the south and north of the wood.

When this author was brought into contact with the work of Trow and his colleagues, it was
decided to examine the alignment through Leadgate afresh, and it was concluded that the
correct Roman alignment had been just a little more northerly than the alignment which
Trow had predicted. Moreover, when this fresh alignment was extrapolated to the north it
was found to runexactly to the farmat Beukley,which stands upon thehighest point around
and which offers a superb vantage position from which to set out an alignment to the south.
See Figs. 2 and 3. In contrast, at the spot where Dere Street joins the alignment from Esh,
whilst there is a superb view to the north-west, there is scant view to the south because the
meeting-point lies over the shoulder, on the northern side of a ridge. What was more
significant to find, though, was that most of Trow’s excavations lay exactly upon this

Fig. 2, Details of Dere Street and related alignments at Beukley
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reconsidered secondary alignment, or very close by it. See Fig. 4. It thus appeared that what
Trow had found to the north of Ebchester was indeed on the same secondary alignment that
Dere Street was taking further south.

There is no discernible indication that this secondary alignment had any influence upon the
course of Dere Street, as we know it, once this Roman road had crossed to the south of the
River Deerness. Therefore the purpose of this alignment appears to have been for the line of
the road simply to cut out the dog leg of following the long-distance alignments via Esh. This
suggests that adopting the shortest route and gaining the maximum speed of travel had
been priorities at the time. It also indicates that this secondary alignment had been just a
road-planning alignment, whereas the long-distance alignments via Eshmay have had more
to do with strategic planning. As already noted, for instance, the early Roman fort at
Ebchester stands on or right by the alignment from Esh.

This raises the question of how the secondary alignment had been set out. At its southern
end, Heugh farm is insufficiently elevated to have served as a sighting point. More centrally,
Dere Street as we know it, as it heads southwards from Ebchester, climbs steeply and then
curves on to the alignment near Pleasant View Cottages, where there are excellent long-
distance views to both south and north. However, although the location at the Cottages is
certainly elevated, there is no natural standpoint from which to set out an alignment in
either direction. In addition, the Cottages are located at quite some distance from the long-
distance alignment to Esh, which might seem likely to have been a setting-off point for the
Roman surveyors.

Fig. 3. This diagram shows the profile of the landscape running southwards from the farm at Beukley. South is to
the left, and Heugh farm lies about⅔mile (1 km) beyond the village of Quebec.
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Hence it does appear that the secondary alignment had indeed been set out southwards
from Beukley farm, which does stand quite close by the alignment to Esh. At the same time
it might seem odd that the Romans should have created an alignment that Dere Street as we
know it would only pick up some 13 miles (c20.8 km) away. Other examples of this are not
unknown, however. When the Fosse Way leaves Leicester to the south-west, it does not join
the long-distance alignment from Leicester until it reaches Stretton-on-Dunsmore, some
22.7 miles (36.7 km) away, having first made a lengthy deviation through High Cross on
Watling Street (Poulter and Entwistle 2016,map on page 15). The indication is, nevertheless,
that the Romans could have intended to set out a road all the way southwards from Beukley
farm to run past Ebchester and down to near the crossing of the River Deerness, below
Heugh farm. This does not necessarily mean that the Romans had actually built that part of

Fig. 4, Locations of Trow’s excavations, taken from theOS grid references stated in their report, in relation to the
secondary alignment to Beukley farm. N.B the locations of the excavations of the proposed bypass road have not

been included. See Figure 11 in Trow 2021 for the locations of all their excavations.
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the road between Beukley and Ebchester, though. That would depend upon the physical
remains which Trow and his colleagues had been excavating along this secondary
alignment, albeit unaware of its relationship to their work.

WIDTH AND CONSTRUCTION

As stated in the report by Trow, where it had been possible to establish the width of what
they had found, it appeared to be only about 9 feet (c2.7 m), which is narrow for a Roman
road in Britain. However, narrow Roman roads have been found elsewhere in Britain. As
Trow mentions in his report, one has been examined not so far south at Piercebridge (Cool
and Mason, 2008, 90-91), seemingly leading northwards from what is now believed to have
been the earliest bridge over the River Tees at that point. In his Roads in Roman Britain, the
late Hugh Davies mentions two Roman roads with widths of less than 9 feet at Hyde Barn in
Winchester, Hampshire, and at Ardleigh in Essex (Davies 2002, 74). Davies also reports that
at Corfe Mullen in Dorset, the Roman road from Badbury Rings to Poole (Margary RR4d) had
initially been only 8 feet (2.4 m) wide, but that it had subsequently been widened to 16 feet
(4.8 m) and eventually extended to a width of 30 feet (9.1 m) (Davies 2002, 106).

Another narrow Roman road, also mentioned in Trow’s report, has been found by members
of theHuddersfield andDistrict Archaeological Society by Pule Hill, between Castleshaw and
Slack, where the Roman road from Manchester to York (Margary RR712) crossed the
Pennines (Crosland, Spence and Clay 2008, 6-12 and 44). In fact, the members of the Society
had found two such roads, side by side, and both were only 9 feet wide. What is interesting
here is that part of the original 9 feet (c2.7 m) wide road had been bypassed by the second 9
feet (c2.7 m) wide road, possibly as a result of a nearby landslip. The fact that the
replacement road was also narrow indicates that this had been the intended width at the
time. It was only later that the replacement road had been rebuilt to a more standard width
of 22 feet (6.7 m).

In contrast, there are reports of excavations of Roman roads between Willington and
Durham, and between Lanchester and Chester le Street, from which it appears possible that
narrow pilot roads, acting as central spines, had been constructed first before the roads
were then extended to full width (Fawcett 2004a; Fawcett 2004b; Wright 1938, 362-69).
However, in these cases it appears that the spines were simply part of the construction
process for the roads. The excavators suggest that the spines were created either to set the
maximum height of the camber, or else to ensure the correct alignments of the roads, and
perhaps also to aid the transport of materials, before the roads were then completed to full
width. It is not suggested that, in these cases, the spines had acted as interim roads before
being widened at some time later.

Davies notes that some early narrow roads were also lightly built, and at times laid directly
on virgin ground (Davies 2002, 154). One example of suchmight have been found at Shielhill
North tower, along the road over the GaskRidge in Scotland between the forts of Ardoch and
Strageath (Woolliscroft and Hoffmann 2006, 100-03 and Figure 41). Here the earlier Roman
road conspicuously narrows immediately after passing the tower and it was found there to
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have a lighter construction than the later road, which seems to have acted as a by-pass
(Woolliscroft pers com). Davies discusses a number of other lightly-built and sometimes
narrow early Roman roads which have been found, both south and north of the Thames
(Davies 2002, 118, 148). He believes that many previous excavators had missed the evidence
of earlier construction through assuming that the Roman roads which they had found had
been created in a single phase of endeavour (Davies 2002, 35-36). In fact, he suspects that the
existence of lightly metalled and narrow Roman roads, as predecessors of the later fully-
built Roman roads that we know, could well be more common than has as yet been reported
(Davies 2002, 154). As such, the remains found by Trow would appear to fit well within this
scenario.

DISCUSSION

Taking the foregoing considerations into account with the arguments advanced by Trow in
his report, the following pros and cons can be listed about whether or not what Trow have
found was a Roman road.

On the positive side:

• the remains excavated by Trow largely lie upon the same secondary alignment that Dere
Street, as we know it, takes to the south of Ebchester

• this secondary alignment seems likely to have been set out southwards from Beukley
farm, indicating that the Romans could have planned to build a road from there past
Ebchester down to near the crossing of the River Deerness

• the remains found by Trow extend northwards for a considerable distance from
Ebchester, including one excavation north of the River Tyne, supporting the possibility
that a road on the alignment did exist, and that it was not simply a local feature

• the Roman appearance of the bypass road which was excavated, together with its multiple
resurfacings, imply that it had an extended period of use, and if the interpretation of it as
a bypass around the original line of the road should be correct, this implies that the
earlier road had a considerable period of use too, including after the time when Dere
Street as we know it was constructed

On the negative side:

• there can be some impressive natural spreads which look very like a road surface
(Woolliscroft pers com).

• what Trow have found has no ditches, no camber, and no agger, and the remains are
narrower and more lightly-built than a normal Roman road. However, there are
precedents, as discussed above
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• if the remains are of a road, it could be Iron Age or Medieval in date, or even amore recent
track, possibly connected withmining, which just happened to be on the same alignment.
Coincidences do happen. Where the alignment to Beukley farm runs just to the east past
Halton Chesters fort, its course is taken up exactly by a petrochemical pipeline that
assuredly would not have been planned with any reference to its Roman predecessor

• no detectable sign of a continuation of the stonework has been found on the same
alignment running up the hillside to the south of the River Derwent.

CONCLUSION

On balance, although it is far from clear cut, is considered more likely than not that the
Romans did build an early narrow but relatively unstructured road, in places at least,
between Ebchester and Beukley.

If so, it would be helpful for more of the road’s remains to be sought further to the north,
between the River Tyne and Beukley. In addition, since any such road is likely to have been
constructed during the earliest period of Roman involvement in the area, it would be
interesting to know what happened to the road when its line was subsequently cut by
Hadrian’s Wall and its ditch, and then by the Vallum.
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De Carris Brittonum, Vehicles of Roman Britain:
Current Evidence & Future Directions

BY David Picker-Kille
dpickerk@gmail.com

ABSTRACT

The growing amount of scholarship on travel, transport, andmobility in antiquity frequently overlooks
the archaeological evidence from Roman Britain, despite its richness, diversity, and relevancy to the
subject. From the preserved wood of discarded vehicle parts and the rutsworn into the gateways of the
forts serving Hadrian’s Wall, to the textual accounts of travel, trade, and vehicle part inventories
recorded by the Vindolanda Writing Tablets, this discussion surveys a selection of Britain’s many
archaeological resources that have significant potential to enhance and revise our understanding of
the capabilities and uses of transport in the Roman world.

INTRODUCTION

he past few years have seen a sharp growth in archaeological studies concerning
mobility and transport in antiquity. From traffic management to vehicle technologies,

such research has relied on an impressively diverse corpus of evidence – archaeological,
artistic, epigraphic, and literary, to name a few – to recreate a much more nuanced
understanding of how society in antiquity viewed and was shaped by the functions, forms,
and practicalities of travel and mobility in their time (Dooreward 2010; Laurence &
Newsome 2011; Crouwel 2012; Hudson 2013; Poehler 2017). In the case of such studies
pertaining to Roman society, however, Britain appears to have been frequently left out of
the picture. The author himself cannot even escape such an accusation; his Master’s
dissertation studying patterns in the gauges of wheel-ruts left by Roman vehicles across
western Europe, claims to exclude Britain on the basis that “…as one moved further away
from Rome, it is possible that their traditions, legislation, or standardisation relating to
vehicle construction and size would have become decreasingly influential…especially when
maritime travel routes effectively created a gap between the overland segments of a journey
that a vehicle could have otherwise traversed” (Picker-Kille 2017, 20). Having had the
opportunity to visit many of the Roman forts and sites across northern England the
following year, however, I am eager to correct that assumption. Rather than serving merely

T
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to complement the research that has thus far been accomplished, this discussion highlights
a selection of Roman Britain’s diverse, unique, and rich catalogue of archaeological
evidence, which has the potential to become a focal point, as well as a source of renewed
interpretation and evaluation, for future studies on the uses, capabilities, and technologies
of transport in the Roman world.

IF THE HUB FITS

The famous La Tène “Arras Culture” vehicle burials from Yorkshire have regularly been the
subject of comparisons to similar discoveries across western Europe (Stead 1979, 20-29), and
have contributed much to our understanding of cultural connectivity and influence in
European prehistory. In addition to these important discoveries, Britain’s anaerobic soil
conditions have also allowed for the preservation of many artefacts made of organic
material, including the discarded remnants from vehicles of a more utilitarian function,
such as the nearly complete wheel from Holme Pierrepont from the 2nd century BCE (Musty
& MacCormick 1973, 275-276; Piggott 1983, 215-216). Unlike the ceremonial chariots and
wagons of the Arras burials, however, the archaeological record of the latter category has
seldom been incorporated into the broader discussions on technology and transport in the
Roman period. It is possible that the fragmentary nature of such finds has generated doubts
about their relevance or utility, but on the contrary, a comparative assessment of the
evidence from within Britain has the potential to yield exciting results.

A well-suited case-study is the nearly complete axle found at Vindolanda in 1991 at the top of
the Period I ditch (Birley 2020; Birley 1994, 15-25), which has fastened to each end a series of
four or five small iron plates (Figures 1a-b). While likely corresponding to the placement of
the vehicle’s hubs, the precise mechanical purpose of the metal fittings has remained
obscure, especially since they do not encircle the axle, but instead run along its base. In
addition, the fragments of a Roman wheel, discovered at the bottom of a barrel-lined pit
during archaeological excavations in Carlisle between 1977-1982, seem to display evidence
of the exact same feature. Among the pieces of felloe and spokes, its well-preservedwooden
hub (Figure 2) was stated to have “much iron corrosion inside… suggesting the remains of
iron ‘boxes’ which would have reduced the wear caused by the rotating wheel.” (McCarthy,
Padley, & Henig 1982, 85) 1. A careful comparison between the remarkably similar
technologies on both of these finds, however, has yet to be the subject of what would surely
be a rewarding investigation. Given, for instance, that evidence from certain Vindolanda
writing tablets (185, 309) suggests that vehicles, or at least their parts, may have been more
frequently imported than made on-site, what might the technological similarity of the axle
and the hub suggest about vehicle production in Roman Britain: is such iron plating
associated with only particular types of vehicles? Were there a limited number of
wainwrights in the region providing their services to multiple Roman forts and towns, or
was there widespread standardisation inmanufacturing techniques throughout the region?
Future comparative analyses on similar finds have the potential to address questions
concerning the traits and variability of vehicle manufacture and technology along and
beyond Hadrian’s Wall.
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Fig. 1a: Vehicle axle from Vindolanda, 85-92 CE. Currently on display at site's Wooden Underworld gallery, along
with other vehicle parts. The information panel (2018), does state that it “was made for a set of wheels spaced
five feet apart” but it is unclear whether they are referring to the modern foot (0.3048 m) or the Roman pes

(0.296m). Photo by author, 2018.

Fig. 1b: iron plates (underlined in red) on base of left side of axle. Photo by author, 2018.
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Equally promising, and arguably of greater importance, are the comparative studies that
may bemade with archaeological discoveries from the continent. From Italy andFrance, and
as far east as Romania and Bulgaria – essentially the entire extent of Roman Europe –
discoveries of the remains of several Roman-era (and earlier) vehicles, as well as the
identification of countless friezes, frescoes, and mosaics depicting similar forms of travel
and transport (Piggott 1983; Crouwel 2010; Dooreward 2010; Ignatov 2018), have led to a
greater understanding of the forms and uses of vehicles in the ancientworld. Unfortunately,
the rich evidence from the UK is frequently left out of these discussions, especially those
organic finds that would complement the “skeletal” remains of those vehicles whose metal
structures are all that have survived. Along Italy’s Bay of Naples, where several Roman
settlements were tragically buried by the 79 CE eruption of Mt. Vesuvius, three different
sites have revealed nearly-complete and undisturbed metal remains of vehicles, shown in
Figures 3 through 5. These finds are exceptional owing to 1) their extraordinary state of
preservation, 2) their provenance clearly emphasising their utilitarian function, in contrast
to the ceremonial nature of those of the Arras culture and other burial sites across the
mainland 2 , and 3) the fact that each vehicle appears to be distinct in form and design from
the other two (Miniero 1987; De Caro 1994, 206-208; Sodo 2003, 206-209). Having been the
focus of a 1983 study by Paola Miniero, the better preserved of two four-wheeled wagons
from the Villa Arianna is arguably not only the best reconstructed, but also the most
technologically complex compared to the single-axle vehicles from the House of the
Menander and the Villa Regina. Although it allowed for only partial pivoting of its front axle,
a certain amount of sway was allowed between the draught pole and the body of the
carriage, which would have allowed its draught animal(s) to navigate around street

Fig. 2: Roman wheel-hub found in Carlisle., in the Tullie House Museum & Art Gallery. Photo by author, 2018.
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Fig. 3: Reconstructed cart from the House of the Menander at Pompeii (Sodo 2003, 208).

Fig. 4 (left): Sketch reconstruction of
vehicle from the Villa Regina,
Boscoreale (De Caro 1994, 207).
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Fig. 5a : (Top) Four-Wheeled Wagon found at the Villa Arianna in Stabiae, 79 CE. Notice the iron rods running through
the tires, which would have been affixed to the wooden axle where it passed through the hub. Photo by author, 2020.
Fig. 5b: (Above) Schematic showing the approximately 20° sway allowed by thedraught pole and 12° by the front

axle on the Villa Arianna wagon (Poehler 2017, 108) .
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obstructions while the vehicle maintained a straight trajectory (Figure 5b: Poehler 2017,
108). It is therefore well-suited to be the subject of comparison with the evidence from
Britain. Like the one from Vindolanda, the axles on the Villa Arianna wagon appear to have
been equipped with devices to prevent the wood from being worn by rotation against the
hubs, but instead of several small iron plates, the ends of each axle are fitted with a single
rod of iron (Miniero 1987, 192). Such a seemingly minor difference between otherwise
similar components may highlight the regional socio-economic differences in the use of
these vehicles. The “plating” method indeed would have been the more economical choice,
requiring less iron to achieve – in theory – the same effect. The Villa Arianna wagon was
found in one of the most exquisite villas known in the region, which hints of someone who
could have afforded to pay the extra denarius for amodel offering bettermileage (it is worth
remembering that the Vindolanda axle and Carlisle hub were in fact discarded!). It is
additionally possible that differences in such features may be suggestive of different types of
vehicle with which they were associated. The iron-plating method, for instance, in contrast
to the more wholly protected axles of the four-wheeled Villa Arianna wagon, may be
indicative of a more cheaply built two-wheeled cart sufficient for military functions. The
distinction of vehicle typologies is a potential means of addressing broader socio-economic
discussions: what types of vehicles were either available or most convenient for soldiers
stationed in Vindolanda and along Hadrian’s Wall, and how do those choices and limitations
affect the capacity, efficiency, and cost of transport throughout the region? Such questions
will continue to be explored after introducing additional evidence from textual sources.

WHEEL-RUTS

Although the twentieth century saw some growth in the study of the gauges of ancient
vehicles in continental Europe, only more recently has research begun to recognise the
wider analytical utility of wheel-ruts. Eric Poehler’s 2017 book, The Traffic Systems of Pompeii,
for instance, considers the wear, abrasion, and locations of ruts, kerb stones, and other road
features to recreate the regulation, management, and evolution of the direction of traffic in
the Roman city. In other words, ruts provide more than a few rudimentary measurements
about the dimensions of ancient vehicles; more importantly, they can highlight and define
the use of those vehicles within the environment where they left their mark. In Britain,
however, despite the strong interest in the study, tracing, and mapping of the country’s
Roman road networks (to which the RRRA’s existence is testament), the visible surfaces of
these routes are today unfortunately scarce, and the few previous studies that have
identified ruts (Table 1) rarely provide enough, if any, contextual information to assess the
accuracy of either their measurement or Roman-era attribution. During the Walbrook
Stream excavations, for instance, despite recording the ruts’ depth and location, the gauge
appears to have been overlooked (Ranieri & Telfer 2017, 53-84).

Along Hadrian’s Wall, the forts of Housesteads and Chesters each reveal a pair of deep
grooves in what coincidentally happen to be the southern portal of each site’s eastern gate,
and likely correspond to the passage of vehicles (Figures 6 & 7). This conclusion is further
strengthened by the fact that the centre-to-centre distance between each pair is no more
than a centimetre shy – 1.47 metres at Chesters, and 1.475 at Housesteads – of five Roman
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feet (1.48 m), which also appears to have been the standard axle-width for most vehicles
throughout Roman Gaul (Picker-Kille 2017, 28-29). In fact, although the gauge of the axle
from Vindolanda (the distance between the centre points of each set of iron plates where the
hubs would have been) has unfortunately not been reported, its full length is known to be
1.734 metres (Birley 2020), which, even though slightly warped and missing a fragment on
one of its ends, may very well have supported a gauge of five Roman feet.

Admittedly, ruts found at other locations at each site suggested different gauges: the
northern portal of Chesters’ East Gate revealed significantly fainter ruts that, although
difficult to measure, suggest a gauge no greater than 1.3 metres, and a pair running through
the eastern portal of Housesteads’ South Gate (Figure 8) was measured at 1.04 metres (1.11
m according to Rushworth 2009, p. 209). At Chesters, however, the sharp contrast in
visibility of the two gauges may very well speak to the frequency or preference of one over
the other, and at Housesteads, several factors suggest that the stones on which the ruts
appear are either not in their original location, or not even of Roman origin: their loose
arrangement, their positioning at the top of steps over which vehicles were not likely to
proceed, the sharp contrast in the amount of wear defining each groove, and the
reoccupation of the South Gate in the 17-18th centuries, all indicate that their current
placement was the result of activity after the closure of the eastern portal in the early 3rd
century (Rushworth 2009, 200, 209-210). As mentioned previously, however, a careful study
of wheel-ruts and their context may reveal more than just the gauge of the vehicles that
generated them. One question, for instance, that is frequently debated within studies of
Roman roads and traffic is whether or not guides or tracks were sometimes intentionally
incorporated into roadways (Chevallier 1976, 89; Picker-Kille 2017, 33-34; Poehler 2017, 12),
although those in favour of such a possibility – including the author – are left with the larger
burden of proof since any intentional pairs of ruts would subsequently be exposed to and
“masked” by the same wear and erosion as those generated entirely by the iterative passage
of vehicles. Fortunately, a striking exception to this tendency appears to exist at Chesters’
East Gate, where the ruts in the southern portal, rather than being cut or worn in the
entryway’s lip, appear to be insteaddefined bygaps between its constituent stones, a feature
that could only have been the result of an intentional placement or intervention.

Site Width Source
Barnham, Suffolk ≈ 4 ft. 6 in. (1.3716 m) Historic England

Monument No. 388716
pastscape.org.uk/
hob.aspx?hob_id=388716

Delamere Forest, Cheshire 4 ft. 8 in. (1.397 m) Watkin 1886 (p. 37)
Gelligaer Roman Fort, Wales ≈ 5 ft. (1.524 m) Ward 1903 (p. 40)
Stanwix, Cumbria 1.2-2.0 m Smith 1978 (p. 23)

1.75-2.3 m Smith 1978 (p. 34)
Walbrook Stream, London N/A Ranieri & Telfer 2017

Table 1: Known recordings of rut-measurements from the UK.
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Fig. 6 (top): Southern portal of the East Gate at Chesters, looking west into the fort.
Fig 7 (middle): Surface of entryway in the sourthern portal of Housesteads' East Gate, facing west into the fort.
Rushworth (2009, p. 211), alternatively estimated the gauge to be about 1.39 m. Rather than an error in either of
the measurements, this is more likely the result of different measurement methodologies to account for the

lack of a defined “centre” of the northernmost rut.
Fig. 8 (bottom): Rutted stones in Housesteads’ South Gate (looking north into the fort), likely moved from a

different position from the Roman period. All photos by author, 2018.
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Housesteads, too, might have some evidence of traffic accommodation. Passing through the
East Gate, the Via Praetoria continued westbound until intersecting with the Via Principalis,
on which were documented a pair of parallel trenches approaching the North Gate (Figure
9). Rushworth suggests that these channels, 1.5 metres apart centre-to-centre (nearly
exactly five Roman feet), were initially considered ruts, but were determined ultimately to
be drainage, particularly because each channel continues along either side of the North
Gate’s central pillar or spina (2009, 46-47). It is entirely possible, if not likely, however, that
these two hypotheses need not be mutually exclusive: although likely designed as drainage,
this particular spacing may have been purposefully chosen so as to also serve as a guide for
vehicular traffic. In fact, spacing the drainage channels differently than the predominant
axle-gauge may have caused further problems of vehicles tilting or overturning if or when
the wheel(s) on one side accidently slipped into the channel (apparently a frequent enough
of an occurrence that a common Roman phrase to bemoan an unexpected or sudden
misfortune was plaustrum perculi, “I’ve overturned my oxcart!”, attested to in Plautus’ play
Epidicus, 6.2.22). That the same Via Principalis also passes the entrances for both the fort’s
headquarters and granaries (Crow 2012, map in back cover), may very well have been a
reason to guide traffic in the right direction. These two buildings would have had the
strongest relationships with transport services – the former receiving bulk shipments of
grain, and the latter potentially needing to communicate quickly and efficiently with other
garrisons along the Wall. Furthermore, the dual functionality of such road features is not
entirely without precedent; a Gallo-Roman road running along a cliff above Nolay, France
exhibits deep, contiguous wheel ruts worn directly into the bedrock (Figure 10b), at least
one of which was likely the vestige of a trench cut during the quarrying and construction of

Fig. 9: Plan of Via Principalis with ruts and/or drainage at
Housesteads (Rushworth 2009, 47).
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the road surface (Picker-Kille 2016, 19-24). If investigations of the other sites along
Hadrian’s Wall reveal similar features indicative of intentional traffic and vehicle
management, such discoveries would imply an active Roman awareness of issues of traffic
regulation and safety beyond what is currently known to have existed within large urban
centres in Italy (Crawford and Nicolet 1996; Poehler 2017).

Evidence of rutting may also allow us to raise new questions about traffic along Hadrian’s
Wall. Being one of the projecting forts whose layout extends beyond the limes, the East Gate
at Chesters, although the fort’s largest, opens north of the Wall (Hodgson 2016, 19-22), and
may have something to tell us about the socio-economic relationships between the
garrisons and the native population, a notion that will be further explored later.At
Housesteads on the other hand, the East Gate in which the ruts are found received the
Military Way, which is traditionally believed not to have sustained vehicular traffic on
account of its often-steep gradient, often surpassing 30% (Margary 1973, 448-449 [RR86b],
Bruce & Breeze 2006, p. 89); more recent assessments, however, have shown that such sharp
inclines only occur in short bursts lasting nomore than a few metres, with an average slope
closer to about 17-21% (Armstrong, forthcoming 2021; Bidwell 1999, pp. 137-139). Returning
briefly to the Gallo-Roman road in Burgundy, it is worth noting that the approach to the cliff
summit (Figure 10a) along which the deep ruts are found (Figure 10b), although presenting
an average slope of about 15.8%., similarly exhibits small segments exceeding 30%. The fact
that drivers in Gaul were able to overcome this topographical challenge, as proven by the
deep ruts at the top of the cliff, therefore suggests the same of those traveling along the
Military Way in Britain. Such an implication would make necessary a reevaluation of the

Figure 10a (left): Gallo-Roman road (red line) ascending the
cliff above Nolay, France, at about a 15% gradient (Map
Source: IGN Géoportail). Figure 10b (above) shows the deep
ruts that appear upon reaching the cliff’s summit (photo by

author, 2020).
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nature and strength of the socio-economic connections between the many forts and vici
along Hadrian’s Wall.

TEXTUAL SOURCES

Roman Britain’s textual and literary record is arguably one of the richest sources for new
knowledge about vehicles in antiquity. Many studies of Roman transport, however, appear
to lean predominantly towards either archaeological or literary evidence for their source
material, with the scholars of one sometimes expressing scepticism towards the utility of
further incorporation of the other (Dooreward 2010, 260; Hudson 2013). On the contrary, a
selection of texts from the VindolandaWriting Tablets, Britain’s most well-known corpus of
records illuminating life on the Roman frontier, shows that a readiness to approach a more
eclectic catalogue of evidencewould do much to enhance our understanding of not only the
forms and functions of transport itself, but more importantly of the implications and
practicalities of its use in the Roman world.

Terminology

Shown in Table 2, fewer than 20 unique records in the Vindolanda corpus contain explicit
references to vehicles or their constituent parts, or their use, of which only a handful are
sufficiently preserved to be conducive to analysis. But evenwith those few instances several
observations can be made. The frequent occurrence, for instance, of carrulum, the
diminutive form of carrum (carrus) 3, is exceptional, as it is unattested in the Latin lexicon
except for a single instance from a second century legal ruling preserved in Justinian’s
Digests (Koptev ed., 17.2.52.15). Similarly, Bowman and Thomas provide an alternative
reading of raeda on lines 3-4 of Tablet 617 as raedula, an otherwise entirely unattested

Type of Reference Word (alternate spellings
or meaning)

Tablet No.

Vehicle Types carrum* (carrus, karrum) 155, 160, 343, 394, 488, 583,
584, 585, 641, 642, 649, 721

carrulum* 315, 316, 643

raeda 185, 617

Vehicle Parts ax(s)is carrarius (axle) 185, 309

capsus (vehicle body) 600

modiolum* (hub) 309

radium* (spoke) 309

vitus (felloe) 600

Table 2: References to vehicles in the tablets. Words with an asterisk (*) are generally accepted to be
masculine but occur as neuter throughout most of the Vindolanda corpus.
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diminutive of raeda (617, Note 3-4). The “diminuisation” of these terms, especially given
their unparalleled frequency here, raises questions concerning the characteristics of the
vehicles to which they refer. Are these to be understood as smaller carts or wagons, or is the
terminological distinctionmore abstract in nature, with reference to their condition or use?
Nothing about the currently known texts in which these terms are found appears to favour
one possibility over the other, but the fact that carrum and carrulum never co-occur within
the same tablet suggests that a differentiation may verywell exist. Itmay also simply reflect
authorial preference of one form over the other. Hopefully, additional occurrences of these
words on yet-to-be discovered tablets will shed more light.

Even for the more regular forms carrum and raeda, the Vindolanda record proves to be a
useful source to revise our understanding of the forms and functions of these vehicles.
Tablets 185 and 309 contain inventories of various supplies, including cart axles. The former
specifies both their quantity and purpose: duos ad raedam (“two for a wagon”). That raeda
might be interpreted as a four-wheeled wagon or carriage (potentially like the one from the
Villa Arianna) is admittedly substantiated elsewhere in Latin literature (see esp. Cicero: Mil.
28-29, Att. 5.17.1) 4, but it is satisfying to see consistency between the famous authors in
Rome and the everyday accounting of a frontier garrison in Britain. By contrast, outside of
the Vindolanda tablets, the term carrus and its derivatives aremuch less frequent in the Latin
corpus, and thus more difficult to interpret. Although in later antiquity or outside Western
Europe, the interpretation of carrus may have been more flexible – the 301 CE attempted
price regulations of the Edict of Diocletian, for instance, make explicit reference to both a
four and two-wheeled carrum (Erim & Reynolds 1973, 101-102) – some patterns may be
observed in its usage prior to the third century. Firstly, a majority of such occurrences are
found in Caesar’s Civil Wars and Gallic Wars, of which all but one instance (Civ. I.54.3) appear
to refer to the vehicles of the Gallic or Germanic armies, an association that is largely
maintained outside of Caesar. Secondly, an even greater majority of these sources –
including Caesar – place the use of the carrus in some official capacity, namely either a
military or governmental context (Mitchell 1976). This association is in fact further
emphasised by Diocletian’s Edict, where the costs for “De Carris” are listed separately
(section 15.38), and are consistently lower, than those of other standard vehicles – raeda,
saragara, carruca, and carruca dormitoria – listed in “De Vehiculis” (section 15.31; Erim &
Reynolds 1973, 101-102). Scholars have historically provided differing translations of the
word: some as a two-wheeled cart, others a four-wheeled wagon, and even the occasional
mis-identification as a chariot, where it was likely confused with the similarly spelled currus.
Using the Vindolanda corpus, however, we may be able to begin to propose a more accurate
interpretation. Certainly, the military associations are reinforced, and as the fort was
garrisoned by the Tungri and Batavi (Birley 2011, 41-48) that may also further attest to the
non-Roman origin of carrus. Returning to Tablets 185 and 309, it is also noteworthy that the
term used for “axles” in both instances, rather than simply axes (plural), is instead a
compound form axes carrarios. If, then, this compound form is intended to refer to a type of
axle intended for a carrus, then the fact that 1) the writer of Tablet 185 felt it necessary to
state that two suchaxles wereneeded for a different type of vehicle asmentioned above, and
2) in Tablet 309, of the 38 axles being delivered, only one (rather than two) is specified to
have been turned on a lathe – axses carrarios n(umero) xxxiix inibi axsis tornatus n(umero) i –
hints at the possibility that the carra used at Vindolanda may have had only a single axle (2
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Figures 11a-c: Two-wheeled carts on the Column of Trajan: Scenes 61 (11a, top), 107 (10b, middle), and 129 (11c,
bottom). From Arachne Monument Viewer.
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wheels). In addition, these bulk shipments strongly suggest that the garrisons outsourced
the manufacture of vehicle parts, and thus also that their dimensions, including the gauge
of the axles, would have been standardized. As a final note, it is worth observing that the
Column of Trajan in Rome, which pictorially recounts the Roman conquests of Dacia
between 101-106 CE, depicts several instances of two-wheeled carts being used by the
Roman army (Figures 11a-c), and given their general contemporaneity, as well as the
decidedly military context of both, the author is tentatively optimistic that the carrus
frequently mentioned by the inhabitants of Vindolanda may in fact be the same type of
vehicle seen carrying the supplies of Trajan’s legions.

Transport Capacity

A stronger appreciation of the various forms and functions of vehicles of the Roman world
would above all serve to contribute much to our understanding of the social, economic, and
political climates that underpinned the need for these vehicles. In that respect, it is useful
to present as afinal case study anoddly specific account of a grain shipment fromTablet 649,
written between 92-97 CE, that highlights how transport is fundamentally tied to much
broader subjects such as trade, law, urbanism, and movement, in the ancient world:

The first portions of the paragraph are sufficiently well preserved to know that 381 modii (a
Roman unit of dry measure equal to about 8.62 L (Duncan-Jones, 2013)) of some form of
cereal are being delivered by the native British population – potentially by a particular
Racarromaucus – with 53 modii being loaded into each individual cart. Thereafter, the
interpretation is less certain, other than that another shipment of 63 modii is somehow
involved. Bowman & Thomas, noting that 53 modii × 6 containers plus one additional 63-
modii container equals exactly 381modii, suggest that there might have been 7 carts used for
the delivery, of which one was slightly overburdened by ten units (Tablet 649, Notes i.2-i.8).
Anthony Birley alternatively suggests that the cereal might have been reloaded from
vehicles holding 53 modii to those capable of holding 63 (2011, 90-91). Although the former
interpretation does seem more likely, what is clear in either scenario is that the size and
measurements of the shipment were a concern to the letter writer, and his attention to
detail here is enthusiasticallywelcomed. With this information, it is possible to approximate
the volumetric capacity of goods that the cart would have been able to hold, as well as
estimate a range of weight with which such carts may have been typically burdened. As for

(Notes: red text indicates uncertain readings or translations, an ellipsis represents illegible portions,
brackets indicate lacunae in the text, and parentheses are expansions of a Latin abbreviation)

2) recipies de carris Brittonum
3) …iii arac…romauco bracis
4) m t…cis m(odios) trecentos octo-
5) -ginta unum onerarunt au-
6) -tem in singla carra m(odios) liii
7) l…er quem ueh…s[
8) t[…] re abet m(odios) lxiii

“You will receive out of the Britons’ carts
…from Rac..romaucus three hundred and
eighty-one modii of … grain. Furthermore,
they have loaded 53 modii into each
individual cart. The container which they
are conveying… holds 63 modii.”
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the former metric, 53-63 modii takes up a space of about 0.457-0.543 cubic metres, but given
that the grain loaded onto each cart would have likely been dispersed across several
containers such as barrels, which would have had empty space in between them, and would
have also been stacked above the height of the walls of the cart (in fact the barrel-loaded
carts on the Column of Trajan (Figures 11a-c) have no siding whatsoever), the capacity of
these vehicles would have certainly been well over half a cubic metre. With that baseline
established, however, it is worth noting the similarity to the two-wheeled cart found in the
House of the Menander at Pompeii (Figure 3). The author is hesitant to assign it the specific
designation of carrus, but with the dimensions of its body measured at 1.35m × 0.987 m × 0.40
m, or about 0.533 cubic metres (Sodo 2003, 207), it becomes at the very least plausible to
suggest that the components of some vehicles may have been manufactured within a range
of standardised measurements. Again, the fact that Tablets 185, 309, and 600 recount the
import of individual components rather than of whole vehicles, might further strengthen
this claim.

More intriguing, however, would be the calculation of the weight of each shipment, in light
of knownRoman legislation concerning overburdenedvehicles. The term used for the cereal
being transported in Tablet 649 is bracis, a term that is found semi-frequently throughout
the Vindolanda corpus, but whose exact meaning remains elusive. Pearce (2002, 934) suggests
that it might refer to spelt, whereas Bowman & Thomas tentatively identify it as some form
of malt (Tablet 646, Note “Back.2”). Unfortunately, without a certain interpretation of bracis,
one cannot reconstruct an exact weight; we can however, select a “placeholder” to produce
a very general estimate for the capacity of the vehicles. Fortunately, the author happened to
possess a package of uncooked spelt from France,which, especially considering its European
origin, is perhapswell-suited for this experiment. One litre of the grainwas measured at 774
grams, thus making the weight of one modius of the spelt about 6.671 kg (0.774 kg × 8.6185
L/modius). 53 of these, then, would be about 353.548 kg, or 1095.254 Roman pounds, or librae
(1 libra = approx. 322.8 g, Duncan-Jones 2013). Far from being a light shipment, this weight
appears to vastly exceed the limits placed on the carrus according to a Roman act of
legislation from 385 CE cited by the legal codex of Theodosius II, concerning the Roman
courier system known as the cursus publicus: “A burden of one thousand librae must be
assigned to a raedae, and not more than six hundred [librae] for a carro…” (raedae mille
librarum onus imponi debet, carro sescentarum nec amplius… Koptev ed., 8.5.47). That the carrus
is alloweda fortypercent lowerweight limit than the raeda again suggests that the latterwas
larger (i.e., four vs. two wheels). Even if braciswas taken tomean something other than spelt,
however, it would still need to weigh less than sixty percent than that of our current
estimate for it to have adhered to this legislation; whatever the Britons were transporting,
therefore, it likely greatly exceeded 600 librae per carrus. Again, given the significant
temporal and geographical separation characterising the Theodosian Code, there is also the
strong possibility that the exact meaning – and thus implied capacity – of carrus changed
over two and a half centuries, but the stark contrast between the vehicle burdens implied in
each text might nonetheless suggest the reason why such a law was felt to be required.
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Directions of Future Research

If the capacity, size, or efficiency of the carra in Tablet 649 is representative of other vehicles
used along Hadrian’sWall, or across the Roman world for that matter, then this information
might be used to improve our understanding of how the limitations and efficiencies of land
transport fundamentally shaped issues of production, supply, demand, sale, and storage of
resources in the ancient economy. Evidence such as we find in the Vindolanda corpus invites
a contribution from several sub-disciplines within the classics, ancient history, and
archaeology to interpret more effectively the socio-economic challenges of daily life in the
ancient world. How far, for instance, did the misuse or overburdening of vehicles, especially
those used for official and military purposes, motivate the passing of legislation such as that
seen in the Theodosian Code? We might speculate as to whether legislation of this sort was
simply ignored, or impacted upon merchants, couriers, and farmers trying to maximise
productivity and reduce costs in the import, export, or sale of their goods and services. At a
regional or inter-regional level within the Empire, how might the capacities of land
transport have influenced the processes of economic and cultural exchange?

Evidence of this sort also sheds light on other socio-cultural issues tied to exchange and
movement. The delivery of the goods by the Britons in Tablet 649 is one of only two explicit
references to the native population from the tablets. The other, Tablet 164, is a decidedly
condescending assessment of the sub-par combat skills of the Brittunculi, or “little Brits”.
These contrasting references emphasise the complexity of social, economic, and political
relationships between the locals and Roman garrisons in northern England. At Chesters, the
large and rutted main East Gate opened north of Hadrian’s Wall, and even at Housesteads, a
well-rutted path beyond the North Gate may possibly date to the Roman period (Rushworth
2009, 199-200). Although vehicle use is principally an indicator of economic activity – as is
documented by Tablet 649 – trade and exchange often indicate other forms of interaction.
Some have interpreted Tablet 164 not as a dismissive assessment of enemy forces, but rather
as an expression of frustration in attempting to train local recruits (Tablet 164, Introduction;
Birley 2011, 94-97). Further investigations might expand our understanding of relationships
between Roman soldiers and the indigenous population in areas under military control.

CONCLUSION

The evidence and questions considered above, regarding movement and transport within
Roman Britain, are byno means exhaustive. One topic currently lacking sufficient data is the
subject of the selection of materials for themanufacture of vehicles. Thewheel fromCarlisle
was made predominantly of field maple (acer campestre) – although a fragment of the felloe
appears to have beenmade, or repaired, with ash (fraxinus excelsior) – the former species not
found north of southern Cumbria (McCarthy, Padley, &Henig 1982, 85-86). All that is known
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of the Vindolanda axle, unfortunately, is that it used some species of oak (Birley 2009, 51).
Recent dendrochronological research has, however, shown that some mid-first century
buildings in the city of Romewere constructed using oak felled in the JuraMountains of Gaul
(Bernabei et al. 2019), therefore further investigation into the timber sources could provide
insights into the criteria for selectionof materials of vehicles in antiquity.Were wainwrights
in RomanBritain using cheap localmaterials, or higher quality timber fromother provinces,
given that their vehicles surely played a role in their import? The existence of small
fragments of yet-to-be-identified wood preserved on some of the vehicles around Pompeii,
such as the one from the Villa Arianna (Miniero 1987), similarly offers the potential for
regional, cultural, and social comparisons across the Roman world. We also have the
possibility of comparison between periods. The previously mentioned 2nd century BCE
spoked wheel from Holme Pierrepont stands in sharp technological contrast to the nearly
intact solid disc wheel found on the late Bronze Age settlement of Must Farm in 2016 (Dig
Diary 19…, 2016). The use of spoked wheels in Britain therefore clearly predates Roman
contact, and such finds encourage studies on the introduction, development, and
transformation of such technologies in Britain and beyond.

The diversity of the ever-expanding record of Britain’s past, from discarded wooden vehicle
parts to the rich textual corpus of the Vindolanda and Bloomberg writing tablets, is sure to
continue to enrich our understanding of the role of transport in the daily life, society, and
economy of Roman Britain. This corpus is moreover well-suited to serve as a comprehensive
resource for broader or comparative investigations on the use of vehicles throughout
antiquity. Looking forward, the inception of Itinera provides a new outlet for those seeking
to apply this knowledge to future studies of transport, exchange, and movement in the
Roman world.
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END NOTES

1. Note on referencing: The main source for the texts, translations, and commentary for the tablets
used in this discussion are volumes I-IV of the Tabulae Vindolandenses by A.K. Bowman, J.D. Thomas,
and R.S.O. Tomlin, made publicly accessible through the Roman Inscriptions of Britain (RIB)
website: https://romaninscriptionsofbritain.org. References to the original Latin text or their
translations are done by their assigned tablet number, and citations of any commentary are
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additionally noted (thus, the commentary for line five of Tablet 649 (https://
romaninscriptionsofbritain.org/inscriptions/TabVindol649) would be noted as “649, Note 5”. Any
translations or commentary from a different source are appropriately noted.

2. Admittedly, recent research indicates that some of the carts and wagons from funerary contexts in
Greece andBulgaria may show signs of use prior to their internment; (Crouwel 2010& Ignatov 2018,
p. 258)

3. A “diminutive” is a noun that by the addition of some suffix denotes an inferior, in size or quality,
form of the word from which it is derived. In Latin this suffix frequently has the root -ul- (Caligula,
Brittunculi). English examples include piglet, duckling, and kitchenette.

4. Unless otherwise stated, all classical texts were retrieved from the Packard Humanities Institute
Classical Latin Texts website. https://latin.packhum.org
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Margary RR81a and a Bustum Burial at
Brooklyn House, Norton-on-Derwent, North

Yorkshire

BY Janet Phillips and Pete Wilson
janheatherw@hotmail.com & rareyarchaeology@btinternet.com

ABSTRACT

Excavations close to Roman road Margary RR81a in Norton-on-Derwent provided much information
on aspects of the poorly understood ‘small town’ of Delgovicia. The course of the roadwas confirmed in
an area that came to be used for burials by the mid-3rd century AD. Among these was the bustum-type
burial of a soldier, or former soldier, with an assemblage of military equipment. During the late third
and fourth centuries the site incorporated substantial stone-built structures fronting onto the Roman
road which was the main approach road to the town from the south, from both York (Eboracum) and
the River Humber.

INTRODUCTION

xcavations in 2015-16 in advance of the redevelopment of the former Brooklyn House
Youth Centre located on Langton Road, Norton into a school provided an opportunity to

investigate the assumed line of Roman road Margary RR81a (Margary 1973, 421; Robinson
1978, 34, nos 234-36). The work was undertaken by JB Archaeological Services (later JB
Archaeology Ltd) on behalf of construction contractors working for North Yorkshire County
Council who funded the work.

ROMANNORTON

Norton is located on the south bank of the River Derwent opposite Malton, its Roman fort
and extensive civilian settlement (Fig. 1). Roman Malton, or more probably Roman Malton
and Norton together, were known as Delgovicia (Drake 1736: map following p. 36; Creighton
1988, 403;Wilson 2017; 2019), rather than Derventiowhich was the accepted identification for
much of the 19th and 20th centuries (see for example: Rivet and Smith 1979: 333-34). Norton
has produced considerable evidence of Roman period occupation, including substantial
buildings (Robinson 1978, 34-40; Mitchelson 1964; Wenham and Heywood 1997; Burn et al

E
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2018), pottery production (Hayes and Whitley 1950; Swan 1984, 109-11; Stephens and Ware
2012) industrial activity, including a goldsmith’s shop (RIB 712), and extensive cemeteries
(see Wilson 2006, 43-45 for now slightly dated, summaries).

Previous work at Brooklyn House had tentatively identified Road RR81a (MAP
Archaeological Consultancy Ltd 2002, 7) and prior to the 2015-16 excavations an extensive
geophysical survey of the playing fields occupying the southern part of the site was
undertaken (Lyall 2014).

Fig. 1a. Norton – Location map. Fig. 1b. RomanMalton andNorton – Location of Brooklyn House andRoads RR81a
and RR800.
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Fig. 2. Trench location plan.
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To the south of the river a number of Roman roads are known, or suggested to extend to the
south and east (Margary 1973: roads RR29, RR81a, RR812, RR813, RR816 – reassessed in RRRA
Gazetteer of Roman Roads – see http://roadsofromanbritain.org/yorkshire.html - consulted
09.02.2021 ). Langton Road, on the evidence collated by Robinson (1978, 34, nos 234-36) was
believed to approximate to the course of Margary road 81a which originates at York. About
3.5 km south of Malton/Norton, Road RR81a is joined by Margary’s RR29 from Brough-on-
Humber (Roman Petuaria), the crossing point of the Humber for traffic from Lincoln
(Lindum). Thus, Margary RR81a was the major approach to Roman Malton/Norton from the
south. Robinson (1978, fig. 2) suggests the existence of a second road, originating at Malton
fort that, for most of its length, follows a line east of Langton Road prior to joining Road
RR81a south of Brooklyn House. The evidence for Robinson’s second road is limited:

[NGR] ‘79397125 (approx.). The crown of an alleged Roman road, aligned north-west by south-
east or north-south, was discovered 3 ft (0.91m) below the surface during the cellar excavations
in Mr Williamson’s houses in 1853. Channon’s [?1865-6] plan suggests that the discovery lay
north of [Robinson’s Gazetteer] number 273, but the vagueness and inaccuracies on the plan
render an exact location impossible, and theories about its objective speculative.’ (Robinson
1978, 36 no 274)

A further road extending towards Yorkwas proposed by Francis Drake inhis Eboracum (1936,
36-37) and at its south-western end designated Road 800 by Margary (1973,426-27). Should
RR800 extend to Malton/Norton it could lie either side of the River Derwent. If it were
located to the east of the river the Roads of Roman Britain website (Haken 2018) suggests
that Welham Trod, a post-medieval road underlying Malton Golf Course to the east of Road
RR81a and aligned on Welham Road north of Park Road (SE 78957125), could represent its
line (Fig. 1).

The main areas of excavation in 2015-16 were located to the west of the line of RR81a, but
three service trenches (Fig. 2 – A4) in the northern and southern verges of the access road
investigated by MAP in 2002 cut across the line of the road, confirming its location some 5m
to the east of that proposed in 2002 (Fig. 3).

THE ROMAN ROAD

Although the road, as recorded in 2015-16, appears to date to the late 2nd/3rd century it is
probable that a road or trackway pre-dating the engineered Roman road influenced the
earliest phases of the field system in the area that were identified through geophysical
survey and excavation. The ditches of the field system and other features identified in Phase
1 (1st to 3rd century AD) seem to have been in use for a relatively short period of time, in
particular those closest to the trackway/Roman road. There was little or no sign of cleaning
and maintenance, despite the soft, erodible nature of the natural sand. It is therefore likely
that the field system fell out of use or was incorporated into the expanding Roman
settlement. During this phase it is probable that the pre-existing trackway became a more
formalised route, appearing in the formof an engineered andmetalled RomanRoad in Phase
2.
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The service trenches were narrow varying from 0.5m to 1m in width. They were recorded as
part of a single excavation area (Area 4) and for the purposes of this paper have been
designated from north to south as 4a-4c, with 4a and 4b located in the northern verge and
4c in the southern verge. Depth restrictions, due to development requirements, meant that
not all of the trenches were recorded to natural.

Despite the limited areas investigated, they were adequate to provide a full profile and
revealed a metalled, compacted surface at least 7m in width. In Trench 4c the primary
deposit relating to the road was an area of heavily compacted orange-yellow sand with
occasional small stone inclusions, (425) (Fig. 4). The deposit extended for 6.75m under the
road and had a maximum observed thickness of 0.14m, although its full depth was not
reached. This deposit appears to have been laid as the foundation for the later layers and
demonstrated a clear camber.

Overlying the eastern side of 425 was a firm, red-orange, sand-clay deposit, 443, 2.50m wide
and 0.16m thick. 443 appears to expand the footprint of the road, and it has been suggested
by Mike Haken (pers. comm. to J. Buglass) that it may have formed a clay shoulder to allow
easier movement of hoofed animals. However, no trace of this deposit was found in the two
of the three service trenches and it may simply be a further deposit in the overall
construction of the road.

Fig. 3a. Plan of Trenches 4a-4c. Fig. 3b. Inset. Plan of the bustum burial.
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In Trench 4a, the main levelling under the road was a firm reddish-brown compacted sand
(4001) 0.26m deep that extended for 5.25m beneath the width of the road. However, a
deposit recorded under the eastern part of the road, 4005, may represent an additional
foundation layer, functionally contemporary with 4001 and also 4000, which overlay the
western edge of 4001. As in the southern verge trench these deposits form the base for the
road and serve to create its camber (Figs 5, 6).

Interestingly at the lowest point of the trench, and underlying 4003, the earliest excavated
road foundation deposit, was a firm, stony deposit recorded as a metalled surface (4015), a
0.25m width of which was visible lying directly on the natural sand (Fig. 5). This deposit was
c0.85m below the main surface of the road and may represent evidence of an otherwise
unobserved early phase of the road, also possibly evidenced by ditch 3036 (see below).

Layer 424, the 0.20m thick concreted core of the road in Trench 4c produced pottery dating
to the 3rd century, suggesting it was a later element of the Roman road system in the Norton
area. Overlying 424 were two stone metalling deposits: 422 on the eastern side and 418 over
the majority of the road. (Fig. 4)

Stony deposit 422 was lower lying than themain road surface andwas located on the eastern
edge of the road overlying the clay shoulder, 425. 422 comprised moderately sized stones of
up to 0.25m diameter in a 0.12m thick matrix and extended for c1m before encountering
deposit 418 which appeared to rise from this point. It is possible the stones forming 422 are
the remnant of an earlier phase, or they could have been laid as make-up for the main
surface, 418. Unfortunately, the western side of the roadwas truncated by a later ditch (415)
so the construction method there could not be confirmed.

The main stony deposit, 418, extended for 5.20m and formed the majority of the road
surface. It comprised of larger stones, up to 0.30m diameter, in a 0.16m thick concreted
matrix largely consisting of smaller stones. The deposit was truncated to the west by later
ditch 415 and two possible repair patches were noted. To the east the stonework was

Fig. 4. Trench 4c – South-facing section.
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significantly different, with the last metre containing flatter and squarer stones appearing
to form a type of verge or roadside path before dropping to deposit 422 (Fig. 4).

Overlying levelling deposit 4001 in Trenches 4a and4b was a 0.15m thick spreadof concreted
cream stony-sand measuring 4.6m wide and forming a shallow domed agger, 4004. The road
surface, 456/457/474 in Trench 4a was up to 0.30m thick and took the form of a concreted
stony deposit including limestone pieces, fragments of stone roof tile and crushed
limestone. Larger pieces of stone, up to 0.30m x 0.14m in size, were evident on the western
side of the road, perhaps indicating repair work. However, no clear edge against the main
road surface could be identified to confirm that suggestion.

In Trench 4c possible repair patches were identified in both exposed areas of the final road
surface, 417 and 445. These could represent repair work or be the result of wheel ruts,
however they may also represent an attempt to redefine the road at a later date following
its truncation on the western side.

Two possible repair patches, 458 and 459, were recorded in Trench 4a suggesting some
longevity of use for the surface. 458 was a 0.05m thick and 0.75m long elongated strip of
stonework overlying the main metalled surface 457 on the western edge of the road. 459
(Fig. 3) was located to the east of 458 and was a 0.50m wide strip of limestone, which also
overlay 457.

Fig. 6. Photograph pf Trench 4b showing the camber of Margary RR81a and (top right) the location of the bustum
burial. View to north-east.
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A 0.06m thick dark grey-brown, silt-clay-sand, 4009 (Trench 4b – Fig. 5) and 409 (Trench 4c
– Fig. 4) was identified overlying the road surface. It is possible these deposits represent
build-up over the surface prior to the road going out of use. Deposit 409 produced pottery
spot-dated to the late 4th to early 5th centuries, which suggests the road mayhave remained
in use into, if not beyond, the late Roman period. However, intrusive Reduced Greenware
pottery dating from early 14th to 15th centuries and Redware from the 16th to 17th
centuries, were also recovered from 409. This later pottery is most likely to be intrusive and
result from the significant disturbance from modern services in the area. However, it could
also possibly suggest continuing use of the road into the medieval period, although this is
unproven.

A possible roadside ditch, 420, unfortunately visible only in plan in the base of Trench 4c,
was identified 6.50m to the east of the road in the southernmost trench. 420 was 1.30mwide
and the surface of its fill, 421, produced pottery dating to the 3rd century. This feature was
not identified in the northern verge due to depth differences and later deposits masking
earlier features (Fig. 3).

A BUSTUM BURIAL

East of the road in Trench 4b a cremation burial was found (plan = inset to Fig. 3). It took the
form of a bustum, a type of in situ cremation where the burnt remains are swept into an
underlying pit and often, but not always associatedwith the Roman-period army. In the case
of the Brooklyn House example, most of the burnt bone was placed in a large calcite-gritted
jar (Fig. 8), although burnt material was found in and around the oval pit suggesting that the
burial may have been recognisable as, or marked by a small mound. In addition to the jar the
burial included a complete local grey ware beaker and parts of two other pots. The grave
goods allowed Dr Hilary Cool to conclude that the burial was that of a soldier, or former
soldier who was accompanied onto the pyre by his military belt, baldric, military dagger

Fig. 7. Trench 4a – South-facing section.
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with its scabbard, an enamelled plate brooch indicating that he was wearing a cloak and
hobnails from his shoes. Bone objects, identified by Dr Stephen Greep, included inlay from a
small box or casket and parts of a scroll holder. Osteological analysis by Katie Keefe and
Malin Holst suggested the individual was mature (36+ years) and while sex of the individual
could not be demonstrated the assumption that the individual wasmale is reasonable. While
burials are known from both the Brooklyn House site and surrounding area, including from
sites at Grove Bungalow, The Ridings and Lal Quila/98 Langton Road (Fig. 1) there is no
evidence of any representing a specificallymilitary cemetery. Therefore theBrooklyn House
bustum burial may, most likely, represent a former soldier buried in keeping with military
tradition, but probably by members of his family or community, rather than a serving
soldier buried by his comrades.

The Brooklyn House site also produced evidence of a mausoleum and further burials as well
as substantial stone-built, or stone-founded, buildings set at right-angles to RR81a.

CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. The bustum burial during excavation.
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The Brooklyn House excavations have served to confirm the line of Road RR81a and given
the dating evidence that the road, as recorded, was possibly a late addition to the Roman-
period road network in the area. If that is correct, it may strengthen the case for Road RR800
representing the original York toMalton road. However, given the hints of an earlier phase,
or phases for RR81a, that case is at present ‘not proven’. That said, given that road RR29,
another major north-south route, connects with RR81a, it is perhaps more likely that there
were earlier phases of RR81a, but their existence is yet to be convincingly demonstrated.
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ABSTRACT

As part of a study of Roman roads and potential Roman roads, around Charterhouse-on-Mendip,
geophysical and terrain modelling surveys were carried out on a known, visible, Roman road
earthwork, Margary RR45b, at Haydon Grange, Priddy. The aim of the study is to characterise this
earthwork, by combining a resistivity survey with a digital, terrain model.

INTRODUCTION

he Roman road at Haydon Grange is a surviving earthwork located in the parish of
Priddy, Somerset. It can be traced as a low, linear earthwork on aerial photographs such

as RAF 3G/TUD/UK/15/24 (1946) across adjacent fields. The knowledge, and use, of the
Roman road from Old Sarum to Charterhouse, Margary RR45b, was never really lost, with it
gaining local names, for example, Shepton's Brode Way, and Heydon Wey (SHC DD/S/HY
170). It seems to have been used until the Inclosures of Ubley (1773) (SHC Q/RDE/62), West
Harptree (1790) (SHC Q/RDE/18) and East Harptree (1796) (SHC Q/RDE/65). In addition, this
section is recorded on Day and Master's map of Somerset as 'unfenced road' in 1782
(Somerset Record Society, 1981).

An early reference to lead mining at ‘Hydon’ is in 'Letters present of John Biconyll (the
bishop) and Robert Botyll, prior of St John of Jerusalem (Hospitallers 12 May 17 Edward 4),
[1478]. Richard Marshall and Isabel his wife grant to William Powton, his wife Joan and Joan
his daughter the lead mines in their manor of Templehidon'. Powton was also, at an
unknown but late C15 date, granted lease of a 'capital messuage' (manor house) at Temple
Hidon, confirmed in 1505 (SHC DD/S/HY 170; Lane, 2008; Nathan, 1935). This is of relevance
to the Roman and later road, since the mineral riches of the area would have been difficult
to exploit without good transport, which the road provided until the late 18th century. In
the Compton Martin Inclosure map of 1791 (SHC A/BHP/1), the area is referred to as

T
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Fig. 1: Haydon Grange (white arrow) showing the location of the Roman road (red arrow). (Google Earth History
function 2009, image © Google, Getmapping plc, 2021)

Fig 2: Haydon Grange: the two figures are standing on the brow of the earthwork (agger).
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'Hayden Farm Common'. The continuing use of the road, and the non-intensive use of the
area, is probably the reason why the road survives in good condition to this day.

The purpose of this paper is to characterise this earthwork, by combining a resistivity
survey with a novel, digital, terrain model (Pearson et al, 2020)

METHODOLOGY

The earthwork on the north side of the drive at Haydon Grange, (National Grid Reference ST
5283 5433), approximately 370m from the B3134 (Figs. 1 and 2), was surveyed during the
period December 2018 - January 2019 by teams from Yatton, Congresbury, Claverham and
Cleeve Archaeological Research Team (YCCCART).

Resistivity

A Geoscan RM-15 resistivity meter was used for the geophysical survey. Four grids, each 20
x 20 m, were laid out over the feature (Fig. 3). The centre point of the southern edge of grid
1 was approximately 20m from the fence edging the field. The completed survey was
downloaded to a TerraSurveyor programme and the resultant composite adjusted using the
following filters: Band weight equaliser; Grad shade; Clip at 2.0 SD; Despike Threshold: 1
Window size: 3x3; High Level Gaussian: Window: 21x21. This gave an overall result between
plus 35.40 Ohm and minus 45.71 Ohm.

Terrain Model

The terrain model surveys of the feature were undertaken using an electronic, hydrostatic
level (NIVCOMP) with a data reader and computer software (Surfer 13, Golden Software,
California, USA).

Three, separate areas were surveyed within two of the RM-15 Grids (Grids 1 and 2), centred
over the raised feature (Fig. 3). The first area, designated Roman road 1, was in Grid 1 and
the remaining areas, designated Roman roads 2 and 3, were within Grid 2. For each survey,
tapes were laid out using the RM-15 survey baseline and heights were measured at 1m
intervals for each area: northerly along the X axis (8 columns, Roman road 1; 5 columns,
Roman road 2, and 4 columns, Roman road 3), and westerly along the Y axis (21 columns,
Roman roads 1, 2 and 3). The zero, reference point for Roman road 1 was at the SE corner of
Grid 1, and for Roman Roads 2 and 3 it was 8m from the SE corner on the eastern edge of Grid
2. The starting point for each survey was in the south east corner of each survey area. The
zero point for Roman roads 2 and 3was +215mmabove the zero point for Roman road 1. This
difference was noted but not used in the calculations for Roman roads 2 and 3. The Z axis for
all grids was the height above, (+), or below, (-), the zero point in mm for each survey. For
the survey of Roman road 1, individual readings were recorded on paper. For Roman roads
2 and 3 readings were recorded on a data logger and on paper. The manually recorded data
for Roman road 1 and the electronic data for Roman roads 2 and 3 were entered into Excel
(Microsoft), and used in the Surfer 13 programme, to produce 2-dimensional contour and 3-
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dimensional images, including contours. In addition, Powerpoint (Microsoft) was used to
overlay contoured and RM15 images with the ‘shape, fill, transparency’ function.

RESULTS

The featurewas in a field adjacent to the northerly edge of the farmroad, and approximately
at right angles to it. The field sloped gently down from east to west. Looking north along the

Fig 3: Grids 1 – 4 and Resistivity results. The Roman road is seen in the two right hand grids, (Grids 1 and 2). N,
north.
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feature from the farm road, a slight, rounded raised area could be discerned. Standing
within the field, at the western side of the feature and looking east, the raised, linear,
earthwork could be seen (Fig 2).

Resistivity

The two grids (1 and 2), aligned along the feature, show two, parallel, dark bands of variable
resistance with a central band of low resistance (Fig 3). In Grids 3 and 4, irregular, low and
high density, random features could be seen. There was a suggestion of a possible, short,
linear feature running north westerly from the eastern edge of grid 4, but there was no
obvious, recognisable structure, similar to that which extended, vertically, over grids 1 and
2.

Fig 4: Contoured (laid over theRM-15 result – Grids 1 and2), and 3-dimensional terrainmodels, (Roman road 1-3).
N, north.
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Terrain Model

The measurements for the three sections (Roman road 1-3) are shown in Tables 1 – 3. The
maximum measurements, below and above the two zero points, were; Roman road 1, -84mm
to +439mm; Roman road 2, -248 to +178mm, and Roman road 3, -184 to +127mm. The three-
dimensional models, corresponding to Roman road 1, Roman road 2, and Roman road 3, are
shown in Figure 4. In addition, the two-dimensional, contoured images were laid over the
RM 15 results (Fig 4). In all 3 areas, the ground to the eastern edge of the feature is slightly
higher than the western edge, confirming the slope of the field, and a clear, bow-shaped,
approximately central, raised area can be seen in the cross-sections of the models (Fig 5).
Comparing these findings with the RM-15 results, in Roman road 1, the higher point was
slightly to the east of the central area of low resistance. However, the raised areas for Roman
roads 1 and 2 were, generally, located centrally over the area of low resistance. The raised
area was at its maximum height, +439mm, above the zero point for Roman road 1 at its
southerly edge decreasing to 127mm above the zero point for Roman road 3 at its northerly
edge i.e. less than half a metre, to approximately 13 cm.

DISCUSSION

In the current study, a terrain model, used previously at a Roman villa site to demonstrate
surface features in combination with a resistivity survey (Pearson et al. 2020, in press), was
used to investigate a known ‘section’ of a surviving Roman road.

The resistivity results for the road show structures on the same alignment, and of the same
width, as the features visible on aerial photographs (Google Earth History function [2013]);

Fig 5: Cross sections of the 3-dimensional images shown in figure 4. Arrows point to the agger of the road.
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Xm Ym Zmm Xm Ym Zmm Xm Ym Zmm Xm Ym Zmm
0 0 158 2 0 228 4 0 270 6 0 231
0 1 167 2 1 220 4 1 212 6 1 228
0 2 148 2 2 235 4 2 249 6 2 239
0 3 204 2 3 248 4 3 228 6 3 236
0 4 248 2 4 270 4 4 283 6 4 260
0 5 304 2 5 315 4 5 307 6 5 310
0 6 334 2 6 354 4 6 351 6 6 335
0 7 383 2 7 381 4 7 381 6 7 347
0 8 415 2 8 392 4 8 385 6 8 384
0 9 427 2 9 418 4 9 379 6 9 328
0 10 394 2 10 409 4 10 335 6 10 266
0 11 368 2 11 322 4 11 255 6 11 194
0 12 322 2 12 262 4 12 168 6 12 124
0 13 267 2 13 206 4 13 123 6 13 62
0 14 209 2 14 177 4 14 74 6 14 22
0 15 163 2 15 114 4 15 44 6 15 -21
0 16 116 2 16 75 4 16 17 6 16 -49
0 17 73 2 17 64 4 17 8 6 17 -34
0 18 24 2 18 26 4 18 -4 6 18 -47
0 19 3 2 19 4 4 19 -4 6 19 -45
0 20 -57 2 20 -8 4 20 -3 6 20 -47
1 0 218 3 0 237 5 0 216 7 0 244
1 1 178 3 1 199 5 1 227 7 1 243
1 2 198 3 2 243 5 2 225 7 2 227
1 3 234 3 3 251 5 3 244 7 3 252
1 4 294 3 4 273 5 4 256 7 4 284
1 5 313 3 5 297 5 5 288 7 5 325
1 6 351 3 6 344 5 6 348 7 6 341
1 7 415 3 7 403 5 7 387 7 7 366
1 8 433 3 8 407 5 8 379 7 8 346
1 9 439 3 9 406 5 9 343 7 9 309
1 10 415 3 10 355 5 10 298 7 10 223
1 11 352 3 11 288 5 11 233 7 11 139
1 12 281 3 12 220 5 12 147 7 12 66
1 13 237 3 13 172 5 13 72 7 13 20
1 14 194 3 14 127 5 14 34 7 14 -15
1 15 129 3 15 64 5 15 -2 7 15 -29
1 16 94 3 16 41 5 16 3 7 16 -50
1 17 39 3 17 33 5 17 -10 7 17 -84
1 18 5 3 18 29 5 18 -26 7 18 -75
1 19 -11 3 19 2 5 19 -31 7 19 -64
1 20 -25 3 20 -9 5 20 -5 7 20 -57

Table 1. Roman road 1. Heights in mm above, or below, a fixed base, recorded at 1m intervals.
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Xm Ym Zmm Xm Ym Zmm Xm Ym Zmm
0 0 0 2 0 0 4 0 31
0 1 -30 2 1 -29 4 1 7
0 2 -46 2 2 -31 4 2 26
0 3 -31 2 3 -11 4 3 35
0 4 14 2 4 -2 4 4 47
0 5 39 2 5 35 4 5 86
0 6 79 2 6 89 4 6 97
0 7 92 2 7 95 4 7 104
0 8 123 2 8 112 4 8 149
0 9 130 2 9 145 4 9 155
0 10 140 2 10 178 4 10 155
0 11 132 2 11 141 4 11 137
0 12 107 2 12 98 4 12 86
0 13 45 2 13 66 4 13 76
0 14 49 2 14 27 4 14 47
0 15 23 2 15 -9 4 15 2
0 16 -23 2 16 -29 4 16 -51
0 17 -68 2 17 -80 4 17 -113
0 18 -126 2 18 -134 4 18 -176
0 19 -189 2 19 -189 4 19 -214
0 20 -233 2 20 -180 4 20 -248
1 0 1 3 0 8
1 1 -24 3 1 -6
1 2 -36 3 2 -14
1 3 -27 3 3 10
1 4 -16 3 4 30
1 5 30 3 5 67
1 6 67 3 6 101
1 7 98 3 7 110
1 8 126 3 8 115
1 9 143 3 9 149
1 10 159 3 10 156
1 11 117 3 11 142
1 12 104 3 12 114
1 13 47 3 13 75
1 14 31 3 14 44
1 15 -1 3 15 11
1 16 -42 3 16 -46
1 17 -67 3 17 -99
1 18 -123 3 18 -165
1 19 -183 3 19 -211
1 20 -211 3 20 -221

Table 2. Roman road 2. Heights in mm above, or below, a fixed base, recorded at 1m intervals.
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Xm Ym Zmm Xm Ym Zmm
0 0 79 2 0 75
0 1 80 2 1 51
0 2 106 2 2 50
0 3 117 2 3 48
0 4 89 2 4 35
0 5 83 2 5 24
0 6 80 2 6 29
0 7 110 2 7 19
0 8 112 2 8 67
0 9 113 2 9 98
0 10 101 2 10 94
0 11 97 2 11 71
0 12 57 2 12 24
0 13 7 2 13 -19
0 14 -30 2 14 -75
0 15 -86 2 15 -91
0 16 -115 2 16 -118
0 17 -154 2 17 -165
0 18 -176 2 18 -172
0 19 -135 2 19 -156
0 20 -102 2 20 -132
1 0 97 3 0 83
1 1 87 3 1 69
1 2 91 3 2 55
1 3 95 3 3 39
1 4 69 3 4 9
1 5 51 3 5 -2
1 6 76 3 6 31
1 7 89 3 7 54
1 8 103 3 8 75
1 9 127 3 9 82
1 10 125 3 10 88
1 11 103 3 11 77
1 12 51 3 12 32
1 13 14 3 13 -18
1 14 -29 3 14 -85
1 15 -79 3 15 -126
1 16 -132 3 16 -150
1 17 -154 3 17 -184
1 18 -156 3 18 -184
1 19 -170 3 19 -165
1 20 -159 3 20 -120

Table 3. Roman road 3. Heights in mm above, or below, a fixed base, recorded at 1m intervals.
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RAF, 3G/TUD/UK/15/24 [1946])). However, perhaps counter-intuitively, the centre of the
road shows low resistance, while the parallel bands on either side show higher resistance. In
addition, the high resistance seems to be variable. A similar appearance with parallel lines
of high resistance, where the bed of the road had been ploughed away leaving the ditches
full of gravel from the road, has been observed (Gaffney and Gater, 2003, 144). Caution
should be taken, however, in accepting this at face value in the present case, since its
ploughing history is unknown. A previous resistivity survey of this stretch of Roman road,
including Haydon Grange, was reported by the Charterhouse Environs Research Team
(CHERT) (Thompson, 2011, 238). However, the precise site was not indicated. In grids 3 and
4, it was considered there was insufficient evidence to comment, meaningfully, on the
random features observed.

The terrain model results correspond well with the resistivity results, indicating that the
raised areas for Roman roads 1 and 2 were, generally, located over the area of low resistance
on the resistivity survey, corresponding to the agger. This was more prominent in Roman
roads 1 and 2, becoming flatter on Roman road 3, where the raised area was less obvious.

In conclusion, the combination of a relatively simple, terrain model described above, and a
resistivity survey, may be useful on further earthworks.
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Regional Land Transportation of Goods in

North Somerset
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Abstract

Within the area of Northern Somerset bounded by accepted Roman roads - the Bath to Sea Mills to the
north, the Fosseway to the east, the Charterhouse to Winchester to the south - there are no generally
agreed Roman roads. Yet this area, especially its western portion, was particularly endowed with a
lively economic base and it is suggested that local roads were needed to facilitate this economic
activity, and that moreover such economic activity had to be embedded in the Empire-wide market
economy. The idea of an inter-regional market-based economy is proposed severally by professors
Peter Temin, Keith Hopkins, Brian Ward Perkins, who adduce the sheer quantity of silver coinage
throughout the Empire and beyond, the evidence of profitability and value-based trade and the
widespread existence of specialised bulk production. Examples include Samian ware and olive oil, and
in Britain include Purbeck marble and pottery such as Oxford colour-coated ware. Examples from
North Somerset comprise the major industries of lead and salt, and also building stone, iron mining,
metalworking including pewter production, Congresbury pottery, with various ranges of distribution.
It is argued that the local roads needed to serve this activity fitted into the Roman legal framework
relating to roads, being classed as Viae Vicinales, roads that served localised communities, and were
administered by the Civitates under the Lex Provinciae. Finance could come from local taxation or
euergetism. It is argued that the Roman army had nothing to do with these roads since all military
forces were withdrawn from the south-west within 30 years of the initial invasion, and the
development of most of the local economy didn’t occur until later. Nevertheless it is suggested that
Viae Vicinales conformed to the general pattern of Roman road construction; there are several very
short stretches of metalled minor roads in North Somerset as well as evidence of engineering, and it
generally seems likely that cultural assimilation and aspiration would lead to imitation of military
roads, as with villas and so much else. The traditional objection against land transportation of
excessive cost is addressed through Professor Ray Lawrence’s arguments about profitability as
opposed to cost, as are aspects of freight technology. Together with this discussion of land freight
transportation, three roads are described in detail which fit the requirement that they link centres of
population and of economic activity, and which present strong evidence for their being recognisably
Roman roads. One of these has excavation evidence, one has geophysics, the third a mass of
circumstantial evidence support (such as construction technique, passage through Romanised
landscapes, clear economic function), as do the 14 other postulated roads in the appendix.
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Introduction.

part from the road connecting the Roman towns at Charterhouse, Somerset, and OldASarum, Wiltshire, (Margary RR45b), which clearly had to do with the lead and silver
industry of the Mendips (Elkington 1976, 188), no major Roman roads are known to exist in
North Somerset. Yet a significant amount of economic activity went on, with production
levels beyond the requirements of the immediate locality. Concentration and specialisation
argue a market economy, i.e. economic activity well above a general simple peasant
subsistence agriculture, providing a meagre surplus to be extracted for the comfortable life
of a small minority of the well to do and for defraying the requirements of the army. Such a
market economy existed on a macro-economic level in and beyond the Romanworld. It is to
be expected that a local scale of economic production and exchange also existed – meshing
in with, supporting, and enabled by, the wider extent of the Roman market economy.
Materials and products therefore needed to be transported. Dirt roads may have served this
purpose, but this paper proposes that local metalled roads, constructed perhaps to a lesser
standard than the major roads, and administered locally, linked small towns and economic
centres, and provided the means to transport the materials and finished goods of the

Fig. 1: The proposed network of North Somerset local Roman roads. (Re-drawn by Tim Richards, after H Freke)
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specialised production of North Somerset. (This will be detailed below under ‘North
Somerset examples of specialised large-scale production’). It is accepted that waterborne
transport will also have contributed to local transportation, but this paper will concentrate
on road transport.

The Idea of a RomanMarket Economy

It is now widely accepted that trade and commerce in the Roman world functioned and
thrived through a series of inter-regionally connected economies that added up to an
overall market economy,most strongly and pervasively in the first and second centuries AD
but still continuing in the third and fourth centuries at a lower level of prosperity, which
nevertheless exceeded that of areas beyond the frontiers. Moses Finley’s ideas (1973) of a
mainly subsistence economy in which a relatively restricted elite creamed off the limited
surpluses of a poor peasant mass of small farmers has been substantially modified, not least
thanks to the very extensive developer-funded archaeological activity since 1990. Scholars
such as Temin (2012), Hopkins (1980), and Ward-Perkins (2005) characterise the Roman
economy by describing the huge amount of coinage in circulation, the increasing
marketisation and commercialisation of trade, and specialised bulk production. Products
such as Samian ware and olive oil are examples of mass circulation.

Britannia

Specialised large-scale production also occurred in Britain. To give just three instances:
Purbeck (South Dorset) marble used for a variety of purposes is found throughout southern
England and into the Midlands (Pearson 2006, 109-116); Oxfordshire colour-coated pottery
is found throughout the province (Ward-Perkins 2005, 93); and fine adzes fashioned in the
Weald, Kent, are found from the far north to the south of Britannia (Allen 2007, 354 &
Fig.7.51).

North Somerset

Examples of specialised large-scale production
Of course no doubt the main occupation of North Somerset Roman period inhabitants was
agriculture, although Row of Ashes farmstead (Fowler 1970) suggests this was not
necessarily at subsistence level. Food produce was needed for those, such as the miners of
Mendip, whose main activity did not involve agriculture – and numbers of these, unknown
but not insignificant, existed in North Somerset.

Two enterprises were substantial:
Lead Mining: a major industrial undertaking of supra provincial importance; ingots have
been found along the road to the port of Clausentum (Bitterne , Southampton, Hampshire), in
Gaul, and the lead product has been identified in a tank at Pompeii (Elkington 1976, 188). The
main centre at a town near the modern village of Charterhouse covered an area of at least
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27 ha and perhaps more, as the site has not been fully investigated. Since no field systems
have been found, all food had to be carted in (Elkington 1976, 197) together with much else
ranging from basic necessities to luxuries. Transportation out of the site required animals,
vehicles, repair and maintenance facilities, stabling, drivers, and farriers. It was a busy
important place, even if not dignified enough to rate townwalls (althoughmuch bigger than
the area contained by the walls of Bath).

Salt: the site at St Georges, North Somerset, according to its excavators (Cox and Holbrook
2009, 114), operated at an ‘industrial scale’ and its production did not aim at purely local

Fig. 2: Map to show the importance of Roman salt production in North Somerset. (Courtesy of the Society for the
Promotion of Roman Studies, publisher)
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supply, so ‘some must have been designated for export’. Furthermore this site, along with a
number of other salt production sites in North West Somerset (see fig. 2), comprised one of
the six largest centres of this industry in Britannia (Smith 2017, 195)

Other north Somerset industrial activity worked on a more local level:
Iron mining: especially on Broadfield Down, North Somerset. An iron smelter has been
found just outside nearby Congresbury (Nicholls 2016) and there is evidence of scattered
small scale iron smelting across the whole area (Vince Russett 2018, conversation with
author, 19 June). Iron working has been found at Gatcombe (Branigan 1977,184).

Metal working (smithing): the making and repair of tools and metal equipment is seen as
an important activity in places like Banwell/Winthill, North Somerset (Historic England
2021a) and Gatcombe (Branigan 1977, 125-7).

Stone quarrying: quarries to the west of Dundry village provided yellow oolitic limestone
for Gatcombe, and it was even exported as far as Cardiff for the fort there (Aston and Iles
1986, 66).

Pottery: Many pottery kilns have been found on the south western edge of Congresbury,
North Somerset (Russett 2016). Recently an enigmatic double concentric ringed example has
been excavated. Identifiable Congresbury Ware sherds occur throughout North Somerset
(including Gatcombe) and into South Bristol. Clearly Congresbury did not equal the great
pottery production centres such as South Dorset or Nene Valley in quantity, quality, or
range of distribution, but did provide medium quality products over a radius of up to 20
miles or so (Smith 2018, 195; Rippon 2008).

Goods produced elsewhere came into North Somerset. For example, no local production
centres for glass or ceramic buildingmaterial (e.g. roof tiles and boxflues) are known in this
area. Pottery found at Gatcombe came from a wide area beyond North Somerset (Branigan
1977, 95-96). One can be certain of a considerable inflow of goods.

Some Local Roads in North Somerset

Introduction

Moving goods needs good roads, and where feasible, waterborne transportation. With up to
1000 mmof rain each year, much more on the highlands (especially Mendip) and substantial
areas of potential marsh, dirt tracks could not have offered the effective communications
required for transporting lead, iron, salt, and stone from early in the Roman era. Later,
agricultural produce, pottery, manufactured products such as pewter and goods, and
materials from elsewhere, added to the need.

Thus it is very likely that a network of local, reasonably well-made roads developed over the
centuries. If the Fosse Way near Radstock, not too far away, presented multiple rebuilds to
the excavators, showing heavy continued use long after the initial military phase
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(Davenport 2007, 133), then it is logical to expect the provision of adequate road
construction in North Somerset. Furthermore, the recent discoveries of a metalled track to
the east of Venus Street, Congresbury (Eaton & Flaherty 2019) and also of a metalled track
leading north west from Banwell villa towards Wolvershill Road (one of our proposed
Roman roads), suggest the possibility of more general metalling (Simmonds 2019). We have
been looking for evidence of such roads. Our method of operation has been to identify likely
needed routes between settlements and centres of economic activity, then to discover the
roads that followed these routes.

This paper consciously focuses on ‘local’ roads generated by the local industrial and
agricultural economy. Such roads of course have to be seen as a component of the wider
network of Roman roads, including inter-regional strategic roads (in our region
interconnecting say Gloucester, Cirencester, Bath, Ilchester, Exeter and Caerwent), roads to
ports (SeaMills andCrandon Bridge), to villas, to rural temples, and to signal stations. Which
route a road chooses, and how roads interconnect, will to an extent be dependent upon
which roads were built first; although over the centuries changes to the road network are to
be anticipated. None of these higher levels of the road network will be discussed further
here.

Methodology

One: Identify study area. The first job was to identify a discrete locality for study. We
decided on the approximate area of the North Somerset Council, but adding in some
adjacent parts of the county of Somerset andof Bath and NorthEast Somerset. The boundary
of the study area goes along the coast of the Bristol Channel from the mouth of the River
Avon to that of the River Axe, then along the southern slopes of theMendips as far as Priddy,
then northwards through Chew Valley Lake, Chew Magna, then Pensford, Keynsham, and
around the southern boundary of Bristol to meet the River Avon where it divides from the
floating Harbour opposite Hotwells. The original plan was to include all of Bath and North
East Somerset as far as the Fosse Way, but so far time has not allowed this, and this
somewhat arbitrary chunk of country is sufficient to explore the idea described in the
introduction and the beginning of the discussion.

Two: Identify centres of population and sites of economic activity using HER, excavation
reports, books, and journals, for possible corridors of communications between them.

1: Winthill/Banwell to St Georges

The basic case
A road is to be expected (fig. 3) between Winthill/Banwell (ST 39669 58766) and St Georges
(ST 36803 62772). Winthill was one of four main centres of lead production in the Mendips
and was the site of metalworking. Investigation has been very limited but it has been
suggested that the site may cover a considerable area, perhaps as far south as the river Lox
Yeo (Vince Russett 2018, conversation with author 30 April ). To the north, Banwell has a
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Fig. 3: Proposed route for Road:Winthill/Banwell to St Georges. Roads aremarked as apair of lines parallel to the
road so as not to mask modern features which may fossilise the Roman line. (© Crown copyright and database

rights 2021 OS 100063221)
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substantial number of Roman finds suggesting a further population here, as well as the villa
(North Somerset Historic Environment Record) (fig. 4).

Saint Georges has a settlement (North Somerset HER 4914), although its size is not clear, and
had amajor salt industry described as being ‘of an industrial scale’ and producingmore than
needed locally, so evidently intended for transportation elsewhere (Cox and Holbrook 2009,
144). Other local saltworks combined with St Georges to comprise one of the six main salt
producing concentrations in Britannia (Smith 2017 195) (Brunning and Grove 1998).

Fig. 4: Map to show Roman finds along route of proposed road from Winthill /Banwell to St Georges. (Data
courtesy of Historic Environment Record, North Somerset Council, © Crown copyright and database rights 2021

OS 100063221)
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The route (fig. 3)
Starting from West Street in Banwell (ST 39561 59306), Wolvershill Road provides a
substantial straight stretch as far as Wolvers Hill (ST 38190 60694) from which the modern
road bends from a north west direction towards the north, descends via a small valley and
then crosses the M5. Projecting a continuation of the straight stretch before the bend, at
first its line is covered without trace by houses and gardens and is then interrupted by the
M5, but beyond this the line is picked up by a length of Summer Lane (ST 37663 61314)
proceeding roughly north west. Where this Lane turns at right angles to meet Wolvershill
Road, the line continues as a bridleway path, with a ditch on one side and the Blind Yeo
Rhyne on the other (ST37626149). At one point, the width measures 5 m which seems to be
maintained throughout, satisfactory inasmuch as being similar to some known roads such
as Akeman Street. At the northern end, Churchlands Way crossing it obliquely brings the
bridleway to an end (ST 37137 61783), but the line is continued by a straight unnamed
tarmac path accompanied by the Blind Yeo Rhyne on its eastern side (ST 3711 6189). After a
while the tarmac path becomes a minor road retaining the direction, in marked contrast to
the winding roads of modern suburban development on either side. Reaching the A370, an
underpass takes the line beyond this and then continues as Summer Lane and Summer Lane
North until further progress is lost at the New Bristol road (ST 36292 62583). This latter
stretch north of the A370 becomes a little less direct where perhaps it follows the
requirements of modern housing development, especially an apparent aversion to straight
lines.

Conclusion
There seems to be considerable circumstantial evidence for suggesting this as a possible
Roman road, particularly in terms of connecting two significant places, its directness, and
the environment of Roman finds along its route. It is suggested that the accumulation of
evidence builds to a near certainty, but this can only be resolved by archaeological
investigation of a part or parts of the line of the postulated Roman road itself.

Further work
Archaeological investigation of the postulated road by excavation or geophysics (following
professional advice), where appropriate.

Exploration of several apparent routes emanating from the road e.g. Cooks Lane (ST 39266
59696), and the line of hedgerows proceeding north from Wolvershill Batch on the tithemap
(ST 37893 61318). This would involve examination of old maps, e.g. the Tithe map, and site
visits.

A better understanding is needed of the St Georges Roman settlement which is only briefly
mentioned in the North Somerset HER.

2: The Iwood Road

The case for this road is that it links the iron mining area of Broadfield Down with areas to
the south-west and especially the metalworking small town of Winthill. It has been
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suggested in the past that the road north of Iwood Manor enters the mining area via Ball
Wood (ST 45717 64033) but goes no further. However this seems unlikely for several reasons:
firstly, although the road fits the idea of linking two sites of significant economic activity, it
is to be expected that an apparently important road would extend to another town.
Secondly, if iron ore transportation is a major function, then routes are to be expected in
other directions, for example towards Gatcombe (ST 52732 69794) (compare the Weald iron
mining area, where roads go south towards the English Channel and north towards London).

The route (fig. 5)
The first section to be considered comprises a long line of hedgerows south of the B3133
Congresbury to Churchill Road, starting opposite the south end of Iwood Lane (ST 4520 6216)
and continuing its line at the southwest end until the line of hedgerows ends (ST 4396 6078)
amid fields without obvious extension. Possibilities exist further on to the south west such
as Duck Street (ST 43435 60352), especially at its northern end and where it becomes a
bridleway. This has not yet been explored, but its direction clearly points to Winthill. The
long line of hedgerows is a significant feature in the countryside – all the more so because
the parish boundary accompanies it all the way, and none of the eight hedgerows meeting it
on one side, and nine on the other, continue across it – suggesting that it is an old feature in
the countryside. Roughly halfway along the hedgerow bends slightly (ST 4490 6140); the fact
that the two arms continue in a straight line from the bend further argues its significance as
a feature rather than being random.

The next section around Iwood Manor is complex (see fig. 6, based upon the 1840s tithe
map). The line continues north of the B3133 along Iwood Lane (ST 45224 62153), still
accompanied by the parish boundary until the latter bends slightly east away from the lane
(ST 45325 62747) and proceeds through a field. The parish boundary descends the slope and
on meeting a palaeochannel (ST 45414 62910) of the Congresbury Yeo river, turns abruptly
to the east to follow the channel until it meets the current course of the river. It is proposed
that the parish boundary follows the line of the Roman road as far as the palaeochannel.
There is nothing in the first field now to suggest a road but on the 1840 Tithe map,where the
parish boundary diverges from Iwood Lane, it is accompanied for a short distance by the
stub of a lane which stops in the field (ST 45345 62759), then is continued by a hedgerow
until itmeets a hedgerow at right angleswhich presumably follows the palaeochannel to the
east. A later early OS map merely shows a line of trees and hedgerow. Today the parish
boundary shows on the map merely as an indicative line of dots in fields. Where the line of
the proposed road crosses the palaeochannelwould be an excellent place to look for a bridge
or ford. Between this point and the river, a linear depression continues the line (ST 45415
62933). Northof the river as it crosses ground through the curtilageof IwoodManor, Yatton,
Congresbury, Claverham and Cleeve Archaeological Research Team (YCCCART) – a North
Somerset volunteer group experienced in using geophysics equipment, found, on the line,
geophysics indication of two parallel ditches (ST 45479 63050) (Russett 2012). North of the
Manor, the old OSmap shows a line of trees that merges into the line of Iwood Lane, carrying
the line to a minor road (ST 45550 63605) between Congresbury and Wrington.

The next section goes up through the woods of the southern flank of Broadfield Down.
Initially, the proposed line is continued on the north side of the Wrington Road by a
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metalled path (ST 4563 6380) past a quarry, and then bends to the right (north-easterly) to
ascend a small shallow valley through Ball Wood (ST 45716 63999). The OS map shows the
public right-of-way on this course as swinging from one side of the valley to the other but
the actual footpath proceeds with short sections of straight path, bending slightly but
keeping a steady overall direction up the hill, much as you might expect of a Roman road
ascending a slope. Near the top, the gradient slackens and the pathwidens to a long straight
track now about 5m across, fashioned as a terrace along the side of a slight transverse slope.
Along the side of the track where it cuts into the slope, a line of stone blocks appears as if to
act as a kerb or a revetment (ST 4590 6413). At the top, the track bends slightly to the east
and descends the north side of the ridge by a fairly easy oblique route (ST 46110 64452) until

Fig. 5: Proposed route for road: Broadfield Down to Winthill/Banwell via Iwood Manor (referred to as the “Iwood
road”). Roads are marked as a pair of lines parallel to the road so as not to mask modern features which may

fossilise the Roman line. (© Crown copyright and database rights 2021 OS 100063221)
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it meets a small private tarmac road (ST 46272 64524) leading to a house called Woolmers (ST
45924 64557).

Conclusion
The geophysics results to the north and south of the Iwood Manor building obtained by
YCCCART is strong evidence for the existence of this road. Similarly there is a large body of
circumstantial indications. Above all it is predicated upon a premise that roads link towns

Fig. 6: Area around Iwood Manor from 1840s tithe map, showing course of proposed road from Broadfield Down
to Winthill /Banwell. (Tithe map ©South West Heritage Trust)
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or centres of economic activity; in this case between Winthill and the iron mining on
Broadfield Down and further to Gatcombe.

Only one Roman era discovery is known near this road, but it is significant. Just to the west
(ST 4522 6320) of the line, around Iwood farm, Roman coins and pottery and geophysics
evidence of structures have been found together with a probable track leading to the road
just north of Iwood Manor (North Somerset Historic environment record MNS8994;
Bedingfield 1996, 9). A little further to the west are the kilns that produced Congresbury
Ware.

Why did the road pass by these sites rather than include them in its course? It may be that
the lead working at Winthill began quite early after the Roman invasion (as the
Charterhouse exploitation certainly did) and that the iron mining on Broadfield Down also
started early and perhaps had been in existence before the arrival of the Romans. A first
century link between the two is therefore a reasonable assumption. However the
Congresbury Ware industry did not get into its stride until the late second century.

3: Gatcombe to Portus Abonae

This road has long been proposed (e.g. Branigan 1977, 70) and is to be expected as a link
between two towns: Sea Mills, Bristol (Portus Abonae) (ST 55191 75866) and Gatcombe,
Somerset (Fig. 7).

The proposed course will be described in four sections:

(A). Gatcombe to the top of Ashton Hill (ST 52579 70826).

(B). Ashton Hill to Abbots Leigh (ST 53793 73854).

(C). Abbots Leigh.

(D). Abbots Leigh to the River Avon (ST 54931 75248).

A). Starting from Smisson’s proposed gateway in the north-west corner of Gatcombe’s walls
(ST 52540 69965) (Smisson and Groves 2010, 300), the first appearance is just north of the
north-west gate as a terrace about 5 m wide at the side of a slope descending from east to
west. It is then lost in undergrowth for a few metres, emerging as a clear low agger running
to the north (ST 52543 70120), a direction it maintains to the top of Ashton Hill. To the west
it falls away to a small valley, whilst on the east, after a small dip at the side of the road
presumably delineating a ditch, the ground rises sharply. Further up it becomes a flattish
terrace without a ditch to the east, then resumes its low agger shape before entering the
trees of Ashton Hill plantation (ST 5252 7025). Immediately within the wood, confused
terrain results from quarrying, but a section of agger can be seen on the line. After a short
while, a continuous terrace is cut into the side of the small valley. Where it reaches a large
modern engineered forestry track (ST 5251 7045) at right angles, it is completely lost, but
emerges to the north of it as a low agger immediately to the east of a boundary wall (ST
52562 70451). It proceeds to the top of the hill where the ground flattens and then vanishes
in modern playing fields.
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B). There are no clues either from oldmaps or from Google Earth, nor from modern OS as to
what happens from the top of Ashton Hill Plantation. If the line is projected to continue
northwards it comes to Failand farm (ST 52701 72459). Keith Gardner in the course of his
archaeological investigation at Abbots Leigh (see next section) projected the line of the road
he had found there back in a south westerly direction as far as Failand farm (ST5267472512)
(Gardner 1998,29 ). Here it could meet with the northward projecting line from Gatcombe.
Between his site on Abbots Leigh and Failand Farm there are three features, a hedge row (ST
5375 7388), a line in a field (ST 5375 7388), a footpath (ST 5295 7269) with gaps in between

Fig. 7: Proposed road between Gatcombe and SeaMills. Also, possible roads A) Gatcombe and Seamills via Clifton,
B) possible route to Portbury, C) part of road between Gatcombe andClevedon. (© Crown copyright and database

rights 2021 0S 100063221)
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and all on the same line, the line of the projected Road. It is suggested that coincidence is
improbable and that they illustrate the line of the road proposed by Gardner.

C). Keith Gardner’s excavations of a Romano British site on the western corner of Sandy
Lane and the A369 in Abbots Leigh (ST 53809 73832) revealed a section of Roman road which
he proposed was part of a road fromGatcombe to Sea Mills (ibid.). The dating was confirmed
by Romano British pottery.

(D). Gardner proposed that the road he had excavated in Abbots Leigh went towards the
riverbank opposite Sea Mills. His evidence was ‘a straight dark line running north east to
Abone’ (ST 5440 67 5139), visible in an aerial photograph (Historic England, CPE/UK/2472, 9-
MAR-1948,frame 3003). However the line does not reach the river bank. Of course it might
have been destroyed by ploughing or landmanagement, covered by silt as it approaches the
river bank, or become less visible because of underlying geology

Tim Richards, a member of the North Somerset Roman road project, has suggested another
possibility after looking carefully at LiDAR images. His line, coming from Abbots Leigh,
passes LeighCourt to the south east, proceeds along a level terrace about 4 to 5m wide above
Paradise Bottom near the top on its north west side (ST 54452 74780), then descends by an
oblique terrace to reach the level of the stream of the Bottom near the River Avon (ST 5490
7525). At this point it is upstream of Sea Mills. Either the road proceeded downstream along

Fig. 8: Agger looking south towards Gatcombe, proposed road between Gatcombe and Sea Mills. (Photographed
by the author)
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the bank until it was opposite the Roman town, or the point where the stream of Paradise
Bottom enters the Avon. Perhaps a dock was fashioned for a ferry; since the Avon is tidal at
this point, awkward loads could be easily carried up or down the stream according to which
way the tide was flowing. Of course there might have been a bridge; the Avon here is tidal
but there was one on the tidal Thames at London. If this road was important, connecting
Gloucester, Sea Mills, Gatcombe and Ilchester, then a bridge is to be expected.

Conclusion
The first point is the intrinsic likelihood of a road communication between Gatcombe and
Sea Mills. Secondly there are two locations of certainty. One is the short stretch
immediately north of Gatcombe up the field and through Ashton Hill plantation; although
this has not been proved by excavation or geophysics, the combination of aerial
photography, fieldwork and LiDAR analysis (Mike Haken 2021, conversation with author, 23
March) is conclusive. The other is the excavation by Keith Gardner in Abbots Leigh. Putting
these three things together creates a case for certainty.

The Legal and Administrative Position

In the introduction the phrase ‘local metalled road’ was used, implying that these were
somehow different from ‘major roads’. In fact Rome did delineate different classes of roads,
as described in de Condicionibus Agrorum by the land surveyor Siculus Flaccus (146L,
translation in Laurence 1999, 51-61), probably writing in the 2nd century AD:

‘Public roads (viae publicae) constructed at state expense, bear the names of their builders and
are under the charge of the managers of roads (curatores viarum), who have the work done
by contractors’. (Laurence 199, 59)

‘…local roads (viae vicinales), which after branching from the main highway (via publica), go
off across the country and often lead to other highways (viae publicae). They are built and
maintained by the pagi (villages/local communities) who usually see that the landowners
provide the workforce….over their land’.

Both of these were public roads open to all. Another class of road, the via privata or
diverticulum privatum (private road), went through private estates and typically connected
villas to a via publica or via vicinalis.

Although there is no evidence that Siculus Flaccus came to Britain or knew about Britain,
imperial law applied throughout the Empire so it is reasonable to suppose that the above
applied to Britain.

The object of the North Somerset Roman road project is to discover viae vicinales serving
local industrial activity and small towns. They link with the viae publicae (a) Bath to SeaMills
Road, (b) Charterhouse to Winchester Road, and perhaps to the Fosse Way (we have not
investigated the neighbourhood of the latter as yet).
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It is possible that a Via Publica may be discovered in North Somerset, most logically from
Gatcombe and/or Charterhouse to the south, and north from Charterhouse to Sea Mills.

The way a via vicinalis was brought into being derived from the provisions of the Lex
Provinciae (Law of the Province) which was a legal framework that laid down the
administrative regions of a new province and defined relationships between the various
organs of government, including the civitates and the provincial governor (Crawford 1998).
The following example is taken from the Lex Tarentina (1139-42 Laurence 1999, 53), a charter
for the southern Italian city of Tarentum which includes specific arrangements for viae
vicinales in typically Roman careful legal phrasing and details local responsibilities and
powers: –

‘Whatever roads, ditches or drains a quadruumvir, duumvir or aedile (executive officials) on
behalf of thatmunicipium shall wish publicly to be constructed, to insert, to change, to build or
to pave within those boundaries (of the city and territory) which shall belong to the
municipium, whatever of it may be done without damage (to private individuals) it is lawful for
him to do that.’

A Lex Provinciae can reasonably be expected to have existed for Britannia, but one has not
survived. It is certain that local administrative districts, the civitates (such as the Dobunni),
were set up, managed by executive officers such as the aediles or duumvirs mentioned in the
Lex Tarentina above) which had an assembly or Council (an ordo) comprising members of
local wealthy citizens (Decurions). Just one record of such an individual survives in Britain,
that being of Marcus Ulpius Januarius, aedile of Petuaria, civitas capital of the Parisi (now
Brough on Humber in the East Riding of Yorkshire), (Halkon 2013, 133; RIB 707) but this
establishes that the systemwas probably the same across the empire. It is proposed that the
ordo of the civitates as well as having to maintain its lengths of the viae publicae, also had
powers to instigate viae vicinales within their administrative area.

A number of motivations could be in play. Landowners and commercial operators, the kind
of people who might be Decurions, or associated with them, had an interest in securing good
communications to move their produce (the same kind of people who promoted and served
on the Turnpike trusts in the 18th century). Also, inasmuch as these people were already
buying, literally, into the Roman way of life in terms of clothes, language, buildings, and so
forth, it is conceivable that they might wish to emulate, on a local basis, the great roads that
strode across the countryside. They might want to curry favour with the powers that be and
so protect the privileges to which they had become accustomed. An individual might want
to fund part of a road for personal reasons, for example

‘....cuius mater Geminia Sabina ob honorem eius tria milia passuum ex decreto Decurionum
repraesentata pecunia stravit’ (ILS 5878)

‘...his mother Geminia Sabina in his memory (he had died) with prompt payment laid
out 3 miles of road ratified by decree of the Decurions.’
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Construction

How are we to recognise the local Roman roads, the viae vicinales of North Somerset? What
characteristics should we be looking for? If built by or under the supervision of the Roman
army, then we could hope for such classic clues as an agger or ramrod straight stretches. A
military origin is highly likely for the major roads on three sides of North Somerset: the
Fosse Way, the Bath to Sea Mills Road, and the Charterhouse to Winchester Road: all have
these classic major Roman road characteristics. However there is little trace of the military
in North Somerset; just a fortlet within the Iron age hillfort of Cadbury Camp near Clevedon
Papworth 2001), and the two small forts at Charterhouse (Aston and Iles 1986, 53) and
Banwell (Historic England 2021d), both near lead mining and probably with particular
regard to silver extraction, and these did not last long (the Charterhouse fort probably
became a secure storage compound). In any case all military establishments throughout the
Southwest were decommissioned and abandoned within 30 or 40 years of the original
invasion landing in AD 43 (Bishop 2014, 57). A complication comes from a suggestion by
Keith Gardner of an imperial pagus in the area (Gardner 2004). The writer of this paper has
no knowledge of Imperial estates elsewhere in the locality, but it is conceivable that there
could be some military input to communications especially around the exploitation of
natural resources. However, it seems unlikely that the army would expend resources on a
short haul local basically commercial network when the advance north and into Wales
required ever more forts and new fortresses and the long-range strategic roads to serve
them. So the assumption will be made that the local roads of North Somerset were
constructed as viae vicinales to serve local commercial needs. The next question is what
might this look like on the ground? If the local civitas was paying for this for their own
economic transportation interests, a road is to be expected that is engineered to take
wheeled traffic as well as ridden mounts or pedestrian traffic.

The first requirement is drainage ditches on both sides, especially needful in a rainy part of
England, and a surface between them rising up from each side to a central higher level to
facilitate run-off (but this does not mean lofty aggers which are more the result of frequent
rebuilds than anything else).

The next requirement is a durable surface; there is no point in investing in the rest of the
engineering if dirt becomes mud every time it rains, with ruts breaking up the surface.
Metalled minor roads that are not long-range state roads have been found e.g. at ‘Moreton
on Lugg, a metalled track way or minor road links the site to Watling Street’ (Brindle 2016,
299), and we have some examples locally in North Somerset: the metalled track among the
pottery kilns east of Venus Street, Congresbury; the metalled track leading Northwest from
Banwell Villa (probably a diverticulum); a cobbled trackway (Woodside Avenue, Hutton,
MNS798); and a possible metalled track (west end of Tickenham, MNS512).

Next, directness between destination endpoints, which does not necessarily imply very long
straight stretches, although these can certainly occur wherever topography is suitable; after
all getting to your destination as quickly as possible is usually a transportation virtue, and
animal drawn vehicles negotiate bends less easily than modern vehicles.
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Next, width. Widths of the metalled area of viae publicae vary widely, as does the depth of
metalling. The average width for Watling Street is 10.1 m, whereas for the Fosse Way it is
half that at 5.3 m, while the average from 488 excavated sites split the difference to just
under 7 m (Davies 2002, 75). For viae vicinales this paper expects them to be at least wide
enough for a wagon drawn by two animals; they could be oxen, needing quite a space. This
would seem to be 3 to 4 m, and for two vehicles to pass (a requirement for viae publicae,
Laurence 1999, 58; Chevallier 1976,16) 5 m at least is necessary. Therefore from 3 to 5m for
viae vicinales is expected.

Finally, evidence of deliberate engineering, such as terraces, zigzags, cuttings. Roads
between the end of the Roman era and the beginning of turnpikes did not routinely exhibit
these characteristics.

Who might have surveyed, planned, and managed the construction of viae vicinales? It is
hard to imagine that skilled legionary engineers were routinely deployed for this purpose in
the peaceful south far from their bases. Roman practice tended towards outsourcing and in
Italy contractors were normally hired for road working (Laurence 1999,40, 41, 46). It is
conceivable that in the early days retired legionary experts might come from the Coloniae of
Colchester and then Gloucester. In time experienced professional contractors were needed,
not just for the routine maintenance and occasional reconstruction of the viae publicae, but
also for the networks of viae vicinales. Proper roads, as opposed to trackways, require
professional and skilled expertise.

Discussion

This paper is an idea rather than a conclusion. It brings together a number of contributing
propositions. These, taken together, support the idea of a local network of sub strategic
roads, viae vicinales, which served the needs, especially economic, of a local area, specifically
in this case the north of Somerset. The following comments support either the notion of viae
vicinales, local roads, or their connection with local proposed economic needs.

There was sufficient economic activity to warrant a transportation network. Two major
industries, lead and salt, certainly produced more than necessary for local consumption.
Broadfield Down iron, Congresbury pottery, and Dundry stone ,all provide examples of
specialised outputs supplying more than a very localised area. How much agriculture
contributed to the need for transportation is unclear. To judge by the Row of Ashes
farmstead (Fowler 1970) it was possible to make a good living and so arguably produce a
surplus, as presumably also did the villas. It is a reasonable speculation that industrial
workers would need food supply. No field systems have been found near Charterhouse so
provision was necessary.

These activities were in some cases definitely associated with small towns. Small towns in
Roman Britain usually involved industrial and commercial activity and rarely contained the
non-commercial public buildings typical of the major cities. It is a guiding principle of this
project that roads go to and so connect centres of population and sites of economic activity.
Two proposed small towns, Winthill and Gatcombe, and one definite, Charterhouse, existed
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in North Somerset. All of them, as a crude guide, were larger in terms of hectares than the
walled area of Bath (10 ha, Cunliffe et al 1985, 9-11) and similar to the regionally important
towns of Ilchester (14 ha, Wacher 1975, 408) and Caerwent (18 ha, Wacher 1975, 382) all of
which are very well served by transport links.

There has in the past often been the idea that all Roman roads were primarily constructed
and used by the military and by the state apparatus e.g. the cursus publicus (the state
communications service) rather than significant amounts of commercial traffic. However it
seems unlikely that the military had anything to do with a purely local network, with the
area’s three small forts going out of commission in the AD70s when all military occupation
in the Southwest came to an end and the troops moved elsewhere, apparently never to
return. The popular idea of legionaries tramping along Roman roads, rather than
commercial traffic would not have presented itself in this part of the country. Military
expertise for planning andmanaging road construction could no doubt be had by employing
retired officers, especially from the Colonia at Gloucester. However in time it seems much
more likely that roadwork maintenance was undertaken by commercial contractors as was
the case in Italy (Laurence 1999, 46); outsourcing was a common trait of Roman
administration. Skilled workers or slaves would be a much better bet than occasional
voluntary or forced unskilled labour: roadwork required expertise. Maintenance would
provide regular work given such a plethora of roads. And maintenance was needed as
demonstrated by examples such as the Fosse Way at Clandown where multiple layers were
buried, including buried, rutted and worn top surface levels, showing the need for repeated
repair including complete rebuilds (Davenport 1990, 131-133). This also points to the volume
of traffic using these roads, especially commercial traffic which could entail loads of
significant weight.

It is suggested that the creation and maintenance of a local road network was in the interest
of the local well-to-do. Not only did Rome outsource roadworks, it also outsourced local
government, allowing and encouraging local native elites to run the local area (the civitas)
in exchange for assuming local responsibilities and devoting some of their wealth towards
civic projects. The Tarentine Charter shows us that this delegation could include local roads,
viae vicinales. There is very little evidence of the activity of the councils and their executive
officers (ordines and duumviri) in Britannia, but it is a reasonable proposition to posit that a
local road such as the one suggested between Saint Georges and Winthill came under the
authority of the Ordo and Decurions of the Civitas and would not be the concern of the
province governor, unless things went wrong, especially the management of finance. Since
the Ordo would comprise the well to do, local landowners, prosperous farmers, and owners
of commercial enterprises, it is reasonable to suppose that good communications were in
their interest (much as was true of the Turnpike Trusts of the 18th century). And helping to
fund them fell within the culture of funding of civic projects by the rich whichwas expected
of them and which provided opportunities for self-promotion (for involvement of local
duumviri and ordines in local roads, see Laurence 1999, 52-4) and perhaps pleasure and pride
in serving their community. Certainly pride in the provision of local roads existed in Italy
(Laurence 1999, 62).
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So far in this discussion the general terms ‘communications’ and ‘transportation’ have often
been used, with a clear emphasis on roads. However it would be a mistake to ignore the part
played by water transport, whether by river or by sea. There are no major rivers in North
Somerset, but three, the Congresbury Yeo, the Banwell, the Axe, could have taken light river
traffic. The Yeo might have carried Congresbury Ware and other local products.
Wemberham Villa was well-placed for river traffic and the Congresbury pottery kilns were
situated near the river with the recently discovered trackway apparently directed towards
it (Wessex Archaeology 2021b). Lead might have been taken down the Cheddar Gorge to be
loaded on barges on the river Axe, although a destination is not clear as South Wales has
plenty of lead including galena (Smith 2017, 194), and up the Severn does not seem viable as
again leadwas mined in theMidlands (ibid.). Of course it might have gone up the River Avon
to Bath but strangely, Congresbury Ware did not, also not appearing at Portishead or Sea
Mills. Congresbury Ware did get to Crandon Bridge, a Roman port on the River Parrett but
not upriver to Ilchester (Rippon 2008, 51).

Obviously some products had to be carried by road; Charterhouse and Priddy lead, and
Dundry Stone came from locations situated on hills. And the most feasible way for
Broadfield Down iron to arrive at the metalworks in Gatcombe was by road: presumably
Broadfield Down iron ore travelled to Winthill by the Iwood road. Although useful for some
cargoes and some routes, rivers did not always conveniently go where trade needed to go,
either at all or by circuitous routes. Generally, well-made all-weather roads proved more
reliable and flexible when rivers suffered flood or drought, and the sea could be unkind to
traffic. Roads therefore have had an important part to play.

A problem with the notion of road transportation as economically viable is its cost. Cioffi
even went so far as to talk of ‘prohibitive cost’ (Cioffi 2016, see section titled ‘getting
connected: Roman infrastructure and Roman connectivity’). If it were to be the case that
cost made road transportation prohibitive, then local roads would not have been needed for
local freight. It is often still an assumption, presented as if no justification is needed, that
cost killed significant transportation of freight by road. How then to explain the Vindolanda
letter talking of a 100 km road freight journey from Catterick (RIBOnline 2021), or the 70 km
from the La Graufesenque potteries of south Gaul to the nearest rivers? (Lewit 2013, 117; also
see p116 ‘in spite of emphasis by many modern scholars on the importance of river routes
to military markets, pottery operators seem to have been surprisingly oblivious to this
supposed advantage’). Laurence accepts that carriage of goods by road is much more
expensive than by water but argues that profitability, not cost, is the key factor. If people
can afford and arewilling to pay the cost of a service, then therewill be nothing ‘prohibitive’
about providing that service (Laurence 1999, 95 and chapter 7 generally) and the same
applies to goods movement now as then. Part of the extra cost of land transport will be
defrayed by its much greater reliability, convenience, reach, and flexibility (again, as is the
case today). Laurence compares early 18th century Britain when land transport using
draught animals also cost a great deal more than water transport yet saw an explosion in
construction and use of new roads, spurred on by landowners and industrialists wanting to
move their products in an efficient manner (Laurence 1999,100).
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It is sometimes objected that Roman road transport was too slow and cumbersome to be of
much economic value. This is to confuse the lumbering, solidwooden-wheeled, rough, oxen-
drawn carts used in the fields and countryside tracks (See Fig. 9) with freight wagons
running on spoked iron-rimmed wheels, pulled by horses and mules, sometimes sporting
covered tops, and differentiated by task (See Fig. 10). Speed of the latter is unknown;
virtually all data refer to passenger traffic, for example a raeda (a passenger vehicle) could
cover 100 miles in a day on good roads (Suetonius, Div. Jul. 57). In Italy passenger traffic was
so common that Guilds of cisiarii (passenger vehicle drivers) have been evidenced widely.
The one detailed freight costing from rural Italy in 160 BC (Cato, de agricultura 22.3, discussed
in Lawrence 1999, 95-7) does not help; it gives a speed of 8 miles per day but describes an
abnormal load (a dismantled mill), drawn by oxen on agricultural carts and not necessarily
on made roads. This example has strangely been made amain source for calculating freight
wagon speed and costs (eg Yeo 1946).

Laurence (1999, 147) tells us that a system of agricultural trade over long distance can be
seen to be embedded in the literature and was a key reason for the improvement of the road
surface, but it must always be remembered that Laurence is talking about Italy; it is
reasonable to propose that at least some of what he says can be extrapolated for provincial
Britannia, but surely not at the same level and sophistication as in Italy. An interesting

Fig. 9: Fragment of a sarcophagus lid fromLazio, Rome, showing the transport ofwine into a townusing anoxcart
with unspoked wheels ©The Trustees of the British Museum, reproduced under a CC BY-NC-SA 4.0 license.
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example of the possibilities from modern times is afforded by the regular traffic of 40 ton
loads of borax drawn by a 20-mule team over 165 miles for 10 days in the late 19th century
in the USA; it was a costly operation but profitable because the borax was expensive and
rare, giving a good example that profitability is the key factor, not simply cost (US Borax
2021). A good example, demonstrating long-distance heavy-load carriage from the Roman
world, but without cost data or transport details, is provided by massive stone single-piece
columns of rare stone transported over scores of kilometres from remote quarries in the
eastern Egyptian desert (Pearson 2006, 80).

Another problematic issue for the commercial use of Roman roads derives from the number
of steep gradients. The writer of this paper is not aware of evidence suggesting how this
issue was addressed in Roman times, but it does not seem credible that the idea of enlarging
the haulage teams did not occur to anyone at the time. It is what was done in the Turnpike
era and is still done todaywith locomotives on challenging railway gradients. On busy roads,
no doubt a mutatio (a draught animal provision station) was at hand to turn a useful profit
for the owners. Certainly there were challenging slopes on Roman roads, for example Birdlip
Hill on the Cirencester to Gloucester Road at the Cotswold edge, which remained in use
during Turnpike times and did not deter traffic despite gradients of one in eight and briefly
one in five (Davies 2002, 81).

Besides freight traffic, other users involving an economic aspect could be seen travelling on
these roads. Certainly the Imperial post (although perhaps not so much on minor roads) and
the well-to-do travelling in their carriages to their estates or to town. Chevallier says the
Metamorphoses of Apuleius (admittedly a work of fiction) suggests a very mobile society;

Fig. 10: Part of a 2nd century AD relief from a Roman villa site in Freiberg, Germany, showing a wagon drawn by
3 horses carrying an item sometimes interpreted as a wicker chair or a stone block. © Landesmuseum

Württemberg, reproduced under CC BY 4.0 license.
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the hero, Lucius, is made to say that he is proceeding to Thessalia (Northern Greece) on
business and is trading in honey, cheese, and other foodstuffs used by innkeepers all over
Thessalia (Chevallier 1976, 22-24). This chimes with the salesmen sent out along the 18th
century turnpike roads to promote and sell Josiah Wedgwood’s products in an era when
modern advertising methods of commercial products by literature, broadcast media and
internet werenot available (Pawson 1979, 96); the same considerations applied in the Roman
world.

Chevallier suggests a whole throng of road users (Chevalier 1976, 202-3): business travellers,
itinerant craftsmen, gangs of seasonal agricultural workers, theatre performers, the sick
going to healing places (such as Bath), pilgrims to sacred places (such as Pagans Hill,
Wiltshire), road workers, even tourists such as Pliny the elder pursuing scientific
observation (Pliny, Natural History) or Pausanias researching his description of interesting
places (Pausanias, Description of Greece). All these users implied economic activity; even
mere tourists required inns, and often transportation with its servicing costs. An inscription
from Aesernia (Italy) nicely illustrates this point: copo, computemus. habes vini sextarium unum,
panem, assem unum; pulmentar asses duos. Convenit. Puellam asses octo. Et hoc convenit. Faenum
mulo , asses duo. Iste mulusme ad factum dabit. ‘Innkeeper, let us settle up.One measureof wine,
and bread, one ass, stew, two asses. Agreed. The girl eight asses. That too is agreed. Fodder
for the mule, two asses. The animal will take me to my destination.’

Conclusion

Taking into consideration the apparent quality of construction and the potential level of
economic activity of the North Somerset area, it seems reasonable to propose that the area
was served by a network of local roads, viae vicinales, as well as waterborne transportation
where appropriate.

Appendix: Other Possible North Somerset Local Roads

4. Congresbury to Broadfield Down

The case for this road is that it led from one area of economic activity in Congresbury (ST
44048 63535) to another on Broadfield Down and then on towards Gatcombe (Fig. 11). On the
Down was iron mining; at Congresbury, various works including a pottery described by
Wessex Archaeology as ‘large scale industrial activity’ (2021b), with geophysics indicating
many kilns widespread around Venus Street, Congresbury (ST 44605 62854). There is also
evidence for an iron smelter, and a corn dryer (ST 44557 64016). Clearly workers were
needed for these activities although where they lived, or even whether there was a
settlement, is not known. It is nevertheless generally accepted that there was a settlement
somewhere in the Congresbury area. The road may have gone no further than Broadfield
Down, but it is suggested that after being joined by the Iwood Road it continued in an
approximately north of east direction to Gatcombe.
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The route (Fig. 11)
The postulated route follows a track and a small private tarmac road. An overall East-West
direction is maintained but the course is somewhat winding. It may be that in later years its
importance declined and, as happens with Roman roads in such circumstances, blockages
were simply circumvented; one such bend can be seen to have abandoned the straight
section which can still be discerned (ST 45382 64464).

Starting from the Congresbury end and near where an iron smelter was discovered recently
near Cobthorn Way (Nicholls 2016), it begins at the Wrington Road next to and winding
around an establishment named Woodlands (ST 44715 64217) (where Roman remains have
been found) whose building may have distorted the course of the track at its start. The
biggest bend in Its course (towards the north) (ST 45622 64507) comes where the track
avoids the head of a steep sided gully. When it arrives at a house called Woolmers , the track
becomes a minor tarmac lane and continues as far as the junction with the road coming up
from Iwood to the south.

Fig. 11: Proposed road from Congresbury to Broadfield Down and on to Gatcombe. Roads are marked as a pair of
lines either side of the road so as not to mask modern features which may fossilise the Roman line. (© Crown

copyright and database rights 2021 0S 100063221)
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5. Broadfield Down to Gatcombe

At ST 45924 64557 the road previously described above (the Congresbury to Broadfield Down
Road) ismet by the road coming up from the south from Iwood andultimately fromWinthill.
A further route (Fig. 11) from this junction as far as Gatcombe to the north-east is very likely
for two reasons. Firstly, a connection between the centres at Winthill and at Congresbury
and the centre at the small town of Gatcombe is to be expected. Secondly, a route between
Broadfield Down with its iron mining activities and Gatcombe with its iron smelting and
smithing works seems obvious.

This route will be described in two sections:

1 From the junction described above in the previous paragraph as far as the eastern edge
of Wrington Warren.

2 From the eastern edge of Wrington Warren as far as Gatcombe.

Section 1, as far as Wrington Warren
From the junction, the proposed route follows the line of the minor tarmac road as far as
Cleeve Hill Road (ST 46950 64631) where, as with the far end, its original course might have
been distorted by subsequent buildings. It is not a classic ridge track, keeping just north of a
steep sided ridge which rises up to 50 m above it (ST 46515 64395) throughout its length. No
evidence of engineering was noticed.

The proposed continuation east of Cleeve Hill road is problematic, but possible. My eye was
caught on the modern OS map by a footpath and right-of-way starting a little north of
Wrington Hill farm (ST 47633 64740) and proceeding in two straight legs joined by a shallow
angled bend to the edge of the woods of Wrington Warren, some way to the north of Abspit
pond (ST 48499 65478). The western end of this path (just north of the farm) is on the same
line as the eastern end of the Woolmers Road, but the two ends are separated by a small
wood and several fields; such gaps (in a straight alignment) are always suggestive of a
Roman road but of course not conclusive. No trace has been found in this intervening gap.
The route starts at an apparently awkward right angles to the line but is in fact negotiating,
by zigzag, a side combe coming up fromGoblin Combe to the farm. The section sloping down
the west side of this side combe (ST 47578 64779) is wide enough for vehicular traffic and is
clearly engineered as a descending terrace, yet seems to serve no current purpose; at the top
of the slope it simply abuts the fence of the field which has a stile at this point (for a right-of-
way from a different direction) but without any trace of a gate or entrance way for the
terraced track. Having executed its sweep across the combe (its bottom end is blocked with
vegetation so is out of use now) it climbs up the opposite side along an engineered ascending
terrace (which is very possibly a modern forestry track) (ST 47664 64794). A right-of-way
leaves this track at nearly right angles (perhaps the top of the eastern side of a zigzag to
address its passage across the gully). It then proceeds up a slope north-east through trees
(ST 47799 64827) but along not the faintest trace of a path, so a direction has to be guessed
at. At first we guessed wrongly because it led to the lip of a precipitously steep slope
plunging down into Goblin Combe, arriving at a point which was clearly off the line.
However, further to the east along the lip, the downward slope becomes less steep and here
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a post signalled the right-of-way (ST 47858 64856) which was immediately lost in dense
undergrowth. However it was possible to see that at the bottom it crosses Goblin Combe
proceeding up a side combe (ST 48011 64922) and continuing along the north east line of the
right-of-way. Where the combe comes to a head and the ground levels out, the path
continues straight north east although while the straightness is encouraging, it is hardly
decisive as an indicator since other tracks in the vicinity are also perfectly straight, created
as part of woodland management. The virtue of its direction was that it was heading
generally for Gatcombe on a line that passes above the heads of various Combes cutting
down into Broadfield Down from thenorth, such as Bourton, Chester, andTaps, and crossing
Brockley Combe where its precipitous slopes to the north have softened somewhat. A
triangle of woodland sticking out towards the airport offered hope for visible continuation
(ST 48753 65589) but nothing decisive has been found.

Section 2, Wrington Warren to Gatcombe
From the eastern edge of Wrington Warren as far as Barrow Court, no further trace or
indication of a continuation towards Gatcombe can be seen in the fields, whether by paths,
rights of way, hedge lines, tracks, modern roads, old parish boundaries, edges of woods, or
other indicators. The fields seem regularly set out as a result of Enclosures.

While there are no general indications of a route across this stretch, a notional line
proceeding in a rough north-easterly direction towards Gatcombe (between the eastern
edge of Wrington Warren and Barrow Court) is crossed by paths and an investigation of one
shows some hope.

At Edson’s Farm (ST 49935 64557), on the North Somerset 1840 pre-enclosure map, a minor
road (long since vanished) is shown proceeding from just north east of the farm up the side
of the hedge row. Dense undergrowth spreading into the field makes investigation difficult,
but near the farm and to the west of the hedge row, a shallow hollowway can be seen, about
5m across. A little further up the field, the hollow way can again be seen. At the top of the
field, the hollow way proceeds a short way through woodland until it meets at right angles
a well engineered ascending terrace (ST 50011 66652) climbing the side of Heall’s Scars, the
northern slope of Brockley Combe. Following this terrace up the slope, at the top it meets
the notional line leading north east towards Barrow Court (where a more definite proposal
starts ). It is certainly an old road since there is no trace of it on the Tithe map or on any
subsequent map and since it is on the notional line between the eastern edge of Wrington
Warren and Barrow Court, it could well be a trace of the road.

At Barrow Court, just opposite its entrance from a minor road, a footpath begins (ST 51673
68354) and extends on a reasonably straight alignment as far as the proposed south gate of
Gatcombe (Fig. 12). The proposed route crosses a field in a roughly north easterly direction,
until it enters the next field along a right-of-way via an odd zigzag (ST 51896 68500). This
must be a modern change, perhaps to avoid the corner of a new copse, because the 19th
century Ordnance Survey map shows a very straight course into and crossing the next field.
Here, sadly, a metalled track has been removed by the farmer (information from the owner
of the old rectory at the edge of the field) although we cannot be sure that it was actually on
the proposed line. At the far end of this latter field, the line enters private property at
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Vicarage cottage (ST 52063 68609) and so the footpath does not continue on the line.
However the footpath resumes on the same alignment on the far side of the private
property, just across theB3130 (ST 52230 687961). The footpath continues the alignment, but
without any evidence of engineering, across the field until it meets the river Land Yeo. On
the far side, the line carries on, crossing a recently laid pipeline at right angles (ST52391
68969). Looking up the pre-works geophysics report, a faint piece of ‘possible archaeology’
with a ‘trending line’ in the right direction for our line was found at the intersection of our
hoped for road and the pipeline (Wessex Archaeology 2016). Through this field no vestige of
a road can be seen but at the far end, and on the line, a hump is visible in the hedgerow

Fig. 12: First section of proposed road south-west from Gatcombe. (© Crown copyright and database rights 0S
100063221)
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which the proposed line meets at right angles. On the far side of this hedgerow, again at
right angles to our proposed line, a minor tarmac lane leads towards Redwood farm. On the
verges on each side of this lane, and on our proposed line (ST 52435 69104), humps can be
seen cut through by the lane, strongly suggesting an interrupted agger (Fig.13). The
footpath andour proposed line continuenorth east on the far side of this lane until it crosses
Colliter’s Way (A4714), on the far side of which a possible flattened agger can just be
discerned (ST 52579 69276). The footpath and our proposed line continue on a straight
North-easterly alignment until meeting the proposed south gate of Gatcombe. This south
gate and a possible road alignment proceeding south-west from it along the footpath had
been proposed by Smisson (Smisson and Groves 2009, 298) as a result of their Geophysical
survey of the Roman town’s south wall.

6. The Charterhouse to Winthill road.

The case
A road is definitely to be expected between these two towns, both as towns and as centres of
the lead industry. However there has never been certainty either as to the route or even its
existence (Margary doubted it). The argument for its existence has centred on the idea that
there ought to be a road between Charterhouse and the Bristol Channel to enable lead to be
exported by sea. The most probable direction is towards the Axe estuary in the Uphill area
(ST 31506 57902), yet nothing comparable to the port at Sea Mills has been found here, or

Fig. 13: Conjectured agger where Redwood Lane cuts through mounds on either side at right angles to the
proposed course of Road Southwest from Gatcombe. (Photographed by author)
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indeed anything else. To complicate matters, a settlement has been discovered by Wessex
Archaeology (Simon Flaherty 2019, conversation with author, 10November) at the coast end
of the top of Bleadon Hill (ST 33298 58061), much too far up the hill to be thought a port, yet
some scattered indications of a road seem to lead towards it from the Winthill direction. In
any case, the excavation has not yet been published so it is unclear how significant this
settlement is. Generally, this paper takes the view that the importance of water
transportation, either by sea or river, has been given greater prominence than is warranted
by the evidence, and no proper commercial and economic model rigorously constructed.
Therefore examining a route for Winthill to the coast has not seemed to be a priority,
whereas the route for Winthill hill to Charterhouse most certainly is.

The route (Fig. 14)
The investigations can be divided into:

Section 1: Charterhouse to Tyning’s farm

Section 2: Tyning’s farm vicinity

Section 3: Rowberrow forest to Lipiatt Lane

Section 4: Lippiatt Lane to Sandford Road.

Section 5: Sandford Road to Winthill

Fig. 14: Proposed road from Charterhouse Roman town toWinthill. Roads are marked as a pair of lines either side
of the road so as not to mask modern features which may fossilise the Roman line. (© Crown copyright and

database rights 2021 0S 100063221)
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Section 1. LiDAR shows a very suggestive line leaving the western edge (ST 50101 56123) of
the Roman town at Charterhouse andmaking for the wood shaving factory (ST 49689 56041),
which interrupts the feature. It reappears on the western side of the factory and closes
diagonally with the Charterhouse Village to Tyning’s Farm road along a hedgerow (ST 49430
56110). When this hedgerow reaches the road, an agger-like feature can be seen a few metres
to the north of and parallel with the road (ST 49210 56068). What happens next is less clear.
An early ordnance survey map shows the line of the road bending back to the north and
crossing a stream upstream from the modern bridge. But this alignment is not repeated on
later maps and no evidence is to hand to verify it. Vince Russett has examined the line of the
stream for signs of an engineered crossing but in vain, so proposes that the line joins the
modern road and crosses the stream at the same place (ST 48939 56058), then following the
same line as the modern road until Tyning’s farm is approached (Vince Russett 2018,
conversation with author, 18 September).

Section 2. It is generally agreed that the line leaves the road before it gets to Tyning’s Farm
and passes the farm a short way to the north. Both the 1761 map of Charterhouse and a
hollow way visible as late as the 1980s indicate a route passing about 50 m north of Tyning’s
farm (ST 47053 56648) and running down the hill towards the current gate into Rowberrow
forest. The road was called ‘Magnum iter’ and the ‘Sewey’ (sea way) in the late 12th century,
and this is the first place since leaving Charterhouse that the sea is indeed visible. Recent
YCCCART work around Tyning’s farm has shown a slight but convincing agger on the
projected line (V Russett 2018, conversation with author, 18 September).

Section 3. The precise route is unclear from the field around the north of Tyning’s Farm
down to the stream of Rowberrow Bottom through the trees. There is a well-made track
leading down towards the stream, though whether this is the line of the road cannot easily
be determined. After awhile the track becomes a path leading down to and along thewater‘s
edge. This appears to have been wider in the past with its edges overgrown, so might be the
line of the road. The stream (ST 45747 57314) is easily forded, after which a track ascends
quite steeply (but not too steep for wagon and draught animals) (Vince Russett 2018,
conversation with author, 17 July) until it reaches Lippiatt Lane at the top of the slope (ST
4553557419). The ascending trackhas anumber of quite large stones embedded,which could
be remains of a foundation layer of the road. Lippiatt Lane continues in a reasonably straight
line and changes name to North Down Lane, until it meets New Road, the main north-south
road through Shipham (ST 44472 57740).

Section 4. On the far side it becomes Broadway, continuing in an overall direct but sinuous
course until it crosses the A38 (ST 43615 58182) and becomes ShiphamLane, equally sinuous.

Section 5. Meeting Sandford Road, it crosses over and proceeds as Ilex Lane (ST 41868
58493), then is lost in the field, but is clearly pointing towards Winthill which is now not far
away. In this field a stretch of linear rubble was identified as the core or foundation of a road
just across from Banwell Garden Centre on the east side of A371 Castle Hill (ST 40820 58557).
Running roughly east and west, it is almost certainly the line of the proposed road (Williams
2007, 153; V Russett 2018, email to author, 10 December). Not far north of the line is Star
Roman villa (ST 43512 58665) and a short way further on is the small Roman fort (ST 40319
58782) (Historic England 2021d).
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Conclusion
There is much imprecision about this route. However, to reiterate the main point made
earlier, a road connection between the Roman towns of Winthill and Charterhouse is to be
expected. The sinuosity is not uncommon with Roman roads which have not survived as
important highways, the two end destinations being no longer centres of population. What
is important is that neither of the two stretches of lanes deviates far from a line drawn
between the ends of each stretch. If there were a road, this is a good candidate for it.

7. Clevedon to Gatcombe

The case
This is a more speculative proposition. The rationale for it is first, the probability of a link
between a likely settlement at Clevedon and the town at Gatcombe, secondly, the existence
of a possible route along the Failand Ridge; and thirdly, a range of Roman era finds along its
route.

However, the evidence does not allow more than the word ‘likely’ for the settlement at
Clevedon. Scatters of coins (not apparently hoards) and pottery in at least four different
spots in Clevedon suggest more than a simply rural landscape. The discovery of what was
thought to be a road with associated Roman pottery near All Saints Church in the east of
Clevedon provides a possible communications link (North Somerset historic environment
record MNS483). If the evidence for the road is acceptable and is aligned towards Clevedon,
then some kind of population centre seems a reasonable assumption. However all these
finds occurred in the 19th century and the writer of this paper is not aware of any
discoveries made since. Prima facie the existence of a population centre, however modest,
seems feasible even if only a fishing settlement.

It may be that this is a pre-Roman route way which continued in use during the Roman era.

The route (Fig. 15)
The beginning might be the possible Roman trackway, east of Strawberry hill, (Beale 1906,
MNS483) (ST 41653 71752).

This might connect with a trackway that starts above on Court Hill to the east (ST 41916
71831). There are well-made zigzagging tracks up the hillside connecting the two, but the
suspicion must be that these, or at least some of them, could be for vehicles from Clevedon
Court; they may be leisure drives since there is in modern times a perfectly good road along
the south of the ridge into Clevedon. But there is a feasible route to the bottom which may
have pre-existed any carriage drives. Where it reaches the bottom near All Saints Church,
on the western side of the valley (ST 41500 71797) the 1840 Tithe map shows a path
ascending obliquely up the steep slope of Strawberry Hill and proceeding on to Dial Hill (ST
40976 71819), where a settlement might have existed.
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From the top of Court Hill above Clevedon Court, a path proceeds east along the top of the
ridge (ST 43006 72117) until the M5 interrupts its course. Beyond the deep cutting of the M5
the line is continued as a track, again following the ridge top (ST 44638 72315) until just
beyond Cadbury camp hillfort (ST 45152 72139). Here it becomes Cadbury Camp Lane (ST
46744 72857), maintaining its course between large modern houses until it reaches White
House Lane (ST 48086 72991), then continuing asClevedon RoadB3128 towardsBristol which
it reaches at Ashton gate. Still on the Tickenham Hill ridge, it passes to the north of
Gatcombe and so a way must be found to connect the postulated Roman road route with the
walled town. Thismeans finding away down the south slope of the ridge. Flax Bourton Road
(ST 51741 71639) (existing in the 1840s so perhaps an old route) offers an obvious route
towards Gatcombe. Where it reaches the entrance to Ashton Hill Plantation opposite Clifton
Lodge, the earliest OS map shows a path (ST 52019 70713) continuing the line and cutting
across the plantation’s grid of tracks. Projecting the line leads to the top of Gatcombe Court
Lane (ST 52250 70021) and so into the west gate (ST 52524 69795) of Gatcombe Roman town
(Smisson and Groves 2009) .

Supporting considerations
Firstly, the proposed line connects a probable (though possibly not large) population centre
at Clevedon with the Roman town at Gatcombe.

Secondly, overall the course is quite direct with long straight sections: not proof it is Roman
but a factor.

Thirdly, it passes through a Roman landscape:

Fig .15.:Proposed road between Clevedon and Gatcombe. Roads are marked as a pair of lines either side of the
road so as not to mask modern features which may fossilise the Roman line. (© Crown copyright and database

rights 2021 0S 100063221)
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• Clevedon settlement.Whatever its size and importance, coin and pottery scatters indicate
something.

• The Romanpottery associatedwith the reported road or trackway nearAll Saints Church.
(North Somerset HER MNS483)

• Occupation material found at Clevedon Court (ST 42405 71511) (Papworth 1960)

• Causeway with associated Roman pottery south of Cadbury Court farm (ST 43693 71419),
western end of Tickenham (North Somerset HER MNS512)

• Cadbury Camp: Roman coins, pottery, small statue of the GodMars (Burrow 1981, 291-293).
Also, likely Roman fortlet or signal station in north-west corner (Papworth, 2001)

• Birdcombe villa, Towerhouse Lane, north of Nailsea (North Somerset HER MNS 554) (ST
47972 71713).

• Trackway south of Clapton Court with associated Roman pottery (North Somerset HER
MNS 540) (ST 46664 73446).

• Roman era settlement on the line, just east of the junction of White House Lane and
Cuckoo Lane. (North Somerset HER MNS5236) (ST 48187 73103).

• Trackway, south of Beggarbush Lane, possibly Roman (North Somerset HERMNS7311) (ST
5434172075).

• Roman settlement at Abbots Leigh (North Somerset HER MNS681) (ST 53814 73825).

• Gatcombe small walled Roman town (ST 52692 69829)

Other possible roads

There are other possible roads which have not yet been fully studied.

Three have had some work:

Dundry Roman quarries (ST 55049 67062) (Russell 2013) to Gatcombe. Some map studies have
been done but further work is needed.

Road going north past Nempnett Church (ST 53425 60396) (North Somerset HERMNS3231). A
section of about 2 miles has been closely studied including on foot, but will not be described
in detail here. However, its destination to the north beyond the village of Regil (ST 53900
62442) is not clear, perhaps Gatcombe, perhaps Dundry quarries, perhaps both. There may
well be connections to Pagan’s Hill temple (ST 55728 62638) (Rahtz 1977) and to the Chew
Magna complex (Rahtz and Greenfield 1977)(ST 588 610). Its uncompromising north/south
alignment makes a junction to the south with the Charterhouse to Winchester Road
probable. Perhaps it continues to push directly south to meet the Fosse Way at Ilchester and
so constitute a major route fromGloucester via Sea Mills and Gatcombe and so to the south-
west. Perhaps! While the general form of this possible road is very promising, it does not yet
meet our criterion of joining centres of population or sites of economic activity.
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A route from Sea Mills to Gatcombe via Clifton suggested by E K Tratman (Tratman 1962), a
ford across the Avon near Hotwells (ST 56339 73272) up Nightingale Valley (ST 55962 73138)
of Leigh Woods. Some fieldwork has been done on this.

Other routes are speculative but fulfill the idea of connections between population centres
and sites of economic activity.

Gatcombe to Keynsham Roman town at Somerdale (ST 65350 69448) (Historic England 2021c)
and on to Bath. This road has long been assumed but not found. Smisson suggested this after
his work establishing Gatcombe as a town. It has been considered likely that the road was
necessary to serve the villas at Brislington, Keynsham, Newton St Loe, but this is the wrong
way round; roads probably come first and villas usually later to take advantage of the road.

Congresbury to Kenn Moor to St Georges to Weston-super-Mare. This is very speculative. The
amount of activity around Congresbury very strongly suggests a settlement but it has not
been found. The same can be said about St Georges; North Somerset HER uses the word
‘settlement’ but provides no details at all. Likewise, Weston-super-Mare: significant finds
and Congresbury Ware discovered in the north west of the town below Worlebury Hill, but
no details are to hand. Also North Somerset HER describes Kenn Moor as an area of Roman
‘occupation’ (North Somerset HER MNS1784) and refers to the ‘Roman settlement and
landscape of Kenn Moor by Stephen Ripon 1994’; a large cemetery recently found west of
Yatton (Wessex Archaeology 2021a) and the temple at Henbury Wood (ST 4429 6520) add to
this picture (Watts and Leach 1996).

Gatcombe to Portbury and Portishead. This depends on what there was at these locations.
Certainly there is Roman material at both; for Portbury near or perhaps under the church
(ST 50281 75419) (North Somerset HER MNS5166 ), for Portishead near the Gordano school
(ST 46528 75399) (Historic England 2021b) and perhaps elsewhere. But does it amount to a
population centre or a site of economic activity, i.e. enough to warrant a road, and a Via
Vicinalis? This is not clear. If, as is proposed, the road from the north west gate of Gatcombe
continued toproceed northuntil the vicinity of Failand farm, then turned in anorth easterly
direction towards Abbots Leigh, as Keith Gardner suggests, then it is conceivable that the
road forked here (at Failand farm)with a north-westerly branch going to Portbury. However
it also could be that the possible road coming out of Gatcombe West gate and up to Flax
Bourton Road crossed the B3128 Clevedon Road and went on to Gordano school.

Winthill to Uphill. It has long been thought that the Winchester to Charterhouse Road
continued on to the north-west towards the sea at Uphill. However not all have been
convinced, e.g. Margary: ‘that this is the line of an old trackway is very probable… But
perhaps not advisable to claim it is a Roman Road since it does not lead to any known
settlement beyond Charterhouse’ (Margary 1973, 103). It is now known that Winthill
represents a significant site so it is reasonable to expect a road between Charterhouse and
Winthill (Russett pers. comm.). Further on is possible but not yet examined in detail. The
writer of this paper is not aware of any strong evidence for a port at Uphill (as there is at Sea
Mills or Crandon Bridge further up the river Parrett), but a settlement has been discovered
at the seaward end of Bleadon Hill, (Wessex Archaeology, report in prep.) about 2 km from
the Axe estuary; however that is some 100 m above sea level so hardly likely to be a port. If
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the Bleadon Hill settlement is sufficiently large or significant, then the road to it from
Winthill is worth looking for; the report of the excavation has not yet been published.

Gatcombe to the south. E K Tratman discusses a route suggested by Clevedon archaeological
society, proceeding south over Barrow Hill (ST 51484 67383) and then bending generally east
to meet the Fosse Way. He is dubious, and we have not examined the possibility (Tratman
1962, 167). However a route to the south from Gatcombe, possibly as far as Ilchester, is a very
reasonable proposition.
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Addendum

It is argued above, on the basis of widespread random finds, that a substantial settlement or
small town may have existed south of Banwell. An important roadside settlement site has
now been identified by archaeologists, described as ‘high status’ and ‘potentially of national
importance’. In view of on-going excavations at this important and sensitive site it is too
early for details to be released, but the author believes that the discovery is welcome
confirmation of this paper’s basic concept that Roman roads should be considered in the
context of population centres and sites of economic importance.
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629 - 631 Roman Road, Tower Hamlets, E3 2RN
RR3a

BY Zoe Schofield,
Touchstone Archaeology

zoeschofield1@gmail.com

Abstract

In 2016 and 2018 archaeological evaluation was carried out by Touchstone Archaeology Ltd. at a shop
on the Roman Road, London (Tower Hamlets) in advance of a residential development. In 2016 a test
pit to the front (south) of the shop uncovered a metalled surface which, following further investigation
in 2018, was deemed to be the northern edge of the Roman road from London to Colchester (Margary
RR3a), usually held to be part of two routes recorded in the British section of the Antonine Itinerary
(Iters V & IX). Sections of the road were uncovered in several trenches towards the front (south of the
shop). The southern edge had been found and documented in some detail during excavations at
Lefevre Road (Mills, 1984). Recovered Pottery was dated to between 43 CE and 270 CE.

History of the Site

n the post-medieval period, the site was located in a rural setting on the eastern outskirtsIof London, west of the River Lea and just west-south-west of the ‘Ford’, the ancient and at
that time most downstream crossing of the River Lea. Excavation has established that in the
Roman period the R. Lea was crossed by a bridge (Stephenson 2008), and presumably only
became a ford after the Roman bridge had collapsed.

Two roads approached the ford from the west and it is not clear which was the earlier. The
first (Margary RR20) was in effect a northern by pass around Londinium (although it may
have been part of an early Roman Road that ran from Colchester to Silchester), which, very
roughly represented today by Old Ford Road, then cutting across modern London where it
is known to run south of Clerkenwell Road andTheobalds Road before joining Oxford Street.

The second road approaching Old Ford from the west (Margary RR3a) came from Londinium
itself, its course being followed be Aldgate and part of Whitechapel Road, before again being
lost in modern east London. The modern Roman Road (which is mainly not Roman)
converges with it for about a quarter of amile as it approaches Old Ford, where it is assumed
the first road joins it before continuing east to Chelmsford (Caesaromagus) and thence on to
Colchester (Camelodunum).
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The road from Old Ford to London (Margary RR3a) will have supplied the Roman city with
agricultural products and pottery, some of it coming down the R Lea. It’s importance is
attested by its use in two routes between London and Chelmsford (and onwards to
Colchester) recorded in the Antonine Itinerary, a collection of routes or journeys across the
Roman Empire, probably brought together for Caracalla in the late 2nd or early 3rd century
AD (Van Berchem 1937). The two routes (Iters V & IX), are of different lengths with Iter IX
punctuated by Durolitum, a settlement or posting station, at the midpoint between Londinium
and Caesaromagus. This has resulted in considerable debate about the possible location of
Durolitum and the course of the roads used for Iter IX, (Haken, 2017a & b) but it is generally
agreed that both utilised the same road from London at least as far as Stratford, crossing the
River Lea via the bridge at Old Ford.

The road between London and Old Ford remained in use during the early medieval period,
and it later bestowed the name of Stratforde meaning ‘pavedway to a Ford’ on the local area
east of the ford. However, in 1110 CE Queen Matilda (the wife of Henry I) received a soaking
when attempting to cross the ford, and subsequently ordered that a new bridge be built
almost a mile downstream at what became known as Bow Bridge, with a new road
approaching it, now the Mile End Road (Lysons 1795). The population of Old Ford gradually
moved to Bow, and eventually the Roman road between London and Old Ford went out of
use.

Figure 1. The location of the site in relation to the known Roman road network in north-east London
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By the C17th ‘Old Ford’ was the site of a windmill and a cluster of houses set aroundOld Ford
Road, which was still a main route into London. The evaluation site, however, was located
on the northern edge of a footpath known as the ‘Path to Bethnall Green’ that seems to have
preserved part of the general course of the Roman road. (fig. 2). A later map by John Rocque
in 1761 and the Ordnance Survey field books of 1799 both note the ‘Footpath’. By 1807, in a
Map of the Sewers, the site is located on an east-west footpath to London, which is known as
‘The Drift Way’, a broad route used for the driving of sheep and cattle, and probably on the
approximate course of the Roman road RR3a.

The Metropolitan Board of works was set up in 1855 for the upkeep of the roads and to
provide a sewer system and it was around this time that a new road was constructed on the
line of RR3a for about a quarter of a mile from Old Ford, before the two lines diverge at about
TQ36718338. Confusingly, the whole new road was then named Roman Road, as it still is

today. By 1873 the road was flanked
with sporadic buildings stretching
out from London, but the
settlement did not quite reach the
area of the site, which continued in
the rural vein of farming and
market gardening.

As one of the main routes into
London, housing, trade and
manufacturing developed along the
road in the form of large factories
(for example the Bryant and May
Match Factory), small houses that
traded from their front rooms and
market traders. The market came
under threat twice from closure or
diversion but with the inauguration
of the Old Ford and Bow Traders &
Shopkeepers Union it survived. Due
to its historic significance and
special character as a traditional
east end market, it was considered
to have regional significance and
was designated a conservation area
in 1989.

Archaeology of the Area

The site lies within an Archaeological Priority Area (DLO35910), which relates specifically to
the RomanRoad and its archaeological resource. Evidence for a Roman bridge over the River
Lea was uncovered at Crown Wharf Ironworks, and whilst dating by dendrochronology was

Figure 2. Part of John Bowles Map of London, 1731, based on
Gascoigne’s Survey of Stepney 1703 © The British Library Board
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inconclusive, C14 results are consistent with a 1st century date (Stephenson 2008, 50).
Excavations have revealed a settlement dating from the 2nd to the 4th centuries and
numerous evaluations and excavations within the immediate vicinity of the Roman Road
confirm both the presence of the ancient road and a roadside settlement. Sarcophagi and
coffins have been uncovered at Armagh Road, Lefevre Walk and Parnell Road. Quarrying for
the construction of the road and evidence of a substantial Roman building (HER: 082337)
ditches and fence lines relating to field boundaries and finds of pottery, tile, coin, bone etc.
have been found nearby at Armagh and Parnell Road (Sheldon, 1971 &1972), (Taylor-Wilson,
1996).

A metalled surface was discovered in previous archaeological evaluations to the east of the
site and interpreted as the London to Colchester Roman Road, the original road dated to
c50CE (Mills, 1984). The road (HER: MLO68141, MLO11263), measured at least 15m in width
overall (becoming sometimes wider in later phases), with a raised central ‘agger’ constructed
of brickearth and rammed gravel and with pebbled auxiliary tracks and ditches to both the
north and south sides. The tracks showed no signs of rutting, compared with significant
rutting of the central carriageway, leading Mills to conclude that they were intended for
livestock and/or pedestrians (Mills 1984, 26). There was evidence of several phases of
development, including repairs and resurfacing, with mid-1st century pottery noted in
deposits of the first phase. Thenorth trackway, and later the south,were both raised in later
phases, and at some point, possibly in the late 2nd or early 3rd century, the north trackway
was abandoned and the road transformed into a dual carriageway. The road is generally
described as a metaled surface constructedof abase deposit of brickearthwith layers of sand
and gravel and flint above, sealed beneath a deposit of loamy soil (this correlates with the
stratigraphy found at the evaluation site).

The Evaluation

The archaeological work was undertaken in three phases, between 2016 – 2018.

Phase I (2016) consisted of the hand excavation of three structural survey test pits. Trench
3 (1.0m x 1.0m), located towards the front (south) of the shop revealed a solid metalled
structural feature, at a depth of 0.30m below the foundation of the existing building, sealed
by a loamy soil. The location and construction of the feature suggested that it was a section
of the London to Colchester Roman Road. The road was constructed of several compacted
layers of flint fragments, pebbles, gravel and sand. A sondage confirmed the depth to be
0.38m overlaying natural brick earth. No finds were recovered.

Phase II (2018) consisted of the hand excavation of nine structural foundation test pits, six
of which contained evidence of the Roman road encountered in Phase I. The depth of the top
of the road deposits ranged from about 50cm at the front of the shop (south) to 1m towards
the centre/north of the shop, suggesting a camber or sloping edge. A small quantity of
pottery was recovered dating from c43 – 270 CE, most of which fell into the 2nd Century to
the first half of the 3rd Century range and included Amphora, Black-burnished ware,
Colchester mortarium, North Kent shell-tempered ware, and Thameside greyware from
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domestic vessels such as jars and cooking pots and an early Roman tegula tile. The findings
were generally consistent with those found in previous excavations at Lefevre Road and
Parnell Road.

Phase III (2018) consisted of themonitoring of the hand excavation of eleven pad-stone and
underpinning trenches, confirming the extent of the Roman road which appears to agree
with the alignment detailed in an evaluation at Lefevre Walk (Mills, 1984).

Figure3. Trench Plan
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Discussion

The evidence suggests that the metalled feature found in Phase I is the northern extent of
the Roman Road that ran east west at an angle across the front and southern part of the
shop. Althoughno definitive edge was encountered, the road petered out towards the centre
of the shop, where a deposit interpreted as roadwash was recorded. Pottery recovered from
the evaluation gave a date from 43 CE to 270 CE which agrees with the 50 CE date of the road
construction.

All the findings are consistent with the many previous evaluations and excavations carried
out nearby, and there can be no doubt that the road structure uncovered is the London to
Colchester road (Margary RR3a), a major highway with auxiliary trackways for livestock or
pedestrian traffic. The coverage of clean loamy soil suggests that the road went out of use,
confirming the evidence from post-medieval maps, however the route, within a rural
setting, was still prevalent for the movement of livestock in the post medieval period.

Other than the road and the small assemblage of Roman pottery, finds were reserved to one
fragment of roof tile c1275 CE onwards; one broken clay pipe bowl and stem fragment (form
21) c1680 -1710 CE, probably associated with the post medieval brick well and stone animal
trough found to the rear (north) of the shop.

Figure 4. Trench 13 showing Roman road levels above brickearth and beneath modern cellar floor.
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The construction of the shallow post-medieval foundations had not impacted on the road
feature, however early modern alterations to the building, including the rear north
extension and the installation of a basement had caused significant disturbance. A
mitigation strategy by the structural engineers reduced the impact of the new alterations
considerably and the road feature was left largely intact.
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Management and Allocation of New
Margary Road Numbers

BY Dave Armstrong
dave.armstrong@romanroads.org

ABSTRACT

The Roman Roads Research Association (RRRA) was formed to advance knowledge of the Roman road
network and promote the study of Roman roads and Roman heritage throughout the former Roman
province of Britannia. Our first objective is to complete a new survey of all the known Roman roads in
Britain, collating and re-assessing all the known evidence for each individual road, and publishing the
results in our new online Gazetteer, The Roads of Roman Britain. We aim to encourage the involvement
of as many people as possible in our activities and, to support this aim, we are publishing this
document which will:

• Analyse and explain Ivan Margary’s system for numbering roads

• Determine the numbering systems used since by other national organisations

• Put forward a proposal to establish how new Margary numbers may be allocated

• Assert that RRRA is the best placed organisation to pick up and manage this task.

IVANMARGARY’S SYSTEM FORNUMBERING ROADS

hen Ivan Margary compiled his magnum opus, Roman Roads in Britain (1955-57) with
two subsequent expanded editions, he needed a means of easily cross-referencing the

355 roads he describes in the book. Accordingly, he created a system of numbering Roman
roads (1973, 32-33) based upon the modern road numbering system devised by the
government’s Roads Board in 1913. Margary probably had no notion that his system would
rapidly become the standard method of reference for Roman Roads by scholars and the
public alike. The following is Margary’s own description of his system taken from the
Introduction to his book (ibid):

Single digit numbers are given to the main routes thus: 1 Watling Street, 2 Ermine Street, 3
London to Colchester and Norwich, 4 London to Exeter, 5 Foss Way, 6 Watling Street (West) in

W
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the Welsh Marches, 7 the western main north route through Carlisle, 8 the eastern main north
route through Corbridge, and 9 the northern road from the Scottish Roman Wall to Strathmore.

The principal branches from each of these have a two-digit number, 40, 41, 42 …, working as far
as possible consecutively along the main route, and then the minor branches are given three-
digit numbers related to the nearest two-digit branch available. Thus, a road numbered 421 will
be readily identified as a branch somewhere near road 42 (Silchester—Winchester), itself a
branch from the south-western main route 4. Then road 40 will be found as a branch of road 4
in London, but 47 is a branch at Dorchester and 49 at Charmouth, nearer the western extremity
of road 4. Where it has been found necessary to divide the account of the longer roads into
several portions these are indicated by adding the letters a, b, etc., after the number.

Margary recognised that his series had a limited number of available numbers. Already all
the single digit numbers (apart from zero), most of the double-digit numbers and many of
the triple-digit numbers in his series were allocated. While not described in his text, his
solution was to use double lower case letters, for example RR18ee was allocated as an
alternative parallel road to RR18e Templeborough to Chesterfield, and in areas where roads
are extremelynumerous upper case letterswere added for separate closely related roads. All
the upper case examples, so far, are in the South East Midlands area, and this numberingwas
described by The Viatores (1964, 13-14).

Where numerous smaller roads occur in a limited area, as happens around Verulamium, the
system is further expanded by adding capital letters after the three digit numbers; thus 169,
169A, 169B and 169C are all in the same district in the vicinity of Road 16.

While Margary allocated just the number it has since becomeaccepted practice to prefix this
with RR (for Roman road).

NUMBERS ALLOCATED BY OTHERNATIONALORGANISATIONS

Margary may have continued to allocate road numbers after his third editionwas published
and records of thesemay still be withinhis archive. Details of newly discoveredRoman roads
were compiledby theOrdnance Survey (OS) formapping purposes until 1984when the three
Royal Commissions on the Ancient and Historical Monuments for England, Scotland and
Wales took over the archaeological role (RCHME, RCAHMS, RCAHMW). The OS and the Royal
Commissions added a series of prefixes to produce an almost bewildering array of different
number series, especially in Wales (RCAHMW 1994):

• Routes considered to be Roman by Margary are numbered in a series prefixed by RR
following Margary’s existing series.

• Routes considered to be Roman by the OS but not listed by Margary are prefixed with X, a
numerical sequence not linked to the geographical position. This is described (ibid) as
‘consisting of those routes considered by the Ordnance Survey to be Roman or probably Roman but
not listed by Margary’. An example is X120 for a suggested Roman road between Lanchester
and Chester le Street. These are usually written with a RR prefix – RRX120. In fact, this
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series also include a number of roads proposed as Roman on the basis of antiquarian
research but rejected by the OS.

• Roman roads catalogued in Wales subsequent to both Margary and the OS were prefixed
RRN by the RCAHMW. with a non-geographical series starting at RRN001. Further work
assigned numbers jumping ahead of the series numbers previously allocated, starting at
RRN050. Independently, in the southern part of Wales the Glamorgan-Gwent
Archaeological Trust Ltd allocated their own numbers to non-Margary roads discovered
in their area with a non-geographical numerical series. For example, RR GGAT006 for a
road West Aberthaw to Llanharry.

• In Wales, records of miscellaneous roads that do not relate to existing routes covered by
the above were prefixed RRZ by the RCAHMW.

• In addition, though not clearly described, Scottish roads are often listed in Canmore with
a non-geographical series of RR1 to RR8, for roads where there is certainty and RX1 to
RX25 for more speculative roads. This series is in addition or independent to the Margary
or OS number which are sometimes quoted and cross referred to as being ‘formerly’.

Thus, there are a number of legacy series numbers, perhaps with some overlap and
duplication. All these numbers are already embedded in various literature and reports so to
replace or supersede a number would be unnecessarily confusing.

MARGARY’SNUMBERING SYSTEM; MOVING FORWARD

Margary’s numbering system has now been in use for over 60 years and is so well established
that it seems likely to continue as the main referencing system. However, since Ivan
Margary died in 1976, his numbering system has become effectively frozen leaving all the
‘new’ Roman roads discovered since outside his system.

Clearly, the current situation is chaotic and confusing and is only going to get worse asmore
roads are discovered, especially as the use of new technologies such as LiDAR has increased
the rate of discovery.

RRRA are proposing to perpetuate, expand and manage the Margary numbering system.
This complex and difficult numbering issuewas discussed by Participant Groups at the RRRA
Ivan D Margary Memorial Conferences in Portsmouth and York in 2016. The overarching
conclusion was that that RRRA should take the lead and re-start Margary’s system from
where he left it in 1976 and this work has already started. As each region in Britain is
incorporated into our Gazetteer, all newly discovered roads and ones with numbers in other
existing series confirmed as being of Roman origin will be given a unique Margary number.

This will involve the allocation of new Margary series numbers to newly discovered roads,
along with the allocation of Margary numbers to roads numbered under other series. This
will require the ongoing and responsible management of a master database to record the
allotted numbers plus the cross reference with other number systems where necessary. A
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protocol for this will be necessary (with some tact and diplomacy) to maintain consistency
and ensure that the evidence for a new road warrants the allocation of a new number.

A valid challenge to this could be to question whether the RRRA is the most appropriate
body to take this on, as opposed to a national body. In response, there are no other bodies
with a national Roman road focus in a position, nor having the visible desire, to pick this up
and resolve what is clearly necessary. One other organisation, the North East Hampshire
History and Archaeological Society, Field Archaeology Branch (NEHHAS), has expressed, on
line (NEHHAS 2019), the need to update the system but they are southern orientated and
have had no visible initiative in allocating new numbers. Professional bodies can only
undertake work such as this with funding and, as evidenced by the Roman road project
across Wales; even when there was a large, focused initiative this aspect was not tackled.
This paper asserts that RRRA are best placed to take a national approach to this and have the
desire, capability, wherewithal, and infrastructure to undertake it to a consistently high
standard. A database of all existing road numbers, including the other legacy series, is
already maintained by RRRA.

To this end, absorbing the principles established by the legacy series, the following protocol
is proposed.

• Existing Margary numbered roads retain the number, consolidating the norm of
preceding the number with RR, e.g. RR82. Currently, some individuals and groups use ‘M’
or ‘Margary’ as a prefix to Roman road numbers, however, the prefix RR is in general use
amongst most heritage organisations such as Historic England, RCAHMW and Historic
Environment Scotland, and it is to be hoped that ‘RR’, by consistent use by RRRA, will
become generally accepted, as it is the form that Margary himself preferred.

• Newly allocated numbers in theMargary series will have (x) added after the number (and
letter, if applicable) tomake it obvious that this is a road subsequent to the original series.
For example, the road from Lancaster which extends Margary’s RR70e northwards to
Ambleside, has been allocated the number RR70f(x).

• Roads already numbered under other series will be allocated new Margary numbers as
above, whilst cross referencing their legacy numbers. For example, OS road RRX2,
Templeborough to Thorpe Audlin will also be allocated RR18f(x). This cross referencing
will be visible on the relevant Gazetteer page.

• Segments of a new long road (longer than 50 miles) should continue to be separated into
reasonable geographic lengths using lower case subscripts as per the original Margary
series, for example Dere Street RR8e.Whilst the likelihood of discovering a new long road
segment is low, new extensions to existing roads are possible. It is strongly suggested that
existing Margary roads are not further split; the process should be reserved for long new
segments.

• Alternative or parallel routes on existing numbered segments should have a second lower
case subscript the same as the existing; for example, for example, RR8ee(x) would be a
road next to RR8e.
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• Where further double or triple-digit numbers are no longer available the series can be
continued and expanded with some judgement using double lower case or upper-cased
numbers asMargary did. Thus, a new route that leaves or is closely parallel to the existing
Margary road RR161A could be allocated RR161Aa(x).

LEVELS OF CONFIDENCE IN THE ATTRIBUTES OF A ROMAN ROAD
REQUIRED BEFORE ALLOCATING A NEWMARGARYNUMBER.

THE PROPOSED PROTOCOL.

To maintain the quality of the confidence in Margary numbered roads it is important that
new road numbers are only allocated when there is a reasonable level of confidence that a
discovered road does have a Roman origin. To this end, a new protocol has been developed
as an aid to judgement on the confidence level. The new protocol utilises a system of ratings,
developed to assess the confidence or ‘status’, of individual segments of Roman road, rather
than entire roads. The new system is a revision of the previous one successfully deployed by
the RRRA and now, at least at first sight, similar to ones developed by the Welsh Roman
roads project. This new rating system is given in the table below, and fully explained in the
next paper (Haken, this volume).

The proposed protocol is as follows;

• No Roman Road number awarded. No part of the road rated higher than 1. Road, possible.
Roads that fall into this category have little, conflicting or contradictory evidence,
notably no strong and credible field evidence. This category is not stating there is no
Roman road but that no credible evidence of a Roman road has been presented.
Researchers should consider the attributes of roads in the higher categories that direct
what needs to be determined to raise the category of the road in question

• Roman Road number reserved. Roadsmust have archaeological evidence sufficient that
at least one road segment has the status 2. Road, probable. A newMargary road number will
be allocated, and recorded in the database, but not publicly awarded since the level of
evidence is not yet sufficient to be sure that a Roman road exists. Many of Margary’s
published roads would actually fall into this category.

Welsh categories Current RRRA definitions Proposed RRRA categories

3. Road, known Road, known 3. Road, known

2. Road, proposed Road, probable 2. Road, probable

1. Road, predicted Road, possible
1. Road, possible

Road, presumed

0. Road, discounted Road, no evidence 0. Unrated
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• Roman Road number awarded. Roads that have sufficient evidence to have at least one
road segment of status 3. Road, known. A new Margary number will be fully awarded and
published in Itinera.

This paper proposes that the awarding of new Roman road numbers be a function of the
Editorial committee of the RRRA annual journal, Itinera which will weigh the evidence for
the existence of a Roman road using the above ratings before reserving, or awarding, a new
number. New road discoveries will be reported through this body, and published either as a
full paper or in the annual round up Roman Roads in 20XX, along with the new number. A
record of the number allocation will be retained by RRRA and entered into the database
while being communicated with the author.
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CLASSIFYING WITH CONFIDENCE: RATING THE
VERACITY OF A SEGMENT OF ROMAN ROAD

BY MIKE HAKEN
mike@romanroads.org

ABSTRACT

This paper takes a brief look of the history of recording Roman roads on maps in Britain, and then
moves on to examine why so many different mappings of Roman roads in Britain exist, using Eastern
Yorkshire as an example. An examination of previous attempts to classify Roman roads according to
the strength of evidence follows, discussing the various merits and issues.

The various factors that must be taken into account are then identified and discussed, before finally
proposing a rating methodwhich comes in the form of a Key, that should remove any subjectivity from
the assessment. This is presented as solution that is a potential solution, rather than a definitive one,
that if nothing else should demonstrate to all archaeologists the dangers inherent in an overly
simplistic approach to the assessment of Roman road features.

INTRODUCTION

he inspiration for this paper arose out of the frustration, and mild amusement,
experienced by the author when attending a conference on Roman Yorkshire some

years ago, where each speaker presented a map of Yorkshire’s Roman roads which differed
in some way (often wildly) from everyone else’s. In the years since, the author has read
many research papers which claim to have discovered ‘new’ Roman roads, by lone
researchers and seasoned academics alike, and found the variations in the voracity and
security of the evidence presented quite startling. Clearly, there was not only a myriad of
ways archaeologists and researchers chose to represent Roman roads on their mapping, but
an equally diverse range of evidential requirements. There was a clear need for some
standardisation, but just how could this be achieved?

The obvious answer would be the creation of a freely available and up to date digital
mapping of Britain’s Roman road network, something that the RRRA first investigated in

T
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2016, but didn’t fully develop. Fundamental to such a project was the formulation of a
standardised system for recording road features. Such a system of recording would need to
be able to assess the likelihood of identified features actually being part of a Roman road, or
on a former road alignment, and then grade the features accordingly in a simple and easily
understood way, Crucially, it would have to do so in a way that removed any subjectivity
from recording, and would be applied by all researchers in the sameway. Unfortunately, the
system adopted at that time proved not to be sufficiently objective, and the project was put
on hold.

This paper seeks to address that issue. It looks first at the various ways Roman roads have
been presented on maps from the 18th century up to the present day and then examines
previous attempts to classify Roman roads, highlighting several key issues. It then proposes
a rating system, developed from one already in use in Wales, with a simple to use key that in
theory anyone should be able to use. This is not presented as a fait accompli, rather it is a
proposal that is open to discussion. After all, it cannot fulfil its purpose unless it is widely
accepted amongst not only Roman roads researchers, but the archaeological community as
a whole.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

During the late 17th and early 18th centuries, antiquarians became increasingly interested
in discovering and recording Roman roads and it wasn’t long before they started to appear
on general purpose maps. Antiquarians soon realised that the evidence for many roads was
to say the least varied, in some places very clear and obvious, in others more vague, and
sometimes absent altogether. Yet, whilst many antiquarians and cartographers recognised
that the survival of Roman roads was often fragmentary, not all of them illustrated the
difference between a visible Roman road and one that was inferred or projected and the
ways roads were represented on maps varied enormously. As an example, Figs. 1.1 and 1.2
show how differently John Warburton and Andrew Armstrong portrayed Roman roads on
their maps in the 18th century.

The wide diversity of representation continued into the 20th century, as evidenced by
Codrington and Margary (figs. 1.3 & 1.4), and has continued unabated. Indeed, from the
point of view of easily understandable and accurate conveyance of information, the
situation is arguably now worse than ever, with modern archaeological publications
containing a wide and diverse range of representations of the Roman road network.

UNDERSTANDING THE DISPARITIES INMODERNMAPPING

Using Eastern Yorkshire as an example (although the picture is similar across the country),
figure 2 shows the Roman roads marked onmaps in three recently published archaeological
works relating to the Roman period in Yorkshire (figs. 2.1 – 2.3). One might wonder how it
could be possible that such widely differing presentations could all be created within seven
years of each other.
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Figure 1. Some examples of how Roman roads have been marked on maps over the last three centuries
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Figure 2. A comparison of various maps of Roman roads in eastern Yorkshire, all of which have been published
within the last 65 years
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The most obvious immediate difference in style between the three maps figures 2.1 – 2.3,
and the three sourcemaps to their right, is that the first three allmark roads as a single solid
line. Since their intent is to demonstrate the courses of the roads, rather than an assessment
of the weight of archaeological evidence, this is understandable. An unfortunate
consequence, however, is that it creates the misleading impression that these roads are
known with certainty, whenmost are not. Figure 3 shows the roadsmarked on the Ordnance
Survey’s most recent edition (2016) alongside a representation of the Roman roads rated
according to the system later proposed in this paper. Unlike the maps in figures 2.1 – 2.3,
both maps attempt to assess the likely veracity of archaeological data for each stretch of
road, resulting in only a small proportion of road being regarded as definite, although the
assessment method of each is clearly very different.

A quick glance at figures. 2.1 and 2.4 shows that apart from the omission of the Staxton to
Scarborough road in fig. 2.1, the two maps are almost identical, Margary’s (2.4) being slightly
more schematic. Fig. 2.1 draws its data from the Digital Atlas of the Roman Empire (DARE)
(Ahlfeldt 2021), a project hosted by the University of Copenhagen.Whilst DARE derives most
of its road mapping from the Barrington Atlas of the Greek and Roman World (Talbert &
Bagnall 2000), for roads in Britain its source is actually M.C.Bishop’s freely available Google
Earth kmz file of British Roman roads (Bishop 2016), which is in turn an interpretation of
Ivan Margary’s Roads of Roman Britain (1967), itself unchanged from Margary’s original
1957 edition. So, almost certainly without realising it, figure 2.1 was created using mapping
that is 64 years out of date. The only difference between figures 2.1 and 2.4 is that for some
reason the Staxton to Scarborough road (RR817) has been omitted, possibly because
Margary’s route is incorrect and it is now known to be substantially further east than he
recorded.

Figure 2.2, Patrick Ottaway’s schematic representation of the road network (Ottaway 2013
fig. 6.1) is based on a map he developed some considerable time previously (Patrick Ottaway

Figure 3. A comparison of the most recent edition of the Ordnance Survey’s Map of Roman Britain and a map
prepared by the author using up to date data drawn from four Historic Environment Records.
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2021, email 18 February), itself originally based upon the Ordnance Survey’s map of Roman
Britain (probably the 3rd edition,1956, fig. 2.5). His intent was to show connections, rather
than accurate routes, and he made four amendments using his up to date knowledge of
Roman archaeology in Yorkshire; extending RR800 all the way to Malton, which is its
probable destination, extending RR815 to meet RR80a (also quite probable), adjusting the
course of RR817 to start at Staxton, and omitting 812. Haslegrove’s map (figure. 2.3)
similarly shows marked similarities to the OS Map of Roman Britain, in this case the 5th
edition (2001), although several roads have been omitted. Whilst the map attempts to show
the road network as it would have been in the early 2nd century AD, there appears to be
little evidential basis for the decision to omit most of the roads emanating from Malton,
particularly a road betweenYork andMalton, the two majormilitary sites in the region both
of early establishment.

It can be seen that all three maps in figures 2.1, 2.2 & 2.3 have been derived from perfectly
acceptable sources, except that those sources represent the state of archaeological
understanding of the Roman road network at different points over a 45 year period, rather
than any of them being current. All three have additions and/or omissions based upon the
particular author’s own criteria; the degree to which such amendments have been entirely
subjective is unclear. It is also possible that the disparate mapping may, ironically, reveal a
belief amongst some archaeologists that the Roman road network is well known and
established, making the use of Margary or older editions of the OSmapping seemacceptable.
As a comparison of figures 2 and 3 clearly illustrates, increasingly objective assessment of
evidence over the past half century has resulted in far less certainty being attached to the
Roman roadnetwork in eastern Yorkshire.Whilst the pattern is similar elsewhere in Britain,
in some areas the reverse is actually true, for example in Cumbria where the number of
known roads has greatly increased in the last decade, largely thanks to work by David
Ratledge using LiDAR data (Ratledge 2017).

This is not to say, however, that current maps are necessarily up to date. With the
technological advances in recent decades, particularly with the widespread use of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) in archaeology, it might be expected that newly
discovered roads would be introduced to OS and other mapping systems fairly quickly
following publication, but that is often far from being the case. For example, RR802(x), a
road which appears to run from York passing Strensall heading north, was originally
discovered during an RCHME funded project in 1992 (Swan, et al., 1993) and consequently
does not appear on any Margary derived mapping. Unfortunately, it did not appear on the
OS map of Roman Britain map for another 19 years (Ordnance Survey 2001 & 2011, see figs
2.6 and 3.1). An even more extreme example, not in Eastern Yorkshire as illustrated here but
in West Yorkshire, is part of the road from Manchester to York (RR712) between Castleshaw
and Slack. Work by the Huddersfield & District Archaeological Society over more than four
decades has demonstrated beyond doubt that the true course of the road is not beneath the
modern A640 (Rochdale Road) as was assumed up to forty years ago, but over two miles away
to the southeast in the Colne Valley. Their work won a Mick Aston Presentation Award in
2004 and was published as a book soon after (Lunn et al. 2008). Yet, the most recent OS Map
of Roman Britain (6th edition, 2016 revision), drawing its data from Historic England,
resolutely marks the previously assumed and totally incorrect line, for over seven miles.
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Figure 2 (specifically 2.4 – 2.6) also illustrates how over the last half century, approaches to
the voracity of evidence have changed, with far less certainty being attached to the lines of
many roads now than used to be the case, along with the realisation that many previously
recorded Roman roads are not Roman roads at all. Recent mapping highlights this point
even more clearly (figure 3). For example, Margary frequently based his criterion ‘course
certain’ on what was accepted as correct at the time by local experts, without digging down
into the evidence, and he is far from being alone in making this mistake. Some roads have
been accepted for so long, that their existence is all too often accepted as established fact,
irrespective of whether or not there is actually any evidence for them. Once firmly
established in public perception, they become extremely difficult to challenge. Two
examples of this phenomenon are part of RR2e and RR81b. RR2e has traditionally been
thought to underlie the modern A1079 between Barmby Moor and Grimston Bar, and was
marked as Roman by John Warburton three centuries ago (Warburton 1720). Despite Maule
Cole pointing out as far back as 1891 that there is actually no evidence for this supposed
stretch of road (Maule Cole 1891, p. 208), belief in its existence has been extremely hard to
shake, as evidenced by its inclusion in every image in Figure 2. The Ordnance Survey finally
removed it from their mapping 120 years after Maule Cole highlighted the error (Ordnance
Survey 2011, see fig. 3). A similar example is the famous Wade’s Causeway, RR81b, a linear
feature identified for three centuries as a Roman road which supposedly branches from
RR814 at Amotherley and runs through the Roman complex at Cawthorn at least as far as the
fort at Lease Rigg. It was all marked as certain by Margary, despite Francis Drake (Drake,
1736, p. 36) having written that ‘From the camp (Cawthorn) the road disappears towards
York’, and there being no known evidence for it on that stretch. The OS marked the road as
possible between Amotherley and Cawthorn on the 3rd edition Map of Roman Britain (1956
see fig. 2.5) but this stretch disappeared from the 5th edition (2001, see fig. 2.6), whilst from
Cawthorn northwards to Lease Rigg it remaining marked as definite and was only reduced
to ‘possible’ in the 6th edition (Ordnance Survey, 2011 see fig. 3.1). Serious doubts as to
whether or not the feature was a road at all were cast by Blaise Vynerwell over a decade ago
(Frere & Fitts 2009, p. 277), and Vyner now presents clear evidence that the feature dates
from the Bronze Age (Vyner 2019), yet English Heritage, who maintain a mile long length of
the feature, still remain steadfast in labelling a stretch of it as ‘Wheeldale Roman road’
(English Heritage 2021, p. 238).

It is worth considering that whilst the Ordnance Survey’s Map of Roman Britain is clearly a
well utilised resource, the OS draw their data from the three national bodies, ie the Royal
Commissions on Historic and Ancient Monuments for both Wales and Scotland (now
Historic Environment Scotland) and Historic England. Unfortunately, for the individual
researcher, using the data held by these three bodies is less than straightforward, and access
to the digital mapping of Roman roads by any of the three bodies is currently not readily
available. The historic environment records of both Wales and Scotland are publicly
available online via Archwilio and Canmore respectively, although since the individual
records for individual roads are not grouped, and the online mapping only presents them as
points rather than lines, compiling a map from their data is a time consuming exercise. For
England, the position ismuch worse, since Historic England no longer maintain the National
Monuments Record (NMR), or its online equivalent Pastscape, with responsibility now
passed to local Historic Environment Records (HERs). Whilst most of the site records held by
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local HERs are now available online through Heritage Gateway, the depth of data presented
through Heritage Gateway varies massively, (often just a record of an entry) and some HERs
still have no online presence. Even worse for a researcher, there is currently no means of
presenting Heritage Gateway data on a map. It remains to be seen what impact the
decentralisation strategy of Historic England will have on future editions of the OS Map of
Roman Britain, but it hardly seems likely that the speed and accuracy of updating will
improve, almost certainly the opposite.

Several major issues have been highlighted by the maps and examples above, and are
itemised below.

1 There is no consistency in the representation on maps of the weight of evidential base
for any given Roman road.

2 Archaeologists are frequently interested in illustrating connections and routes, and
consequently present presumed lines of Roman roads on maps as solid lines, implying a
degree of certainty often not supported by the evidence.

3 In using the Roman road network to illustrate their work, archaeologists make decisions
to include or exclude claimed roads which are to a greater or lesser degree subjective.

4 Two sources of trusted and readily available base mapping, ie DARE (ieMargary’s Roman
Roads in Britain) and the Ordnance Survey’s various editions of the Map of Roman
Britain) are in general use, although both are often assumed to be correct and up to date,
when they generally aren’t. The data on which the OS map is based is theoretically
available to researchers and archaeologists, but not in an easily accessible or particularly
useful format.

5 New evidence can sometimes demonstrate that road lines previouslymapped as definite
are incorrect, or not even roads at all. However, persistent belief in some perceived road
lines can be difficult to dislodge, even amongst the archaeological community,
sometimes taking decades.

6 There are long time lags between the discovery of new archaeological evidence and
eventual representation of it on readily available trusted base mapping.

In summary, it is clear that the currentmapping onaccessible digital resources such as DARE
tends to create a false impression that the courses of all roads are well known and supported
by the evidence, which is often far frombeing the case. Similarly, paper basedmapping from
the Ordnance Survey, whilst much more objective, is still frequently a decade or more out of
date, and is far from practical to use, particularly when having to attempt obtain an
expensive licence for each reproduction (Ordnance Survey did not grant a licence for the
reproduction of extracts of their maps in this paper). It is also clear that the current
disparity in mapping of Roman roads in Britain by the archaeological community can only
be remedied by ensuring that there is a trusted, accurate, up to date and open access map of
Roman roads in Britain that becomes the standard port of call for providing Roman road
mapping in Britain. In theory, such mapping would address the five issues listed above.
Whether or not it is possible that DARE could fulfil this role is not yet clear, however
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whether an existing system such as DARE is used, or a newone created, it is crucial that data
is kept up to date and accurate and is presented in such a way that the weight of evidence is
clear and obvious. It is therefore essential that any new or revised mapping would utilise a
simple and easily understood graphical representation of the certainty of each Roman road,
in effect a system of classification. The question then arises, how best do we do that?

PREVIOUS ATTEMPTS AT CLASSIFICATION

The confidence with which a road or a series of linear features can be identified as a Roman
road has been an issue for those mapping Roman roads in Britain since the first antiquarian
maps appeared in the early 18th century. As a result, methods of depiction have varied
widely, although two level depiction has been common, using words such as known, certain
or definite, as opposed to uncertain, inferred or supposed. The Ordnance Survey were no
different, marking roads on their 19th century mapping as either Roman road, or Roman road
(supposed), later adding Roman road (course of) where it is thought the road is now destroyed.
The distinction therefore was perceived in simple terms, either it is a Roman road, or it isn’t,
with no shades of grey. Neither was there any defined rationale to determine what was or
what was not a Roman road, something which resulted both in frequent mis-identification
and in the expression of unjustified confidence, the consequences of which we are still
dealing with today.

The first person, at least at a national level, to advise a more cautious evidence based
approach was Thomas Codrington over a century ago. In his Roman Roads in Britain as he
stated in his preface “The network of roadsmight easily be mademore complete, as a glance
at the map will show; but it seems best to refrain from conjecture as much as possible, and
to follow the roads only so far as there is evidence available for tracing them.” (Codrington
1903, iv). Indeed, Codrington’s map shows that he was well aware of some of the difficulties
in assessing whether a feature was in fact a Roman road, since he realised that it was
essential to assess both the likelihood of a road being Roman and whether or not it was a
road at all (see fig. 1.3). Somewhat ironically, Codrington actually based much of his
mapping on the work of previous researchers, without anymajor assessment of the voracity
of their evidence.

There have only really been two serious attempts to introduce any regulated objectivity into
the assessment of whether or not a feature may or may not be a Roman road, and both are
relatively recent.

NEHHAS Field Archaeology Branch

Richard Whaley’s offshoot from the North East Hampshire Historical and Archaeological
Society has been investigating Roman roads in southern England for several years, and has
developed its own star rating system (Whaley, 2019), detailed below. The system attempts to
assess the degree to which investigation has taken place, rather than the actual weight of
evidence.
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5* Major Roman Road where the course on the ground is exactly known for most of its
route. Applies to routes like the Devil's Highway or Foss Way, and not many more are
likely to be found.

4* Margary's criteria for establishing a Roman Road: cumulative evidence upon an
alignment, with excavation in at least one place on most alignments. While the line
across country is established, it does not mean that each piece of evidence must be
shown to come from Roman origins, nor that the Road's exact position is known on the
ground except at excavation sites or possibly at terrace sites.

3* Accumulative evidenceupon thealignments, butwithout the excavation evidence. Quite
a lot of the Margary entries are of this class. Individual pieces of evidence may be
coincidence, but the whole gains credibility the more alignment evidence is gathered,
until it becomes quite probable that the alignments are Roman.

2* Projects based on sound documentary theory, but without the full standard of
accumulated field evidence upon alignments. May be becoming probable. SomeMargary
entries of this class.

1* Sound documentary theory of long lines of parish, field & property boundaries, paths,
place names, Saxon Charter and other historical documents, air photos, but without
significant field evidence. A few Margary entries of this class.

0* Some documentary or field evidence, but not enough to assign any probability. May be
worth expanding research from evidence available. Margary entries in this class exist.

The system establishes six classes requiring an increasing weight of evidence. At first glance
the system appears quite attractive, but on close examination it has some major issues. Its
first and greatest flaw is that the system attempts to rate each road as a whole. Given that
the archaeological evidence for most Roman roads tends to be limited to short sections with
long gaps in between, the system effectively creates an average rating across a road,
masking the possibility that some sections might be known with certainty, and others may
be no more than a wild guess. Secondly, it’s method of accumulating evidence along
alignments is poorly defined, and is almost entirely subjective in assessing what constitutes
a “full standard of accumulated field evidence”. It is also unclear how much weight should
be given to LiDAR evidence, the main tool used inmodern Roman roads research, or for that
matter geophysical survey, and only regards aerial photo evidence as contributing to a one
star rating, which seems extremely low. Thirdly, the top five star class only includes ‘major
roads’ without defining what that actually means, and in any case surely the importance of
a road is not relevant for a rating system which determines the likelihood of a road being
Roman. Furthermore, by requiring a route to be ‘known’, it assumes that established cultural
and archaeological tradition is always correct, which as has already demonstrated, it
certainly isn’t. Finally, the descriptions are misleading, since it is states that Margary’s
criteria for establishing a Roman road gives a four star rating without pointing out that this
was Margary’s criteria for his own research. Most of Margary’s entries however, were drawn
entirely fromother researcherswithout applying his own criteria, hence the inclusion in his
book of roads that are rated by NEHHAS from five stars to none.
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Welsh Archaeological Trusts

In the early 2000s, CADW funded all the Welsh archaeological trusts to conduct an
assessment of the Roman road network in Wales. The main methodology was developed by
Bob Sylvester and Wendy Owens of the Clwyd and Powys Archaeological Trust (CPAT), and
included a detailed regime of recording, which used 21 different fields to record
comprehensive data about each length of road, not including a further seven ‘administrative
details’ (Sylvester & Owens 2003, Appendix 2). Just two criteria were used for mapping. The
first, ‘Survival’, is fairly self-explanatory and has five options; Earthwork, Fossilised,
Cropmark, Buried & Unknown. The second, ‘Status’, is the most useful mapping criterion
and the one that concerns us here, and has a four level rating system. The definitions were
free to be ‘tweaked’ by individual trusts, and the Glamorgan and Gwent Archaeological Trust
(GGAT) did make small changes to ‘Status’ levels iii & iv (Sherman & Evans 2004, 7-8).
Gwynedd Archaeological Trust maintained the original definitions, although with different
wording (Hopewell 2013, 20). Unlike the NEHHAS system, the Welsh model involved
breaking each road down into a series of segments, a segment being defined quite loosely in
terms of consistent form and survival – a new segment begins when the characteristics of
the road changes substantially. Each segmentwas then recorded separately. It is beyond the
scope of this paper to discuss every field that the project created in its Roman roads table for
recording, suffice it to say that it was reasonably comprehensive, although omitted some
important details, such as measurement of separation between road ditches or recording
the presence of side lanes or shoulders

The possible entries in the ‘Status’ field are as follows

i) Known. Extant earthwork or well-recorded buried feature. Shown as solid lines on OS
strip maps.

ii) Proposed. Conjectural sections either linking known segments or as hypothetical road
alignments for which there is somephysical evidence. Shown as dashed lines on OS strip
maps, and where evidence is reasonably convincing.

iii) Predicted. Virtually no substantive evidence for a road other than someone’s belief
and/or conjectural road alignment with no known traces. Where the authenticity of a
road is in significant doubt, this is the highest level of status that can be achieved. (GGAT
also added - Also used in cases where undated road metalling of Roman type, bearing no
relation to the post-medieval road network has been found during excavation or noted
in watching brief, but there is no further information concerning line or potential
destination.)

iv) Discounted. Where a road has subsequently been disproved by a reliable authority or
where an alternative line has now been accepted. (changed by GGAT to - Rejected. Used
for sites described as Roman roads in the Sites and Monuments Record, but for which
there is no reliable evidence).

This system is simple, and gives much more clarity than anything before it, or since. That
said, it was intended for use by professional archaeologists working closely together, and
may not be quite as suitable for lone independent researchers, not used to applying
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archaeological standards of evidence to their work. For example, how certain can a
researcher be that an extant linear earthwork, especially a feature identified on lidar, is
actually a Roman road rather than a pipeline, or that anomalies on a geophysical survey
qualify as a well-recorded feature?

Furthermore, there are a couple of issues with the definitions of the ratings. First, the
highest rating, ‘known’ only applies to extant or well recorded features, conjectured road
lines linking two known segments being always regarded as ‘proposed’. To an experienced
researcher, this approach might appear a little strange, since in a lowland area where there
is no intervening watercourse, steep slope or obstruction, the course of a Roman road
between two known segments close together and both on precisely the same alignment is
almost certainly going to be along the same alignment, at least to within a few metres. On
the other hand, a conjectured line between two segments on slightly different alignments,
or which are a considerable distance apart, is unlikely to be accurate at all, yet in the Welsh
model, both are presented the same way. The definition of ‘proposed’ also includes all
hypothetical lines with ‘some physical evidence’, although what evidence is required is not
defined. Secondly, there is some conflict between Predicted and Rejected (ie Discounted) in
the GGAT version of the system, since all roads without reliable evidence were regarded as
Rejected and yet roads based entirely on a single person’s belief or conjectured with no
known physical traces were recorded by other trusts as Predicted. Furthermore, and
perhaps fundamentally, there was only a very basic attempt to clearly define what
combinations of elements or characteristics would be regarded as diagnostically Roman, or
potentially Roman. This inevitably leaves a degree of subjectivity in the system.

THE PROPOSED RRRA CLASSIFICATIONMETHOD

The primary concern of this paper is to propose a consistent method by which stretches of
Roman road (or supposed Roman road) can be assessed as to their veracity so that they can
be accurately presented on maps. Whilst it is perfectly feasible to use such a method solely
to prepare a map (with no other purpose), it is must always be remembered that in order to
make a rating possible, a large amount of evidential datamust be first examined. Ultimately,
it has always been the RRRA’s intention to record this data for every Roman road in Britain
in a GIS database, the ‘Status’ rating being just a single field. A full discussion of data
collection and recording is not required here, however it is worth reiterating that the Welsh
system involved the use of 28 fields in a database – that is 28 separate pieces of information
to be recorded for each segment of road. In the author’s opinion, that system did not go
anywhere near far enough, since it did not require the recording of the presence of specific
road features such as the agger, ditches, quarry pits or kerbs, nor did it attempt to record the
materials used in construction or the way in which they road was constructed. This is only
mentioned in order to emphasise to the reader the depth of research that is needed before
embarking on any objective attempt to assess the weight of evidence for a Roman road.

The need for a simple, comprehensive, and objective rating system to remove as much
subjectivity as possible in the recording and mapped presentation of Roman roads has been
clearly established. It is also clear that of the two attempts to tackle this issue, the Welsh
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model of rating ‘Status’ comes close to satisfying these requirements. With some
modifications, our proposed rating system is based closely upon the Welsh model, whilst
addressing the issues outlined above. Ratings need to be more strictly defined, and applied
using a method that ensures consistency, whether the assessment is being conducted by an
experience professional archaeologist, or a relatively inexperienced independent
researcher or volunteer. The method must also ensure investigational rigour, ensuring that
the local HER has been checked, map regression taken place, and the possibility of
commonplace misleading features such as pipelines has been ruled out. The simplest
solution to this is the use of well-structured key, designed to take account of all the types of
evidence any researcher or archaeologist is likely to encounter.

The proposed RRRA ‘Status’ ratings

Whilst similar to the Welsh system, our proposal contains slight modifications. First, the
naming of the ratings could be seen as slightly confusing, with little obvious clarity as to
what is meant be ‘proposed’ and ‘predicted’. For example, one might assume that a line
projected between two known lengths of road on the same alignment would be ‘predicted’,
but actually in the Welsh system it is ‘proposed’. For ease of understanding, is proposed to
regard the ratings as being indicative of the probability of a segment being the line of a
Roman road. Also, in theWelsh system, the top level ‘known’ was given the numerical value
‘1’, and the lowest level ‘discounted’ the value ‘4’. In our modifiedmethod, we have reversed
this so that the highest level (in our opinion more logically), has the numerical value of ‘3’,
with the lowest level (unrated/unratable) the value ‘0’. The definitions of the levels have
also been firmed up and expanded. Crucially, it is now possible in specific circumstances for
a segmentwithout physical evidence to be awarded the highest rating, impossible under the
original method:

3. Known. Well recorded earthwork or buried feature, extant at the time of recording
(which may have been some time ago), that based on current understanding is almost
certainly a Roman road. In specific and limited circumstances, a segment with little or
no physical evidence can be rated ‘known’ because of its relationship with adjacent
segments rated ‘known’. The probability of the feature being aRoman road or on the line
of a former Roman road is 95% or more.

2. Probable. Sufficient physical evidence, either extant or well recorded, to determine
that the segment is probably the course of a road, and more likely than not to be Roman,
but with insufficient evidence to entirely rule out an 18th or 19th century road or some
other feature. In specific and limited circumstances, a segment with little or no physical
evidence can also be rated ‘probable’ because of its relationship with adjacent segments
rated ‘known’. The probability of this being a Roman road or on the line of a former
Roman road is between 51% and 94%.

1. Possible. A possible Roman road/ Roman road line. May not have sufficient evidence to
establish that it is indeed a road at all. This is thehighest rating achievable by a supposed
fossilised road, i.e. line of parish boundaries, rights of way, etc. without other evidence.
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The probability of this being a Roman road or on the line of a former Roman road is
between 6% and 50%.

0. Unrated/unratable. Where a road has been subsequently disproved by a reliable
authority, or where an alternative line is now accepted. May also be where there is no
evidence for a road, other than a claim or belief. The probability of this being a Roman
road or on the line of a former Roman road is between 0 and 5%.

Defining a road ‘segment’
Before any thought can be given to assessing a Status rating, it must first be made clear
exactly what it is that is being rated. Like the Welsh model, the proposed system breaks a
road down into a series of segments with a rating being applied to each segment, rather than
attempting to rate the potential road as a whole as in the NEHHAS system. Based upon the
definition developed by Ann Owen and Bob Sylvester for the Clwyd and Powys
Archaeological Trust’s Roman Roads Project, a segment is now defined as

A continuous feature or line of features between two points which presents in a consistent or
homogeneous manner over generally similar terrain, with no gap greater than 200m.

The definition of exactly what is meant by “continuous” was slightly problematic, since too
tight a definition would lead to a very large number of individual records. In practice,

Figure 4. LiDAR image showing a string of four cuttings and a short length of agger representing the remains of
the recently identified road RR282(x) heading north towards Bilsthorpe in Nottinghamshire, ultimately to

Rossington in South Yorkshire
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particularly whenworking with lidar, there are frequent occasions when a string of features
can be seen, all on the same alignment, but have significant gaps between them. For
example, lidar (Fig. 4) reveals a string of cuttings (labelled A – D) and agger (E) along a
recently identified part of RR282(x), near Bilsthorpe, Nottinghamshire. The features are all
individually distinct with gaps between, as great as 110m between cuttings B & C, yet all five
features align and can clearly be regarded as a whole, ie a single segment. Similarly, where
a feature has been cut by another feature such as road, but where we can be confident
beyond reasonable doubt that prior to the modern road it was a continuous feature, it
therefore can still be regarded as a single segment. Where a break in a feature cannot be
explained by being cut by another feature, and is more than 200m, then a separate segment
should be defined. The 200m might appear somewhat arbitrary, but a cut-off has to be made
somewhere. A minor change of alignment (less than 5 degrees) should not be treated as a
break in continuity, unless there is good reason to suspect a road junction.

“Homogeneous” in the strict sense of the CPAT definition meant that a length of agger had
to be treated as a different feature to a cutting. To avoid excessive numbers of records, we
have relaxed this slightly. Long strings of lengths of agger, with cuttings and terraceways in
places and very short breaks due to agricultural activity, can be regarded as a single segment
provided they have a generally consistent character, as in figure 4. However, where the
character changes, even if clearly still part of the road, a new segment should be defined.
This may be where:

• the height of an agger suddenly changes (more than can be explained by agricultural
destruction or erosion)

• a road feature becomes much wider, narrower or multiple carriageways appear

• the road crosses a watercourse where there will have been a bridge (the bridge is regarded
as a segment)

• Road layout no longer follows standard straight line practice, specifically the use of a
zigzag to ascend a steep gradient and where a road follows a smooth curve, rather than a
series of short straight lengths - zigzags and curves are treated as segments in their own
right.

• the number or form of the ditches changes

• The method of construction is known to change substantially

Of course, whilst the definitions above relate to the physical evidence, the gaps between two
stretches of physical evidence (more than 200m apart)must be considered segments in their
own right. Theway that Roman roads were nearly always laid out in straight sectionsmeans
that if two distant segments of road are on the same alignment, the road between them will
have been laid out along the same line, unless there was a good reason not to do so such as
difficult terrain, a river crossing, or the need to divert to a fort or settlement. This means
that in certain circumstances, a segment with no known physical evidence surviving, can
still be rated 3. Known, unlike the Welsh system where the highest such a segment could be
rated was 2. Proposed.
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The Method

The first stage in the rating process is to ensure that each segment complies with the
definition specified above. However in order for that to be done, and for the evidence for a
segment to be accurately rated, it is essential that all available evidence is being considered
and that sufficient research and investigation has been carried out. Over the last century or
so, Roman roads research has on occasions suffered greatly from a lack of investigational
rigour, all too often resulting in the field being regarded with disdain by many
archaeologists. All too often have researchers predicted that a particular road ought to be in
a particular place, and then focussed on any scrap of evidence that might support the
theory, rather than making a thorough examination of all the evidence and following the
path to which the evidence leads. Also, there has been far too much importance placed on
the use of supposed ‘fossilised’ Roman roads. It is certainly true that because Roman roads
were prominent features in the landscape, they were frequently used in themedieval period
to demark boundaries of parishes and land holdings and sometimes their lines only survive
as footpaths or buried beneath modern roads. This does not mean, however, that whenever
a straightish line of such features occurs, or an apparent line of suggestive ‘street’ place-
names, it must mark the line of a former Roman road, indeed Roman roads only account for
a small percentage of such occurrences. Repeated and well known examples of both these
failings are clearly apparent in thework of the Viatores, a group of researchers in the south-
east Midlands working in the mid 20th century (Viatores 1964), but there are many others.

The assessment of evidence for most road segments takes place in a series of stages. First,
the physical evidence for a given segment is considered, resulting in the rating of a segment
entirely on its own merit without reference to any other part of the road or the surrounding
landscape. This will sometimes result in the segment’s status being determined as 3. Known,
0. Unrated/Unratable, otherwise it will be regarded as being at one of three levels of
probability of being a Roman road. This approach continues as each stage of the key as the
user is taken through the examination of relationships between the segment and other
Roman roads and sites, other nearby road segments, and with post-Roman agricultural
features. For this reason, in sections 3 to 6 the user is directed to one of three subsections A
to C, dependent on the level of probability attained in the previous section (A being lowest,
C highest). Due to their exceptional nature, fossilised evidence, zigzags, curves, bridges,
segments which are hypothetical or projected between other segments, are all dealt with in
their own specific section, to which the user is directed from Section 2.

Section 1. Is your road segment rateable?

The first section of the Key, therefore, is designed to ensure that thorough researchhas been
carried out, as a bare minimum the consultation of relevant Historic Environment Records
(HERs), along with map regression (at least as far back as the oldest available edition of the
6 inch to the mile Ordnance Survey maps, available on the National Library of Scotland’s
website), checks of available LiDAR data, and checks of the Ordnance Survey’s Roman road
files (obtainable for England through RRRA). Once these checks are complete, the user is
directed to Section 2 of the Key.
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Section 2. Physical Evidence

After directing users rating hypothetical or fossilised segments to section 7C, Section 2 then
briefly deals with excavation. It was considered that attempting to revisit excavation
conclusions by analysing all the features recorded would be too complex and largely un-
necessary, and that it is sufficient for these purposes to accept the findings of an excavator,
unless those findings have been challenged by a reliable authority. If the excavation proved
the presence of as Roman road, then the segment status is ‘3. Known’ is recorded, otherwise
the sectionmoves on to isolate river crossings and zigzags/curveswhere the user is directed
to section 7A & B respectively. The rest of the section is designed to assess evidence from
modern techniques, frequently from LiDAR, aerial photography, or geophysical survey.

The section then examines potential evidence for the presence of a road and assesses the
probability of it being Roman, before directing the user to the relevant parts of Section 3,
each part dealing with different weights of evidence. The first evidence considered is for
remains of possible road structure, either a raised straight linear feature, parchmark,
geophysical anomaly, or stone scatter across a field. No definite Roman road has been
identified in Britain less than 3m wide, hardly a surprise since in Roman law the effective
width of a via had to be aminimum 8 pedes in width (2.4m) (Laurence 1999, p. 58). However,
there is at least one narrower road in the Pennines which has a running width of about 2.5m
(RR730) and has been considered by many researchers, including Margary, to exhibit
characteristics of Roman planning. Consequently, any potential road feature with a
probable running surface less than 2.5m wide is immediately regarded as unrated.

Without excavation, none of the above features individually can be determined to be a road
and could just as easily be something like a ploughed out boundary bank, however the
additional presence of a row or rows of roadside quarry pits or the presence of probable
cuttings makes the former existence of a road almost certain, just not necessarily a Roman
one. Whilst not always present, rows of quarry pits running just outside the road ditches are
generally regarded as a diagnostic feature of Roman roads (Hopewell, 2013, p. 10), although
caution is required since roadside quarrying certainly took place alongside 18th & 19th
century roads, many of which are also straight. Certainly, quarry pits were frequently
utilised during Roman road construction for supply of road building materials, but they are
far from being ubiquitous and have not been properly studied, indeed a recent
archaeological research framework concerning historic quarrying in England does not
contain a single mention of them (Newman, et al., 2016). In general, whereas 18th and 19th
century roadside quarries and quarry pits tend to be quite large and isolated, Roman quarry
pits were small frequent and in rows, often less than 5m across and rarely extending more
than 10m perpendicular to the road.

If the segment is definitely a road, then the distance between a pair of ditches is being
increasingly seen as diagnostic. In lowland areas at least, there appears to have been
standardised spacing of road ditches, which Margary recognised as two classes, 62ft and 84
ft (Margary 1973, p. 22), roughly 18.5m and 25m, although these seem to be quite
approximate measurements. Indeed, given the Roman army’s frequent use of the actus , i.e.
120 pedes (Roman feet), it seems likely that the lower of the two, when allowing for
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truncation by modern ploughing, represents an original ditch separation of a half actus, 60
pedes. Since the occurrence of single pairs of parallel ditches (or other similar features
revealed on aerial photography or geophysics such as pairs of modern drains) at these
spacings is very rare, their presence next to a road is treated as diagnostic. There is some
evidence that theremay have been a further smaller class of about 40 pedes (approx. 12.5m),
but more research is needed.

Section 3. Relationship with another Roman road

If the segment branches directly from another Roman road, then it is likely that the new
segment is Roman, even more likely if there is no evidence that the other Roman road
continued in use into the medieval period. There is no certainty, however; the possibility
that the segment being rated is relatively recentwill always remain, hence the results of this
section all direct the user to section 4.

Section 4. Relationship with nearby Roman sites

Whilst similar to section3, the relationship of a road segment with a Roman site has to be
treated slightly differently. As with a road, it is possible that the site remained in use well
after the Roman period; just think how many of our towns and cities have Roman origins.
Unlike an adjacent road however, features relating to a Roman site may well respect or butt
up to the road segment, as would be the case with the vicus outside a fort. In such a case, the
segment must therefore have been in use during the Roman period. The opposite can also be
true, in that a Roman period settlement can cut across the supposed line of a road. Such a
case has recently been identified in eastern Yorkshire, where a gradiometer survey by

Figure 5. Recent gradiometer survey of a Romano-British ladder settlement near Fridaythorpe, East Riding of
Yorkshire, cutting across RR810 and disproving its assumed course along a former post-medieval trackway.
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FFWAP (winners of the 2020 Marsh Award for Community Archaeology) has established that
a Romano-British ladder settlement, known from surface finds to have been occupied
throughout the Roman period, cuts across the supposed course of RR810 near Fridaythorpe
(Alison Spencer 2020, pers. comm) and appearing to disprove that road segment.

Section 5. Relationship with medieval and post medieval agricultural
features

Section 5. looks at whether medieval or modern agricultural features coincide with or cut
across the segment. First, the Key examines whether a field boundary, or former field
boundary shown on old maps, coincides with the segment. If it does, unless the segment
extends beyond it the probability of the segment being a Roman road is unchanged, and the
user is directed on to section 6. If it doesn’t, or if the segment extends beyond the end of the
boundary, we then look at whether the segment cuts across 18th/19th century enclosures.
Again, provided the segment isn’t a pipeline, the probability of the segment being a Roman
road is unchanged (in reality it increases slightly, but insufficient to merit a level change).
Finally, the Key examines whether the segment appears to be beneath broad rig & furrow or
pre-enclosures field systems, whichwould suggest the feature is likely to be earlier than the
18th century. This raises the segment by one level before Section 6, or in the case of a
segment in Section 5C, gives a status of 3. Known. The importance ofmap regression is shown
on fig. 6, where two parallel ditches some 14m apart revealed gradiometry were originally
thought by the author to be the remains of RR2e just north of Brough in the East Riding.

Figure 6. Gradiometer survey of a Romano-British settlement near Brantingham, East Riding of Yorkshire, with
a pair of ditches cutting across it, thought to be RR2e. Later map regression showed them to be an old field

boundary, later surveys confirming the line of RR2e further west, with ditches approx 18m apart.
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Unfortunately, map regression carried out later revealed a 19th century field boundary along
the same line. Later survey in nearby fields has proven the alignment of RR2e to be close to
the modern road at this point, with a ditch separation of just over 60 pedes.

Section 6. Relationship with nearby segments

This is possibly the most controversial section, since it attempts to quantify the likelihood
of the segment being Roman based on whether or not it lies on the same alignment as other
adjacent, or nearby segments. Potential changes in status level are dependent on whether
the segment lies on the same alignment as one of its neighbouring segments with physical
evidence, or both, and on the distances that separate them. Clearly, the smaller the size of
any gap, the less likely the segment is to be on the same alignment by chance, making its
probability of Roman origin higher. The distances that have been set may seem arbitrary to
some, however they have been set based on the experience of experienced researchers.

Section 7. Watercourse crossings, zigzags, curves, hypothetical &
fossilised road lines

As referred to earlier, the crossings of watercourses, zigzags and curves, are dealt with
separately in this section, as are fossilised and projected road lines. Remains of bridges are
rare, and usually only found by excavation, but if there are any remains it is often possible
to determine the correct line of the crossing. The crossing can be rated by reference to the
road segments either side. Proven Roman fords are almost unknown in Britain, the only
probable one being at Benenden in Kent, and ferries by their very nature leave little trace,
being tracable only from the termini of the road either side.

Roman zigzags are often masked by later zigzags or braiding, where the Roman line has
worm out and traffic has over centuries worn various alternative tracks. The rating is
therefore likely to be determined by the rating of the adjacent segments.

As already discussed, straight alignments of parish boundaries, field boundaries, rights of
way, and modern roads and tracks, have often been taken as firm evidence for the former
presence of a Roman road, however it is now recognised that such lines of features can arise
for many reasons, not just because they follow a Roman road. The recently confirmed road
already referred to in Nottinghamshire, RR282(x) had been suspected for nearly a century,
with long lines of Parish boundaries following the course of parts of the A614 north of
Ollerton, then along the A1 from Clumber Park northwards almost as far as Blyth. We now
know that some of the A614 is indeed on the line of a Roman road, unfortunately the A1 is
not, not even close. For this reason, the approach taken here is a very cautious one, which
might not be easily accepted by some. Such segments are to be regarded in the same way as
modern roads thought to overlie a Roman line without any known evidence.

Under the original Welsh system, projected road segments with no physical evidence were
always given the status of 2 Projected, although this took no account of any nearby
influencing factors. In this system, we are proposing that account should be taken of known
adjacent segments and Roman sites, in a similar fashion to segments dealt with in Section 6.
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Have the posiĒve results of
the excavaĒon been
challenged by a reliable

authority?

Is the linear feature more than
2.5m wide?

Has your segment been
excavated, or invesĒgated by
means of test pit or similar?

Is your segment perfectly
straight, or comprises a series
of adjacent straight lengths?

Is there a row(s) of quarry pits
parallel to the linear feature?

Is there a straight row(s) of
quarry pits parallel to, or
flanking the linear feature?Does the segment have a

probable cuĻ ng or cuĻ ngs on
the same alignment as the

feature?

Does the segment comprise a
‘fossilised’ road line of field
boundaries, rights of way,
modern road/track & parish

boundaries?

Is the segment a hypotheĒcal
line or projected line between
two other segments with no

other evidence?

NO
NO

Status - 3. KNOWN

Status - 3. KNOWN

YES

YESYES
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YES

YES
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NO

NO
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SECTION 2 - PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
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Are the ditches approximately
18m or 25m apart?
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NO
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existence of a road of

undetermined period?

Did excavaĒon claim to confirm
the existence of a Roman road?

Physical evidence includes evidence from a variety of sources, including lidar, aerial photography, geophysical survey, visible
extant earthworks, and evidence from excavaĒons. The evidence may not be current, and the feature could now be destroyed
or no longer visible.
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Status - 0. UNRATED

NO



This sub-secĒon covers segments without direct evidence of road structure, but which do have potenĒal associaĒve evidence
in the form of quarry pits, parallel ditches,cuĻ ngs

SECTION 2A - PHYSICAL EVIDENCE; SEGMENTS WITHOUT EVIDENCE OF ROAD MATERIAL
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SECTION 4A - RELATIONSHIP WITH NEARBY ROMAN SITES

YES

NO NO

NO

Does the segment run to or
through the gate of a known

Roman fort or seNlement?

Is there evidence that the fort/
seNlement remained in use in

the medieval period?

Further invesĒgaĒon is essenĒal
since this could disprove the
road. Award a temporary status

of 1. POSSIBLE

Is the segment aligned directly
towards a known Roman fort or

seNlement?

YES

YES

NO

YESDoes the segment definitely
branch from another road

segment rated ‘3 KNOWN’

Does the segment definitely
branch from another road
segment rated ‘2 PROBABLE’

Is there evidence that the other
road remained in use beyond the

Roman period?

SECTION 3A - RELATIONSHIP WITH ANOTHER ROMAN ROAD

NO GO TO SECTION 4C

GO TO SECTION 4B

YESIs there evidence that the other
road remained in use beyond the

Roman period? NO

NO

GO TO SECTION 4B

GO TO SECTION 5B

GO TO SECTION 4A

GO TO SECTION 4A

YES YESDoes the segment definitely
branch from another road

segment rated ‘3 KNOWN’

Is there evidence that the other
road remained in use beyond the

Roman period?

SECTION 3B - RELATIONSHIP WITH ANOTHER ROMAN ROAD

NO GO TO SECTION 4C

GO TO SECTION 4B

YESYES
NOGO TO SECTION 5C

GO TO SECTION 5B

GO TO SECTION 5A

YES YESDoes the segment definitely
branch from another road

segment rated ‘3 KNOWN’

Is there evidence that the other
road remained in use beyond the

Roman period?

SECTION 3C- RELATIONSHIP WITH ANOTHER ROMAN ROAD

NO

YES
NO

Status - 3. KNOWN

Temporary Status -
1. POSSIBLE

Status - 3. KNOWN

GO TO SECTION 4C

Do any proven adjacent Roman
period archaeological features
appear to respect the segment
and appear contemporaneous?

Do any proven adjacent Roman
period archaeological features
appear to respect the segment
and appear contemporaneous?

Does anyproven adjacent Roman
period seNlement or site or
feature cut across the segment?

YES

YES

YES

GO TO SECTION 4B

NO

GO TO SECTION 4C

NO

NO
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NO NO
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through the gate of a known

Roman fort or seNlement?

Is there evidence that the fort/
seNlement remained in use in

the medieval period?

Further invesĒgaĒon is essenĒal
since this could disprove the
road. Award a temporary status

of 1. POSSIBLE

Is the segment aligned directly
towards a known Roman fort or

seNlement?

GO TO SECTION 5C

YESYES
NOGO TO SECTION 5C

GO TO SECTION 5B

GO TO SECTION 5B
YES
NO

Temporary Status -
1. POSSIBLE

Status - 3. KNOWN
Do any proven adjacent Roman
period archaeological features
appear to respect the segment
and appear contemporaneous?

Do any proven adjacent Roman
period archaeological features
appear to respect the segment
and appear contemporaneous?

Does anyproven adjacent Roman
period seNlement or site or
feature cut across the segment?

YES

YES

YES

NO

SECTION 4C - RELATIONSHIP WITH NEARBY ROMAN SITES

YES

NO NO

NO

Does the segment run to or
through the gate of a known

Roman fort or seNlement?

Is there evidence that the fort/
seNlement remained in use in

the medieval period?

Further invesĒgaĒon is essenĒal
since this could disprove the
road. Award a temporary status

of 1. POSSIBLE
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YESYES
NO
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GO TO SECTION 5C

YES
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feature cut across the segment?
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NO

SECTION 5A - RELATIONSHIP WITH MEDIEVAL & POST MED. AGRICULTURAL FEATURES

GO TO SECTION 6A

YES

NO

NO

Is the segment apparently overlain by pre-Enclosures Award field boundaries,
or agricultural features such as broad rig and furrow with the classic reverse ‘S’

paNern or cord rig?

This is one of the main areas
where mis-idenĒficaĒon occurs,
and further invesĒgaĒon must
take place - segment cannot be
rated unĒl a pipeline or similar

has been ruled out

Does the segment cut across
Enclosures period (ie 18th/19th C)
field boundaries/trackways?

Does map regression show a
current or former field boundary
along the line of the segment?

Does your segment extend
beyond the end of the old
boundary, or exhibit physical
evidence of being other than a

boundary bank

Has thorough invesĒgaĒon been
made toensure that the segment
is not a modern feature such as a

pipeline?

NO

NO
YES

YES

Status - 0. UNRATED

GO TO SECTION 6A

GO TO SECTION 6B

YES

YES

NO

SECTION 5B - RELATIONSHIP WITH MEDIEVAL & POST MED. AGRICULTURAL FEATURES

GO TO SECTION 6B

YES

NO

NO

Is the segment apparently overlain by pre-Enclosures Award field boundaries,
or agricultural features such as broad rig and furrow with the classic reverse ‘S’

paNern or cord rig?

This is one of the main areas
where mis-idenĒficaĒon occurs,
and further invesĒgaĒon must
take place - segment cannot be
rated unĒl a pipeline or similar

has been ruled out

Does the segment cut across
Enclosures period (ie 18th/19th C)
field boundaries/trackways?

Does map regression show a
current or former field boundary
along the line of the segment?

Does your segment extend
beyond the end of the old
boundary, or exhibit physical
evidence of being other than a

boundary bank

Has thorough invesĒgaĒon been
made toensure that the segment
is not a modern feature such as a

pipeline?

NO

NO
YES

YES

Status - 0. UNRATED

GO TO SECTION 6B

GO TO SECTION 6C

YES

YES

NO

SECTION 5C - RELATIONSHIP WITH MEDIEVAL & POST MED. AGRICULTURAL FEATURES

GO TO SECTION 6C

YES

NO

NO

Is the segment apparently overlain by pre-Enclosures Award field boundaries,
or agricultural features such as broad rig and furrow with the classic reverse ‘S’

paNern or cord rig?

This is one of the main areas
where mis-idenĒficaĒon occurs,
and further invesĒgaĒon must
take place - segment cannot be
rated unĒl a pipeline or similar

has been ruled out

Does the segment cut across
Enclosures period (ie 18th/19th C)
field boundaries/trackways?

Does map regression show a
current or former field boundary
along the line of the segment?

Does your segment extend
beyond the end of the old
boundary, or exhibit physical
evidence of being other than a

boundary bank

Has thorough invesĒgaĒon been
made toensure that the segment
is not a modern feature such as a

pipeline?

NO

NO
YES

YES

Status - 0. UNRATED

GO TO SECTION 6C

YES

YES

Status - 3. KNOWN



SECTION 6A - RELATIONSHIP WITH NEARBY SEGMENTS

Does the segment run along or
close to a projected alignment
between two segments some
distance away, both of which are
either on the same alignment, or
the alignment of one coincides
with the end of the other, and
with no physical evidence in

between?

Does the segment run along or
close to an alignment projected
from a single segment some
distance away, with no physical

evidence in between?

YES

YES

YES

Are both adjacent segments
rated 1. POSSIBLE Status - 1. POSSIBLEYES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Status -3.KNOWN

Is the segment on precisely the
same alignment as the two

segments

NO

NO

NO

Does the segment conĒnue the
projected alignment of a single
adjacent segment rated on the

basis of physical evidence?

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO
Are both adjacent segments

rated 3. KNOWN?

NO

Are the gaps less than 1500m in
total?

Are the gaps less than 4500m in
total?

Does the segment run between
two other adjacent segments
both rated on the basis of
physical evidence in SecĒon 2?

Are both nearby segments rated
2. PROBABLE

Are both nearby segments rated
3. KNOWN

NO

Is the lowest rated of the two
nearby segments rated 1.

POSSIBLE?

YES

YES

YES

YES

Are both nearby segments rated
3. KNOWN?

Is the nearby segment rated 3.
KNOWN?

YES

YES

YES

Is the gap less than 1000m? Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

NO

NO

Status -3. KNOWN

NO

Status -1. POSSIBLE

NO

NO

CLASSIFYINGWITH CONFIDENCE
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Does the segment run along or
close to a projected alignment
between two segments some
distance away, both of which are
either on the same alignment, or
the alignment of one coincides
with the end of the other, and
with no physical evidence in

between?

NO

SECTION 6B - RELATIONSHIP WITH NEARBY SEGMENTS

Does the segment run along or
close to an alignment projected
from a single segment some
distance away, with no physical

evidence in between?

YES

YES

Is the gap more than 3000m?NO

YES

YES

YES

Is the segment on precisely the
same alignment as the two

segments

NO

NO

NO
Does the segment conĒnue the
projected alignment of a single
adjacent segment rated on the

basis of physical evidence?

NO

NONO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Are both adjacent segments
rated 3. KNOWN?

NO

Does the segment run between
two other adjacent segments
both rated on the basis of
physical evidence in SecĒon 2?

Is the nearby segment rated 3.
KNOWN?

YES

YES

Are both nearby segments rated
3. KNOWN?

Are both nearby segments rated
1. POSSIBLE

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Is the nearby segment rated 1.
POSSIBLE?

YES

YES

Is the gap less than 1000m?

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -3. KNOWN

Status -3. KNOWN

Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -1. POSSIBLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Are the gaps less than 1500m in
total?

Are the gaps less than 1500m in
total?

Are the gapsmore than 4500m in
total?

NO

NO

NO

Is the highest rated nearby
segment rated 3. KNOWN?

Is the lowest rated nearby
segment rated 1. POSSIBLE
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SECTION 6C - RELATIONSHIP WITH A NEARBY SEGMENTS

Does the segment run along or
close to an alignment projected
from a single segment some
distance away, with no physical

evidence in between?

YES

YES

YES

NO

Status - 2. PROBABLE

Status - 2. PROBABLE

YES

YES

YES

YES Status -3.KNOWN

Is the segment on precisely the
same alignment as the two

segments

NO

NO

NO
Does the segment conĒnue the
projected alignment of a single
adjacent segment rated on the

basis of physical evidence?

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Is the highest rated adjacent
segment rated 3. KNOWN?

Is the adjacent segment rated 3.
KNOWN?

Does the segment run between
two other adjacent segments
both rated on the basis of
physical evidence in SecĒon 2?

YES

Is the gap less than 3000m?

YES

NO

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -2. PROBABLE

Status -3.KNOWN

Status -3.KNOWN

Is the nearby segment rated 3.
KNOWN?

YES

Does the segment run along or
close to a projected alignment
between two segments some
distance away, both of which are
either on the same alignment, or
the alignment of one coincides
with the end of the other, and
with no physical evidence in

between?

Is the highest rated nearby
segment rated 2. PROBABLE?

Is the highest rated nearby
segment rated 3. KNOWN?

YES

CLASSIFYINGWITH CONFIDENCE
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SECTION 7B - ZIGZAGS & CURVES

YES

Are there surviving remains of
one bridge abutment, OR
remains of bridge structure such

as piers or bridge plaŅorm?
Are there surviving remains of a
confirmed bridge abutment at

both ends of the segment?

NO

Zigzags and true curves, ie not a curve comprising a series of short straight secĒons, are unusual and oĞen extremely difficult
to confirm as Roman. Zigzags in parĒcular tend to suffer more erosion and wear, and are oĞen masked by mulĒple later
deviaĒons from the original line, .making confirmaĒon of Roman engineering very difficult. Consequently, they are treated in a
different way and with greater cauĒon than other road segments. Adjacent segments MUST be rated first.

SECTION 7A - BRIDGES, FORDS & FERRIES
Crossings of watercourses by whatever method are treated as individual segments of road. Whilst hundreds of Roman fords
have been claimed in Britain, none have actually been proven as Roman. Since it is almost impossible to determine a ford as
being Roman, the raĒngof crossings claimed tobe Roman fords are determined by raĒngs of the segments either side. In reality,
it is probable that most watercourses were crossed by bridges. Very wide rivers may have required ferries, the course of which
can only be determined by the segments on either side. The segments either side of the crossing MUST be rated first.

YES

YES

NO

Is the lowest rated of the
adjacent segments rated 1.

Possible or 0. Unrated

Is the lowest rated of the
adjacent segments rated 2.

Probable?

NO

NO

Is the segment opposite the
abutment rated 3. Known?

Is the segment opposite the
abutment rated 2. Probable?

Are both adjacent segments
rated 0. Unrated?

NO
NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

Is the highest rated adjacent
segment rated 3.Known?

NO

Is the highest rated adjacent
segment rated 2. Probable?

Is the highest rated adjacent
segment rated 1. Possible?

NO

YES

YES

YES

Is the lowest rated adjacent
segment rated 2. Probable or 3.

Known ?

Are both adjacent segments
rated 0. Unrated?

Is the zigzag or curve clearly
defined and easy to idenĒfy?

YES

NO

YES

YES

Status -3.KNOWN

Status - 0 UNRATED

Status - 0 UNRATED

Status -3.KNOWN

Status - 2. PROBABLE

Status - 2. PROBABLE

Status - 1. POSSIBLE

Status - 1. POSSIBLE



SECTION 7C - FOSSILISED ROAD LINES & PROJECTED HYPOTHETICAL ROAD LINES

YES

YES

Is the lowest rated of the
adjacent segments rated 1.

Possible

NO

NO

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

Are both adjacent segments
rated 3. Known?

Is the adjacent segment rated 3.
Known & < 3000m from the site?

YES

Does the segment project from a
single adjacent segment rated
from physical evidence in

SECTIONS 2, 7A & 7B?

YES

YESYES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

Is the lowest rated of the
adjacent segments rated 1.

Possible
YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

Status - 1. POSSIBLE

Status - 1. POSSIBLE

Status - 1. POSSIBLE

Status - 1. POSSIBLE

Status - 1. POSSIBLE

Status - 2. PROBABLE

Status - 2. PROBABLE

Status - 2. PROBABLE

Status - 2. PROBABLE

Status -3.KNOWN

Status -3.KNOWN

Status - 0 UNRATED

Is the modern road precisely on
the alignment projected from the

single adjacent segment?

Is the lowest rated of the
adjacent segments rated 2.

Probable?

Is the segment more than 3000m
long?

Is the segment less than 1000m
long, across easy even ground?

Is the segment on precisely
the same alignment as at
least one of the adjacent

two segments?

Is the segment on precisely the
same alignment as at least oneof
the two adjacent segments?

Is the lowest rated of the
adjacent segments rated 2.

Probable?

Does the segment lie between
two other adjacent segments
rated on the basis of physical
evidence in SECTIONS 2, 7A &

7B?

Does the segment lie
between two other adjacent
segments both rated on the
basis of physical evidence in

SECTIONS 2, 7A & 7B?

Is the segment heading directly
for a known Roman fort or

seNlement?

Is the segment on precisely the
same alignment as the adjacent

segment?

NO

YES

Is your segment a projected
hypotheĒcal road line with no
physical evidence known (ie NOT
a modern road or a line of parish
boundaries, rights of way etc)? Is the adjacent segment rated

3. Known?

NO

Does the segment project from
a single adjacent segment rated
from physical evidence in

SECTIONS 2, 7A & 7B?

CLASSIFYINGWITH CONFIDENCE
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CONCLUSION

As has been demonstrated in the example of eastern Yorkshire, the lack of a single reliable
and current source for the mapping of Roman roads in Britain has resulted in considerable
confusion as to what Roman roads actually existed and more pertinently where they
actually were. This in turn has led to a virtual free for all in the representation of Roman
roads on archaeological maps, which manifests itself in two ways. Firstly, the huge
variations in the actual roads or supposed roads included or excluded, with decisions of
selection appearing extremely subjective. Secondly, in the many different ways of
representing the certainty of any given road, with a clear preference in academic work on
the Roman period for simply showing everything as certain. It could probably even be
argued that the situation is worse now than at any point in the last 300 years, certainly at
any time since Thomas Codrington over a century ago. That is quite an indictment.

However, it must be stressed that the purpose of this paper was certainly not to point
fingers, and the examples used are a few selected from very very many. Just about any part
of Britannia could have provided similar examples, indeed, the only reason that eastern
Yorkshire was used at all is that it is an area that the author is familiar with.

As wasmade clear in the introduction, thepreceding Keyand themethod and reasoning that
supports it have not been presented as perfect solutions to one of the perceived problems.
Some people may well perceive the Key as too difficult or time consuming, and initially it
may seem so, and yet with repeated use it should become almost second nature, to a point
where it’s becomes eventually unnecessary. Indeed, experienced researchers may be doing
the process intuitively already. The Keymay or may not be a solution, but in presenting it as
a suggestion it is hoped that some of the complex problems involved in the identification
and confirmation of Roman roads have been demonstrated. Confirming a Roman road is not
simply the straightforward identification of an agger and side ditches as is all too often
assumed.

That may all seem extremely negative, however the primary objective of the paper is
actually the reverse. It is hoped that by highlighting the issues, and potentially stimulating
discussion and debate about both the issues and the potential solutions, some consensus
may be formed about how best to proceed in future. Of course, the determination of the
status rating is only one piece of information that needs to be recorded about any given road
segment; in theWelsh model therewere 27 others and in the original RRRA prototype it was
planned to have as many as 34 fields. It is planned to restart the RRRA’s mapping project in
2022, the aim remaining to create an easily accessible and comprehensive database of
Roman road data with an online interface, using technology suitable for the next decade. In
the meantime, if the Key is even just moderately well received, and the problems it seeks to
tackle even just partly acknowledged by the archaeological profession and its institutions,
then this paper will have succeeded in satisfying its purpose, at least in part.

If in the process a potential solution to part of the problem has emerged, then that is a
bonus.
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his section of Itinera briefly describes work on roads that has recently happened, often
in advance of formal reporting, in a similar style to Britannia reports.

This data has been assembled by RRRA members in the local areas as listed below and then
collated by Chester Forster. For future years please contact these with any news via one of
the Association contacts. Data has come from enquiries to the county HER and to local
Archaeological Societies and we appreciate the help that has been willingly given, often in
our current, covid, circumstances. Since archaeological activity in 2020was impacted by the
pandemic, this collation has reached further back to include work from 2018 and 2019,
which gives us a more substantial base on which future volumes can build.

Local correspondents
Neil Buckley; Cheshire, Derbyshire and Lancashire
David Brear; Yorkshire and Lincolnshire
Alan Taylor; Hampshire,
Sally Woodlock; Dorset,
Eric Rose; Wiltshire
Tim Lunt; Somerset and Gloucestershire
Paul Smith; Shropshire, Staffordshire, Warwickshire and Municipal W. Mids
Geoff Lunn; Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk and Cambridgeshire
Ian Hennessey; Devon and Cornwall
Paul Seddon; Berkshire, Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire
Chester Forster; Cumbria
Robert Matusiewicz; Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire and Rutland
Alun Betty; South Wales
James Whitaker; East & West Sussex,
Matt Sparkes; Surrey
Andy Putman; Kent
Ian Dean; Gloucestershire west of the Severn
Dave Armstrong; Durham, Northumberland and Tyne & Wear.

In addition we are grateful for the assistance and contributions from David Hopewell of
Gwynedd Archaeological Trust and Richard Whaley of the North East Hampshire History
and Archaeological Society, Field Archaeology Branch (NEHHAS).

We have been unable to collate the prodigious LiDAR work undertaken by David Ratledge
but we will endeavour to issue this as a supplement to this volume and have it fully
incorporated in issue 2. Links to his own site are provided here in the relevant counties.

Summaries, on the following pages, are arranged with Scotland, Wales and England in their
respective County alphabetical orders. Researchers can follow the links or contact the
appropriate HER, commercial company or Society direct.
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SCOTLAND

Angus

RR9b, Gask Ridge, Muthill to Kerriemuir, see Perthshire

Berwickshire

Crachoctrestrete, Ecclaw to meet the line of the current A6112 to the west of
Grantshouse.

Work by the Whiteadder Project
A community based LiDAR project that has speculated on the Roman origin of an old road to
the north of Berwick upon Tweed. The study area for the Whiteadder project covers a large
portion of land around the Whiteadder Water from Garvald in East Lothian down to Duns in
the Scottish Borders.
On-line at http://whiteadder.aocarchaeology.com/archaeology/routes-and-ways/

Dumfries and Galloway

LiDAR survey by Dave Armstrong
A recent release of Phase 3 and 4 LiDAR data for Scotland has greatly increased the coverage
in the south west. A LiDAR survey is underway in Dumfries and Galloway following the
pioneering work with aerial photography of St. Joseph and the more recent work and
summaries of Newall & Lonnie and Wilson reported in Discovery and Excavation Scotland and
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LiDAR image of an agger to the SSW of Dalswinton on the West side of the Nith, heading towards Glenlochar.



the Transactions of the Dumfries and Galloway Antiquarian and Natural History Society
respectively. Work is still continuing; the following give some early highlights of the
discoveries that will be more formally published when the work and confirmatory checks
have been completed.

Dalswinton to Glenlochar road, NY 9242 8162 to NY 9284 8279.

Previous studies have suggested the Romancrossing point of the River Nithwas to the south
west of Dalswinton at Ellisland Farm where there are temporary camps on both sides of the
river. Whilst LiDAR shows several paleochannels indicating how much the river has moved
around in the valley, it also seems to confirm this crossing point with an agger like linear
feature aligned from the right bank of the river to the SSW. There are some slight traces that
could suggest a branch road heading towards the fort at Carzield a few miles further down
the Nith, crossing the river in the vicinity of Killylung and Rosehill.

Dalswinton to Glenlochar road, at Glenlochar, NX 7350 6451.

While LiDAR indications are far from strong along with the added complication of what
appears to be a parallel buried pipeline, we can be reasonably confident that the Dalswinton
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Arrangement of roads around Glenlochar fort.



to Glenlochar road leaves the OldMilitary Roadnear Bridgestone, and occasional indications
on LiDAR show that it follows a direct path towards Glenlochar, crossing the Urr Water at
Kings Grange NX 784 670, skirting Clarebrand hill (NX 770 661) and crossing the modern
roads on the approach to the Glenlochar fort site centred on (NX 7350 6451), bottom left
corner of image above. There are strong indications of a previously recorded road heading
north from the fort past Loch Ken. There is a suggestion of a bypass road towards a crossing
of the river Dee to the south of the fort and on towards Gatehouse of Fleet, which is given
more credibility by a LiDAR indication of an agger on the opposite, right, bank of the river
also aligned on this putative crossing point.

Glenlochar to Gatehouse of Fleet road, NX 6320 5537 to NX 6557 5583.

A road has previously been noted passing by Gatehouse of Fleet fortlet and the logical origin

of this would be at Glenlochar. However, there are few LiDAR indications suggestive of a
Roman road between the two sites. There is one stronger indication near Tannymaas. The
line is criss-crossed by what appears to be two pipelines and a further pipeline is just off the
top of the image above. These features need to be investigated on the ground.

Gatehouse of Fleet westwards, Carse of Slakes road, NX 5515 5762 to NX 5613 5735.

Previous studies have speculated on the possibility that the Roman road passing the fortlet
at Gatehouse of Fleet heads further west, potentially towards Loch Ryan in the vicinity of
Stranraer. An old road, the Carse of Slakes, has been suggested as a possible course. LiDAR
suggests that some of this may be so with an agger like linear indication branching from the
Carse and then cutting more directly across country. Further to the west from Glen a series
of braided ways with some agger like indications in places suggest the onwards course
between, rather than around, Stronach Hill and Cambret Hill before rejoining the Carse
heading towards Creetown.
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Road from Glenlochar to Gatehouse of Fleet at Tannymaas with possible branch (or pipeline?)



RR868, Netherby to Broomholm,

The work to follow this roadwas started by David Ratledge, who identified that RR868 north
from Netherby has an intriguing fork into two roads in Scotland just after the Liddel Water
crossing. This was where the English LiDAR data ran out for David, however with the new
Scottish data we can track the onwards courses. The right, north eastern, fork does have
some faint indications heading up Liddelesdale and needs further work to investigate a
route that could be heading towards Newstead. The left, north westwards, fork heading up
Eskdale has been the subject of previous speculation of a road linking Netherby with
Broomholm and onwards. LiDAR helps reveal more; there are indications of tracks laid out
in short straight alignments from the Liddel crossing climbing out of the river valley
through a cutting. LiDAR gives a strong indication of an agger running on from the cutting
which, after a stream crossing, turns to the north west to approach Claygate village.
Underlying the modern B6318 out of Claygate, LiDAR reveals the Roman road at New
Woodhead NY 3919 7942 where the modern road swings around the property but the agger
can be seen continuing straight through either side of the buildings. This also closely passes
the known large Gilnockie temporary campwith its six gateways, all protectedby tituli. Until
now this camp appeared to be an orphan with no known route past it. However, LiDAR
suggests that Roman road RR868 is roughly parallel to the north east rampart. The Roman
road seems to continue under themodern road towards the fort at Broomholm, where there
is a strong LiDAR indication of a road with a change of alignment to continue on up the
valley. Previous excavation has sentenced this as an 18th century road but the close
association of it with the fort plus the typical Roman layout of short straight alignments
respected by the rig and furrow suggests that this conclusion should be reviewed. An
onwards course is lost in the outskirts south of Langholm. Potentially this route could
continue up Eskdale to Raeburnfoot and/or up Ewesdale towards Newstead on a similar
course to the modern A7.
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An agger like linear feature branching from the Carse of Slakes road.
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RR868, in white corridor, at Claygate and passing Gilnockie temporary camp, outlined in red. The linear agger is
very plain to the south east of Claygate, bottom right hand side of the image making a change of alignment after
crossing a stream and can also be seen running straight though New Woodhead where the modern road diverts

around the property.



Perthshire

RR9b, Gask Ridge, Muthill to Kerriemuir.

Visibility of the Gask Ridge Road from Simulated Watchtowers: a Monte Carlo Testing Approach by Joe
Lewis
The Gask Ridge system is a series of forts, fortlets, and timber watchtowers situated along a
Roman road in northern Scotland. The high intervisibility of the watchtowers in the Gask
Ridge system has resulted in the proposal of two main functions: one that the watchtowers
were a signalling system and two that the watchtowers provided visibility of the Gask Ridge
road for surveillance and monitoring. Despite this, only the former function has been
assessed. This paper explores the function of the watchtowers along the Gask Ridge road
using computational methods, including Monte Carlo hypothesis testing. The analytical
approach, which is documented and reproducible with accompanying code, rejects that the
watchtowers were randomly located along the Gask Ridge road, instead favouring the
alternative hypothesis that the watchtowers were located to maximise the visibility of the
road. Furthermore, it is possible to claim that the need to monitor the road shows a causal
relationship with the location of the watchtowers, rather than associative. The findings
support the interpretation that main function of the watchtowers was for the surveillance
and monitoring of the Gask Ridge road, providing an early warning system of an attack from
the Highlands as discussed by Woolliscroft.
Published in the Journal of Archaeological Science. Report available on-line at: https://
osf.io/preprints/socarxiv/ebt9n/

Stirlingshire

RR9a, Durieshill, Stirling, Camelon to Strageath, NS 81316 87640 (centred on).

Work by Robert Engl – AOC Archaeology Group
An 8% evaluation and metal detector survey were undertaken, 6 February – 7 July 2017, in
advance of development. The work revealed several features associated with 19/20th-
century quarrying and mining activities, including infilled quarrypits, scoops, pit-heads and
associated tracks. Other features recorded included a single pit feature of probable
prehistoric date and the remains of a stone track or hardstanding covered with numerous
sherds of 19th-century ceramics and glass. The evaluationof Field S2 revealed the truncated,
basal remains of the Roman Road aligned SE/NW. The road was 6.0–9.0m in width and
composed of small sub-angular and sub-rounded stones set into the underlying clay natural.
The stones directly underlay a thin layer of grey clay. This was interpreted as the basal layer
of a later road. No associated small finds were recovered. The metal detector survey was
undertaken ahead of the evaluation and was targeted on areas lying within the
Bannockburn (1314) Inventory Battlefield, the Sauchieburn (1488) Inventory Battlefield, the
area of the Roman Road where it deviated from the modern road, the Bore Row and around
the scheduled homestead at Common Hill.
Archive – NRHE Report summary in Discovery and Excavation Scotland, Vol 19, 2018 p198
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Antonine Wall at Falkirk, NS 9161 7939.

Work by Geoff Bailey – Falkirk Local History Society and Edinburgh Archaeological Field Society
On the 13–19 August 2018 two trenches were placed at right angles to the south ditch of the
annexe as shown on Macdonald’s 1929 plan. The ditchwas found in the correct position, but
had been filled with turf and covered by a Roman road and cobbling associated with a
building. Inside the enclosure the large cobbled raft of another building was found,
containing a N/S drain. This drain had subsequently been filled with pottery and patched
with poor quality cobbling. A 13th-century long cross half penny and copper alloy handle
were found just above the Roman levels, 1.1m below the present ground surface.
Archived in Falkirk Museum. Report summary in Discovery and Excavation Scotland, Vol 19,
2018, p93

WALES

Carmarthenshire

RR60d, Carmarthen to Kidwelly, SN 413 157 to SN 412 097.

From Alun Betty
Taking advantage of the dry summer in 2018 an aerial survey was conducted looking for
evidence of a Roman road linking Carmarthen fort and the fort at the Lougher estuary,West
of Swansea.
Several new stretches of road were revealed in the open countryside. The first was at Idole,
SN 413 157, 2.5kms South of Carmarthen where LiDAR revealed an agger with flanking
quarry pits. The second emerged as a 500m parchment mark at Llandyfaelog, SN 416 114.
And finally a section was found just North of Kidwelly town, SN 412 097. These findings
suggest a different route towhat was assumed being that after leaving Carmarthen the road
turned Eastwards before heading South towards the river Lougher and then down the the
estuary mouth and the fort. It now seems that the road out of Carmarthen headed due South
towards Kidwelly then turned East to the estuary mouth and crossed over to the fort on the
East bank.It has been suggested that there may be a fort South of Kidwelly and on the
coastline.
Archived in Coflein as NPRN: 415812, 423818, 19, 20, 33 and 424537. Reported in Britannia 51
2020, 117-145, Roman Wales; Aerial Discoveries and New Observations from the Drought of
2018, by Toby Driver, Barry Burnham and Jeffery Davies

Gwynedd

RRX95, Caernarfon and Bontnewydd Bypass. Centred on SH 49188 60853.

From Iwan Parry, Brython Archaeology with Oxford Archaeology North
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Ahead of the construction of the Caernarfon and Bontnewydd Bypass a large section of
Roman road was uncovered very close to the surface. Detailed reports are expected
imminently but the image above shows the excellent state of preservation of the road. A
fuller description is anticipated for the next edition of Itinera.

Caernarfon: Segontium.

From Iwan Parry, Brython Archaeology with Oxford Archaeology North
Work undertaken in the town was very difficult to interpret but a Roman track was found
and this appeared to be heading for a corner of the fort which, at this point in time, does not
appear to have a defined purpose.

ENGLAND

Bedfordshire

RR22, Biggleswade, Braughing to Godmanchester. TL 1945 3462.

Land north of Furzenhall Road, Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, work by Oxford Archaeology
The projected line of the Roman road between Sandy and Godmanchester (Viatores Road 22;
BHER 66, BHER 451, BHER 505) runs through the western part of the current evaluation area
and its presence here has been confirmed in Field 3 by the geophysical survey in the form of
parallel linear anomalies 16m apart, which extend from the north-western corner of Field 3
to the south-south-east for 220m. In Field 2, to the south, the anomalies are much less
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RRX95 exposed during construction of the Caernarfon and Bontnewydd Bypass



distinct where later boundaries associated with the post-medieval land use are present. A
metalled road and associated drainage ditches measuring approximately 15m in total width
was identified at the southern edge of the development area in the evaluation during the
pipeline works for the Kings Reach Growth Scheme (EBD 1300). It was interpreted as likely
to be post-medieval in date, despite an unusually broad metalled surface, because both
ditches flanking the surface contained post-medieval pottery andone ditch, cutting through
the metalled surface, had a ceramic land drain in the base. However, it is possible that this
is the remnants of the Romano-British road which remained in the landscape as a boundary
until the post-medieval period.
HER Ref. EBD1821, OA report 2378, Feb 2020

Birmingham

RR18b, Ryknild Street. Perry Barr: Prince Albert School. SP 07276 91479.

Work by Worcestershire Archaeology
The site of the school lies on the line of the Roman road known as Ryknild Street. An
archaeological excavation focused on a length of the possible road to the north-west of the
site in the footprint of theproposed school. The features revealed during this phase of works
included the two ditches, the western of which crossed the excavation area but the eastern
of which was present only for a length of 27m with termini at each end.

Cambridgeshire

RR22, Godmanchester, A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Road Improvements, TL 2381
6794.

Work by MOLA Headland Initiative on behalf of the Highways Agency England
Targeted excavations as part of a major programme of archaeological investigation along
the A14 Cambridge to Huntingdon Improvement Scheme. This site was located along the
new stretch of road south of Godmanchester (Durovigutum) with excavations taking two
years to complete. The excavation revealed traces of a parallel ditches 18mapart on a north-
north east to south-south west alignment, interpreted as evidence of RR22 from Braughing
to Godmanchester. The ditches were seen to cut earlier, Iron Age enclosures but appeared
to respect a series of early Roman cultivation trenches flanking both sides of the road.
HER Ref MCB17569. Archive: Cambridgeshire County Council Historic Environment Service.
Report: MHI Summary Report TEA 21.

Cheshire

LiDAR re-appraisal of Cheshire and part of Staffordshire

Work by David Ratledge
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Covering RR70a Kings Street Middlewich to Chesterton, RR6aa(x) Chester to Aldford, fort
located at Saighton, RR7a Chester to Northwich, RR700 Middlewich to Whitchurch.
Summaries to be issued in a future addendumand issue 2 of Itinera. See David Ratledge’s own
site http://www.twithr.co.uk/index.html

Cumbria

LiDAR re-appraisal of Cumbria

Work by David Ratledge.
Covering Stanegate east of Carlisle RR85b, Carlisle to Kirkbride, RR741 Watercrook to
Ambleside to Old Penrith, RR7ca(x) Middleton to Low Borrowbridge - parallel route at Lune
gorge, Low Borrowbridge to Kirkby Thore, RR82 route from Maiden Castle to Brough, RR82
and RR82aa(x) Kirkby Thore to Old Penrith, RR840 Eskdale to Ravenglass western route,
RR868 Netherby into Scotland with two new onwards routes (see also Dumfries and
Galloway). RR75 Carlisle to Papcastle, RR754 Old Carlisle to Maryport, RR755(x) Old Carlisle
to Kirkbride, and RR75 Papcastle to Cleator. Summaries to be issued in a future supplement
and issue 2 of Itinera. See David Ratledge’s own site http://www.twithr.co.uk/index.html

RR7e, Fairhill, Penrith

From Chester Forster
In the 2019 edition of the Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Antiquarian
and Archaeological Society (CWAAS) there is an interesting article about the proving of the
line of a Roman road in Penrith. The line of the road from the forts of Brougham (Brocavum)
to Old Penrith (Voreda) had been postulated with a fair, degree of accuracy, for some time
but lacked concrete evidence. However, the opportunity to test the position of the road
arose in 2016 when a housing development was proposed in a field at Fairhill on the
Northern outskirts of Penrith and on the putative line of the road. A total of 19 trial trenches
were dug on the site, with five of them positioned over the projected line of the road and all
five uncovered the road in various degrees of preservation. It was discovered that the road
followed anatural terrace for somedistance and a 0.25m layer of sand formed the base of the
road which was 8.4 metre wide. The road structure was found to be 7m wide with kerbs and
several different surfaces but as the road lay only 0.2 m below the surface, it had
consequently suffered considerable plough damage over the centuries. The article goes into
considerable detail on the construction of the road and lists finds, not only of the Roman
period but through the Anglo Saxon era, right up to the 18th century, indicating that the
road was in use during all this time. Considerable discussion is given on roadside activity in
Roman times, small cobbled areas and the proposition that these areas could have been used
to rest animals after the long uphill section from Brougham.
See Transactions CWAAS Series 3 No 19: Archaeological Investigation of a Roman Road at
Fairhill, Penrith, Cumbria by David Jackson, pp79-96
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RR85b (and RR85a), Stanegate. See entry under Northumberland

Beaumont, Overlough, Monkhill, NY 3415 5865.

Work by Gerry Martin Archaeological Consultant
A cobbled track running to the south of the vallum was identified. Although it was undated
it was thought that it could represent the remnants of a minor route between Roman
military installations.
HER 1/18/3636. Archive: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle

Bowness on Solway, St Michael’s Church, NY 2246 6270.

Work by Grampus Heritage and Training Ltd
A grid pattern of major and minor roads was revealed by a geophysical survey on the site of
a proposed churchyard extension which is close to the Maia Roman Fort at Bowness. The
proposed extension will be relocated to avoid any impact on the remains.
HER 2/18/3623

Shap, Shap Wells Hotel. NY 574 096.

Work by Green Lane Archaeology Ltd
Prior to afforestation a walkover survey was undertaken and a large number of sites were
identified. A possible Roman road was identified as well as hollow ways and boundary
features of medieval origin. It was recommended that further work be undertaken.
HER 3/18/3687. Archive: Cumbria Archive Centre, Kendal

RR82, Kirkby Thore. NY 6345 2539.

Work by D Hurl, Amey
A stone surface, possibly representing the remains of a Roman road and a linear feature
which contained a fragment of samian ware were found in an archaeological investigation
which involved eight test pits. It was recommended that monitoring be carried out during
the proposed resurfacing work [see below].
HER 3/18/3702

RR82, Kirkby Thore, A66. NY 6345 2539.

Work by J J Atkinson, GUARD
The truncated remains of the Roman road that follows the course of the present A66 were
recorded during the monitoring of resurfacing work. [see above]. An alignment of pits and
postholes are believed to represent some of the timber buildings of the vicus constructed
along the road frontage. One of the pits contained a human burial which was left in situ.
HER 3/18/3738
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RR752, Lamplugh, West Cumbria Water Pipeline. NY 0745 2111.

Work by CFA Archaeology
As part of the mitigation for a water pipeline a well preserved length of the Roman road
from Moresby to Papcastle was uncovered. In total a length of some 20 metres of the road
was uncovered and recorded.
HER 9/18/3905

Derbyshire

RR71a, Little Chester Fort, Derby to Longcliffe. SK 227 557.

LiDAR survey and plot of much of the course of RR71a by David Ratledge.
The 2019 LiDAR data for thefirst time covered thewhole area between Derby and Carsington
(SK 251 534) just south of Longcliffe from where the Roman road going north to Buxton is
well established. The southern section of the Derby to Buxton road has been intensely
debated for more than 100 years with Margary opting for a route through Wirksworth
although he conceded that a direct route through Carsington was possible despite the
paucity of evidence that supported it. With LiDAR that has changed and David Ratledge was
able to track lengths of agger, cuttings, hedges and extant road sections from Carsington
Water to Quarndon Hill overlooking Derby. The route through the outskirts of Derby
remains speculative but there are only one or two sensible candidates to chose from and the
most likely follows modern boundaries and roads.
HER Report: Derbyshire MDR11318 Roman road Buxton to Derby.

RR181 Langley Common

From Lucy Baker
In advance of development works a survey and evaluation was carried out on the putative
course of RR181. Applying the methods used when investigating roads to record them for
the RRRA gazetteer highlighted the known, and unknown, information about this road
leading to the segment of road in Langley Common being Scheduled. The course of the
Roman road was found to be reasonably well preserved in three of the trenches, being of a
fairly typical construction, approximately 5 metreswide, flankedby twodrainage ditches on
either side.
Numbered RR181 by Ivan Margary (Margary 1973, 309), this road has long been known to
head almost due west from the Roman site of Derventio (Little Chester, Derby), to the fort and
settlement at Rocester, and then to the fort at Chesterton and settlement at Holditch, near
Stoke-on-Trent. Its route is very well recorded for the most part, being largely marked by
the courses of modern roads, with the notable exception of its first four miles as far as
Langley Common, where no confirmed evidence of the road had ever been identified. It
seems likely that the route continued on beyond Chesterton to Middlewich in Cheshire,
providing a cross country link from Derventio to the Roman road network in the north west
of England and North Wales, and crucially to the legionary fortress at Deva (Chester).
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Margary gave the Middlewich end of this possible link the number RR70a (Margary 1973,
302). He recorded that the agger of the road was visible across the field in Langley Common
(Margary 1973 309) in the mid 20th century, a fact confirmed by the Ordnance Survey’s
Archaeology Division whos’ file noted that a ridge was visible on AP’s 541/481/3009-3011.
Their annotated MS Strip map (Ordnance Survey 1981) also records ‘vestiges of a bank overlain
by rig and furrow – prob. Rems of a terraced road, BHS 8.66” running across Langley Common’.
A second alignment continues almost due west for eight and a half miles, the first three
miles being followed almost precisely by Long Lane. The modern lane then abandons the
alignment for a mile and a half, returning to it very briefly before leaving it again for a
further mile and a half near Alkmonton. Environment Agency LiDAR data is currently only
available for the first of these diversions, where there is no indication of any survival of the
Roman road, and there is no known evidence for survival in any part of the second section.
Derby Lane and thenCubley Lane then roughly follow the alignment, althoughnot precisely,
to about SK 14680 38121. The Roman road is then thought to turn WNW, followed initially by
Cubley Lane, to head directly to the fort and settlement at Rocester, although apart from the
line of Cubley Lane and a short length of Mill Street, there is no archaeological evidence to
support this.
West of Rocester, the road probably heads WSW as far as SK 08697 38742, marked by a short
stretch of Hollington Road, where it meets an alignment clearly set out from the change of
alignment of Cubley Road (SK 14680 38121), over three and a half miles to the east. This
alignment is then followed for six miles, followed intermittently by Hollington Road. LiDAR
coverage is complete here, and in all sections where the modern and Roman lines diverge,
LiDAR imagery suggests that the Roman road survives at least to some degree. The fourth
main alignment commences at Totmonslow, marked almost in entirety by the old Uttoxeter
Road as far asMeir, where the final alignment change takes place, the Roman line nowaimed
directly at the fort at Chesterton some seven miles away. Its line can still be traced in a few
places in Stoke by the course of modern roads, notably by part of King Street, and was
formerly followed by roads and tracks as far as the former Manor Farm (OS, 1900), now
Fenton Manor. The road was obliterated by the railway and railway station, built in 1848,
northwest ofwhich, throughWolstanton as far as the Roman site at Chesterton, there are no
indications that any of the road’s course was still being followed by more modern roads or
tracks in the late 19th century
HER aware, recorded in RRRA Newsletter No. 10, Summer 2019

Devon

RR492a, North Tawton to Church Hill Cross

LiDAR survey by the late Hugh Toller with supporting excavation by Kaye and Stocker
The Okehampton vicus was found on both sides of a length of well preserved Roman road,
first spotted from the air in 1984 and visible on LiDAR. It is possibly the same road that heads
south westwards in the general direction of Okehampton from the large Roman complex at
North Tawton, first identified on LiDAR by Hugh Toller, and following a quite different route
to that of RR492a described by Margary. This road has nowbeen confirmed by excavation to
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follow a single straight alignment from North Tawton as far as Church Hill Cross (Kaye &
Stocker 2018), but a link from there to Okehampton two miles away has not yet been
established. Further southwest, and not in the general A30 corridor thatMargary suggested
for RR492b, a length of about 6 miles of Roman road has now been identified near
Lostwithiel. This road could conceivably be the same one heading west from Okehampton.
It is the road westwards which is of most significance, since no Roman road had previously
been confirmed west of North Tawton apart from a short stretch leading west from the fort
at Calstock, in Cornwall, and limited evidence of a road west of Okehampton. The newly
published work describes in detail the route of the now proven road following a single
alignment (with a few minor deviations) in a south-westerly direction as far as Trehill Farm
(SX636973). Where excavated, the road has been shown to have been built on a foundation
of riverworn cobbles,with a second matrix layer of smaller stones and puddled clay, tamped
firmly down with smaller cobbles and sharp quarried gravel to produce the road surface
(Salvatore, et al., 2019, p. 311). Further work by Steve Kaye and Steve Stocker, as yet
unpublished, is strongly suggesting that the alignment was followed as far as Church Hill
Cross (SX 629 965). Kaye and Stocker suggest that the road then turns southwards before
arcing westwards around the heads of the many steep sided stream valleys feeding the River
Okement near Stockley Hamlet and the Corscombes (S Kaye,pers. comm., 26 May 2020.). A
road is known to approach the fort at Okehampton from a slightly south of east (Rainbird,
2019), although whether or not this is the road direct from North Tawton, or a branch off it,
is not yet known. Nor is it known where the immediate destination of this road may be,
although Calstock would seem reasonable. Launceston is another possible destination
(though no Roman site is proven there), as Ivan Margary had suggested with RR492a
(Margary,1973, p120).
HER aware. Now reported in No. 77 of the Proceedings of the Devon Archaeological Society.
Summary in the Spring 2019 and Summer 2020 RRRA Newsletters

Exeter to Watchet: see full report under Somerset

Dorset

RR4f, Dorset, Axminster,

From Richard Whaley of North East Hampshire History and Archaeology Society, Field Archaeology
Branch
NEHHAS Journal vol 7 describes a massive Roman Road continuing RR4f out of Dorchester,
as 40' terraces on high ground around Marshwood Vale on cart tracks, lanes and B roads to
Axminster. Margary takes RR4f going down to low ground through Bridport - this route
exists but there is no evidence available that it reaches Axminster. Work by Toller, (2014,
Proc. Devon Arch. Soc. 72), referred to in NEHHAS Roman Road Abstracts gives a route from
RR4f to Axminster based substantially on LiDAR evidence which, the author feels, needs no
excavation
HER informed of the findings. Reports available from NEHHAS FAB publications.
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RR46 & 52, The Poole to Bath road, ST 8736 3129.

LiDAR survey by Tim Lunt
LiDAR shows a direct alignment covering about 3.6 miles from the known section south of
Semley to the high ground at Barns Hill in East Knoyle (ST 8736 3129) on a heading of approx
334 degrees. The image above shows the anomaly on the LiDAR, a possible agger, showing at
intervals along the route.
Recorded in the RRRA Newsletter No. 16, Autumn 2020

RR47, Dorchester, Top O’Town House, Bridport Road, DT1 1XP. SY 6887 9069

Archaeological Field Evaluation by Terrain Archaeology
Overlying the natural chalk was a series of hard-packed sandy flint gravel layers with small
flint cobbles between 30–100 mm across (115, 116, 117), which dip down towards the south
(Figures 3–4; Plates 3–6). These gravel layers appear to be the remains of the southern edge
of a road, the full width of which was not exposed. There is a suggestion from the alignment
of the edge of the basal layer 117 that this road ran in a roughly WNW-ESE direction.
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Poole to Bath, RR46 & 52 at East Knoyle. LiDAR data, © Environment Agency copyright and/or database rights
2020. All rights reserved.



Overlying the natural chalk south of the apparent edge of this road was a thin layer of flint
cobbles in a dark grey loam (112). This was sealed below a layer of yellowish-brown sandy
silt (110), which appears to be the result of erosion and wash off the road. This layer was
sealed by a thin layer of chalk 109 beneath another thin layer of flint cobbling in a grey
brown loam matrix (108), which was also found over the road andmay be the evidence for a
repair. The remains of the road were sealed beneath a 0.1–0.8 m thick layer of yellowish-
brown loamy silt (107), which probably developed after the abandonment of the road. This
layer contained a small quantity of abraded Romano-British pottery.
There was some indication of erosion and repair to this road. No dating evidence was
directly associated with the road itself and the small quantity of eroded Romano-British
pottery found in silting layer 107 above does not provide secure dating evidence. The road
appears to be on the line of the Roman road from Ilchester as it approaches the West Gate of
the town, so may be Roman in date. Further traces of a possible gravel road on the same line
were found in the north western part of Top o’Town car park in 1931, where a deposit of
gravel 3.6–4.2 m wide and 0.07 m thick was thought to be the remains of a metalled road
pointing towards Top o’Town. The stratigraphic data from Trench 1 perhaps suggests that
this road is earlier rather than later, given the depth of silting deposits over the road, which
is then sealed beneath post-medieval soils. On balance, the evidence suggests the road is
more likely to be Roman than a road abandoned in the second half of the eighteenth
century.
HER Report MDO42126. Published Report: Terrain Archaeology report number 53490/2/1

Durham

Binchester Fort, north east gateway, NZ 2102 3148.

Work by Northern Archaeological Associates with David Mason, Durham County Council Principal
Archaeologist
Two seasons of excavation have been completed in 2018 and 2019 on a roadway from and
including the north east gateway of the early phase Binchester fortification. The road was
initially restricted by remains of the early period fortifications but then opened out into two
alignments. In addition, what initially appeared to be a side road from this road turned into
a road crossing it and could be a bypass route for Dere Street RR8d around the later fort.
Time prevented further work but there is evidence that the later parts of the sequence have
been found. Work was intended to continue in 2020 and may well do so in future years.
HER aware. Report summarised in Archaeology County Durham Magazine issue 15, 2020.

RR820, Bowes to Barnard Castle, NZ 02294 14867 to NZ 0082 1363.

LiDAR survey by D Armstrong
A fuller coverage given by recently released National Programme LiDAR data has revealed
the course of the road from Barnard Castle as it approaches Bowes. As you can see there is a
surprise at the Bowes end. Previously it was thought that the Roman road was under the
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modern A67, as it is when leaving Barnard Castle. However, the A67 takes a turn towards the
west just at the hump backed bridge over the redundant railway line and with the remaining
couple of miles being very straight the assumption had previously been that it overlay the
Roman road. A sharp turn at the Bowes end didn’t quite look normal and searches for the
Roman road continuing straight on towards the Roman fort drew a blank. The new LiDAR
data tells a different story. Where the modern road turns the agger of the Roman road can be
seen carrying straight on until a slight turn to the south is made crossing a minor stream. It
can be seen continuingon butpeters outwhen approaching the modernA66 overlyingRR82.
Reported to the HER

Ebchester to Beukley, Northumberland. See Northumberland, Beukley

RR820, Raby Castle to St Helen’s Auckland, NZ 1221 2110 to NZ 1783 247.

LiDAR survey by D Armstrong
While the direction of the road is well established, mostly based on two seasons of
excavations in the 1930’s by RP Wright and observations by antiquarians, the actual course
on the ground was less clear at the north eastern end approaching Dere Street RR8d where
it was thought to converge with the green Hummerbeck Lane and then onto Burnshouse
Lane. The new LiDAR data does strongly show the course of the road across south west
County Durham, pretty closely to where previously thought but now we can be certain that
it does converge with Hummerbeck Lane at the stream crossing at NZ 1748 2426. After the
long straight alignments from Barnard Castle the route along Hummerbeck Lane and
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RR820, in white solid corridor, approaching Bowes from the direction of Barnard Castle. The RR82 underlies the
modern A66, the white dashed corridor.



Burnshouse Lane looks quite sinuous and indirect and it is not obvious why the previous
long alignment wasn’t continued on the higher and presumably drier ground.
Reported to the HER

RR80a, Cade’s Road, Sedgefield East Park, NZ 3492 2875.

Work by Dig Ventures with David Mason, Durham County Council Principal Archaeologist
A season’s excavation was carried out in 2019 at East Park, Sedgefield a site excavated by
Time Team in 2003 that was further continued as a Community supported event through
2005-2008. A further large trench was opened in 2019 by Dig Ventures as part of the
Brightwater Landscape Partnership targeting RR80a (Cade’s Road), and the features
alongside itwhich were identified by geophysics and interpreted as the southern edge of the
settlement. Excavation of the wide road revealed that the metalling was fairly basic with
loose and insubstantial bottoming. This surface had been subsequently broadened to the
west but was even less well constructed than the original. Work was intended to continue in
2020 and may well do so in future years.
HER aware, Report summarised in Archaeology County Durham Magazine issue 15, 2020.

RR732(x), Stang to east of Bowes, NZ 015 065 to NZ 002 131.

LiDAR and field survey by Gary Whitaker
Previous work by Hugh Toller has established this route heading north/north east from
Bainbridge in Wensleydale but indications petered out while climbing to the summit of the
Stang pass and therewas no clarity as to whether the destinationwas Greta Bridge or Bowes.
More extensive LiDAR coverage from DEFRA as part of the National Programme release has
revealed more of this route enabling the discovery of four good segments of road leading to
the east of Bowes. Field walking and surveying the route on the ground showed it to be 5.5m
wide with ditches to the side and edged in large stones. The soil depth in the middle of the
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RR820 across SW County Durham from Raby Castle towards Evenwood Gate



road was 10cm deep and increasing near the edge of the road to a depth of 15-20cm
suggesting a slight camber. The route heads north from the summit and then north north
west where it then turns north again and curls around the west edge of the valley dropping
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RR732(x) crossing Scargill High Moor heading north towards Bowes. LidAR data,
© Environment Agency copyright and/or database right 2020. All rights reserved.



down to a lower level. This segment cleverly keeps to the higher ground avoiding crossing
narrow and steep stream valleys by skirting around them at first appearing to be curved but
is probably a series of short straights. The road approaches the RiverGreta approx 900m east
of Bowes fort, although north of the Greta it is currently unclear as to whether it continues
straight ahead to join RR82 about 600m west of the RR820/RR82 junction (reported earlier
in this section) or turns slightly westwards to head closer to the fort or vicus. An angled
cutting just north of the R. Greta suggests that the latter is more likely. Work continues to
confirm the missing segments.
HER Report To be advised. Published Report: RRRA Newsletter No. 17, Winter 2020

RR8d (Dere Street), Lanchester: Longovicium Roman Fort and Environs, Lanchester
DH7 0HJ. NZ 159 468.

Work by Archaeological Services Durham University
A geophysical survey has been carried out during a three-year period, over a total of 6.6ha
within and around the Roman fort (Longovicium). Dere Street was clearly visible on surveys,
to the north-east of the fort, with a local road joining it to the fort north-east gate, and
heavily built-up with strip-houses, etc. Significantly there is no indication of a road leading
north east from Dere Street in the direction of Chester le Street or to the Wrekendyke RR809
towards South Shields.
HER: D1850. Archive: ADS Library of Unpublished Fieldwork Reports (11 Oct 2019), https://
doi.org/10.5284/1056825. Archive retained at Archaeological Services Durham University
(site code LAN19).

Essex

LiDAR re-appraisal of Essex

Work by David Ratledge
Covering Wixhoe to Radwinter, Wixhoe to Baintree, Colchester to Harwich, Colchester
north gate link road to RR7c, RR300 Chesterford to Radwinter to Great Dunmow. Summaries
to be issued in a future addendum and issue 2 of Itinera. See David Ratledge’s own site http:/
/www.twithr.co.uk/index.html

Fordham, Essex TL 939 273.

By Colchester Archaeological Group (CAG), Fordham Local History Society
In 1973, members of CAG were invited to carry out a watching brief along a pipeline trench
between Fordham and West Bergholt. The results were briefly published in CAG bulletin No.
17 in 1974, and recorded the possibility of a Roman road crossing the pipeline trench. With
the benefit of Google Earth aerial imaging, and LiDAR, CAG have recently revisited the site,
as there are clear cropmarks and LiDAR traces showing along a possible route of the road
heading north from Colchester. During 2020, members of CAG have conducted several
fieldwalks, metal detecting surveys and geophysics surveys in the vicinity,with encouraging
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but not yet definitive results. A potential crossing point of the River Colne has been
identified where there is a spread of gravel and larger stones and where two Roman
republican coins have been found, hinting at a possible fording point. Permission has been
granted by landowners for further investigative works in 2021.
HER Report No. N/A. Archive: N/A. Published Report: CAG Bulletin 17, 1974

Gloucestershire

RR541, Hardwicke. ST 704813.

The main road may have run further to the north-west, through the village. This is
consistent with the alignment of Hardwicke village street and a footpath north of it in
relation to that of the Roman road leaving Gloucester and continuing beyond Moreton
Valence.
2018 -Watching Brief undertaken on land at Hardwicke, Gloucestershire, during the
stripping of an easement and pipe trench excavation for the construction of a sewerage
pipeline. The investigation identified the remains of a Roman Road, likely to be the former
Sea Mills to Gloucester Road.
HER 7365, Source Work 894 and 15785

Hampshire

RR155, Basingstoke: Upper Cufaude Farm. SU 465550 156700.

Work by Wessex Archaeology, February 2020. Reference : 202512.03
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by Croudace Homes Limited to conduct an
archaeological excavation on an area of land covering 900 m2 at Upper Cufaude Farm,
Basingstoke, Hampshire centred on National Grid Reference SU 465550 156700. A 900sq m
area was targeted by excavation conducted over three days from 20 – 24 January 2020 to
focus on the projected line of the Silchester to Chichester Roman Road, which crosses the
site and which had been identified during the evaluation in the form of possible make up
layers or metalling and the westernflanking roadside ditch. The line of the Roman road is to
be retained within the proposed development.
The excavation successfully identified the western flanking ditch, but was unable to identify
any evidence for a corresponding eastern flanking ditch. No further evidence for the Roman
road itself or any associated features were revealed by the excavation.
Reference Data : Accession Number : Hampshire Cultural Trust A2018.45

RR155, Chineham, Razor Farm. Monument ID: 65373. SU 65670 56179

From Hampshire HER
During an archaeological evaluation remains of the Roman road from Silchester to
Chichester were identified. An archaeological evaluation was commissioned prior to a
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housing development at Razor Farm, Chineham. A series of features was identified that was
consistent with a farmstead settlement.A trench was placed across the projected line of the
Roman road to ascertainwhether or not this line was correct. Remains of aRoman roadwere
found, confirming the previously projected line.

Beacon Hill, SU 593 237.

From Richard Whaley of North East Hampshire History and Archaeology Society, Field Archaeology
Branch

On Beacon Hill the landowner asked us to investigate a Roman site which turned out to be
the deserted village of Lomer SU 593 237. We considered the ramparts were too big to be
medieval, and made a plan using a LiDAR image - which also showed accurately our passing
Roman Road. This revealed right-angular relationships between the Road alignments and
the ramparts - showing they were Roman. Of the 3 Roman Road lanes, works showed only
the central one was in use in the later Romanperiod - enabling dating. As the ramparts could
not be for defence - our Roman Road formed one of the sides - a Roman temple site is the
interpretation. Nearby we turned a deep modern ditch which cut through the upper of the
3 Roman lanes into an archaeological section, and the landowner allowed us to look at the
track which was the central lane SU 598 230. The central lane is exactly 18 Roman feet wide,
but nothing remained from the Roman period but hard compacted chalk. The upper
northern lane was composed of a thick bed of small chalk, either 18 or 25 Roman feet wide.
The reason this road was sought was if there was a direct Road Winchester - Chichester the
Antonini Itinerary Clausrentum will be at Exton. A Grid came up on LiDAR, with our three
Roman Road lanes crossing obliquely. The farmer whose land it is mainly on wanted an
accurate map, which we prepared together with ground and air photo evidence. A ground
scatter of Roman pottery occurs. The Principal E--W Grid is seen crossing the river Meon
flood plain where there are the remains of a Causeway. Some of the minor Grid lines and
Roman Road lanes show partial or complete crossing of the flood plain on LiDAR. The
Principal N--S Grid line ends at the high status house found in 1980s/90s.
HER informed of the findings. Reports made available here; http://www.nehhas.org.uk/
lomer.htm here http://www.nehhas.org.uk/pre16-19.htm and here http://
www.nehhas.org.uk/cla17-19.htm

RR4b/43? East Anton Monument ID: 56466, SU 37217 47475.

From Hampshire HER
Geophysical survey looking for evidence of small Romano-British town Leucomagus was
essentially negative though several features identified which were later examined by
evaluation and dated to the RB period. Report summarising known archaeology in the
vicinity, the geophysical survey, above and a walkover survey adds very little but suggests
the course of the Roman road might run c.50m south of the hypothetical line through this
area
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RR42a, Monument ID: 56603, SU 67834 52104..

From Hampshire HER
Evaluation revealed features in 4 (of 40) trenches, including possible evidence for the
suggested Roman Road.

RR72a, Monument ID: 62379, SU 44635 00876.

From Hampshire HER
Fragment of a Roman road visible as a cropmark on aerial photographs. It is part of a road
which linked the southern road system with a small port at Stone Point.

Winchester to London, via Neatham, SU 697 384

From David Weston, RRRA
It has been established that there is sufficient evidence to suggest that a major, Roman road
east of Winchester existed, and to indicate why it may not have pursued a direct course to
Neatham. The route between Winchester and Neatham may have been via Alresford,
Bighton and Medstead. Of course, a road through Bighton does not preclude the existence
of other minor, or estate roads in the area, nor does it preclude the possibility that different
routes existed at different times during the Roman period. However, it seems extremely
unlikely that more than one major Roman road linking Winchester with Neatham could
have simultaneously existed. From Neatham eastwards the road has yet to be found, but the
postulated route to the Blackwater and on to Ewell has merit.
Recorded in the RRRA Newsletter No. 11, Autumn 2019

Winchester to London, Chawton Woods, SU67 36.

From Richard Whaley of North East Hampshire History and Archaeology Society, Field Archaeology
Branch
The Roman Road through and out of Chawton Park Wood SU67 36 is three parallel features,
the outside features are Roads made of crushed flint. Beside on high ground are large
numbers of dark circles showing on air photos, and on the ground during cultivation. We
excavated one beside the northern Roman lane, finding a large ditch cut into the clay -
which we interpreted stored water for the dry summer season. The large number indicates
large scale market gardening - which would only occur in Roman or our Industrial
Revolution. The produce could be moved on the Roman Road to Winchester. We have
previously excavated a large swimming pool sized Roman dew pond, which was partly fed
by the side ditches of a Roman Centuriation Road over a long distance. Whenwe areworking
on theseheights on the highDowns wecarry out experiments onhow muchwater levels rise
over summer nights for different size pools - saucers, dishes, basins ... Given that the
naturalist Gilbert White measured dew ponds at Selborne rising 3" in a summer night it
looks as if the water level rises more for the greater the surface area of the pond. In which
case the Romans could have been onto something - and placed such large ponds by their
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Roads when they ran in the right places - to give water for grazing on high downs. We
believe the central feature in Chawton Park Wood is a water feature. It comprises a 60
Roman foot wide ditch cut into the clay, with stone running lanes built into its 2 edges, and
runs from the top of the downs to the bottom of a valley. But air photo suggest that there is
also a stone feature in themiddle of the 60' ditch - and it shows up in aphoto of the fieldwith
young crops - the two swellings are the stone running lanes, the depression is the 60' ditch
- but there is also a small swelling in the middle of this depression. We are scheduled to
excavate here in September 2022 - it may alter our interpretation of this complex feature.
HER informed of the findings. Reports made available here http://www.nehhas.org.uk/
rd13-17.htm here http://www.nehhas.org.uk/rd09.jpg and here http://
www.nehhas.org.uk/rd16-17j.htm

Hertfordshire

St Albans, Gorhambury Park, AL3 6AH, TL 1138 0759.

Work by JESSOP Consultancy, on behalf of the Gorhambury Estate
During the installation of a new sewage system in the south parkland on the Gorhambury
Estate the route of the Roman Road that branches west from Watling Street at the Chester
Gate on the north-west entrance toVerulamium was revealed; NGR TL 11387 07592. The road
is visible as a cropmark in the form of a linear feature on aerial photographs (Google Earth
Pro 2009, 2013) and runs on a west-east alignment c.250m to the south of Gorhambury House
apparently heading towards Westwick Hall and Leverstock Green. The alignment does not
relate to the Viatores road 169B which continues to the north of Gorhambury House,
although has previously been noted in two records on the Hertfordshire HER (ref.14626;
17269)
A single strip trench (29m x 1-1.7m) was excavated by machine with a flat ditching bucket at
right angles to the orientation of the road. The area had previously been ploughed causing
extensive damage to the road, resulting in the removal of the upper surface and camber.
Remnants of the foundation survived comprising compacted flint (c.9m wide), having been
laid directly upon the natural clay subsoil. Ditches survived on either side of the roadway at
a distance of 15.8m from the inner edges. The southern ditch had a simple V-shaped profile,
1.3m wide and survived to a depth of 0.7m. The northern ditch appeared to have been
similar in profile, depth and size, although the exact width was unclear as it coincided with
the route of a later field boundary and had been re-cut on multiple occasions. Occasional
fragments of abraded clay tile of a Romano-British fabric were recovered within the topsoil.
HER Report Hertfordshire aware, Archive: Gorhambury House. Published Report:
Forthcoming
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Lancashire and Greater Manchester

LiDAR re-appraisal of Lancashire and Greater Manchester

Work by David Ratledge
Covering RR70e(x) Lancaster toWatercrook, RR705 Lancaster toCaton, RR70dWalton leDale
to Lancaster, RR704aa(x) Ribchester to Lancaster, Ribchester Ribble bridge site located,
RR72a Ribchester to Elslack, RR7c Ribchester to Burrow, Burrow west vicus, RR7b
Manchester to Ribchester with fortlet at Wayoh Bridge, RR702 Manchester to Wigan,
RR702aa(x) Wigan to Burscough, RR711 Manchester to Melandra. Summaries to be issued in
a future addendum and issue 2 of Itinera. See David Ratledge’s own site http://
www.twithr.co.uk/index.html

Leicestershire

RR5e, Syston, Fosse Way. SK 6209 1248.

Work by Museum of London Archaeology
This report commissioned by CgMs on behalf of Davidsons Developments Description refers
to the observations, recording and analysis of a possible agger and two roadside ditches at
the above location.
HER ref Event ID ELE9869, Accession No X.A111.2014

Lutterworth. SP 5465 8603.

Work by Museum of London Archaeology
The report commissioned by CgMs on behalf of Davidsons Developments. Plan and record
excavation on land prior to development. Six roman plus other ditches were identified
during the excavation
HER ref Event ID: ELE9913 , Accession No X.A110.2015 Report location Leics/Rutland HER

Lincolnshire

Lincolnshire andNottinghamshire, Ancaster to Ad Pontem, RR59(X), SK 9826 4347 to SK
7569 5012

LiDAR survey by Tim Jeffery and Mike Haken
This route provides a link between the Roman settlement on Ermine Street at Ancaster
(Lincolnshire) with the Roman settlement on the Fosse Way at Thorpe (Ad Pontem). The
LiDAR survey provides further evidence to support the observations made by Yvonne
Boutwood in Britannia in 1998.
The LiDAR evidence was not available for the first 2km west of Ancaster and first appears as
possible cuttings and an agger as the road crosses Honington Beck. These features should be
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reviewed when the additional Lidar data west of Ancaster is available. The road then
coincides with sections of Frinkley Lane before Frinkley Lane turns to run in a west north
westerly direction and diverges from it. The Roman road continues in a westerly direction
towards a crossing of the River Witham at Marston (see figure). To the west of Marston, the
road coincides with sections of Stonepit Lane as it approaches the crop marks of a Romano-
British roadside settlement near Long Bennington, recorded by aerial photography and
noted by Boutwood. A length of agger to the east of crop marks supports Boutwood’s
interpretation. An intervening loop of the River Witham suggests a change of course of the
river since the Roman period.
Evidence along this alignment to the west of Long Bennington is confined to a crop mark
immediately west of the A1 which suggests the road maintains its westerly course and is
followed by a track to the south east of Authorpe Farm. The road appears to change
alignment to the north of Staunton in the Vale to run in a north westerly direction. A
possible barrow on a ridge to the north of Staunton may have been used as a sighting point
for Roman surveyors.
The next LiDAR evidence is of a faint agger to the north of Grange Farm as the road
approaches the River Devon. This is followed by evidence of another faint agger on the land
between the River Devon and Car Dyke. The LiDAR evidence corroborates Nottinghamshire
HER records in this area. The LiDAR evidence supports the alignment of the road given by
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Lidar image showing surviving agger east of Marston on a direct alignment to the fort at Ancaster.



Boutwood to the south of Thorpe which was based on aerial photographic records of crop
marks and field observations.
The alignment intersects with the Fosse Way to the south of the Roman settlement of Ad
Pontem and its exact relationship to the settlement needs further study.
Nottinghamshire HER aware, Lincolnshire HER aware.

London

RR3a, London E3, 629-631 Roman Road, E3 2RN. Centred on TQ 3692 8353.

Evaluation and watching brief by Touchstone Archaeology.
Between July and November 2018 Touchstone Archaeology conducted phases two and three
of an archaeological evaluation at 629-631 Roman Road. Phase two involved the hand
excavation of 9 test pits whilst phase three involved the monitoring of the excavation of 11
pad-stone and underpinning trenches. Six of the test pits excavated in phase two contained
evidence of the London to Colchester Roman road, which had been encountered in phase
one. Pottery was recovered dating mainly from the 2nd to first half of the 2rd century but
also included a small quantity dating from c.43-270 C.E. and also a post-medieval pipe bowl.
Natural brick earth was recorded between c.1 and 1.2m depth.
The phase 3 works confirmed the northern extent of the Roman road.
HER ref ELO19815, Archive – Fully reported elsewhere in this Journal

Northamptonshire

RR160a, Towcester to Alchester. Postcode NN12 6HZ, SP 69179 48486.

Work by MOLA (Northampton)
Archaeological trial trench evaluation on land at Bickerstaffes Road (Water Lane),
Towcester, Northamptonshire, recorded archaeological features consisting of two ditches, a
pit, a metalled surface and stonework that may represent the edge of the agger for Alchester
Road or another stone structure, all dated to the Roman period. The metalled surface was
quarried during the late Roman, post-Roman or medieval–post-medieval period, and the
exact timewas not clearly distinguishable. The features produced a large quantity of pottery
and metal finds, including imported amphorae, a well-preserved late 2nd-century Roman
coin and a cosmetic spoon.
HER Ref. ENN109556, MOLA report 19/085

RR57a, Corby, Huntingdon to Leicester, SP 87588 88528.

Work by Hallaton Field Work Group Nov 2018.

Hallaton Field Work Group (HFWG) conducted a detailed magnetometer survey over
approximately 0.16 hectare of a clearance in woodland across the line of a known Roman
Road. An anomaly probably relating to the line of road was identified. It is hoped that the
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results of the survey will help to identify other Roman Roads in the area using geophysical
survey.
HER Ref. ENN109203, HFWG report 18/01

Norfolk

LiDAR re-appraisal of Norfolk

Work by David Ratledge
Covering Brampton to Caistor St Edmund, Caistor St Edmund to SahamToney, RR36 Caistor
St Edmund to unknown site segment located to Kirstead. Summaries to be issued in a future
addendum and issue 2 of Itinera. See David Ratledge’s own site http://www.twithr.co.uk/
index.html

Northumberland

RR8ee(x), Beukley to Ebchester, Proto Dere Street. NZ 10069 55075 to NY 98251 70686.

Northern Archaeology Group led by Bill Trow
Dere Street RR8e through Northumberland is based on long distance alignments (LDA),
however the constructed road deviates from these at Ebchester taking an alternative route
to Corbridge and then linking back to the LDA at Beukley north of Hadrian’s Wall. Originally
proposed by Ray Selkirk was a route directly linking Ebchester to Beukley conforming to an
LDA. Work by the Northern Archaeology Group (NAG) between 2012 and 2017 led by Bill
Trow has located and excavated road surfaces in several places along this alignment. This is
fully reported elsewhere in this journal.
HER aware.

RR85a, Settlingstones, The Stanegate, NY 845 682.

Archaeology Research Services, Philippa Hunter
Local north east papers ran an article over Christmas 2020 about the Stanegate RR85 being
found during Northumbrian Water Board work at Settlingstones. This road is believed to
have formed the Roman frontier just prior to the construction of Hadrian’s Wall and linked
together a number of Roman forts, including Vindolanda to the west of Settlingstones and
Newbrough to the east. The Roman road is thought to be under the modern road and the
recent discovery of a link road from it to Housesteads nearby (within this volume) that did
not show any evidence of crossing the modern road suggested that this is correct. The brief
newspaper report and photos suggest that the cobbled road surface is quite close under the
modern tarmac. It was constructed using rounded cobbles set in a layer measuring around
15cm deep, with around 25cm of gravel surfacing laid on top.
HER aware
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RR86b, Military Way, Great Chesters Fort, Bypass road. NY 7044 6668 to NY 7068 6680.

LiDAR survey by Dave Armstrong
There is some evidence that forts on Hadrian’s Wall could have had a bypass route to avoid
Military Way traffic having to traverse the fort, being subject to military security and take
the tight turns around the principia (headquarters building) in the centre. Greatchesters fort
has a clear LiDAR indication of a link road from the east side of the vicus to the Military Way.
A similar bypass route has been speculated through Housesteads vicus and other Wall forts
have the potential for similar bypasses through the streets of their vici.
HER aware

RR85a, The Stanegate (?) Bywell, NZ 0544 6223.

Northern Archaeology Group led by Bill Trow guided by Steve Hedworth
The Northern Archaeology Group led by Bill Trow and guided by Steve Hedworth in 2019
excavated a section of road with side ditches just to the east of Bywell on the north side of
the Tyne at NZ 0544 6223. While there is no dating evidence from the section, the 22 feet
width and cobble construction are consistent with a Roman origin and this potentially could
be the sought after Eastern extension of the Stanegate RR85a from Corbridge. Having now
confirmed theprobe surveys’ indication that there is a road in situ they are following the line
and considering further excavations. As ever, confirming the dating of the road is an issue
to be overcome.
HER aware, Report, Excavation on the Bywell Estate by Bill Trow
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LiDAR indication of a road, white line corridor, from the Greatchesters vicus to theMilitary Way, dotted corridor.
Perhaps a bypass around the fort.



RRX 038, Grindon Hill, Housesteads to Stanegate (RR85a) link road. NY 7973 6864 to
NY 8291 6806.

LiDAR survey by Dave Armstrong
MacLauchlan traced and mappped a route (1858, Sheet 3) which LiDAR has now largely
confirmed, particularly so at the eastern end where the junctionwith The Stanegate ismade
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Excavated road at Bywell that may be part of the eastern extension
of The Stanegate.



at Grindon Hill Farm, approximately 70m west of the modern crossroads. With no
continuation on the south side of the modern road, this gives corroborating evidence that
The Stanegate RR85a is under the modern road surface. From the junction an agger can be
seen on LiDAR heading north west which turns to the west on a straight alignment running
across thenorth of Lady ShieldWood andGrindon Mill Hills passing through NewBeggarbog
at the B6318 Military Road. MacLauchlan mapped a route from here now followed by the
visitors footpath approach to Housesteads then up the steep vicus street to the south gate
but this sinuous route is not visible as a Roman road on the LiDAR. Perhaps the route linked
up with the cobbled road surface discovered when the car park was extended as reported in
the RRRA Newsletter No. 1, Spring 2016.
HER aware

RRX 038, Housesteads to Vindolanda link road. NY 7897 6869 to NY 7764 6689.

LiDAR survey by Dave Armstrong
A road revealed by a new release of data under the National LiDAR Programme is the
western part of RRX38 connecting Housesteads, one of the forts on Hadrian’s Wall to
Vindolanda two miles to the south west on the Roman road RR85a, The Stanegate. Tangible
existence of the route was first detailed by Eric Birley who noticed that Housesteads vicus
street plan had one building outside the south gate with a bevelled corner reflecting the
significance of the street/road heading in a southwestern direction. This is then overlain by
the modern farm road that zig zags through the crest of a small ridge where the Roman road
can be seen on the ground and on LiDAR to leave the farm road, continuing on and then
resuming the same general south westerly direction with a terraceway over the next crest
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LiDAR image of an agger of a link road from Housesteads to the Stanegate RR85a at Grindon



at Deafley Rigg. On the south of the Military Road (B6318) LiDAR shows that the road
continues the same alignment down the slope before turning southwards in the bottom of
the valley to connect to the base of a rushy incline up the north side of Grandy’s Knowle.
There are some slight LiDAR indications that the road took another turn to the south on
reaching the crest but then the indications run out. Extending the general direction the
longer alignments have taken towards Vindolanda, following the grain of the very ridged
broken ground here and projecting forward to a junction with The Stanegate; a supposition
of the likely route can be made. This makes a junction with The Stanegate where the later
road makes a turn and indeed the layout of The Stanegate heremay reflect the junctionwith
this, although interpretation is extremely difficult thanks to the numerous embankments
and cuttings from a number of industrial wagon ways.
HER aware

RR86a, b, c & d, Military Way, Northumberland and Cumbria.

Book – The Hadrian’s Wall Military Way - a Frontier Road Explored: forthcoming 2021 by Dave
Armstrong
Collation and analysis of the previous excavations and findings of this undoubted Roman
road are summarised in this book. Analyses of the road locations in a constrained corridor
between Hadrian’s Wall and the earthwork to its rear, the Vallum, determine a pattern to
how the road was laid out relative to the other linear structures. The construction of the
road plus the many and impressive road engineering features such as terraces, cuttings, zig
zags and inclines are considered, aswell as a likely construction date, leading to an inference
on the traffic the road could support and therefore its likely role supporting the frontier.
The road is very visible and accessible, particularly in the centre crags section and is
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LiDAR image of a link road from Housesteads towards Vindolanda on the Stanegate RR85a.



probably the most impressive example of Roman road engineering in Britain, one which is
well worth taking the effort to visit and walk along for which a walking guide is included.

RR840(x), Whitley Castle to Corbridge

LiDAR and field survey by Bryn Gethin, the late Hugh Toller and Mike Haken with excavation by
Altogether Archaeology
A Roman road has long been suspected between Whitley Castle (Epiacum) and Corbridge
(Coria), first postulated on John Warburton'sMap of Northumberland in 1716 . This road had
been suggested by several sources but no definite surface evidence had ever been recorded
in detail, apart from the remains of a bridge abutment, scheduled as Roman, on the south
west bankof theRiver SouthTyne, just north east of Epiacum. Observations using LiDAR data
from the Environment Agency and then traced on the ground through fieldwork have
changed all that. Surface evidence for the road has been identified in six locations at
Kirkhaugh, Ouston Fell, Hawksteel, Catton, Emertley Hill and Stublick Moor and also in four
other locations on the LiDAR imagery at Ayle, Whitewalls, Hollingreen and Dilston Park but
these instances have not yet been confirmed on the ground. It probably crosses Stublick Sike
at about NY 8427 6039, changing alignment almost immediately to a course just north of
east. It can be seen with certainty after about 300m where it can be seen on LiDAR
continuously for over 2 miles (fig. 13). After a gap of just over half a mile, where medieval
and post-medieval agricultural activity has obliterated it, the road reappears for another
half mile stretch. These two lengths of road were observed by both Bryn Gethin and Hugh
Toller in July 2014, exactly where they expected the road from Epiacum to be, though their
discovery was never published. The features were also seen independently by two members
of Altogether Archaeology in late 2015, Greg Finch and Martin Green, resulting in
excavations taking place in 2016 with no less than seven trenches being opened. These
excavations confirmed that this feature is indeed a Roman road, of fairly typical upland
construction being of a single base layer between 5m and 6m in width, of a single build of
rough stone and cobbles. Ditches were found in only one trench, and were very shallow and
slight “scoop” ditches (Green & Finch, 2009, p.33).
HER aware, Reported in RRRA newsletter No. 6, Autumn 2017

Nottinghamshire

RR282(x), previously RRX104, Nottinghamshire and South Yorkshire, Osmanthorpe to
Rossington Bridge, SK 6768 5636 to SK 6259 9905.

LiDAR survey by Tim Jeffery and Mike Haken
This route links two short lengths of known Roman road some twenty two miles apart, and
incorporates other features recorded from aerial photography. The LiDAR survey
establishes a definite road linking the Roman “vexillation” fortresses at Osmanthorpe
(Nottinghamshire) and Rossington Bridge (South Yorkshire), both of which are thought to
date from the 50s AD.
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The section of Roman road from Osmanthorpe to Bilsthorpe was partially excavated and
reported on by the Trent and Peak Archaeological Unit (TPAU) in 1999, although it’s
destination was not established. Further north, the Ordnance Survey had previously
described the existing roads between Ollerton and Blyth (A614 and A1) as being a doubtful
Roman road and had allocated it their prefix RRX104. Finally, a length of Roman road
heading south from Rossington Bridge had been picked up as crop marks on aerial
photographs and recorded by the Archaeological Services WYAS as part of their study of
cropmarks on the Magnesian Limestone. The LiDAR survey provides sufficient evidence to
reasonably connect most of these features and to conclude that it is a single build of Roman
road. It should be noted that the section of existing modern road south of Blyth now
followed by the A1 to Apleyhead now appears to be a later, possibly medieval, diversion of
the Roman road.
The LiDAR evidence starts as the road heads in a north westerly direction from
Osmanthorpe fortress, passing below Camp Hill at Kirklington and corroborating
Nottinghamshire HER records. Cropmarks reported by TPAU showing the Roman road
heading towards Bilsthorpe are also corroborated by LiDAR.
There appears to be a change in alignment on high ground to the south east of Bilsthorpe
Church and the road then heads in a northerly direction, although northeast of Bilsthorpe
it is obscured by a large colliery spoil heap. The LiDAR evidence then appears in the form of
a faint agger south of Long Belt Farm. There is strong LiDAR evidence in New Park Wood in
the form of aggers and cuttings which also reveal a slight change in alignment of the road
slightly towards the west.
There are some faint traces immediately south of Ollerton where the road appears to have
been realigned locally to avoid the edges of a dry valley. LiDAR evidence of a faint agger
appears on the flood plain of the River Maun which corroborates a Nottinghamshire HER
record derived from aerial photographs. There is strong LiDAR evidence of an agger followed
by acutting to the west of theA614 nearPerlethorpe. The road thenappears to coincide with
the modern A614 and crosses the Rivers Meden and Poulter. At the crossing of the River
Meden the LiDAR has revealed signs of an enclosure with a ditch and rampart which may be
associated with the Roman road.
North of the River Poulter the LiDAR evidence has revealed a local realignment and what
appears to be a pair of aggers to the west of the A614 which may represent two phases of
construction of the road. This alignment carries on to ApleyheadWood where the LiDAR has
revealed strong evidence of a change in alignment slightly towards the west with aggers
surviving in woodland (see figure).
The road then crosses the RiverRyton anda faint trace of agger has been detected to thewest
of Whin Hill. The road then crosses the River Ryton for a second time which is supported by
faint LiDAR evidence of aggers and cuttings to the south and north of Forest Farm.
There appears to be a change in alignment to the south of Blyth and it appears likely that the
road resumes its northerly direction. The road would then cross the River Ryton for a third
time between Blyth and Nornay. The final LiDAR evidence is of an agger in woodland at
Martin Beck to the north west of Bawtry which is just south of the aerial photographic
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RR282(x) in the vicinity of Apleyhead.



evidence of the road recorded on the South Yorkshire HER, identified by Archaeological
Services WYAS.
Nottinghamshire HER aware South Yorkshire HER aware

Ancaster to Ad Pontem, RR59(X), See Lincolnshire

Oxfordshire

Gill Mill, Ducklington, South Leigh and Hardwick-with-Yelford, SP 3795 0689.

Work by Oxford Archaeology
Monograph (2018) of excavations 1988-2014 prior to quarrying activity. Most of the Phase 1
works have been previously reported but the Phase 2 works have been only in summaries.
Extensive roadside settlements, one occupied from the Iron Age to the C3rd, and a large
(c.10ha) nucleated Roman settlement, with a regular layout respecting one of the roads,
occupied until c.AD370. Evidence suggests a specialised economic role associated with cattle
management.
HER Records: PRN11636, 15152, 17482, 29214, 29223, 29349-52/EOX1930, 1999, 2001, 6637-40.
Archive: Oxfordshire Museum Service. Published Report: Paul Booth and Andrew
Simmonds. 2018. Gill Mill: Later prehistoric landscape and a Roman nucleated settlement in
the lower Windrush Valley at Gill Mill, near Witney, Oxfordshire.

RR16a, Akeman Street, Holwell to Sansoms Platt between Woodstock and Wootton. SP
232 091 to SP 452 190.

Work by John Blair, Oxoniensia, 2020.
Roman Roads in Wychwood, an alternative line of Akeman Street RR16a, by John Blair has been
published as a paper in the 2020 edition of Oxoniensia, the Journal of the Oxfordshire
Architectural and Historical Society. The paper identifies a potential parallel route to
Akeman street between Bradwell Grove in Holwell, Oxfordshire, SP 232 091, rejoining
Akeman Street at Sansoms Platt between Woodstock and Wootton. The paper claims that
the alignment is a more direct route with fewer alignment changes than Akeman Street and
may predate it as a Long Distance Alignment. An additional observation is a straight track
from this new road, the Suga-Rodu (Pay Lane/ St. John’s Lane), crossing Akeman Street and
aligned onto Salmondsbury near Bourton on the Water.
Reported – Oxoniensia, 2020.

RR160b, Otmoor, East-West Rail: Phase 1. SP 57742 20269; SP 57186 19544; SP 5721
1731.

Work by Oxford Archaeology
Monograph (2018) of excavations 2014-2015 as part of East-West Rail: Phase 1. These
investigations extended across two successive Roman roads south to Dorchester-on-
Thames, the earlier of which by-passed the eastern side of Otmoor and was superseded by a
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more direct route across the moor at the end of the 1st century AD. Excavations identified
extramural roadside settlements, one of which appears tohave beenof relatively high status
during the initial, military, phase. A metalled road was constructed during the Roman
military phase, which was also contemporary with the occupation of the fortress at
Alchester.
HER Records: PRN29006-29008/EOX6436-7; EOX6439. Archive: OxfordshireMuseum Service.
Published Report: Oxford Archaeology. 2018. Footprints from the past: The south-eastern
extramural settlement of Roman Alchester and rural occupation in its hinterland: The
archaeology of East West Rail Phase 1.

Wantage, King Alfred's Academy, SU 3870 8794.

Work by Cotswold Archaeology
Evaluation in April 2017 and subsequent watching brief from October 2017 to July 2018
identified part of a Roman field system aligned along a trackway, which is possibly
associated with the villa to the north-west at East Challow. Middle Bronze Age pottery
recovered from within a ditch which appears to be aligned with the Roman trackway may
indicate that the trackway has an earlier origin, or that the Roman trackway is following
fields systems of earlier origin.
HER Records: PRN28756/EOX6273; EOX6378. Archive: Oxfordshire Museum Service.
Published Report: Cotswold Archaeology. 2018. King Alfred's Academy, Wantage,
Oxfordshire: Archaeological Evaluation; Cotswold Archaeology. 2018. King Alfred’s
Academy, Wantage, Oxfordshire: Archaeological Watching Brief.

RR164, Wantage, south of Challow Road., SU 39213 88126.

Work by Oxford Archaeology
Evaluation in July 2017 identified a possible Roman roadside settlement. Importantly, it has
previously been suspected that Ham Road (located along the route of a Roman Road) may
have marked thewestern limit to the various areas of Roman activity recorded to the east of
the site. The results of this investigation clearly demonstrate that there is evidence for
Roman activity on the western side of the Ham Road.
HER Records: PRN28757/EOX6275. Archive: Oxfordshire Museum Service. Published
Report: Oxford Archaeology. 2018. Naldertown, Wantage, Oxfordshire: Archaeological
Evaluation Report.

Wallingford, Hithercroft Farm, SU 5972 8869.

Work by Rubicon Heritage
Evaluation during April-May 2018 identified Roman trackways oriented N-S and E-W,
associated with a N-S Roman ladder enclosure. Dating evidence suggests a c.2nd century
date.
HER Records: PRN29067/EOX6522. Archive: Oxfordshire Museum Service. Published
Report: Rubicon Heritage. 2018. Land at Hithercroft Farm, Wallingford, South Oxfordshire:
Archaeological Evaluation.
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Shropshire

The references in brackets prefixed “PRN” are the HER numbers for individual sites and
those prefixed “ESA” are the HER numbers for individual events or activities such as
archaeological excavations.

RR6b, Leebotwood, land adjacent to Heath House, Hollyhurst, All Stretton SO 473 966.

Work by Castlering Archaeology
An archaeological watching brief was maintained during a proposed development located
immediately west of the line of the Roman road of Watling Street between Wroxeter and
Leintwardine, which is believed to be perpetuated in the minor road that exists today (HER
PRN 00108). In April 2018, a similar development on land to the east of Oakfield Farm also
sited immediately west of the postulated line of the Roman road, recovered substantial
evidence of the road within the development plot itself near the hedgeline. A compacted
gravelly metalled surface was revealed beneath the hedgerow, extending furtherwest of the
current edge of the road. Despite a full clean, it was not possible to ascertain whether this
hard surface dated to an earlier post-medieval road construction, or to either an earlier
Medieval or Roman phase. However, the fact that it underlay the hedge does indicate it is
not of modern origin.
Frost, P. 2018. 'Development on land adjacent to Heath House, Hollyhurst, Leebotwood,
Shropshire: archaeological watching brief', Unpublished report: Castlering Archaeology,
report no. 656. ESA8677.

RR6b, Leebotwood, land east of Oakfield Farm. SO 477 975.

Work by Castlering Archaeology
A programme of archaeological monitoring was conducted during ground disturbing works.
The development site lay immediately west of the line of the Roman road of Watling Street
between Wroxeter and Leintwardine (HER PRN 00108). Towards the eastern hedge line a
layer of compacted stone became apparent and further investigations revealed that this
layer was a substantial feature. In view of the proximity of this part of the site to the lane
and thereby to the postulated alignment of the Roman road, together with the substantial
nature of the stone layer, it was immediately recognised that this was likely to be a feature
associated with the Roman period.
Further investigations were undertaken revealing evidence that the feature was
undoubtedly a section of the Roman road from Wroxeter to Leintwardine, running further
west of the alignment it was formerly believed to take. The surface of the road was
constructed in locally sourced water-borne rubblestones, no more than 10cm thick, laid
above a densely packed small-sized rubblestone foundation course. The feature was
continuous across the excavated area for 11m at an approximate width of 1.5m. The surface
of the road includedwell-worn parallel cart ruts. In the absence of any dating evidence it has
not been possible to state the length of time that the road followed this alignment.
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Frost, P. 2018. 'Land East of Oakfield Farm, Hollyhurst, Leebotwood, Shropshire:
archaeological watching brief', unpublished report, Castlering Archaeology, report no. 633.
ESA8678.

Oswestry, Rural, SJ 312 230.

Work by Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust
An excavation was undertaken in 2016 across the line of a presumed Roman road in
connection with the second phase of a development on land at Morton Ley Farm, Llynclys.
A watching brief during the previous phase of construction in 2012 revealed an 80m-long
section of a road which had been constructed using river gravel and cobbles laid directly
onto the natural subsoil. The road was flanked by shallow ditches around 8m apart, each
1.5m in width and 0.3-0.4m deep. Excavation was undertaken to the S of the area of the
original watching brief. The recent excavations indicated that the construction of the road
changed as it approached the brook. As before, the road appears to have been around 4.5m
wide, but lacked flanking ditches. The stone surface was laid on a raised bank or agger
constructed from clay excavated from flanking quarry trenches which had been infilled
with cobbles, perhaps to protect from flood erosion. Although undated the form and
dimensions of the road suggested that it is likely to be Roman in date. If so then this forms
part of a previously unrecorded route which is not obviously associated with any other
confirmed sections of Roman road, lying 25km north-north-east of Forden Gaer and 45km
south-south-west of Chester.
Jones, N. 2016. 'Morton Ley Farm, Llynclys, Shropshire: archaeological excavation 2016',
unpublished report, Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust, report no. 1463. ESA8105.

Somerset

Cothelstone to Enmore, ST 224 347.

Roman road, Cothelstone to Enmore, Examination of Environment Agency National LiDAR
Programme visualisations shows a line of linear earthworks and field boundaries crossing
the Qantocks. Their linear arrangement suggests that they are caused by a Roman road
Somerset HER 42842, Archive: Smart, C, University of Exeter, Published Report:

RR540, Stratford Lane to Pensford

LiDAR and field survey by Tim Richards
In 1906Haverfield suggested that Stratford Lane RomanRoad existed on thenorthern slopes
of the Mendips and in the 1950s Margary thought that it continued as a minor branch road
to Hollowbrook and probably onwards through Pensford to Keynsham on the River Avon. At
Tarnwell something happens, both the landscape and the nature of the evidence changes.
Rather than being fossilised into the field boundaries the route now cuts across the existing
field system and is suddenly visible in the LiDAR. Field names give a clue, Breans Park, The
Down, The Frith all point towards a non-arable landscape that hasn’t been so intensively
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ploughed, which was perhaps enclosed more recently and where vestiges of RR540 still
remain.
There are two significant brooks that the road crosses and at one there is a well preserved
undisturbed terrace cut into the hillside to bring the route down to the brook crossing. A
good location for direct investigation.
The route then directly passes an old mine working composed of numerous small closely
spaced pits uncharacteristic of others in the area, raising the intriguing question as to
whether the Romans might have been mining and transporting coal from this locality as
well as lead from Mendip? Coal outcrops here close to or at the surface.
Finally the route arrives at the River Chewbetween Pensford and Bellutonwhere theremust
have been a crossing. Having veered off the direct linear route by about 250 metres this
location is now back on the direct linear projection of Statrford Lane. This slight diversion
has kept the precise route of the road hidden and appears to prove the logic that the route
must exist.
The village of Pensford is on the other side of the hill and it has been assumed a ford next to
the medieval bridge at the foot of Pensford hill might be the origin of its name (Hill-Ford).
Might instead a ford crossing on the RR540 and at a much steeper but shorter hill be the
actual origin of the name? It seems a worthy contender.
HER aware, recorded in the RRRANewsletter No. 8, Spring 2019

Exeter to Watchet, ST 088 312.

Work by S. Kaye
LiDAR analysis has identified the line of a Roman road running from Exeter northwards past
the forts at Collompton (Devon) and Wiveliscombe, to the east of Elworthy, south to north
before following the existing routeway north. It then diverges to continue in a north north
westerly direction identified throughexamination of LiDAR data. Part of the suggested route
runs to the east of Elworthy, south to north. It is not clear how confident themapping of this
section of the road is from the data supplied. The Roman Road was recorded via LiDAR
analysis and subsequent field walking. The northern fields within the Exmoor section of the
road were noted to show the feature more clearly than the southern section. The proposed
route of a section of the road near Springwater Farm was subject to a field visit and trial
trenching in February/March 2020 as part of a planning application. No archaeological
deposits were exposedwithin either of the trenches excavated and no findswere recovered.
HER (Somerset): 39966. Archive: Historic England

Staffordshire

RR713, Leek, Kniveden Farm, Moor Road. SK 000 562, ST13 7LX.

LiDAR identification of one or maybe two possible marching camps outside Leek by Neil Buckley
While conducting a LiDAR search for evidence of the route of RR713, an unproven link
between Buxton and Leek, a rectangular feature was discovered at Kniveden Farm, centred
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on SK000 562. The southwest quarterhas beenquarried but the northand eastern sides look
complete but no gateways are apparent. Although heavily ploughed out there is some
visibility of linear remains on Google Earth’s Dec 2003 edition. No written record of an
earthworks in that location have emerged but it appears to be depicted as a definite square
on the 1856 1st Series O.S. Map. To the west the possible corner of a smaller fort-like
rectangle can be seen next to the housing estate that has been built onmost of its footprint.
HER Report: Staffordshire HER have been informed and will be recording the site.

See also Cheshire for LiDAR re-appraisal of Cheshire and part of Staffordshire

Suffolk

RR3c, Stratford St Mary, TM 045 343.

From Colchester Archaeological Group (CAG), Stratford St Mary History Society
Members of the CAG Roman Road Study Group have been investigating the route of RR3c
through Dedham Vale in Suffolk, with the help of members of the local history society, with
the aim of locating the exact crossing point of the River Stour, and also the putative location
of Ad Ansam. So far, investigations have been largely desk based but in the summer of 2020,
CAG member Jim Pullen took some exciting aerial photographs fromhis dronewhich clearly
show cropmarks of the route of the Roman road running parallel to the modern A12. The
group have several leads to follow up in the field once conditions allow in 2021.
HER Report No. MSF5076. Archive: N/A. Published Report: TBD
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RR33a, Thurston, Land west of Ixworth Road, TL 91667 66080.

Work by Oxford Archaeology East (OA East)
In January 2019, a 20x20m excavation area was opened on land west of Ixworth Road,
Thurston (TL 91667 66080). The excavation revealed one Neolithic and one Early Bronze Age
pit, in addition to parallel ditches probably marking the line of the roman road known as
Peddars Way which runs between Chelmsford and Ixworth (MSF6883/THS007).
A single iron nail was found in one of the ditches. There was no sign of associated roadside
settlement. A Roman road surface and associated pottery is purported to have been
uncovered during the early 20th century (MSF6884/THS002), some 400m south-west of the
site.
SHER Ref THS030, Archive Suffolk County Council, Report OAE Report No: 2280

LiDAR re-appraisal of Suffolk

Work by David Ratledge
Covering RR330 Ixworth to Bildeston, RR340 Coddenham east, Ixworth to Scole including
location of Sitomagus matching Iter IX mileages. Summaries to be issued in a future
addendum and issue 2 of Itinera. See David Ratledge’s own site http://www.twithr.co.uk/
index.html

Surrey

RR4a, Surrey, Egham, Land to the rear of 64 The Avenue. TQ 016 716.

Work by Surrey County Archaeological Unit
Excavation of a Bronze Age/Iron Age settlement site was undertaken in 2016. Enclosure or
field ditches were found to have been intentionally backfilled prior to the building of the
London-Silchester Roman road. The road was encountered as a cambered gravel surface
measuring 16.5m wide. The southern roadside ditch was also located over a distance of 45
metres.
HER Report: unknown Archive: Surrey County Archaeological Unit. Published Report:
SpoilHeap Occasional Paper no 8.

Surrey, Flexford. SU 93700 50818.

Work by Surrey Archaeological Society
Excavation of a Roman settlement at Flexford in 2017 located an east-west Roman road on
the possible line of the presumedLondon-Winchester route (the courseof which is unknown
between London and Hampshire). Road material was compacted flints with a surface of silt
and fine gravel, the whole measuring 10-15cm thick. Surface was 6m wide, verges 2m wide,
side ditches 1m wide and 0.5m deep. Coin and pottery evidence showed that the road had
been in use from the mid second to early fifth centuries. A minor road or track ran N-S
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between the main road and the settlement, this route being of flint and 3m wide with 0.6m
wide side ditches.
HER Report: unknown. Archive: Surrey Archaeological Society. Published Report: Surrey
Archaeological Society Bulletin 462, July 2017 (available online via SyAS website).

Sussex East

RR142, Folkington, Wooton Manor Estate, BN26 5RY. TQ 5644 0592 - TQ 5572 0623.

Work by Hastings Area Archaeological Research Group
Identified by Margary in 1939, ‘Farne Street’ was part of RR142 which linked the Roman fort
at Pevensey to the Greensand Way at Barcombe Mills, with a section running through the
Wooton Manor Estate near Polegate following the same curved alignment as a later ‘Old
Coach Road’. Results of recent geophysical surveys and trial excavation confirmed that
whilst this is indeed the case for the eastern section, the western section has been found to
take a more direct route across the arable fields (unlike the ‘Old Coach Road’ which curves
and follows the raised contours of the land).
The road is estimated to be 3m in width with the surface having been partially robbed out
with probable re-use of the flint cobbles for the construction of the later coach road. Its
construction is of an extremely basic design being of flint cobbles laid directly on the natural
geology. At 400mm depth the start of a flint packed surface was identified comprising of
cobbles up to 200mm in maximum diameter interspersed with small flint pebbles. The
cobbled surface extended for approximately 2.0m with the northern edge finishing with a
reduced number and size of cobbles. It appeared to finish abruptly, which suggests an edge
or cut. At excavation and on interpretation of the geophysics results, there is no evidence
for the presence of roadside ditches.
HER Report N/A. Archive: HAARG. Published report: Magnetometer, resistivity and
theodolite surveys, fieldwalking and excavation of the Roman road and surrounding area at
Wootton Manor, Folkington

RR142, Lewes, Barcombe Mills, Bridge Farm BN8 5BX. TQ4336 1444.

Work by Culver Archaeological Project
Located in the very centre of an area enclosed by a 2nd century double-ditch defences, a
portion of the road from Barcombe to Pevensey (an eastward extension from the London-
Lewes and Sussex Greensand Way junction) was revealed at only 200mm below the current
ground level in the south-eastern corner of the trench. The upper layer of this consisted of
pebbles and small nodules of Downland flint which had been disturbed by ploughing.
Beneath this was a compressed sandy layer of flint gravels forming the main base structure
of the road. It is remarkable that this had survived at such a shallow depth and no trace was
found anywhere else along the trench having been presumably ploughed and/or robbed
out.
Previous geophysics surveys suggest the London-Lewes road ( RR14) forms a T-junctionwith
RR140/142 and does not continue south to the coast as a major route; and fieldwork from
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2011 onwards suggests this was in fact to the west of the River Ouse. However, further
archaeological investigation is required to confirmthe exact route. Indeed, Margaryhimself
contemplated this, stating it would have been quite possible and apparently more convenient, to
have laid the alignment further west after the Isfield crossing, and so , by way of Barcombe, Hamsey
and Offham, to have reached the Downs west of Lewes without any other crossings of the main river
(SAC 74 p32).
HER Report N/A. Archive: Culver Archaeological Project. Published Report: Bridge Farm
2018-19 Trench 7 excavation summary

Sussex West

RR155, Milland, Robin’s Farm, Ipping Lane, GU29 0PJ, SU 8443 2599 to SU8489 2439.

Work by Chichester & District Archaeological Society
The course of the Roman road RR155 fromChichester to Silchester is well known other than
for a short section around Robin’s Farm, south of Milland, where the road crosses an
escarpment.
Two routes have beenproposed, one to thewest of the modern road andone to the east. The
east route was not supported by LiDAR evidence, andwould have resulted in steep gradients
(up to 30%) and tight bendswhich are unrepresentative of Roman roads. The proposedWest
route starts from the Mansio on the same line as the East route. However, it changes to a
more southerly direction to follow the Milland Road. It continues along this line until just
after Robins Farm. On approaching the escarpment, the road bends to the right to cut
diagonally across the slope and reduce the incline.
The course of the road up the incline is shown on LiDAR. This is about 20m to the east of the
current road and is not visible from the road itself. On climbing the steep side of the road, a
holloway was found that had a remarkably consistent gradient of 8.5%, which is in-line with
other holloways used by carts. However further surveys are required.
HER Report N/A. Archive: CDAS. Published Report: Investigation of the Route of R155
Around Robin’s Farm

Tyne & Wear

Benwell Fort north gate, NZ 2160 6495.

Work by Northern Archaeological Associates
A road has been excavated heading North from the North gate of Benwell fort on Hadrian’s
Wall in advance of residential development. This was crossed by an East/West road just
outside the fort defences with adjacent signs of settlement, workshops, field-systems and
enclosures. The road itself was built of several layers of sandstone and silt to a total depth of
0.35m with a convex form that had a plough truncated surface. TheWest sidewas delineated
by a ditch and possible kerb. This was traced for 60m. It had been realigned at some point
with an earlier road on slightly different alignment.
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HER Report 2018-45, NAA 17/47, summary available in Collins and Symonds, 2019, Hadrian’s
Wall 2009-2019, 134-136.

RR86a, Military Way in grounds of Pendower House, Benwell, NZ 2139 6484.

Work by WallQuest Community Project led by Nick Hodgson
The Military Way was excavated 44m South of Hadrian’s Wall and 21m North of the Vallum
in the grounds of Pendower Hall to the west of Benwell fort. The road consisted of a single
layer of cobbles 7.5m wide.
HER aware, report forthcoming. Summary available in Collins and Symonds, 2019, Hadrian’s
Wall 2009-2019, 133.

Warwickshire

Mancetter, Warwickshire. Centred on SP 3209 9631.

Work by Archaeology Warwickshire
A possible Roman Road (MWA31899), heading towards the scheduled fort at Mancetter
MWA8267) from the south, was identified during an archaeological evaluation in 2017. The
road is between 5-7m wide with a metalled surface of a red-shale like material overlain by
compacted pebbles and gravel. The road appears to be flanked by two roadside ditches.
Pottery was found that is thought to date to the Neronian period.
Kleisoura, Eri. (2017). Land at Nuneaton Road, Mancetter, Archaeological Evaluation.
Warwick: Archaeology Warwickshire

Worcestershire

RR180, Bromsgrove, Birmingham to Gloucester, SO 9648 7148.

A Roman road in Bromsgrove Worcestershire, Archaeological investigations at All Saints Garage, 127-
137 Birmingham Road, work by Stuart Palmer, Archaeology Warwickshire.
A programme of archaeological investigations which included trial trenching, strip, map
and sample excavation and watching brief, was carried out on the site of the former All
Saints Garage in Bromsgrove, Worcestershire. A section of the Roman road that once ran
between Worcester and Metchley Fort in Birmingham and was an important artery for the
distribution of Droitwich salt was recorded: the first evidence for such within Bromsgrove.
Much of the Roman alignment is fossilised in the modern road network, such as the A38;
however, its course out of Bromsgrove to the north was uncertain, with the Birmingham
road, which it follows through the town centre, appearing to deviate slightly to the east. The
present investigations have confirmed that the Roman street continued straight in a north-
easterly direction, having been abandoned by the modern road some time before the early
19th century.
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The road, which was recorded over a length of 18m, was between 6 and 7m wide and
survived up to 0.65m thick. It comprised alternating bands of sand and gravel, either
representing an agger or a sequence of road surfaces and subsequent repairs. The lowermost
layer was a 0.38m thick deposit of pale yellowish brown sand and gravel, including some
larger stones and pebbles (the latter possibly derived from an early road foundation layer)
(306/567). Thiswas overlaid by 0.24mof pale yellowish brown sand (305),which, in turn, was
partially sealed beneath 0.2mof yellowish brown sand and frequent pebbles (304). The latest
metalled surface comprised well-compacted cobbles in greyish brown sand (562/303).
Further deposits were also revealed to the north-east of Trench 3, particularly near the base
of the road, suggesting some variability in the road’s construction even over a relatively
short distance. No dating evidence was recovered.
HER ref WSM72000, Archive – HER grey literature,WA report number 2035

RR183? South Littleton, Worcester, Post code WR11 8TP, SP 08877 46188.

Archaeological watching brief at Honeybrook Farm, Shinehill Lane, South Littleton work by M Cook,
The alignment of a new farm track was stripped to a depth of between 5 and 10 cm. In one
area adense concentrationof small angular limestone fragments associatedwith a low bank,
approximately 50mto thenorth of the existing road, was interpreted as the agger of a Roman
road that had been thought to run from South Littleton to Ryknild Street but for which no
evidence, up to this point, had been found. A summary will be published in West Midlands
Archaeology.
HER ref SWR 25669, WSM 71548, Archive – HER grey literature,

RR180, Upper Marlbrook, Worcestershire, Birmingham to Gloucester, centred on SO
98244 73781.

Hazy Hill Distribution Service Reservoir, Marlbrook, Worcestershire Archaeological Watching Brief,
work by Chris Swales of Wessex Archaeology
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by Severn Trent Water to complete an
archaeological watching brief on groundworks associated with the laying of a replacement
water mains on land between Old Birmingham Road and Brookhouse Road, Upper
Marlbrook, Worcestershire. The archaeological watching briefmonitored groundworks as it
was believed that the proposed works could impact a non-designated heritage asset, namely
the route of a Roman road from Droitwich, through Bromsgrove and up to Metchley Roman
fort in Birmingham. An infilled hollow-way and four ditches were revealed. All were
artefactually sterile. Although the hollow-way matches the position and alignment of the
proposed Roman road its date of construction and use could not be confirmed. Three of the
four ditches run either parallel or perpendicular to the hollow-way and may form part of a
contemporary landscape of boundary definition and road drainage, although, again, there
was no dating evidence to confirm this.
HER retained as grey literature, WA report ref 235260
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Yorkshire

North Yorkshire, Thwaite, Richmond DL11 6DN (Site 1). SD 893 982.

From Northern Archaeological Associates
NAA excavated (April-September 2015) on the line of the West Stonesdale pipeline. In the
field north of the village a road was uncovered (Fig. 6, Section 6f, Surface 67). Finds included
included apossible fragment of aRoman period samian ware vessel, fromrecent subsoil, and
the tumbled road surface material (Surface 73) in Area 61 yielded a Romano-British glass
bangle fragment of Kilbride-Jones’ (1937) Type 3D. This is therefore regarded as a probable
Roman road.
HER: no entry. Archive: ADS Library of Unpublished Fieldwork Reports (entered August
2019), https://doi.org/10.5284/1055131.

RR8b, RR8c (Dere Street), North Yorkshire, A1 Leeming to Barton. SE 28 91 to NZ 22 08.

Work by Northern Archaeological Associates
NAA excavated along the 19km length of the A1 (2013-2017) as part of the work to upgrade
the modern road to motorway standard. The first volume of three reports to be issued deals
with burials but contains a summary of the archaeological and historical background to the
area.
HER: MNY33135. Published Report: Speed, Greg P, and Malin Holst. 2018. Death, Burial and
Identity: 3000 Years of Death in the Vale of Mowbray. Vol. 4. Northern Archaeological
Associates Monograph Series. Northern Archaeological Associates Ltd. https://doi.org/
10.5284/1050910

RR8b (Dere Street), North Yorkshire, Healam Bridge, Kirklington-cum-Upsland, DL8
2JJ. SE 323 837.

Work by Northern Archaeological Associates
The two volumes of the second report of NAA’s excavations along the A1 cover the
excavations at Healam Bridge settlement and cemetery. It is thought that the general route
had prehistoric origins although evidence for an Iron Age track along the line later followed
by Dere Street is contradictory. A large enclosure may be a fort dating from the Flavian
period, in which case it was probably evacuated in the 80's A.D. like Roecliffe, and a roadside
ditch contains a closed group of Flavian/Trajanic material, confirming a late first-century
construction date, possibly in the 80's A.D. The original line of Dere Street was apparently in
use here until the later third century when it shifted westward, to resume the original line
in the later fourth century or later. Theoriginal road surface at least wasflanked bydrainage
ditches and successive surfaces were cobbled, between c.4m and c.7m in width and set in
sandy clay. A section across Dere Street at Leases Road, Leeming Bar found foundations of
large stones and layered gravels. Sections elsewhere (Cataractonium, Bainesse, Piercebridge,
Green Hammerton, and also at Ware, Hertfordshire) which found varying dimensions and
types of construction are reviewed.
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It is thought that Healam Bridge may have been at a crossroads with a road from
Wensleydale running east to Malton (see Hutton Rae Lane below); a metalled surface south
of Healam Beck may confirm this. Stonework in the present Healam Bridge may perhaps be
Roman. A ditch found parallel to the line of the A1, c.1.5km north of Humphrey Balk Lane
near Baldersby may be a roadside ditch of Dere Street. Use continued into the medieval
period and stone chipping surfaces, the remains of turnpiking in 1743, were found.
HER: MNY33135; 1021211. Published Report: Ambrey, Cath, David Fell, Richard Fraser, Stuart
Ross, Greg Speed, andPhilip N.Wood. 2018. ‘A RomanRoadside Settlement at HealamBridge:
The Iron Age to Early Medieval Evidence’. Vol. 3. NAA Monograph Series. Northern
Archaeological Associates Ltd. https://doi.org/10.5284/1041575

RR8b (Dere Street) & RR82, North Yorkshire, Scotch Corner, Woodside DL10 7GA to
Barton, DL10 5LP. NZ 220 012 to NZ 215 063.

Work by Northern Archaeological Associates
The third of three reports on NAA's excavations along the A1 deals with the the absorption
of northern England into the Roman province as evidenced at the strategic road junction of
Scotch Corner, which shows a tangled sequence of road construction.
The initial road, north to Scotch Corner and then north-west to Stainmore and Carlisle, is
recorded as RR1. The apparently contemporary RR2 leaves this northward towards
Stanwick-Melsonby and may have continued to bridge the Tees near Piercebridge. Another,
un-numbered, road leaves RR1 at the same point and passes the east side of the possible
military post, also heading north and appears to be a later local diversion and successor to
RR2. The construction of RR3 to the north but by-passing the Stanwick complex is perhaps
an indication of campaigns in the early 70's; it joins, and assumes the prior existence of, RR4
which leads south-east towards RR80a on the east side of the Vale of Mowbray (see Hutton
Rae Lane below). RR6 was then apparently introduced to bypass the T-junction between RR3
and RR1—however, RR6 appears to serve a later, eastward, re-routing of RR3 forming the
latest line of Dere Street, RR10,which was linked to RR4 byRR5. The triangular junction here
became a feature of the settlement. RR7 was a local road linking RR10 with the settlement
and perhaps continuing west to a junction on RR1. Roads RR8 and RR9 also appear to be local
throughfares.
Dating evidence for roads was sparse. The earliest deposit of RR1 survived partially as a
cambered, concreted deposit of sandstone and limestone pebbles and cobbles set on an agger
of compacted sand and gravel. Above the earliest version of RR6 was a layer with an an early
Flavian rusticated jar and mortaria crushed into its surface; three parallel carriageways
constructed on the same alignment were of varying dates but the (possibly) latest contained
sherds of pottery produced either in the Neronian or Early Flavian period. Mid- to late-
Roman vessel sherds crushed into the surface attested to its continued use. A TPQ for the
foundation layer of RR10 was provided by samian produced between A.D.70-90, the fabric
and surface being of gravel; this was later improved with cobble and aggregate foundation
and fabric layers.
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Map showing the development of
Roman roads at Scotch corner, courtesy

of NAA.



HER: MNY33135. Published Report: Fell, David W. 2010. 'Contact, Concord and Conquest -
Britons and Romans at Scotch Corner'. Vol. 5. NAA Monograph Series. Northern
Archaeological Associates. https://doi.org/10.5284/1078330

RR80a, North Yorkshire, Hutton Rae Lane, Thirkleby High and Low with Osgodby, YO7
2AS. SE 471 772.

From Martin Millett; Richard Brickstock
Google Earth satellite images taken on 1 July 2018 show a previously unknown Roman fort.
While the image does not itself show any roads, it is the first indication of any fortification
of the eastern route up the Vale of York, north of Stamford Bridge. A Wensleydale-Malton
road posited above (Healam Bridge) would pass close to the fort; trans-Pennine
communication may well have been key in the development of northern Britain in the first
century.
HER: no entry. Published Report: Millett, Martin, and Richard Brickstock. 2020. ‘An Early
Roman Fort at Thirkleby, North Yorkshire’. Britannia 51 (November): 318–23. https://
doi.org/10.1017/S0068113X20000021.

RR81a, North Yorkshire, Brooklyn House, Langton Road, Norton-on-Derwent YO17
9AP. SE 793 708.

From JB Archaeology Ltd.
Excavations (2015-16) revealed occupation towards the edge of the Roman town, including
a road on a N-S alignment for the 2m wide strip excavated. A full profile of the road and
associated ditches was revealed. It could be seen to be a metalled, compacted surface at least
7 m in width, built on more or less 'virgin ground', with later widening and adding of extra
layers and repairs. Late 3rd to 4th century pottery was recovered from the upper layers
along with fragments of Roman brick. Later deposits produced pottery spot-dated to the late
4th to early 5th centuries, which suggests the road may have remained in use into, if not
beyond, the late Roman period.
HER: SMR Number MNY38733. Published Report: Phillips, J and Wilson, P, (2021) Life, Death
and Rubbish Disposal In Roman Norton: Excavations at Brooklyn House 2015-16.
Archaeopress and extracted summary details of the road also in this volume.

RR8b (Dere Street), North Yorkshire, Aldborough, YO5 9EB. SE 407 673.

From Aldborough Roman Town Project
It has been assumed that the road north from Aldborough to Catterick crossed the river Ure
by a bridge. Geophysical survey by the University of Cambridge in 2015 confirmed the line
of the road and visible anomalies appeared to be the bases of bridge piers, similar to
Piercebridge. To test this, a series of three trenches was dug in September 2020. Although
the trenches were all about 1.2m in depth, reaching down to 11.55–11.65m AOD, 11.2–11.4m
AOD and 11.50–11.60m AOD (north to south), with the southernmost augered down a further
1.9m, no evidence of stonework, bridge or road, was encountered. The trench fills were all a
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similar homogeneous fine to very fine sand and silt. It is believed that the features indicated
by geophysics must be at a lower level and it is hoped to carry out ground-penetrating radar
surveys to test this in 2021.
HER: no entry. Published report: Rose Ferraby, Charles French and Martin Millett.
‘Aldborough Roman Town Project, Trial Excavation by the River Ure, Interim Report,
September 2020’.

RR8a (Dere Street), North Yorkshire, Aldboro Moor Farm, York Road, Aldborough,
YO51 9QR. SE 420 644..

Work by the Roman Roads Research Association; geophysics team
The line of the road south to York from Aldborough is particularly clearly visible on aerial
photos taken in 2016 by Tony Hunt. These suggested the possibility of three carriageways,
together with a different alignment from that previously accepted. The RRRA followed a
geophysical survey with an excavation in very wet weather in 2019. The outer road ditches
were between 18m and 20m apart with a central road, a conventional agger about 8m wide
at the base, constructed from small stones and gravel and showing a series of ruts. This had
at some stage been repaired or resurfaced with cobbles or large pebbles, construction
comparable to that a few miles south at Green Hammerton. In a second phase the road was
widened with a layer of sand either side between the road and outer ditch, possibly for use
by cavalry; phase three saw these shoulders widened further. Cobble resurfacing may be
later Roman ormedieval in date. In part of a nearby RomanBritish settlement, two trenches
were opened across a ditch and a substantial pit (which turned out to have been awellhead),
both deliberately filled with demolition material, which included high quality pottery of
mainly late 2nd to 4th century date, along with much broken roof tile.
HER: aware, Published account: RRRA Newsletter No.11, Autumn 2019; Haken, Mike. 2019.
‘Excavation at Aldborough Moor Farm by the Roman Roads Research Association, 2019’.
Forum (Yorkshire CBA), New Series 8.

RR280, North Yorkshire, Site 1, Rudgate, Newton Kyme, LS23 7BX. SE 451 451; Site 2,
Rudgate, Newton Kyme LS24 9FA. SE 456 442 and SE 457 440.

Work by the Roman Roads Research Association; geophysics team
A magnetic survey made (2018-19) west of the road known as Rudgate covered a total of
24.1Ha. Site 2 revealed no obvious archaeological features but the survey of Site 1 confirmed
the presence of two known Roman camp sites, parts of which had previously been known
from aerial photography. The area of the largest camp is over 23Ha, the largest known in
England.However, there were no indications of RR280 in either site.
HER: (West Yorkshire 3192). Summary account: RRRA Newsletter No.12, Winter 2020.Report
available at http://romanroads.org/reports/geophysics/smx001.pdf
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RR720b, North Yorkshire, land adjacent to Green Lane, Burton Leonard, centred
SE336630

Work by the Roman Roads Research Association geophysics team
A double ditched enclosure (N. Yorks. HER MNY39135), identified by the National Mapping
Programme in 2013, was reassessed in 2019 from recent aerial photographs as a possible
Roman fort, despite its almost triangular form. A further enclosure to the north was also
claimed to be a possible temporary camp. The edge of the enclosure is 200m north of the
presumed course of RR72b, the route having always been regarded as uncertain between
Ripley and Aldborough with no definitive evidence. Three possible stretches of the road are
known on this section, and based on their alignment the road potentially crossed the Robert
Beck to the south of the enclosure before traversing the field immediately to the east.
A gradiometer survey over 12.5Hawas carried out by the RRRA in February 2020 to examine
the area. The survey established that whilst the double ditched enclosure did display
similarities to Roman military work, it appeared to be a Romano-British enclosure which
integrated with two adjacent trackways, although no evidence of any structures was
apparent. It also appeared to be superimposed upon an existing system of small enclosures,
part of which had been misinterpreted as a temporary camp. In the field to the east of the
enclosure, the survey also identified a pair of parallel straight ditches 18.5m apart
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Gradiometer survey of land at Green Lane, Burton Leonard showing the course of RR720b.



(measured between centres) running WSW to ENE, the southern one fragmentary, with a
parallel row of small pits (less than 3m diameter), and one larger quarry pit, just to the
north. The ditches are severely truncated by ploughing and it seems probably that the
original separation between edges was 60 pedes. This confirmed that RR720b did cross the
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Aerial photo of Touston Polo Club showing parchmarks almost certainly representing RR280,
comprising three separate features, possibly a central metalled road flanked by two outer shoulders for

livestock or cavalry.



Robert Beck as predicted and that it is on the same precise alignment as three other lengths
of probable road between Ripley and Aldborough (Isurium Brigantum).
N.Yorkshire HER aware. Report in preparation.

RR280, North Yorkshire, north of Toulston Lane, centred SE 45997 42891

Work by the Roman Roads Research Association geophysics team
In 2019 a gradiometer survey covering 3.4Ha was conducted to attempt to confirm the
supposed line of the Roman road, following a failure to identify clear evidence at Toulston
Polo Club. The survey identified two clear lines of quarry pits, both rows apparently being
dug up to, but not beyond, a pair of surveyed lines (not visible on the survey) set approx.
18.5m apart (probably originally 60 pedes). Fragmentary traces of a probable ditch (about 2m
wide) could be seen just east of thewestern row of quarry pits, however this could be a later
addition. Such rows of pits, especially at this 60 pedes separation, are generally considered to
be diagnostic of a Roman road.
N.Yorkshire HER aware. Full Report available at http://romanroads.org/reports/
geophysics/smx002.pdf:

RR280, North Yorkshire, Toulston Polo Club, Tadcaster, LS24 9BB. SE 459 423.

Work by the Roman Roads Research Association; geophysics team
About 4.5 Ha was surveyed to follow up a 1964 record. A pair of narrow parallel ditches
approx 5m apart were identified heading ENE, possibly a north easterly branch from the
Roman road. Along the line of the road itself, no clear anomalies suggestive of ditches were
apparent in the survey along the probable line of the road, possible because of substantial
remodelling of the site to prepare it as a polo ground. Some small quarries were identified,
close to the probable western edge of the road, which were tentatively identified as quarry
pits providing road material. Diffuse areas of low response along, and slightly west of the
probable roadline, were interpreted as probable displaced road material. In 2021 an O.S.
satellite photo shows indications on similar lines.
HER: Depositor ID - 635509; Full Report available at http://romanroads.org/reports/
geophysics/smx002.pdf: Account in RRRA Newsletter No.9, May 2019

Branch from RR729 and RR280, Toulston, North Yorkshire. Centred SE4583 4199

Work by the Roman Roads Research Association geophysics team
In October 2020, a gradiometer survey was conducted in Toulston, North Yorkshire, to
investigate the possibility of Roman settlement at the junction of the well established
courses of RR729 and RR280. The survey was immediately to the south of previous work at
Toulston Polo Club, in the field bounded on the north by Garnet Lane and to the east by
Leeds Road (A659). Whilst there was no indication of settlement or enclosure near the
junction, RR729 and RR280were seen to be clearly definedby discontinuousditches and long
rows of quarry pits. A previously unknown third Roman road was identified bisecting the
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angle between the other two roads heading south west from the junction, and running
almost parallel to Leeds Road. With RR729 and RR280 the distance across the road between
surviving inner edges of ditches and/or quarry pits is approximately 19m, however allowing
for modern truncation by ploughing, the original separation was almost certainly closer to
17.5m i.e. a standard 60 pedes (Roman feet). The ‘new’ road corridor is narrower, being about
12m between ditches and pits, possibly originally 36 pedes (10.6m).
RR280 meets the main road from York to Doncaster and Lincoln (RR28b) just 700m south of
the junction. The function of the ‘new’ road is a mystery, since if projected it would also
meet RR28b just 690m further west. If intended as a shortcut, it would have involved
building 1260m of road to save just 130m in distance travelled, which hardly seems like
money well spent. Work continues to determine the destination and function of this road.
HER aware; Full Report available at http://romanroads.org/reports/geophysics/smx002.pdf

RR801, North Yorkshire, Ings House, Shipton Road, Skelton, York, YO30 1XJ. SE 57604
55206.

Work by the Roman Roads Research Association; geophysics team
An area of 2.9Ha was magnetically surveyed (2019) on the presumed line of the road, just
north of the A1237 York ring road, without result.
HER: aware. Full Report in prep: Account in RRRA Newsletter No.9, May 2019.
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RR801North Yorkshire, Former Bootham Park Hospital, Bootham, York, YO30 7BY. SE
599 526.

Work by the Roman Roads Research Association; geophysics team
An initial training day, aimed at confirming/denying the existence of a possible road
suggested by LiDAR east of Thirsk, covered most of the area between Bootham and the
hospital. No evidence for the road was found, however a previously unknown road parallel
to Bootham is suggested, at SE 59951 52564.
HER: aware. Full Report in prep: Account in RRRA Newsletter No.8, Spring 2019.

North Yorkshire: 43 Tanner Row, York, YO1 6JP. SE 598 517.

From York Archaeological Trust
Excavations following sewer collapse (December 2017) revealed a possible footing and a
separate area of dumped burnt material, both of which were probably Roman. On top of
these features a significant mortar and rubble deposit acted as make up for a road surface
c.900mm below the current road level. The finds from thismake updeposits suggested it was
Roman in date. This implies that there are significant archaeological deposits significantly
closer to the extant ground levels on Tanner Row than seen in works nearby.
HER: EYO3298. Archive: ADS Library of Unpublished Fieldwork Reports (entered 30 Apr
2020), https://doi.org/10.5284/1076888.

RR28c; RR2e; RR801, North Yorkshire, The Guildhall, York YO1 9QN. SE 600 519.

Work by York Archaeological Trust
Excavations preparatory to re-development of the Guildhall disclosed remains of an
Augustinian friary and beneath it 'a previously unknown Roman road'. Over 1.5m below
modern street level, an area of cobbled surface contained 'an abundance of Roman pottery
and a silver coin. Furthermore, the excavation of a small trench revealed that three distinct
surfaces had been laid, suggesting that it remained in use for a considerable period..
HER: MYO4566, MYO4566. Published Reports: Mike Laycock, 28th February 2020. York Press,
https://www.yorkpress .co.uk/news/18270651.roman-road-found-guildhall-
redevelopment/; York Archaeological Trust, February 2020. Test pit, Guildhall
redevelopment, South Range. https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/test-pit-guildhall-
redevelopment-south-range-f43b213a17f7469b91b0165d32b5ddcb

RR282(x), South Yorkshire and Nottinghamshire , Osmanthorpe to Rossington Bridge,
previously RRX104 - see Nottinghamshire

RR28b, South Yorkshire: Doncaster, Roman Ridge, DN5 8RH. Centred on SE 543 055.

Work by Wessex Archaeology
The Roman Ridge is a linear earthwork that runs between Adwick le Street and Scawsby. A
series of excavations 1995-2010 showed the road survived, up to 15m wide and 1.8m high. A
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watching brief during groundworks associated with the creation of a cycleway and footpath
found no archaeologically significant features.
HER: 1003672. Archive: ADS Library of Unpublished Fieldwork Reports (30 Apr 2020), https:/
/doi.org/10.5284/1076078.

RR28b, South Yorkshire, Doncaster, Roman Ridge. SE 523 094 to SE 553 048.

Work by Archaeological Services WYAS
Archaeological ServicesWYAS carried out anarchaeological topographic survey of the route
of the Roman Ridge Roman road. The report details the history of the road and its mapping,
together with earlier archaeological investigations. The Discussion comments on the route
of the road, including a curving length of agger which is in contrast to the typically straight
orientation of Roman roads. Margary's suggestion that the agger along this route was
deliberately constructed to create an impressive feature in the landscape is noted.
HER: no entry. Archive: ADS Library of Unpublished Fieldwork Reports (01 Feb 2018), https:/
/doi.org/10.5284/1030617.

RR720a, West Yorkshire, Ogden Water Reservoir, Ogden Lane, Halifax HX2 8XZ.

Work by Pennine Prospects
A survey of the woodland at the reservoir included earthworks of a stretch of the Roman
road. Awindthrown tree exposed thepossible sandstoneflag surface and a 'very subtle' level
surface with a flanking shallow ditch upon its western and eastern sides indicates the road
extending down a gentle incline southwest before becoming less apparent within the
woodland plantation.
HER: 16382. Published Report: Atkinson, Christopher. (2017) 'Celebrating Our Woodland
Heritage Yorkshire Water Property: Ogden Water Reservoir An Archaeological Woodland
Survey'; Celebrating Our Woodland Heritage Project Report No: PP14/191017.

RR712, West Yorkshire, Outlane, Huddersfield, HD3 3FJ. SE 074 169.

Work by Huddersfield & District Archaeological Society
HDAS excavated (September 2020) a strip trench and test pit above the possible route of the
Castleshaw-Slack Roman road at the western end of Outlane. The road was indeed
uncovered, and has therefore helped to further define the course of the trans-Pennine
Roman routeway. The Roman road descended from a ledge on the western side of
Wholestone Moor and followed a curve in order to join with the previously known straight
section coming out of Outlane. The road remains visible as a camber in the fields either side
of Round Ings Road at its junction with the A640.
HER: no entry. PublishedReport: Huddersfield& District Archaeological Society blog: https:/
/www.huddarch.org.uk/2020/11/the-roman-road-outlane/
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Newly Allocated Margary Road Numbers

BY Dave Armstrong
dave.armstrong@romanroads.org

ollowing the proposals by Armstrong in this volume, a number of new Margary road
numbers have been allocated to roads reported in this volume of Itinera, based on the the

criteria laid out by Haken in this volume;

1 A Roman Road number is reservedwhere there is archaeological evidence sufficient that
at least one road segment has the status 2. Road, probable, i.e. some evidence of a Roman
road.

2 A Roman Road number is awardedwhere there is sufficient evidence to have at least one
road segment of status 3. Road, known, i.e. convincing evidence of a Roman road.

3 These allocated numbers are recorded in RRRA’s master database of Margary road
number and cross references.

Ebchester to Beukley, Northumberland. Status - known road, RR8ee(x) awarded.
This volume, full paper, by Bill Trow.

Osmanthorpe to Rossington Bridge, Nottinghamshire and South Yorkshire. Status -
known road, RR282(x) awarded, cross referencing with RRX104.
This volume under Roman Roads in 2020 by Tim Jeffery and Mike Haken.

Ancaster to Ad Pontem, Lincolnshire and Nottinghamshire. Status - known road, RR59(x)
awarded. This volume under Roman Roads in 2020 by Tim Jeffery and Mike Haken.

Housesteads to Stanegate RR85a Grindon, Northumberland. Status - known road,
RR854(x) awarded, cross referencing with RRX038. This volume under Roman Roads in
2020, by Dave Armstrong.

Housesteads to Vindolanda/Stanegate RR85a, Northumberland. Status - known road,
RR855(x) awarded, cross referencingwith RRX038. This volumeunder RomanRoads in 2020,
by Dave Armstrong.

Exeter to Watchet, Somerset and Devon, Status – probable road, RR494(x) reserved. This
volume under Roman Roads in 2020 by Steve Kaye.

Morton Ley Farm, Oswestry, Shropshire. Status - probable road, RR641(x) reserved. This
volume under Roman Roads in 2020 work by Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust.

F
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Cothelstone to Enmore, Somerset. Status – probable road, RR513(x) reserved. This
volume under Roman Roads in 2020 by Chris Smart.

Winchester to Chichester, Hampshire & Sussex. This volume under Roman Roads in 2020
by Richard Whaley of NEHHAS FAB. Status – probable road, RR425(x) reserved.

Holwell to Sansoms Platt between Woodstock and Wootton, RR16a Akeman Street
parallel route, Oxfordshire. Status – probable road, RR16aa(x) reserved. This volume
under Roman Roads in 2020 by John Blair, published in Oxoniensia, 2020.

The Suga-Rodu (Pay Lane/St. John’s Lane), Oxfordshire, a branch road from RR16aa(x)
above crossing Akeman Street RR16a. Status – probable road, RR563(x) reserved. This
volume under Roman Roads in 2020 by John Blair, published in Oxoniensia, 2020.

Otmoor, Oxfordshire, parallel route to RR160b. Status - probable road, RR160bb(x).This
volume under Roman Roads in 2020. Work by Oxford Archaeology.

Dalswinton to Glenlochar, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland. Status – probable road,
RR760(x) reserved, cross referencing to the OS RRX number and Historic Environment
Scotland RX14. This volume under Roman Roads in 2020 by Dave Armstrong. .

Glenlochar to Gatehouse of Fleet, Dumfries and Galloway, Scotland. This volume under
Roman Roads in 2020 by Dave Armstrong. Status – probable road, RR761(x) reserved, cross
referencing to the OS RRX number and Canmore RR8.

Chawton Woods, Hampshire and Flexford, Surrey London to Winchester. Status –
probable road, RR400(x) reserved, cross referencing to the OSRRX010 number. This volume
under Roman Roads in 2020 by David Weston, Richard Whaley of NEHHAS FAB and Surrey
Archaeological Society. .

A number of other roads have already been allocated newnumbers when put up in the RRRA
Gazetteer. These will be reviewed and summarised in the second volume of Itinera. Similarly
the extensive work in Wales and Scotland with alternative number sequences need drawing
into the Margary series. Again, this will be summarised in the second volume.
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Blackwell 45
Blind Yeo Rhynd 239
Bloomery 91
Bludder Burn Dene 113-115, 120,
165, 170
Altar 113

Boroughbridge 171
Bow Bridge 272
Bowes 56
Bradwell 46
Bridgland, David 164
Brigantia 166-167
Broadfield Down 239, 240-243, 249,
251, 254-257

Broadheath 40
Brockhall 81
Brockley Combe 257
Bronze Age 21, 35, 40, 60
Hillfort 60

Brooke The, 17, 19, 22, 24
Brough on Humber, (Petuaria) 210,
247, 303

Bryant & May (Match Factory) 273
Bryn, Wigan 15, 18-19, 26

Wigan Road 19
Bustum Burial 207, 211, 214-216
Buxton 18
Bywell 113, 132, 137, 166-167, 170-
171

Cadbury Camp 248, 263-264
CADW 295,
funding 295

Caerwent 236, 250
Caesaromagus 271-2
Cam High Road 53, 56-61, 63-64, 66,
68

Canmore system 281
Caracalla 272
Carlisle Wheel (hub) 186, 188, 191,
201

Cart(s) 187, 189, 191, 194, 197-199,
200
capacities 199-200

Carvoran 3
Castleshaw 290
Catterick 56
Cave’s Inn (Tripontium) 74, 100
Chapel-le-Dale 57
Charnock Green 32
Charterhouse 232-233, 243, 246-
249, 251,259-265

Charterhouse on Mendip 219
Chelmsford 271-2
Cheshire 29, 41
Chester 21, 191-193, 195-200
Chester-le-Street 181
Chorley Archaeological Society 32
Churn Bridge 50-51
Churn, River 45, 50
Cirencester 45-52, 236, 253
Fort 45-46, 48-49, 50, 52
Spur road 50, 52
Amphitheatre 51
East Gate 51
Tetbury Road 51
By-pass (Roman) 50, 52

CLASP (Community Landscape
Archaeology Survey Project 73,
75, 78, 80-82, 94

Clayton-le-Woods 32-33

Compiled by Chester Forster
Words in classical languages and works cited are in italics
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Clevedon 244, 248, 262-266
Clumber Park 304
Coal 143, 151-152, 164, 167
Cocidius 3
Codrington T., 29, 286, 293, 316
Cogidubnus (alt Togidubnus) 48
Colchester 271-2, 274, 276
Collin Bank 8,11, 13
Collingwood, R.G. 3, 59
Community Landscape
Archaeology Survey Project,
see CLASP.

Compton Martin 219
Congresbury Yeo, River 240, 251-
252, 258

Continuity of settlement 55, 66
Coppull 32
Parish Church 32
Moor Lane 32
Hic Bibi Lane 32

Corbridge 113, 170, 177
Corfe Mullen, Dorset 181
Cotswold Airport 51
Cotswold Escarpment 46
Cotswolds 75
Cremation 215
Crop marks 127, 132-133, 138-139,
141

Crown Wharf Ironworks 273
Cuerden 29-33, 38-41
Green 33
Manor 33
Old School Lane 31, 40
Stoney Lane 31, 33

Cumberland Excavation
Committee 1

Cumbria 38, 290
Cursus Publicus 74, 80, 100, 102, 200

Dales 53, 55, 59
DARE (Digital Atlas of the Roman
Empire) 289, 292-293

Daventry 93
Davies, Hugh 181
Deerness, River 177, 180-182
Defra—see Department for
Environment and Rural Affairs

Delgovicia 207
Dendrochronology 46, 273
Department for Environment and
Rural Affairs 1, 10

Dere Street (see also proto Dere
Street) 55-56, 107-108, 109-171,
175-184

Derventio 207

Derwent River (Co Durham) 111,
113-115, 117-121, 131-132, 165-
166, 169-170, 175, 183

Derwent, River (Yorks) 207, 210
Digital Surface Model 58
Digital Terrain Model 58, 219, 221,
223-224, 228

Diocletian Edict, 197
Ditches 1, 7, 15, 228, 295, 299, 301-
303, 316
spacing 301
parallel 302-303

Diving 117, 132, 168
Dobunni 45-46
Doggett, Captain 18
Domesday Book/Survey 33
Dorset 181
Badbury Rings 181
Corfe Mullen 181
Poole 181

Driffield Crossroads 48
Droveway 61, 63, 66
Dry Burn, Northumberland 171,
177

Duck Street 240
Durham, City 181
Durolitum 272
Duston, Northampton75, 80, 88-89,
91, 93-94

Earlstown 18
Earthworks 94
East Anglia 75
East Harptree 219
Ebchester (Vindomora) 109, 111,
113-115, 117, 128, 130-131, 138,
165, 167, 170-171, 175, 177, 179,
181-183
Fort 178

Eboracum, (York) 207
Edging strips 82
Environment Agency 57-58
Ermin Street 45-46, 48-52
Esh 176-180
Euxton 31-32, 41
Evans, David 164
Exeter 236

Fanum Cocidi 3
Farington Moss 39
Fens 75
Field Maple 201
Field System 100
Field Sytems 60-61, 64, 210
Field walking 75, 81, 94, 100, 102-
103, 115, 118, 137, 165

Flavian Period 18, 38
Flint 40
Fords 304
Fosse Way 45, 48 50-52, 180, 235-
236, 246, 248-250, 265-266

Fridaythorpe 302-303
Furnace, shaft 91

Gatcombe 233, 240, 243-266
Gearstones, Ribblesdale 56
Geology
solid 34, 53, 113, 164
drift 35, 75

Geophysical Survey 17, 32, 75-78,
80-84, 87, 89-91, 94, 96-98, 100,
102-103, 111, 175
anomalies 76, 78-82, 86, 88, 91,
98-100

Geoscan RM-15 221
Gethin, Bryn 8
Gillalees Beacon 1, 5, 7-8, 10-12
Signal Station 10-12

GIS (Geographic Information
System) 290, 296,
analysis 57-58

Glamorgan-Gwent Archaeological
Trust 281, 295

Gloucester 46, 236, 246, 249-250,
253, 265
Fort 48

Goblin Combe 256-257
Goldsmith 208
Google Earth 46, 112, 121, 127, 131,
133-134, 136, 166

Goose Green, Wigan 19,
Gradiometer 76

survey 302
Greater Manchester 15, 29, 40-41
Great Manchester Archaeological
Unit 19

Greta Bridge 56
Gwenedd Archaeological Trust 295

Hadrian’s Wall 1, 3, 5, 7, 11, 170,
175, 177, 183, 191, 195-195, 201,
185-186, 191, 195-196, 201
forts, 1, 3
Fort, 56

Haken, Mike 283
Halton Chesters 113, 170, 183
Hare Bushes 50
Haugh, the, Ebchester 118, 120-121,
166

Haverfield, F.J. 1, 3, 11
Haydock 18
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Haydon Grange, Priddy 219-221,
228
Haydon Farm Common 221

Healam Bridge 56
Hedley Grange 134-135, 166
Henry I 272
Heugh Farm, Lanchester 177, 179-
180

Heydon Wey 219
High Cross 75, 180
Historic England 117, 282
Historic Environment Record 297
Durham 115
Northumberland 115, 137

Historic Environment Scotland 282
Hoard, coin 32
Hollow way 119, 125-127, 134, 166,
257, 261

Holme Pierrepont 186, 202
wheel 186, 202

Housteads191-195, 201
Howlet Gill, Co Durham 133
Huddersfield and District
Archaeological Society 168,
181, 290
Pule Hill 168, 181
Castleshaw 168, 181, 290
Slack 168, 181

Humber, River 207, 210
Hunnum or Onnum, (Halton
Chesters) 170

Hunter, Dr. Christopher 113
Hydrostatic level, electronic 221

Ilchester 236, 246, 250-251, 265-266
Industrial sites (Roman) 32, 80, 91
Ingleton
Iron 91
Production 91

Iron Age 77, 93, 100
Hillfort 93
Late 77, 100

Iron Mining 235, 239-240, 243, 254,
256

Iveston 115, 170
Iwood 240
Farm 243
Lane 240
Manor 240, 242-243
Road 239-241, 251, 254
Low Woodside 170

Jackaments Bottom 51
JB Archaeology 207
Jervaulx Abbey 53, 55
Justinian Digests 196

Kennet, River 51
Kerb 22, 25, 121, 123, 156, 159, 191,
241, 296, 329, 364

Kiln Hill, Cumbria 3, 5-6
King Street 38
King Water, River 3, 5, 7-9
Kingsholm 48
Kirkby Lonsdale 57
Kirkby Thore 3, 18
Kirkham 32

Lactodorum (Towcester) 74, 76
Lake Farm Fortress 48
Lancashire 38, 41
Central 29

Lancaster 15, 18, 29, 32, 48, 57
Lanchester 110-111, 113, 115, 156,
165-166, 170, 177, 181
Fort 110-111, 177

Land Gate 15-20, 25-26
La Téne, (Arras Culture) 186, 188
Latton 49
Lea, River 271-3
Lead 231-233, 236, 243, 248-249,
251, 259

Lead deposits 53, 56
Lead Mining 219, 233, 248
Leadgate 175, 177-178
Legio II Augusta 46
Leicester 45-48, 51-52, 180
Leman, Rev. Tom, 113
Letocetum (Wall) 101
Leyland 31, 33
--Hundred 33
LiDAR 1, 3-5, 8, 11, 15, 31, 53, 56-61,
111, 170, 175, 290, 294, 296, 298-
301,305-306
rate of discoveries 281
series 2, 1, 7

Lincoln (Lindum) 210
Lindum, (Lincoln) 210
Londinium (London) 74, 271-2
London Birmingham Railway 87,
89

London (Londinium)48, 271-4, 276
Long Newton 51
Longovicium, (Lanchester) 111, 115,
165

Lostock River, 31, 41
Lox, River 236
Lune Gorge 18
Lune, River 39
Lynne Burn 132

Magiovinium, Fenny Stratford 76,
100

Magnetometry 75
Maiden Way 3
Mains (Mesnes) 31
Malton 207, 210 217, 290
Golf Course 210
Park Road 210
Welham Trod 210

Mancetter (Manduessedum) 101
Manchester 15,18-19, 26, 39-41,
168, 181

Manchester-York Road 168, 181,
290

Manduessedum (Mancetter) 101
Mansio 78, 80
Maps 120, 132, 170, 175, 177
co-ordinates 46
McLaughlin 113-114
Longstaffe 113-114
O.S. 15, 25, 32-33, 41
O.S. field books 273
O.S. mapping Roman roads 280
Richard of Cirencester 175-177

Marching Camp 3, 11, 134
Margary, Ivan 279-280, 286, 289-
292, 294, 301
allocation of Margary number
279-284

Markets 91, 100, 101
Market economy 231-233
Marley Field 111-112, 127, 130-132,
138-139, 165-167

Marley Tile Works 111, 175
Master Map 219
Matilda, Queen 272
Maughan, Rev. John 3
Medieval 15, 19, 24-26, 53, 55, 67
farming 33
furrows 37-38, 41
mill 67,
pottery 15, 24-26
route 68,
settlement 67

Mendips 232, 236
Mercian Archaeological Services
57

Mersey, River 39
Mesolithic
Late 40

Metal detecting 75, 94, 100, 103
Metal working 235-236, 239, 251
Metalling 35, 41, 57, 61, 81, 91, 137,
182, 211, 236, 241, 246, 248-249,
257

Metropolitan Board Of Works 273
Midgeholm Moss 2-6, 11
Military Way 195
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Mill Burn 132, 167, 169
Mineral Resources 54-56
Mining, lead 219
Molyneux family 33
Must Farm, Cambridgeshire 202
Mutatio, 78, 80

Naples, Bay of 188,
vehicles 188

NEHHAS – (North East Hampshire
History and Archaeological
Society) 282, 293-295, 298

Nene, River 73, 75, 79, 81, 102
Valley 75

Neolithic 40
Nervi, sixth cohort 55
Newton 136-137, 167
Newton-le-Willow 18-19
Crow Lane East

Nolay, France 194-195
Northampton 75, 94
Duston 75

Northern Archaeology Group 107,
109, 111, 117, 132, 170, 177

North Kent shell-tempered ware
274

Northumberland 170
North Wraxall 51
Northwich 15, 18, 29
Norton 75, 93
crossroads 76

Norton-on-Derwent 207
Brooklyn House 207-208, 210,
215-217

Oak 201
Old Bryn 19, 26
Old Cuerden 33
Old Ford and Bow Traders &
Shopkeepers Union 273

Old Ford 271-3
Old Sarum 219, 232
Onnum or Hunnum, (Halton
Chesters) 170

Ottaway, Patrick 289
Owen, Ann 298
Owen, Wendy 295
Oxcart 194
Oxen 249 252
Park Wood 161, 165-166, 178
Penkridge (Pennorucium) 101
Pennines 168, 181
Pennines 53, 55-56
Pennorucium (Penkridge) 101
Penwortham 31

Petuaria, (Brough on Humber) 210,
247

Piercebridge 113, 167-168, 171, 181
Pleasant View Cottages, 179
Poitou, Roger de 33
Pompeii 200
Portus Abonae (Bristol, Sea Mills)
243

Post-holes 35-36
Posting Station 73-103

Bannaventa 73-103
Pottery 231, 235, 243, 245, 248-249,
251, 262, 264
black burnished ware 274
North Kent shell-tempered
ware 274
Thameside greyware 274

Poulter, John 49, 51, 108-109, 111
Prine Line 46-48, 50
Prehistoric 35-36, 40
Preston 29-33
Purbeck Marble 231, 233
Pythagorean triangles 46, 48, 51
Alpha 46, 51
Beta 46, 48
Gamma 46,
Delta 46

Quarry, Roman 125, 126-128, 166,
169-170, 235, 253, 264, 296
pit 296, 301

Quarrying 235, 243
Quebec, Co Durham 115
Heugh Farm 115

Radio Carbon dating 20, 29, 35-36,
40

Rag Path Wood 177
Ratledge, David 290
Raydale 55, 61, 65
Red Hill (Vxacona) 101
Resistivity Survey 219, 221, 223-
224, 228

Ribblehead 5
Ribble, River 31-32, 39
Ribblesdale 56
Gearstones 56

Ribchester 18, 32
Richard of Cirencester 113
Richmond 57
Richmond-Lancaster Turnpike 57,
59

Road management 191
maintenance 234, 249, 250

Roman roads (see index of Roman
road numbers on p.384)

levels of confidence in 283
numbering systems:
Canmore 281
Margary 279-284
Glamorgan-Gwent
Archaeological Trust Ltd
281
Ordnance Survey 280-2
RRRA 282-4

regulation 191, 195, 197
repair patches 214
width 239, 249

Robson, J. 18
Rocque, John 273
Roecliffe, Boroughbridge 171
Roman Bridges
River Lea 271
dendrochronology 27

Romano-British Period 36
Rose Whithill, Bamber Bridge 32
RCAHMS (Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Scotland) 280

RCAHMW (Royal Commission on
the Ancient and Historical
Monuments of Wales) 280, 282

RCHME (Royal Commission on the
Historical Monuments of
England) 61, 280, 290

RIB (Roman Inscriptions of Britain)
202, 251,

Roundhouse 36-37, 40
Ryland Factory 31

Salford Archaeology 17
Salt 231, 234-235, 238, 249
Sarcophagi 274
Scarborough 289
Scotch Corner 175
Scotland 181
Shieldhill North Tower 181
Gask Ridge 181
Ardoch 181
Strageath 182

Scott Hill 58-61, 63-64, 68
Sea Mills 231, 236, 243-248, 251,
260, 265-266

Selkirk, Raymond 107, 113, 132-
134, 137, 165-171

Semerwater 56
Severn, River 46, 48, 50, 52
Severn-Trent Gap 50
Shepton Brode Way 219
Shoulder 40, 211, 295, 370, 372
Sibson, Rev Edmund 15, 18, 29, 31
Signal Station 8, 10, 137, 236, 264
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Silbury Hill 51
Silchester 46, 48, 50, 271
South Gate 46, 48

Silver 232, 248
Slack 290
Slittery Ford 7
Snowden Close 5
Social unrest 102
Somerset 231-270
Sondage 115, 128-129
Spadeadam Farm 8,
Spine, central 22, 181
St. Albans 52
St. George’s 234, 236-239, 265
Stainmore Gap 53, 55
Standish 29-30, 32-33, 40
Brimelow Farm 32
Patten Hey 40

Stanifield Lane 31, 33
Stanwick 167
Staxton 289-290
Stowe Hill 81
Heyford Grange 81

Stow-on-the-Wold 50
Stratford 272
Strawberry Hill 262-263
Strensall 290
Stretton-on-Dunsmore 45, 180
Stukeley, William 113
Supply Base (Roman) 32
Surfacing 18, 37, 57, 108, 347
resurfacing 57, 182, 274, 330,
370

Surtees, Robert 113
Swaledale 53, 56
Sylvester, Bob 295, 298

Taxation 100-102
in kind 100

Tees, River 167-171, 181
Templehidon 219
lead mine 219

Thameside greyware 274
Thames, River 182
Axle 186, 191, 201

Theodosius II Codex 200-201
Thrupp Grounds 91
Todd Lane 31
Toft Hill, Co Durham 136-137, 166
Touchstone Archaeology Ltd 271
Towcester (Lactodorum) 74-76, 90
Town Fields 33, 41
Trajan’s Column 198-200
Trajanic Period 18

Transport 185-186, 188, 191, 194,
196, 199-202, 231, 233, 235, 238,
248-249, 251, 254
costs 251-253
land 231, 251
water 235, 254, 260

Trenching 31-32
Trent, River 50
Tripontium (Cave’s Inn) 74, 100
Trow, Bill 107-108, 177-183
Tungri 197
Tyne, River 113, 132, 137, 166, 170,
175, 177, 182-183

Ubley 219
Ure, River 53, 55

Vale of Mowbray 56
Vehicles, Roman 185-206
Vespasian 46
Via Pretoria 194
Via Principalis194
Via Privata 246
Viatores 280, 300
Via Publicae 246-247, 249
Via Vicinales 231, 246-250, 254
Villa Arianna Wagon 188, 190-191,
197, 202

Vindolanda 186, 191-192, 196-197,
199, 200-201
Writing Tablets 185-186, 196-
197, 200-202

Vindomora, (Ebchester) 111, 113,
165

Viroconium Cornoviorum (Wroxeter)
74

Virtual reality 1, 10
Virtual reality 1, 10, 58
Vxacona (Red Hill) 101

Wacher, J. 45
Wales 295
Wall (Letocetium) 101
Walton-le-Dale 24, 29-32, 37, 39
Warburton, John 57, 68, 286-287,
291

Wargrave 26
Acorn Street 19, 26

Warrington 15, 18, 39
Waterhead Common 5
Watkin, Thompson 15, 29, 31, 40-41
Watling Street 73-101, 180
alignment 82-83. 85, 87, 89, 98,
100
chronology 82,-83

Weald, The 232

adzes 232
Welham Trod 210
Welsh Roman Roads Project 283
categories 283

Wensley 56
Fort 56

Wensleydale 55-56
Wessex Archaeology 260
West Harptree 219
Weston-super-Mare 265,
Wether Fell 56, 59
Whaley, Richard 293
Wharfedale 56
Wheels 185-188,
gauge 191-192, 199
ruts 185, 191-192, 194-195
Walbrook 191
Carlisle
Hurst Pierrepont

Whilton Lodge, Northants 73, 75-
76

Whitaker, John 18,
White Way, the 48
Whitley Castle 3
Wigan Archaeological Society 19,
32, 40

Wigan Mains 31,
Wigan 15, 18-19, 25-26, 29-33, 40-41
Wilderspool 15, 18, 25-26, 41
Willington 181
Winchester 181
Hyde Barn 181

Winthill (with Banwell) 235-240,
242-243, 249-251, 256, 258-262,
264-265

Winwick 18, 25
Wittonstall 111, 122
Manor 122

Wolvers Hill 239
Wood House, Co Durham 133
Woodside Farm 175
Worden Hall 32
Park 32

Wrington 240, 255-257

Yates; Map 33
YCCCART, (Yatton, Congresbury,
Claverton and Cleve
Archaeological Research
Team) 221, 240, 242, 261, 266

York (Eboracum) 21, 56, 113, 168,
172, 181, 207, 210, 217, 290-291
Manchester Road 168, 181

Yorkshire 168, 171
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RR1f 75, 80
RR2e 375
RR3a 271-272, 346
RR3c 360
RR4a 361
RR4b 341
RR4d 181
RR4f 333
RR5c 50
RR5e 344
RR6aa(x) 328
RR6b 357
RR7a 328
RR7b 344
RR7c 339, 344
RR7ca(x) 329
RR7e 329
RR8 56
RR8a 370
RR8b 366, 367, 369
RR8c 366
RR8ee(x) 108, 282, 377
RR5d 50
RR8d 335
RR8e 282
RR9a 325
RR9b 320, 325
RR14 363
RR16a 355
RR16aa(x) 378
RR16b 46
RR17 75, 80
RR18b 328
RR18e 280
RR18ee(x) 280
RR18f(x) 282
RR20 272
RR22 327, 328

RR28b 374, 375, 376
RR28c 375
RR29 210, 217
RR30 272
RR33a 361
RR36 347
RR41b 48
RR41c 45
RR42a 342
RR43 341
RR45b 232
RR46 334
RR47 334
RR52 334
RR53 51
RR55 48
RR57a 346
RR59(x) 377
RR60d 326
RR70 38
RR70a 29, 328, 332
RR70b 15, 29, 41
RR70c 29, 37
RR70d 344
RR70e 282
RR70e(x) 344
RR70f(x) 282
RR71a 331
RR72a 342, 344
RR72b 371
RR73 53, 56
RR75 329
RR80a 337, 367, 369
RR81a 207-8, 210, 214,
216-7, 369

RR82 282, 336, 339, 367
RR82aa(x) 329

RR85a & b 329, 347, 349-
351

RR 86a & b 195, 348, 351,
364

RR140 363
RR142 362-363
RR155 340, 363
RR160a 346
RR160b 355
RR160bb(x) 378
RR164 356
RR180 364, 365
RR181 331
RR183 365
RR280 370, 372-374
RR282(x) 304, 377, 352-
355

RR300 339
RR330 361
RR340 361
RR400(x) 378
RR425(x) 378
RR456 232
RR492a 332
RR492b 333
RR494(x) 377
RR513(x) 378
RR540 358
RR541 340
RR563(x) 378
RR641(x) 377
RR700 328
RR702 41, 344
RR702aa 41
RR702aa(x) 344
RR703 32
RR704aa(x) 344
RR705 344

RR711 344
RR712 181, 376
RR713 359
RR720a 376
RR720b 371-373
RR729 373-374
RR730 56, 301
RR732(x) 56, 57, 337-339
RR733(x) 56
RR741 329
RR752 331
RR754 329
RR755(x) 329
RR760(x) 378
RR761(x) 378
RR800 210, 217, 290
RR801 374, 375
RR802(x) 290
RR809 339
RR810 303
RR812 210
RR813 210
RR815 290
RR816 210
RR817 290
RR820 335, 336, 337, 339
RR840(x) 329
RR854(x) 377
RR855(x) 377
RR865 3
RR868 323, 329
RRX002 282
RRX010 378
RRX038 377
RRX095 327
RRX104 377
RRX120 280
RX14 378

M5 239
M6 33
M61 33
M65 31
A1 290

A5 73, 81, 83-4, 87, 98
A49 15, 18, 31-3, 37
A369 245
A370 239
A582 31

A614 304
A640 290
A4714 259
A5083 31
B3130 258

B3133 240
B3134 221
B6309 111
B6318 3, 5

INDEX TO ROMAN ROAD NUMBERS REFERRED TO IN VOLUME I

INDEX TO MODERN ROAD NUMBERS REFERRED TO IN VOLUME I






